House & Garden
A Guide to the Arts of Living

GIFTS
for last-minute giving

MENUS
for Christmas parties

MUSIC
...call through the house

HOUSES
...for easy entertaining

GARDENS
...in a winter paradise
To the most admired hostess in her circle

Heinrich of Bavaria fashioned his newest Golden patterns with you in mind. Golden Fantasy and Golden Chestnut are as inspired as your imagination—flawless as your taste.

There are more expensive services, true enough. But few reflect Old World craftsmanship with equal color value and economy of line. Few match the wistful loveliness of Golden Chestnut or the gay witchery of Golden Fantasy. And none grace the table with more charm and classic simplicity.

Reflecting your good taste...

your choice of
fine handmade Fostoria crystal
to grace your own table
or for a gift to be remembered

FOSTORIA GLASS COMPANY - MOUNDSVILLE - WEST VIRGINIA

ALL FOSTORIA IS HANDMADE IN AMERICA; AVAILABLE IN OPEN STOCK.
ARISTO stainless steel mats make a safe durable place to set hot pots. Asbestos-backed and always bright, they wipe clean in a jiffy and protect counter and stove tops. Mount two on walls behind stove or sink. 8" x 19"—$2.00, 13" x 19"—$2.99, 15" x 19"—$3.29, 17" x 19"—$3.49 (add 10¢ each higher-for west coast).

GOLDEN DEEP-FRY with automatic on-off knob control, drain spout, cast-in element, heat-resistant base and signal light. Fry golden crisp delicacies safely, fast and cleanly. Smokeless. Full year guarantee. AC only. $19.95

New! TRICOLATOR electric chafing dish cooks or warms food for easy, delightful table-serving. 2 qt. capacity. Heating stand can be used separately. Beautiful to give or to have. Silver-lined solid brass with ebonized handle. 8 ft. cord, AC only. Style to order desired: C-1, C-2, C-3, each $29.95 (western states, $32.95)

Fine Swedish steel crafted in Sweden by KARLSSON & NILSSON makes this superb set of stainless and rust-proof knives with brass-riveted waterproof rosewood handles a joy to use. Set includes chef knife, slicing, boning, paring, grapefruit and tomato slicing knives on polished rosewood wall plaque. $14.95

New SILHOUETTE GLASBAKE milk-glass baking dishes in black wrought iron frames that look smart and do away with hot mats. You bake and serve in the same dish. E-1 oblong, E-2 divided oval, E-3 covered round, also 9" square cake or covered oval 1 qt. casserole, each $2.89

Powerful Swiss-made SOLIS electric hair dryer with four heats and one-finger control to dry hair in 10 minutes. Precision-made as a fine watch with 750-watt AC-DC universal motor. Ivory self-standing Plastic case also has hook for hanging. A gift she'll use! $16.95

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER OR SHOP FOR YOUR "GRANT A WISH WITH A GIFT" ITEMS AT ANY OF THE LEADING INDEPENDENT DEPARTMENT STORES LISTED BELOW.

ALBANY, N. Y. W. M. WHITNEY & CO..
ALLENTOWN, PA. HESS BROS.
BIRMINGHAM, ALA. PIZITZ
BRIDGEPORT, CONN. D. M. READ CO.
CHICAGO, ILL. THE FAIR
CLARKSBURG, W. VA. WATTS-SARTOR-LEAR & CO.
CLEVELAND, OHIO WM. TAYLOR SON & CO.
DETROIT, MICH. CROWLEY, MILNER & CO.
DUBUQUE, IOWA ROSHEK BROS.
FT. WORTH, TEXAS MONNIG DRY GOODS CO.
HAGERSTOWN, MD. EYERLY'S
HARRISBURG, PA. BOWMAN'S DEPT. STORE
HARTFORD, CONN. BROWN THOMSON, INC.
JACKSONVILLE, FLA. COHEN BROTHERS
JOPLIN, MO. CHRISTIAN D. G. & CO.
MADISON, WISC. BARON BROS.
NEWARK, N. J. KRESGE-NEWARK
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y. GOLDSMITH BROS.
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA. JOHN A. BROWN CO.
PASADENA, CALIF. F. C. NASH & CO.
PERU, INDIANA SENGER DRY GOODS CO.
PORTLAND, MAINE PORTeous MITCHELl & BRAUN
POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y. WALLACE CO.
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. HALE BROS.
SEATTLE, WASH. RHODES OF SEATTLE

Copyright 1953 by Mutual Buying Syndicate, Inc.
With a Gift!

[TESTINGHOUSE] roaster-oven will roast your biggest holiday turkey without watching... all night if you wish and still taste so tender with all the luscious juiciness kept in. Great for summer baking too! Roaster-oven and broiler lid, a reg. $53.90 value, special $46.90 complete, use cabinet $21.95, Clock-timer $12.95.

[DETECTO] bath scale with magnify-eye to check the family weight and guard the family health. Precision accuracy with lifetime service guarantee. In Rose, Blue, Green, Yellow, White or Black $7.95 (West of the Miss. $8.49) In chrome $9.95 (West of the Miss. $11.49).

([J-1] CALCUTTA BAMBOO or [J-2] RAINIER PINE) 25 piece imported china dinner sets for four includes the meat platter, vegetable dish, creamer, sugar bowl, 4 large and small plates, 4 mug soups and 4 cups and saucers. Interesting linen-textured background. $19.95 Service for eight, $32.95.

([J-3] SHASTA PINE) imported translucent china with white body and soft ivory shoulder. Compliments modern or traditional interiors. Each place setting provides a dinner plate, square salad plate, cup and saucer, bread and butter dish. Five piece place setting $3.99 (open stock pieces available).

For the good host... stainless steel tools by PARKER CAINES have cool indestructable Formica handles. ([L-1] Bar set includes long handled mixing spoon, strainer, corkscrew, bottle opener and jigger. $9.95. ([L-2] Leather thonged barbecue tools. $6.95.

([K-1] VICTORIA) Thermal Ice Bucket holds a gallon of ice cubes for hours. Keeps salads cold and crisp. Serves 3 1/2 qts. of hot foods! Copper, Mahogany, Grey or Green plastic. $7.95. ([K-2] 20 oz. double-walled Thermal Carafe, Tray and Tumbler set for night table or office desk. Keeps liquids chilled for 8 to 10 hours, or hot 3 to 4 hours. Colors as above. $4.95.

Order From The Store Nearest You

A. ARISTO steel Muffs        F. SOLIS Hair Dryer
B. GOLDEN DEEP-FRY           G. WESTINGHOUSE
C. TRICULATOR, state        H. DETECTO Bath Scale
   style desired: C-1, C-2, C-3
D. KARLSSON & NILSON        J-1. CALCUTTA BAMBOO
   Pattern China              Pattern China
E. SILHOUETTE GLASS-BAKE,    J-2. RAINIER PINE Pattern China
   state style desired: E-1, E-2, E-3

J-3. SHASTA PINE Pattern China
K-1. VICTORIA Ice Bucket
K-2. VICTORIA Carafes,
     Tray and Tumbler Set
L-1. PARKER CAINES Bar Set
L-2. PARKER CAINES
     Barbecue Tools

PLEASE SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER • SORRY NO C. O. D.'s • AMOUNT ENCLOSED

NAME_________________________  STREET_________________________
CITY_________________________  STATE_________________________

SHIPPED ANYWHERE IN THE U.S.A.

DECEMBER, 1953
Charming china treasures—just a few from the lovely Lenox Artware Collection. Every piece is handmade and hand-decorated—the same fine quality china as the famous Lenox dinnerware services. Perfect for gifts and for your own home. See complete selection in fine stores everywhere.

A. Shell Bowl, $6.50  B. Bud Vase, $5.50
C. Georgian Candle Sticks, $12.50 pr.  D. Regal Vase, $9.95
E. Florentine Cigarette Box, $12.50
Pattern illustrated is Harvest 5-piece place setting (dinner plate, butter plate, teacup and saucer)
wayCentennial Grand, including bench—$3,37500*

For years to come—Your Steinway will guide your child through the inspiring impressions of music. Besides a force in shaping appreciation, it will be a friend and companion heard through the years.
West Coast Hemlock—"The Ability Wood"—
is dependable for many uses

Weyerhaeuser 4-Square West Coast Hemlock is economically rendering outstanding service in modern homes. Above you see a home with siding of this dependable species. There are many other uses for which West Coast Hemlock is also well adapted.

Inside—especially where natural finishes are desired—Weyerhaeuser 4-Square West Coast Hemlock is ideal. It is a beautiful species, with straight grain and fine, even texture, practically free of pitch. Its warm, light color mellows slightly with age. Naturally, a wood with these characteristics ranks very high for paneling, flooring, cabinets, molding and other interior uses. Its strength makes it excellent for framing and sheathing and a wide range of structural purposes.

This economical "Ability Wood" also helps reduce application costs because it is light in weight and easy to handle. Paint adheres to Hemlock very well, and this helps keep maintenance costs low. West Coast Hemlock is durable, too, and stays tightly in place.

Owners and architects express great favor for West Coast Hemlock because of its dependability and fine performance. Your local Weyerhaeuser 4-Square Lumber Dealer will show you samples—or if you prefer, write to department HG for descriptive literature.

Weyerhaeuser
4-Square Lumber
WEYERHAEUSER SALES CO. • ST. PAUL 1, MINN.
There's no gift like the gift of sleep—no gift like

"Customized" Playtex Pillows

There's joy in the thought that for years to come, your gift of sleep will keep giving: the best of rest.

Your gift of sleep is so personal, so precious, so welcome. With it, you offer the best of wishes for the best of health.

To give refreshing sleep, make sure you choose Playtex Pillows. For Playtex Pillows are entirely different from ordinary pillows. They're made of the very finest foam latex, allergy-dust-free. And only Playtex offers "customized" Pillows: "Regular" Height, "Extra-Plump," "King-Size," each in soft, medium and firm, to please every pillow preference.

At department stores, furniture and sleep shops everywhere... Playtex Pillows are priced as low as $7.95
**Duncan Sandwich**

**HISTORIC LACE GLASS** . . . just the thing for holiday giving—and entertaining

Duncan’s Sandwich Lace Glass, in the famous star and scroll design, is one of the most famous glass patterns in America.

Available in stemware, tumblers, plates, serving and decorative pieces . . . each piece is made by hand and has a sparkling brilliance reminiscent of delicate frostwork.

For beautiful tables during the holidays and every day, nothing is as lovely and charming as lace glass . . . nothing more appropriate in any setting, whether Traditional, Colonial or Modern.

Write for your free folder illustrating all the items available and a brief history of famous Sandwich Glass.

**THE DUNCAN & MILLER GLASS CO.**

Department HG-12

Washington, Pennsylvania

*All prices are approximate retail, and are slightly higher in the West and Southwest*
These DUNCAN Sandwich Gifts can be bought at these stores:

ALABAMA
- City: Birmingham
- Stores: Avenue Jewelers, Floyd's Jewelers, Hardee's Jewelers, Retail Jewelers

FLORENCE
- Stores: Gray's Jewelers, Lee's Jewelers, Reynolds Jewelers

ARIZONA
- City: Phoenix
- Stores: Alonzo's Jewelers, Boyd's Jewelers, Cady Jewelers

ARKANSAS
- City: Little Rock
- Stores: Boyd's Jewelers, Dillard's, Harold's Jewelers

LOUISIANA
- City: New Orleans

MICHIGAN
- City: Detroit
- Stores: Allen Crockery, Dougherty Jewelers, Griswolds
d - City: Grand Rapids
- Stores: S. H. Fisk

NEW JERSEY
- City: Newark
- Stores: Grays Jewelers, The Variety Shop

NEW YORK
- City: New York
- Stores: Strand Jewelers, Wylie's on the Green

OKLAHOMA
- City: Oklahoma City
- Stores: Griswolds

OREGON
- City: Portland
- Stores: J. P. F. R. E. Plaxton

RHODE ISLAND
- City: Providence
- Stores: J. P. F. R. E. Plaxton

SOUTH CAROLINA
- City: Columbia
- Stores: J. P. F. R. E. Plaxton

TENNESSEE
- City: Nashville
- Stores: J. P. F. R. E. Plaxton
To the weight of the silver in each Kirk Sterling gift is added the timeless hallmark of prestige... KIRK... America’s Oldest Silversmiths, founded 1815. Each gift reflects this warmth of tradition, yet fits with charm in modern settings. Each has the inimitable combination of superior craftsmanship, heavy weight, and brilliant design that makes KIRK today’s outstanding sterling value. Shown here are but a few of the carefully selected gifts that will speak eloquently for you this Christmas Day... and for countless years to come.

Prices include Federal Tax. Subject to change without notice.

AMERICA’S OLDEST SILVERSMITHS
FOUNDED 1815
KIRK AVENUE & 25TH STREET, BALTIMORE 18, MD.
Write Dept. 31 for Your Silver Notes from Kirk and the name of your nearest Kirk store.
Introducing the new High Fidelity "Victrola" Table Phonograph—only $139.95. Now hear music you never dreamed was on your records. Famous "Olson-design" 8-inch speaker in balanced acoustical chamber gives you a completely new sense of dimension in recorded sound. New 3-speed silent changer. Mahogany finish (limed oak extra). Model 3HES5 shown at right.

High Fidelity "Victrola" Console Phonograph. Beauty to grace the loveliest home... tone to please the most sensitive ear. Superb performance with "Olson-design" 12-inch speaker. Mahogany or walnut finish (limed oak extra). Model 3HS6, $275. Suggested Eastern list prices shown, subject to change without notice.

Companion speakers, for table or console phonograph available in matching finish.

RCA Victor High Fidelity records and new RCA Victor High Fidelity "Victrola" Phonographs double the realism of recorded music!

Hear your finest recordings with "Victrola" High Fidelity and increase the range of tones close to 100%... almost double the realism!

The secret? Hear it for yourself... the new High Fidelity "Golden Throat" tone system which only RCA Victor has. Introducing high fidelity design into the exacting "Golden Throat" balance of pickup, amplifier, speaker and cabinet produces richness and brilliance of sound you never dreamed was on a record! Once you've heard it, nothing less will satisfy you. Listen today at your RCA Victor dealer's.

FOR MORE INFORMATION send coupon or postcard to RCA Victor, Dept. 271K, Camden, N. J. Without obligation, please send additional information on your new High Fidelity sound.

Name _____________________________  Address _____________________________
City __________________ State ________

RCA Victor
Division of Radio Corp. of America

RCA Victor High Fidelity records... both popular and classical. Finest of all are RCA Victor "New Orthophonic" High Fidelity records. Special microphones and studio acoustics point up individual instruments, instrumental choirs and vocalists with a brilliance and clarity never before possible! Among them: Cavalleria Rusticana and I Pagliacci. Bjorling, de los Angeles, Marcello, Milord, Warren, Robert Shaw Chorale; Cellini, conductor

Berlin: Romeo and Juliet. Boston Symphony Orchestra, Munch

Bach: Unaccompanied Sonatas and Partitas. Heifetz, violinist

Beethoven: Concerto No. 3 ("Emperor"). Horowitz, pianist

Tchaikovsky: Aurora's Wedding. Stokowski, conductor

FOR MORE INFORMATION send coupon or postcard to RCA Victor, Dept. 271K, Camden, N. J. Without obligation, please send additional information on your new High Fidelity sound.

Name _____________________________  Address _____________________________
City __________________ State ________

RCA Victor
Division of Radio Corp. of America
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Music for moppets
10 famous musicians each choose 10 records for children

What music do children really like to hear? Should you play something fast and martial to hold the attention of a ten-year-old? Will a child too young to pronounce ‘Tchaikovsky’ enjoy listening to the Nutcracker Suite? House & Garden received the answers to these and many other questions when it asked ten famous musicians each to choose ten recordings for children from six to ten (the best years to develop a child’s taste for good music).

The composers selected closely follow the general pattern of adult listening. Beethoven is easily the favorite. Haydn, Mendelssohn, and Prokofiev are runners-up. Most of these musical authorities believe that children prefer music which tells stories they can understand. Erno Pinza tells his children about Peer Gynt’s adventures, about Tybalt and the Prince painting the Sultan. Helen Traubel thinks that Saint-Saëns’ Carnival of the Animals is very much like visiting the zoo. Bice Stevens’ eight-year-old son Nicky tries to draw his impressions of story-music on paper while he listens.

Six seems to be about the right age to begin to help children acquire a love of music. Jascha Heifetz believes that listening should go hand in hand with making music at the piano or with any other instrument in which the child shows an interest. First favorites seem to be the music which is already part of a child’s world; Anderson’s Fiddle Faddle because it is played in school orchestras, The Ride of the Valkyries and Siegfried’s Rhine Journey because they are familiar background music in movies, radio, or TV programs.

Folk music is rated high by several of the celebrities. Patrice Munsel thinks it should be as much a part of a child’s education as Anderson’s fairy tales. In general, the ten authorities agree that children usually react favorably to good music. Here are their individual selections, and the reasons for their choices.

NICHOLAS STEVENS, mezzo soprano, chooses compositions which tell definite stories in music terms for her five-year-old son, Nicky. “I can hold his attention while he listens by pointing out certain sections and effects which help paint mental pictures. When Nicky listens alone he can recapture these impressions, which he has even tried to draw on paper. I don’t know a definite story connected with Schumann’s Scorn of Tannhauser but used my imagination to paint a picture for Nicky which fits the gentle, reflective mood of the piece. I chose Mozart’s Little Night Music and the Rossini overtures because the music really bubbles. By knowing and learning to love Kern’s Showboat score, one of the finest examples of American semi-classical music, Nicky will eventually be able to distinguish between good and bad popular music. And I chose Carmen, not only because it is the work most often associated with me but because it is a perfect blend of music and story. Even without the story, the score is near folk music, with catchy melodies and captivating, exotic rhythms.”

The Williamsburg: astonishingly beautiful from every angle, this unique piano has been designed for the discriminating owner who demands the balanced elements of design characteristic of the finest antique furniture as well as superior musical performance. Completely finished on both sides, the Williamsburg need not be placed against a wall, but may command as important a position among the finest furnishings as the cultural value of music does in our lives. The more than half a million owners during the last half century testify to the permanent satisfaction a Kohler & Campbell piano will bring you.

Kohler & Campbell Pianos
Write for informative free booklet
“A GUIDE TO THE MAINTENANCE AND PRESERVATION OF YOUR PIANO”
Kohler & Campbell, Inc.
401-425 East 103rd Street, New York 56, N. Y.

1. Mozart’s Eine Kleine Nachtmusik
2. Rossini’s overtures (to Wilhelm Tell, Barber of Seville, etc.)
3. Chopin’s polonaises, waltzes, etc.
4. Bizet’s Carmen
5. Wagner’s Ride of the Valkyries
6. Dukas’ Sorcerer’s Apprentice
7. Richard Strauss’ waltzes from Der Rosenkavalier
8. Sibelius’ Swan of Tuonela
9. Jerome Kern’s excerpts from Showboat
10. Ferde Grofé’s Grand Canyon Suite

HELEN TRAUBEL, soprano, believes that music is a particularly nice way of making believe. It is a door to an enchanted world, full of anything a youngster wants; a travel to faraway Mexico via the sunny music of Copland’s El Salon Mexico, a visit to the zoo through Saint-Saëns’ Carnival of the Animals, a whole library of fairy tales at finger-tip in Ravel’s Mother Goose Suite. All of the world’s great composers have written something that has enough color and excitement to stimulate a child’s mind. Nine chances out of ten, a child already knows something like Ride of the Valkyries or Siegfried’s Rhine Journey through the background music in movies, radio, or TV.

1. Copland’s El Salon Mexico
2. Ravel’s Mother Goose Suite
3. Beethoven’s Symphony No. 6 in F Major, Opus 68 (“Pastoral”)
4. Saint-Saëns’ Carnival of the Animals
5. Wagner’s Ride of the Valkyries
6. Wagner’s Siegfried’s Rhine Journey
7. Stravinsky’s Petrouchka
8. Humperdinck’s Hänsel and Gretel
9. Mendelssohn’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream
10. Haydn’s Toy Symphony

PATRICE MUNSEL, coloratura soprano, thinks it is easier for both the child and the uninitiated listener to comprehend music which can be visualized or dramatized. Ballet music, tone-poems, dances or incidental music achieve this best—whether they are waltzes by Strauss or Mendelssohn’s music to Shakespeare’s play. My favorite is also based on melodic and harmonic appeal. Music education courses pay too little attention to American folk songs. In Haydn’s ‘Clock’ symphony, the striking clock and the delightful story about the composer and his patron ought to amuse young listeners.

1. Haydn’s Symphony No. 101 in D Major (“Clock”)
2. Mendelssohn’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream
3. Brahms’ Hungarian Dances
4. Saint-Saëns’ Carnival of the Animals
5. Debussy’s Afternoon of a Faun
6. Johann Strauss’ waltzes (“Blue Danube,” “Tales from the Vienna Woods,” etc.)
7. Prokofiev’s Symphony in D Major, Opus 25, (“Classical”)
8. Burl Ives’ folk-songs (“Rock Candy Mountain,” “Blues Train” “The Ballad of Young David”, etc.)
9. Ravel’s Bolero
10. Gershwin’s An American in Paris

ARTHUR FIDELER, conductor of the Boston Pops Orchestra, chooses ten compositions which tell stories that (Continued on page 99)
...like a Musical Dream come true...

created by world renowned PHILIPS for the Supreme Enjoyment of Superb Tonal Quality

Once you hear it, once you see it, your ears and your eyes will tell you all you want to know about Concerto Grand. This marvelous all wave AM/FM high fidelity radio phonograph incorporates the most modern developments devised by fabulous Philips. Here is a musical instrument of matchless beauty bringing you and the performing artist together for lingering moments of sheer enjoyment. Here is wondrous music plucked full bodied from the air. Here is gratifying music from your own choice records, reproduced with the original concert hall fidelity and clarity.

If yours is a discriminating musical taste, the Concerto Grand is your kind of radio-phonograph, custom designed to give the maximum of pleasure to its happy owners. Arrange now for a demonstration with your nearest music dealer listed below. Convince yourself that here is an instrument to unlock the musical treasures of the ages for your enjoyment.

FEATURES YOU WILL ENJOY

All-wave 15 tube AM/FM radio receiver with cathode ray tuning indicator combined with automatic 3-speed record changer, featherweight pickup with three piezo electric plug in pickup heads, acoustical compartment with two super-sensitive concert loudspeakers. Walnut veneer cabinet, sycamore lined, mirror gloss finish.

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY, INC.
100 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

Sold by these distinguished Music Dealers

BALTIMORE, Md. Hammann Music Co.
BOSTON, Mass. The Boston Music Co.
BROOKLYN, N. Y. G. Schirmer, Inc.
BUFFALO, N. Y. Donaca, Cartier & Daniels, Inc.
CHICAGO, Ill. Lyon & Healy, Inc.
CINCINNATI, O. The Willis Music Co.
CLAYTON, Mo. Aeolian Co. of Missouri
CLEVELAND, O. The Buchman's Company
COVINGTON, Ky. The Willis Music Co.
DALLAS, Tex. Deepak Music Co.
DAYTON, O. Anderson Piano Co.
DES MOINES, Ia. Stumer Piano Co.
EVANSTON, Ill. Lyon & Healy, Inc.
HOLYOKE, Mass. J. G. Houlden and Son, Inc.
KANSAS CITY, Mo. Jenkins Music Co.
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. Clark & Jones Co.

MILWAUKEE, Wis. Bradford's
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. Paul & Schmidt Music Co.
NEW HAVEN, Conn. Lamia Temple of Music
NEW ORLEANS, La. Philip Werleman, Ltd.
NEW YORK, N. Y. G. Schirmer, Inc.

OKLAHOMA CITY, Okla. Jenkins Music Co.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa. B. Boyer Smith Co.
RIVERHEAD, N. Y. House of Music
ROCHESTER, N. Y. Lewis Music Stores
RYE, N. Y. Playhouse Radio
SAINT LOUIS, Mo. Aeolian Co. of Missouri
SCHENECTADY, N. Y. G. Schirmer & Sons
SOUTHAMPTON, N. Y. House of Music
TROY, N. Y. Crafts & Sons
TULSA, Okla. Jenkins Music Co.
WASHINGTON, D. C. Campbell Music Co., Inc.
Multiply THE LIVABILITY AND COMFORT OF YOUR NEW HOME WITH A CONCRETE BASEMENT

Whether you buy or build it’s good arithmetic to have a basement. It adds valuable space without subtracting from lot area as above-ground rooms do. It divides your house into two levels that enable you to keep the upstairs clean and new by putting tools and equipment and such activities as dances, parties and games downstairs. Finally, a basement multiplies the livability and comfort of your house.

A basement provides generous space for storage, heating and air-conditioning equipment, laundry, workshop, hobby and playroom. It leaves more room for lawn, flowers, outdoor living and playing. It keeps the upstairs warmer and drier and is a cool summer retreat.

A basement is an extra measure of safety, too. It provides an excellent refuge from tornadoes, hurricanes and atomic blasts. This is especially true if, in addition, the first floor is concrete.

Whatever building costs are in your locality, a concrete basement gives you more space for the money than equal area above ground. It needs little maintenance and serves at low annual cost.

To get more information write for the free, illustrated booklets, “Concrete Basements for Homes” and “You Too Will Like a Concrete Home.” They are distributed only in the United States and Canada.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
Dept. A12-20, 33 West Grand Avenue, Chicago 10, Illinois
A national organization to improve and extend the uses of portland cement and concrete through scientific research and engineering field work.
Here are compelling new reasons for choosing the handcrafted Imperial as the most desirable of all motorcars! The absolute highway mastery this car offers is yours for 1954 with a completely new 235-h.p. FirePower V-8 engine... remarkable new PowerFlite Automatic Transmission... fully powered steering and braking. Here, too, is the unmistakable look of leadership... a richness in outward line and inner luxury that makes this car truly unequalled among the world's finest. Your Chrysler dealer will gladly show you why the power of leadership is yours in an Imperial by Chrysler!

THE FINEST CAR AMERICA HAS YET PRODUCED
Oh, how snug you feel behind this blanket of air

Snug—that's the word for it. With Thermopane® insulating glass in all your windows, a blanket of air protects you from winter's bite while your eyes drink in the crisp beauty of sunshine on the clean snow.

Thermopane gives you a transparent insulated wall. What a truly sensible investment it is! It gives you warmer rooms in winter—cooler rooms in summer. It means lower heating bills and more efficient air conditioning. It keeps your rooms quieter, too. All these things add to the resale value of your home.

Thermopane can be used in almost all types of windows throughout the house. Your L'O·F Glass Distributor or Dealer can give you full information on sizes. Call him—he's listed in the yellow pages of phone books in many principal cities. And write for our booklet "Self-insulating Windows of Thermopane". Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co., 11123 Nicholas Building, Toledo 3, Ohio.

**Thermopane INSULATING GLASS**

- SAVE FUEL with Thermopane insulating glass. Heat loss through Thermopane is only half that through single-pane windows.
- SAVE WORK. Thermopane makes windows self-insulating. No storm sash to buy, wash, hang, take down and store.
- CLEARER WINDOWS. There is far less chance of condensation forming on insulating Thermopane than on single glass.
- COOLER ROOMS in summer. Thermopane's insulation keeps out more summer heat. That reduces load on air-conditioning units.

Owner and Architect: Harlan McClure, Minneapolis, Minn.
Nothing to weigh you down, everything to keep you warm! The slim new Tranquilt (just 3/8 inch thick) is Millium-lined to help trap warmth without weight. And the perfect combination of two handsome fabrics makes it one comforter that doesn't have to be tied to the bed to prevent it slipping off in the cold of the night. Tranquilt is smooth acetate satin on one side and a subtly-ribbed acetate and rayon bengaline on the other. The bengaline has just enough "cling" to keep it in place. Tranquilt is virgin wool-filled—looks lovely as a spread during the day, too. Celanese Corporation of America, New York 16.

Tranquilt by Barclay Home Products, twin or full size, in hunter green with chartreuse; gooseberry green with gold; rose with blue; American beauty with dusty rose. About $25 at Davison Paxon, Atlanta; Carson Pirie Scott, Chicago; A. Harris, Dallas; The J. L. Hudson Co., Detroit; R. H. Macy, New York; Bullock's, Pasadena. For other stores see Page 206.
"CLAY TILE...A WARM, COLORFUL MATERIAL... FITS INTO MODERN FAMILY LIVING!"

key to clay tile service areas:

Architect Nemeny's idea-packed "living" kitchen shows you how colorful clay tile can brighten your homelife and lighten your chores in so many busy areas. In new construction or in remodelling, clay tile gives you lifetime convenience and beauty, freedom from waxing and refinishing, and surfaces that resist heat, moisture, scratching and fading practically forever. Madame and Sir, that's real economy! See colors and designs at your local tile contractor.

Send 10c for clay tile idea book and detailed folder on George Nemeny kitchen. Write to Tile Council of America, Dept. 4, Room 3401, 10 East 40th St., New York 16, N. Y., or Room 433, 327 West Seventh St., Los Angeles, California.

a joyous gift
for a joyful season
by Val St. Lambert

Here is crystal so fine, so magnificently crafted, you know at once why it has earned its international reputation as the finest crystal made anywhere.

Manufactured in Europe's largest and best known cristallerie, this superb Belgian crystal has a unique brilliance within its depth — a lucidity and lustre unlike anything you have ever seen.

Crystal masterworks by Val St. Lambert in deep rich colors, in soft luminous pastels or in pristine crystal are timeless in their exquisite appeal. This is true crystal that is a joy to give and an unbounded pleasure to receive. Indeed, your gift of Val St. Lambert will be wholly unique, for it adds distinction and eye-catching beauty to any home, whether it be modern or traditional, casual or formal.

For a free color brochure that will show you Val St. Lambert in all its glowing beauty, write to Dept. HG-12.

VOGUE CERAMIC INDUSTRIES, INC.
9 East 55th Street, New York 22, New York
Plummer's famous Christmas Tree beautifully reproduced on a choice of most wanted selections. Left, Christmas Tree Hiball or Milk Glass, doz. $15.00. Christmas Candle Glass, exclusive with Plummer. On one side bright candles amid glossy holly leaves and berries —on the other, provocative mistletoe. On one tide bright candles amid glossy holly leaves and berries —on the other, provocative mistletoe. Gold edge. Doz. $13.50. Exquisitely beautiful Crystal Hiball Stirrers or Old Fashioned Muddlers mounted with 3-dimensional Christmas Tree in glowing colors surmounted by gold star. Stirrers, 7½ ins. long; Muddlers 9½ ins. Choice, packed 12 in box, $9.00. A green rim frames Christmas Tree Dinner Plates, doz. $27.00; Luncheon Plates, doz. $22.00; Bread and Butter Plates, doz. $13.50; Tea Cups and Saucers, doz. $32.00. Full open stock. Cocktail and Luncheon Napkins with Plummer's Christmas Tree beautifully reproduced in full colors. 100 of each in gift package, total of 200, $4.00.

Send for Free Gift Book

Plummer
724 Fifth Avenue at 57th St., New York 19, N. Y.

"Quaint American®"

SOLID CHERRY SPOON RACK
Mary Jo Lee spoon rack a favorite from the Forsland Collection. Authentic and convenient decorative accent. Solid wild Cherry in our rich Cherry finish. 19½ high, by 8½ and 5½ inches. Postpaid $9.95

Send for New Big Catalog THAT IS A FASCINATING ADVENTURE 25c

CARL FORSTUND INC.
EAST FULTON, GRAND RAPIDS 2, MICH.

"WE ARE THRILLED WITH IT", our thousands of customers who have bought this authentic solid mahogany wood hanging towel cabinet. Made with cabinet-maker's skill, hand finished in rich finish. It has hinged door, carved glass sides, in mirror-backed, completely glass enclosed, permanently sized, 23½ high, 10½ wide by 5½ deep, 4½ between shelves. Choice of Mahogany, Walnut, Antique Gold, Antique White finishes. $23.95. Express charges ruling.

Larger size also available: 25½ wide x 29½ high x 6½ deep. 1½ space between shelves. $37.95 express charges ruling.

Send for Catalog

MAYMAC COMPANY
79 W. Grand St., Dept. G-4, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

It is the month in which the Feast of the Immaculate Conception occurs. And we are pleased to show Sister Hummel's statue of the Virgin Mary. Made of white glazed ceramic, it is reed slim and tenderly appealing. About 15" high. $4.95 postpaid. Order from the Religious Art Guild, 125 Herald Street, Dept. HC, Peoria, Ill.

December is the month of the spirit. It is the month in which Christmas occurs! We show here a superb wood carving made in Oberammergau: the Nativity group. Each perfect figure is hand colored. A Swiss music box plays Holy Night or Ave Maria. $45 for 8½ size; $25 for 6¼ size. Add 75c. Alfred Orlik, 745 Fifth Avenue, N. Y.

It is the month to give gifts in celebration of the Festival of the Lights. So we present an exquisite Mezuzah made of 14K solid gold. About 1¼ long, it is pencil slim and contains a printed exhortation from the Torah. $3.75 for the unadorned Mezuzah; $5.25 for the one with the Star of David. Ppd. Mema's Studio, 48 Bond Street, N. Y.
It is the month in which Hanukkah occurs! And so for this lovely Festival of Dedication we show a handsome brass candelabra decorated with the Lions of Judah holding the Tablet with the Ten Commandments, with the Star of David guarding the Shamash candle. 7" x 8". $5.50 postpaid. Jenifer House, Great Barrington, Mass.

It is the month for meditation. So we selected The Book by My Side as a perfect choice. Beautifully written by Albert N. Williams, it is a thoughtful commentary on the Life of Christ. The introduction is by that fine theologian, Dr. Henry Sloane Coffin. $4 postpaid. Order from Duell, Sloan & Pearce, Inc., 124 East 30th St., N. Y.

It is the month for Christmas gifts. And we selected this sterling silver bracelet for the woman who likes devotional symbols but not on a chain around her neck. Bracelet with cross ($3.95). Additional symbols: Miraculous medal, Scapular medal, Crucifix, $1.20 each. Tax included. Postpaid. Page & Biddle, Haverford, Pa.

It is the month in which to study the New Testament. So we show here the magnificent album: The Talking Bible. The entire King James version of the Acts of the Apostles is dramatically narrated on the twenty-four long playing records. Use it on 33 1/3 RPM or 3-speed machine, $22.95 p.p.d. with adapter. Downs, 1446, Evanston, Ill.
LETTER RACK

Hand MADE IN SOLID BRASS

This handsome Solid Brass Letter Rack is a gift anyone would enjoy owning. Its hammered finish and high polish will add beauty to any desk. Wouldn't it make a striking Napkin Holder? Hand made for Downs & Co. 7" wide and 6" high. Gift Boxed and sent postpaid. $2.95 ppd.

Your Satisfaction is Guaranteed

Write for Free Gift Catalog

DOWNS & CO.
DEPT. 1446, EVANSTON, ILLINOIS

CHRISTMAS TREE TURNER will add undreamed-of gaiety to your Christmas season. Designed and built by expert craftsmen, the fully-electric Turner is equipped with a high-fidelity Swiss musical instrument that alternately plays "Silent Night" and "Come All Ye Faithful." The quiet, precision motor slowly revolves the lithe tree and operates the clear-toned musical motor. Separate controls for music and motion. The revolving gold-finished spindle has a plug for YOUR own lights, which remain lighted as tree slowly turns. Beautiful chrome-plated housing reflects the tree's lights and glittering decorations. Will mount trees up to 9 feet tall. Base dimensions 12" x 12" x 8" for 6, 7, 8 ft. A.C. only. Thousands of owners praise it, and children love it.

For insured delivery and check or money order $9.50 NOW. Combed. Shipments Express Collect

ULRICH BROTHERS
DEPT. HG
2923 Agents St.
CORPUS CHRISTI, TEXAS

19th CENTURY CHARMER

Dandies of yesteryear wore watchfobs just like these elegant pieces. We reproduced a selection of them: lockets, intaglios, keys, medallions, interesting and handsome as can be and attached them to the chunky chain braid that's so smart now. Truly, a fascinating BRACELET, heavily gold plated, set with simulated semi-precious stones and pearls. $6.95 tax included.

ELIZABETH McCAFFREY
DEPT. H-12
Orange, New Jersey

Put a song in your hearth with these musical andirons. Made of solid brass ($25 ppd.) or black-finished wrought iron with gilded legs ($14.95 ppd.), they are designed in the form of an eight note. They are certain to evoke comment. Approximately 18" high x 14" deep.

Catalogue of other unusual items 10 cents.

TENNESSEE CHROMIUM PLATING CO.
206 Louise Avenue
Nashville, Tennessee
Brilliant crystal fashions this fabulous bottle. And it's the perfect choice for your husband's cocktail bitters or for your own spicy seasoning, Worcestershire sauce. Spout is chrome finished and cork lined. The important initials are hand cut. $7.95 postpaid complete with marking. Blair Gifts, 305 East 83rd Street, New York.

Sad Sack is the name of the beguiling beagle whose likeness is applied on these terry cloth fingertip towels. Give a set to any dog owner and he will be completely content. The colors are lovely: dark green, gray, yellow or white. $120.00; $125.00.

Thoroughbred in its field: the Medalist binocular. The field of view is 45 feet at 1000 yards. That's because of the fine set of coated optics: erie type ocular system with five lenses. Body is lightweight metal; cowhide case is plush-lined. $120.00; $125.00.

West Point Set available as a gift or for your own holiday cock­ tail parties... buffet suppers. Sliced Smoked Turkey, Handi-Cut and in Pate. Vacuum-packed, ready to serve and will keep without refrigeration until opened. 3 popular sizes: Four 15 lb. cans (12) of Pate, Handi-Cut, Sliced — only $16.00; 2 cans (A) $8.50; 1 can (B) $4.75.

What a Treat!

For Christmas gifting and eating, there's no treat like FORST delicious Smoked Delicacies. These are perfect gifts. Shop from your taste-tempting choices. Shop from your best choice—take one list and your gift problems are delightfully solved—order today!

THE FORSTS, Route 324, Kingston, N.Y.

FORST CATSKILL MOUNTAIN Smoked DELICACIES

FORST CATSKILL MOUNTAIN Smoked TURKEY

FORST VACUUM-PACKED DELICACIES


MELODIES-OF-ANTIQUE-MUSIC-BOXES

Reproduced on a 33 1/3 long-playing record, "The Story of the Music Box" in an unusual Book-and-Record Combination. Read the story, hear the music!

In lovely cases from 19th Century music boxes— famous collections of G. L. & G. J. Wood. Beautifully boxed, each story of the little music boxes. Write for information to please some lucky child. All items complete with unbreakable record and book, only.

Satisfaction guaranteed. No COD's please. Write for free gift catalog.

Artisan Galleries
2100 N. Haskell
Dallas, Texas

WEST POINT CADETS

IN ALL THEIR GLORY

These thrilling, colorful Masterpieces in Miniatures are authentic in every detail.

$16.95 — 4-piece West Point Color Guard uniform set.
$24.95 — 9-piece set of West Point Cadets uniform set.

West Point Sets also available in winter uniform of the same prices.

West Point Cade ts also available in winter uniform of the same prices.

HOUSE OF MINIATURES

1364 Lexington Avenue, New York 28, N. Y.

2100 N. Haskell
Dallas, Texas

Orders of 25 or More. Write for Details.

IMPORTANT: All Forst Catskill Mountain Products are Government Inspected.

NOTICE: Special Quantity Discounts for Orders of 25 or More. Write for Details.

THE FORSTS, Route 324, Kingston, N.Y.

I enclose Gift List and Check for $.

Please ship the Forst Smoked Delicacies checked below, delivery charges prepaid.

Smoked Turkeys

10 (to 20) lbs. at $1.20 lb. $12.00
25 (to 50) lbs. at $1.00 lb. $25.00
50 (to 100) lbs. at $0.90 lb. $45.00
100 (to 200) lbs. at $0.85 lb. $85.00
200 (to 500) lbs. at $0.80 lb. $160.00
500 (to 1000) lbs. at $0.75 lb. $375.00
1000 (to 2000) lbs. at $0.70 lb. $700.00
2000 (to 5000) lbs. at $0.65 lb. $1300.00
5000 (to 10000) lbs. at $0.60 lb. $2600.00
10000 (to 20000) lbs. at $0.55 lb. $5200.00
20000 (to 50000) lbs. at $0.50 lb. $10400.00

Smoked Turkey in cans, of ea.

$50 med. size (20) at $2.70 each $110
$75 med. size (20) at $3.00 each $225
$100 med. size (20) at $3.50 each $500
$125 med. size (20) at $4.00 each $625
$150 med. size (20) at $4.50 each $750
$200 med. size (20) at $5.00 each $1000
$250 med. size (20) at $5.50 each $1250
$300 med. size (20) at $6.00 each $1500
$350 med. size (20) at $6.50 each $1750
$400 med. size (20) at $7.00 each $2000
$450 med. size (20) at $7.50 each $2250
$500 med. size (20) at $8.00 each $2500
$550 med. size (20) at $8.50 each $2750
$600 med. size (20) at $9.00 each $3000
$650 med. size (20) at $9.50 each $3250
$700 med. size (20) at $10.00 each $3500

Mail order only.

Approx. date required...

Send information regarding quantity discounts.

Your Name

Address
GIVE AUTHENTIC

Williamsburg

REPRODUCTIONS

Craft House offers unusual gifts reminiscent of the 18th century. Each article represents a faithful reproduction of the original Williamtsburg Reproductions. Send $1.25 for beautiful catalogue with complete range of authentic Williamsburg Reproductions.

For CHRISTMAS—Put
ST. FRANCIS in your Garden

That Birds may flock to the bowl at the feet of their Guardian Saint for their feel of their Guardian Saint for their

Send check or money order. POSTPAID
We pay postage. No C.O.D.'s, please.
Send for new FALL CATALOG!

ERKINS STUDIOS
30 West 40th St., New York City 18, N. Y.

For business associates, clients, friends, family...just those whom you know would appreciate the finer things...a Smithfield Ham is the ideal gift. They are baked slowly, evenly, basted liberally in wine to bring out all the succulent goodness which smoke-house curing and a year or more of aging produces. The finest sherry is by no means appreciated—the finer things...a Smithfield Ham is the ideal gift. They are baked slowly, evenly, basted liberally in wine to bring out all the succulent goodness which smoke-house curing and a year or more of aging produces. The finest sherry is by no means appreciated...a Smithfield Ham is the ideal gift.
Symbol of faith: the mustard seed. Here we show a tiny grain of mustard encased in a crystal-like sphere. The three-step metal mounting signifies Faith, Hope and Charity. It is attached to a gold-plated key chain but you could hang it on your bracelet. $3 ppd. Tax incl. From The Flints, 210 West 6th St., Kansas City, Mo.

Ultimate luxury: a mink pin cushion pierced with cultured-pearl pins! It's a wonderful conceit to wear on your tweed coat, with your cashmere sweaters, with a scoop-neck velveteen blouse. Your choice of white or natural mink. Fitted with a safety pin, it is modestly priced. $5.95 ppd. Tax incl. H. Rubin, 52 E. 56 St., N. Y.

Solo Mate is a bootscraper which does a fine job on muddy shoes. Heavy enough to stand alone, it has an iron body, horseshoe feet and a real horsehair-tail brush. Get a pair for the front and back entrance. 10" x 12". $9.50 east and $12 west of the Miss. Ppd. Horsehoe Forge, 3 Muzzey Street, Boston, Mass.

DUO-MASK EYE REST COLD, it's a wonderful "pick-me-up." HOT. It brings soothing relief to tired eyes, frayed nerves. The Duo-Mask is an easy-to-use gift. Transparent Vinylite plastic with "sealed-in" thermo fluid that stays hot or cold as desired. Easy to fix—put it on and go about your chores. You'll feel like new in a matter of minutes! Only $1.50 ea.

IMPORTED IRISH LEPRECHAUNS These fairy men of Irish legends garbed in green jackets, red caps, with their hidden crocks "full o' gold" are said to bring happiness and prosperity to every house they enter. They're an intriguing and decorative addition to any gift. Only $1.95 each or set of 3 for $4.95. Order by number.

CAR-SNAC A "Snack Bank" For Your Car Protect "delicate gifts" for those on your list who like to go places, fast. Packed with specially selected snacks, these stylish little boxes are $9.50 each prepaid. Fill with snacks or even combine with a gift card. You're giving a gift that will be remembered for years. S.25 for each of 6, shipped by surface or air, prepaid.

WALL STREET FOR DISTINGUISHED MASCULINE APPEAL No fragrances to irritate sensitive noses. No dazzling eye catchers. Pure Wall Street type. A half dozen of your choice. $1.50. Please state finish wanted. Prompt delivery.

SILENTCRAFT CARTRIDGE Cigarette Lighter in the Car The smartest and slickest cigarette lighter on the market. It comes in a fancy gift box.黑恶势力 $4.95. Prepaid. Send Check or Money Order to: Champagne, 707 Market St., San Francisco, Calif.
For the collector who is looking for an unusual spoon rack we present this clever design. It has a hand-carved sunburst at the top and bottom of the rack and slots for 19 spoons. Made of 100-year-old pine, it is finished with wax. About 21" x 12" x 1½". $7.50 p.p.d. Order from The Gaylord Reproduction Co., Gaylordsville, Conn.

Ah, lovers! The natural propensity is to imitate the beloved so if you have a pair of newlyweds on your list do give handsome white terry robes monogrammed in red, blue, green or black. Women’s sizes: 10 to 20; men’s: S.M.L. or extra large. $18.50 each. P.p.d. to Franklin-Bayer, 632 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

Your signature in gold makes this handsome wallet distinctly yours! Made of fine leather it is butter-soft and has a snap coin purse and a compartment for an identification card. Red, green or black. About 3" x 4". Be sure to send the signature. $9.60 postpaid. Tax included. Selden Cooper, Grove Park Inn, Asheville, N.C.
THE GIFT OF TRUE elegance IS AN EVANS

In all the world, no Christmas inspiration like an Evans. The luxury of an incomparably styled Evans handbag...the elegance of an Evans original lighter...gifts to make the giving memorable...and to enrich so many occasions of her life.

Shown: EVANS SYMPHONY, in genuine alligator with baby calf lining and fittings to match, including powder box, lipstick holder, Evans automatic lighter and comb, $150. Genuine alligator with faille lining, $130; or in calf...black, brown or navy...$58. Other elegant Evans bags from $15.

TABLE LIGHTER...an Evans original, in bone china encrusted with gold and French Enamel Topaz, $20. Other Evans Table Lighters from $5.

EVANS CASE CO., NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS.
The new Cory Crown Jewel is not for everyone! Cory created it for coffee connoisseurs only—those people willing to pay any price for a good cup of coffee! If you've done everything you can think of to get good coffee, including turning the pot to the North while you salaam to the West—then the new Cory Crown Jewel is for you!

It costs $50, and worth every penny of it! It's made of beautiful stainless steel that does not intrude a foreign "metallic" taste on delicate coffee flavor, as other metals do. It will not chip, stain, break, or dent. Its sleek Continental design includes a base of extravagant 24 karat gold plate and a smart raffia style handle.

There has never been another coffee brewer like it. The new Cory Crown Jewel is perfection. See it... buy it today... and your search for a good cup of coffee is over!
COME TO CRANE FOR IDEAS

small space that bulges with utility

CRANE'S "Triple-Duty Utility Room"* gives you an idea...when you build or remodel

How would you like to make your utility room a "three-in-one" room, where planned use of small space gives you a utility room that really is useful?

Then look at this new room idea from Crane's national architectural competition.

1. You enclose the Crane boiler, water heater and water softener behind a partition.
2. This provides you with the extra ideal wall space you have always wanted for a whole regiment of Crane wall and base cabinets.
3. Crane's Laundrette tub, made of Crane's exclusive Duraclay, is as easy to keep sparkling white as your Crane sink or lavatory.
4. Sliding panel doors shut off your working space, create a private garden passageway from kitchen to carport.
5. Crane's efficient, space-saving radiant baseboard heating keeps the whole room comfortably warm.

Actually, this is just one of dozens of room ideas for bathrooms, kitchens, and utility rooms that your Crane Plumbing and Heating Dealer has to show you. He may have just the idea you need, or he can help you develop your own good ideas. And he is your local source for the quality Crane fixtures you want at the price you want to pay. See him before you build or remodel.

*Another exciting room idea from Crane's national architectural competition. Design is by Arthur A. Gorrell, of Carlsbad, New Mexico. Crane provides the No. 14 POW Boiler (shown at left), the radiant baseboard heating system, water heater and water softener, wall and base cabinets and Laundrette tub. Your Crane Plumbing and Heating Dealer can give you full details on how to build this room or modify it to suit your plans.

CRANE CO., 836 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO 5, ILLINOIS
Gift inspiration... the sunshiny comfort of a

**G-E Custom-Contoured Automatic Blanket!**

**Why G-E Sleep-Guard Blankets are worth more!**

(Left) Ordinary blanket. Small area of warmth is created by your body heat. You huddle in cramped position. (Right) G-E Blanket. All-over warmth is maintained for you automatically. You stretch out, relaxed.

(Left) Ordinary electric blanket. Lumpy, wide-spaced thermostats; uneven, spotty protection. (Right) G-E Blanket. Uniformly controlled warmth; no lumpy thermostats, no unprotected areas.

(Left) X-ray of G-E's Sleep-Guard, automatic, safety device designed to give complete protection; if temperature of heating wire exceeds a certain limit, nylon sheath permits message to be flashed by signal wire to Bedside Control, automatically cutting off the current. Thus entire wire area is sensitive to excessive warmth. Only G-E Blankets have Sleep-Guard.

Winner of 1952 National Home Safety Award Grand Prize as product which contributed most to safety in the home.

It's a happy Christmas thought—to know your gift can bring the comforting warmth of sun shine!

It's so relaxing—snoozy, sunshiny warmth-without-weight! One G-E Blanket is all that's needed for perfect comfort; it maintains constant, even warmth, automatically, throughout normal nighttime changes in room temperature.

Custom-Contoured fit sees to it that G-E Blankets never slip off or ride up, and there's PLENTY OF FOOT ROOM.

This Christmas, give the blissful comfort that only a G-E Automatic Blanket brings. (And maybe you'll be lucky enough to get one yourself!)

Six new high-fashion colors harmonize with smart bedroom color schemes; bindings of Skinner Satin. Single- or double-bed sizes. Manufacturer's recommended retail or Fair Trade prices $47.95, $49.95 and $59.95. General Electric Co., Small Appliance Div., Bridgeport 2, Conn.

**Six new high-fashion colors harmonize with smart bedroom color schemes; bindings of Skinner Satin. Single- or double-bed sizes. Manufacturer's recommended retail or Fair Trade prices $47.95, $49.95 and $59.95.**

More than 1,500,000 users have found sleeping comfort with G-E Automatic Blankets

**GENERAL ELECTRIC**
SHOPPING AROUND

Any emergency the sportsman might face, from gouging himself with a fish hook to perishing from a longing for cool beer, can be solved with this amazing Sport Kit. It contains a variety of medications, of small tools, of toilet articles. Plastic case folds to a neat 5" x 8", $5.95 ppd. Fairfield House, Box 15, Bethel, Conn.

Mile-O-Meter should be standard equipment on all cars because it will help to save money on gasoline, on engine repairs, on the general performance of your car. Case is steel, dial is illuminated and marked in four colors. $9.95 postpaid. Order from The Gale Hall Engineering, Inc., Department HG, North Hampton, N. H.

Metamorphosis: your plain Jane candlestick into a sparkling beauty. Do get a set and deck your unadorned holders. One set consists of: imported crystal bobèche and 8 brilliant prisms. Prisms come in two sizes: 2" ($1.95 the set); 3 1/4" ($2.25 the set). Get several for the holidays. Ppd. Paulen Crystal, 296 B'way, New York.

COMICE PEARS

Any early ordering of Comice Pears, creamy in texture, rich in juicy flavor, make unusual and appreciated gifts for family, friends and business associates. These world-famous pears are grown in our own orchards, carefully selected—individually wrapped. Delivered PREPAID in colorful gift boxes to any point in states. Perfect arrival guaranteed. Send list, we do the rest. No stamps. C.O.D.'s or charge accounts, guaranteed. Gift card enclosed. Send list, we do it. No. 5—Asst. Fruit Basket (18 lb.) 14-qt. $14.95

For delivery in 10 to 14 days...no. 1—Deluxe Box (10 to 14 lbs.)...$3.75
No. 2—Deluxe Box (15 to 18 lbs.)...4.95
No. 7—Asst. Fruit Chest (about 14 lbs.)...6.95
No. S—Asst. Fruit Basket (about 18 lbs.)...14-15

Write for free catalogue For Fruit Club

Pinnacle orchards 618 Fir St. Medford, Oregon Catalog 8 Wash Fruits under color Cataloging:

THE CORNUCOPIA

Dunn and Dean of Florida, Inc.
3139 Commodore Plaza, Coconut Grove, Fla.

Gay As A Highland Fling!

THERMAL BASKET, packed with luscious fruit, delicacies! Keeps food, beverages hot or cold for hours; is crammed with oranges, tropical jellies, candy & stuffed dates on hand-carved mahogany snack dish. Gift No. 8-1: Red Plaid; 14-qt. $76.00 each (your fabric 1/2, yds. 3/8, 4 yds. 50¢, 50¢, 829.50). Express Collect, No COD. For folder "Hunt Galleries' Foun- vent," send 10c. Satisfaction Guaranteed. HUNT GALLERIES P. O. Box 492, Hickory, N. C. Cranberries in Charm

The Denise

From Hunt Galleries' collection of charm chains, "Denise, the Desirable" brings Holiday greetings. By your tree on Christmas morning its shining lowness takes grand place as a gala gift, by fireplace or in boudoir, its warm invitation to comfort and content becomes part of a Good New Year. In sage green, lipstick red, lavender or emerald velvets. Native hardwood frames: padded coil spring seat. H. 27 1/2". W. 28". D. 18". $39.50 each. $76.00 pair (your fabric 1/2, yds. 3/8, 4 yds. 50¢, 829.50). Express Collect, No COD. For folder "Hunt Galleries' Foun- vent," send 10c. Satisfaction Guaranteed. HUNT GALLERIES P. O. Box 492, Hickory, N. C. Cranberries in Charm

Gifts of Lifetime Beauty and Enjoyment —

Authentic Cast Iron and Cast Aluminum Reproductions

Left: SPECIAL PRICE for Christmas on this DELICATE GRAPE PATTERN

Settee 22" wide. Chairs 16" wide. Same price for Cast Iron or Cast Aluminum—specify which.

Settee and Two Chairs only $49.50

Right: ROSE AND LYRE PATTERN

Below: GRAPE AND LEAF DESIGN

Grape and Dean of

A Wee Bit of Scotch

Scotland is the inspiration for this charming Thistle Set. The wisp-y thistle is beautifully reproduced in hand wrought sterling...an inspired gift. Pin and earrings are $3.75 each, and the Bonnie bracelet sells for $7.50. Complete set only $13.75. Matching necklace and but tons (not shown) $12.00 and $1.25 each respectively. Tie clasp and pair of cuff-links to match, each $5.50. Ppd. Tax incl.) Send check or money order. C.O.D. no. DEPT. 12-G. 1901 4th Ave. South

Wood Basket

Dignity and Beauty . . .

. . . will complete your hearth with our Firebrass wood-holder in smart black iron with gleaming brass handle. Graceful, strong for heavy use. Also lovely in flower or magazine basket, 27" long, 10" wide. Money back if dissatisfaction. Check or money order, no COD's. 29/4 lbs., shipped express collect. Per- fect gift at any price.

9.95

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

J. F. DAY & CO.

Dept. 12-G, 1510 4th Ave. South

Birminghsm 3, Alabama

Wood Basket

Thermal Basket

The Denise

Granite and Dean of

The Cornucopia

For Christmas Giving

AS LOW AS $375 PREPAID FROM ROGUE RIVER VALLEY

Order early.

COMICE PEARS

DUNHAM-WILSON CO.

P. O. Box 748

Baton Rouge, La.

1 De Luxe Box (10 to 14 lbs.)...$3.75
No. 2—Deluxe Box (15 to 18 lbs.)...4.95
No. 7—Asst. Fruit Chest (about 14 lbs.)...6.95
No. S—Asst. Fruit Basket (about 18 lbs.)...14-15

Write for free catalogue For Fruit Club

Pinnacle Orchards

418 Fir St. Medford, Oregon

Catalog 8 Wash Fruits under color Cataloging:

For delivery in 10 to 14 days...no. 1—Deluxe Box (10 to 14 lbs.)...$3.75
No. 2—Deluxe Box (15 to 18 lbs.)...4.95
No. 7—Asst. Fruit Chest (about 14 lbs.)...6.95
No. S—Asst. Fruit Basket (about 18 lbs.)...14-15

Write for free catalogue For Fruit Club

Pinnacle Orchards

418 Fir St. Medford, Oregon

Catalog 8 Wash Fruits under color Cataloging:

The Cornucopia

Dunn and Dean of Florida, Inc.
3139 Commodore Plaza, Coconut Grove, Fla.

A Wee Bit of Scotch

Scotland is the inspiration for this charming Thistle Set. The wisp-y thistle is beautifully reproduced in hand wrought sterling...an inspired gift. Pin and earrings are $3.75 each, and the Bonnie bracelet sells for $7.50. Complete set only $13.75. Matching necklace and buttons (not shown) $12.00 and $1.25 each respectively. Tie clasp and pair of cuff-links to match, each $5.50. (Ppd. Tax incl.) Send check or money order. C.O.D. no. DEPT. 12-G. 1901 4th Ave. South

A Wee Bit of Scotch

Scotland is the inspiration for this charming Thistle Set. The wisp-y thistle is beautifully reproduced in hand wrought sterling...an inspired gift. Pin and earrings are $3.75 each, and the Bonnie bracelet sells for $7.50. Complete set only $13.75. Matching necklace and buttons (not shown) $12.00 and $1.25 each respectively. Tie clasp and pair of cuff-links to match, each $5.50. (Ppd. Tax incl.) Send check or money order. C.O.D. no. DEPT. 12-G. 1901 4th Ave. South

Jamaica Silversmith, Dept. G.
79-32 164 Street, Jamaica 2, N. Y.
**GUARANTEED TO BLOOM UP TO 6 LONG WEEKS!**

![Star of Bethlehem Flowers](image)

"Traditional Symbol of Christmas"

**EXOTIC FRESH FLOWERS FROM FAR-AWAY AFRICA!**

1 box of 25 Star of Bethlehem flowers at peak of bloom. Longer, more glorious arrangements made with 2 or 3 boxes.

Shipped postpaid anywhere in U. S. Add 3% Sales Tax for N. Y. C. Delivery.

These snow-white fresh flowers open into a glory of perfect stars—from 10 to 20 on each cut stem. Delivered before Christmas; will blossom at their loveliest throughout Christmas week and last beyond the New Year! Gift box contains instructions for care and inspiring story of Star of Bethlehem. Order now—quantities limited!

Dept HG2, 160 East 57th Street, New York 22, N. Y.

---

**PAGODA ROOF CUPOLA**

Ready-Built, fully assembled PAGODA ROOF CUPOLA for your garage, breezeway or ranch house that will fit any pitch roof. Made of pine, painted two coats white, 30” high, 18” square. Aluminum or copper covered roof. Needs only a screwdriver to put up in 10 minutes. With ALUMINUM covered roof, $30.50. With COPPER covered roof, $42.50. Express collect. Other sizes and styles from $16.75 to $105. Embellish with COPPER or ALUMINUM cupola. Painted black, only $9.95 postpaid. 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

COOK’S of CHICAGO

24 E. Randolph St., Dept. H-12, Chicago, Ill.

---

**Sparkling CHRISTMAS EARRINGS**

Charming little screwback earrings with tiny dangling Christmas BULBS or BANGLES for you and your guests. In brilliant Red, Green or Gold. Order several of each. $1.00 the pair, $.75 two pairs. Postpaid, incl. Tax. No C.O.D.’s.

NOËL

220-H Fifth Ave., N. Y. 11, N. Y.

---

**SHOPPING**

**Handsome spiral** of heavy sterling silver marked with three initials is this new and dramatic money clip. Hand-made by artisans, it makes an unusual and happy gift for the person who is hard to please. And it keeps a firm hold on the long green. 1¾” in diameter, $12 ppd. Tax incl. Edith Chapman, HG, Nyack, New York.

**Firedside fashion:** soft black velvet Capri pants. Miraculously cut to make you sapling thin, they are perfect to wear with a jewel touched cashmere or blouse. Be sure to take them along for the after-ski gala buffet. Sizes: 10 to 18. $10.95 plus 25c postage. Order from Gilchrist’s, Box 663, Department HG, Boston, Mass.

**Collector’s item:** English bone china butter chips. These come four to a set and each one has a soft white background decorated with rosesbuds. Besides displaying them in your cabinet why don’t you use them for individual ash trays, for serving jam? 3” in diameter. $3.25 ppd. for 4. Kathleen Wel­ler, Box 386, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

**MONOGRAMMED SHOWER CURTAIN**

For that extra special elegance in your own bath—try an extra special gift—shimmering taffeta curtains (4 feet square) with big Quotch Decor monogram (on right side unless specified): Green, blue, peach, mauve, red, gray, yellow, flaminigos, brown, black or white, $6.95 postpaid. Plastic protective liner, $1.95.

Matching ruffled window curtains... $6.50 pair

**The Monogram Shop**

223 Bourbon St., New Orleans, La.
AROUND

Extravagant beauty for a thrifty pittance: the free form mother-of-pearl ashtray. We think that this is the perfect appointment for a feminine desk, for a lady-like bedroom. Give one to the most discriminating girl on your Christmas list. 6 1/4" wide. $5 ppd. Order from Jeredith Manor, Department HG, Box 130, Nyack, New York.

Tsk, Tsk! You know what they say about solitary drinkers! However, it is perfectly proper for a civilized person dining alone at home to indulge in a solitary pre-prandial cocktail. And so we present this attractive set made of heavy silver plate. About 6" high. $10 ppd. Tax incl. Holiday House, Upper Montclair, New Jersey.

For the sportsman: a stag handle hunting knife and axe. Each piece is fitted with a fine-quality stainless steel blade; each fits neatly into the tooled, metal-tipped leather sheath. Knife is 8 1/4"; axe is 11". We think that this is one of the best gifts for men we have seen this year. $7.95 ppd. Bar-Van, Box 626, Nyack, N.Y.

Old Fashioned Ice Skating And Skiing Party
Complete Set, 30 pieces $3.95 Post
15 pieces, including large sleigh $2.45 Paid
Art Craft Products P.O. BOX 389 Norwalk 11, Conn.

LADY BOUNTIFUL
Smart black woven iron put to a novel and indispensable use. Appropriate for holiday serving and year-round entertaining. Your guests will admire its graceful design and utility. Black iron center basket has 9 glasses, large hardwood handles. Brown hardwood snack tray holds bowls of goodies. Tray is reversible for serving breads and meats, etc. Can be used separately. Comes complete with 3 demersal crystal glasses. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. Send for Xmas folder.

STAVAL PRODUCTS CO.
405 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 15% postpaid

Merry Christmas
for you!
GOLDEN, TREE-RIPENED FLORIDA FRUIT
from Cobbs

Your friends, business associates and loved ones will say, "How thought­ful!" World famous Cobbs gaily pack­aged Fruits and Delicacies are always excellingly received ... you can give no finer gifts!

NOW IS THE TIME TO "REMEMBER NOT TO FORGET!"

Check your list... there's still time... for a "Basket of Happiness From Cobbs" to arrive at Christmas. Send in your order TODAY! ...

... with names and addresses ...

... We take care of everyting... your gifts will go quickly on their merry way. In the spirit of Gift-Givin',

GIFT No. 35
Approx. 25 lbs. — A colorfully handwoven imported Basket brimming over with an assortment of Florida’s finest Fruits, Pineapples, Oranges, Sugar Sweet Grapefruit, Fresh Pecans and many other delicacies. Of course, this handsome gift is elegantly boxed in attractive cellophane. A wonderful gift!...

...also a fascinating and welcome educational Christmas Gift for all children of school age. An import from Europe made of durable metal, they are accurately scaled to size (up to 2 inches high.)

SEND FOR FREE FOLDER
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

GIFT No. 19
Approx. 25 lbs. — A magnificent assortment with all the glories of Florida Exotics, Preserves, Candies. Excellent for the table centerpiece. Great for serving a holiday dessert ... for slicing breads and meats, etc. Comes complete with 8 decorated Crystal glasses. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. $14.95

GIFT No. 2
Approx. 27 lbs. — Fruit's to Jam's, delightful to look at, digestible to taste. Truly a treat for the eyes and the palate. Oranges in bag and Currants and Tangerines eaten for breakfast. Unusual Christmas gifts! A favorite Christmas gift of all ages. $7.45

GIFT No. 6
Approx. 54 lbs. — Beauty and the Feast ... A treat for the eyes and the palate. Oranges, Tangerines, Pecans and Fruit Conserve. A beautiful gift box. A delicious treat for all... a beautiful gift... a treat for the eyes and the palate. $11.85

GIFT No. 4
Approx. 54 lbs. — A beautiful looking basket, sturdily built and sturdy as a foundation for all your treats. Beautifully decorated with assorted Fruits. $8.55

Unless otherwise instructed, delivery will be made for Christmas

OBEY THAT CHRISTMAS URGE
ORDER NOW!
Send check or money order; express charges will be prepaid.
No foreign shipments except Canada — add 15% for Canada and west of the Mississippi.

Cobbs
BOX 4 C
LITTLE RIVER (MIAMI) FLORIDA
IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIFT

Amazes people asking for your identification. 15 transparent windows show at a glance your credit cards, passes, driver license, Social Security card, Blue Cross identification, draft card, fishing and hunting permits, and pictures of opaque pockets for currency and calling cards. Easily opened and closed, accordance fashion. Strong virgin vinyl plastic—3000 lb. per sq. in. tensile strength. Only $1.00

including case tax, sales tax, and postage. Satisfaction guaranteed, or money refunded. Send check or money order.

FLORENTINE CRAFTSMEN, MC.

ST. FRANCIS AND THE BIRDS

The famous statue of St. Francis, with birds in antique finish. (#178 in catalogue.) Also, The Victorian cast iron bird bath, 22" in diameter. Hand and at base, reproduced in antique finish. (#105 in catalogue.)

Bufords

"ST. FRANCIS AND THE BIRDS"

The famous statue of St. Francis, with birds in antique finish. (#105 in catalogue.) Also, the Victorian cast iron bird bath, 22" in diameter. Hand and at base, reproduced in antique finish. (#105 in catalogue.)

WILLIAMSBURG BLACKSMITHS

1

1

CONVENIENT AND HANDY

246 Buford's Road

WROUGHT IRON

479 First Ave. [cor. 28th St.) New York City 16

31½" high, white, black or Pompeian green finish. (#105 in cat.)

Imprint Your Signature in 23K Gold

FREE IMPRINT YOUR SIGNATURE IN 23K GOLD OF EXTRA COST IN 23K GOLD

1. Place strap of 23K gold, matt side down, on center of gold. Then apply pressure until strap is well taken up. It is an exciting new Thermo Tumblers keep ice cubes four (4) hours without melting. (Prove it to yourself!) Two layers of Polyethylene with a vacuum between is what turns the trick. They won't sweat, need no coolers, won't melt or melt-bottle, ideal for bridge, 10-oz. size, in festive colors of Cobalt Blue, Red, Green, Amber. They make wonderful gifts and you'll want several sets for Holiday entertaining. No COD's please. Set of 4: (one each shade) $5.00 Each $1.25

2. Satisfaction guaranteed. Write for free catalog.

3. Lift off gold trim, and tag makes a wonderful gift for a friend—or your own self. These solid black iron reproductions bring you all the delicate lace-work and charm of the unique original. Steady, three-leg design. Approximately 2½" high. Matt black finish. (Candles not included.) Send check or money order please—no COD's. Per pair, $3.50.

KEEP ICE CUBES 4 HOURS!

THERMO TUMBLERS

Exciting new Thermo Tumblers keep ice cubes four (4) hours without melting. (Prove it to yourself!) Two layers of Polyethylene with a vacuum between is what turns the trick. They won't sweat, need no coolers, won't melt or melt-bottle, ideal for bridge, 10-oz. size, in festive colors of Cobalt Blue, Red, Green, Amber. They make wonderful gifts and you'll want several sets for Holiday entertaining. No COD's please. Set of 4: (one each shade) $5.00 Each $1.25

Satisfaction guaranteed. Write for free catalog.

ARTISAN GALLERIES

2100 N. HASKELL DALLAS 4, TEXAS

Shrimp Master is the utensil to use when you prepare the luscious crustacean for your cocktail sauce, for a casserole with mussels. Made with a serrated blade and a scissors-like plastic handle, it will shell and clean your shrimps in jig time. Red, yellow, green, $1.98 ppd. Lotty Leeds, 1147 East Jersey St., Elizabeth, N. J.

Away in a Manger

A striking CHRISTMAS NATIVITY of hand-casted wood imported from the Tyrolean Alps. The stable is peopled with all the traditional figures of the Nativity—the Infant Jesus in crib, Mary, Joseph, the Three Wise Men, donkey, bullock and sheep. The same pious men who carved these figures do the statuary for many of the world’s finest cathedrals.

Old Mexico Shop

HG SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

GOLD OR SILVER FANS

Sunburst clock to use as a focal point in almost any room. Made of wrought-iron spikes finished in satin black, it has a serene dial marked with large Roman numerals, a sweep second hand and a fine electric movement. About 15" in diameter. $13.95 plus 55¢ postage.

Interior Trends, 25 Underhill Ave., HG, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Picture this beautiful

Fireplace Fan in your Home!

Between “Fireings” this Winter, and in warm weather, you’ll want to keep the appearance of your fireplace attractive and unmarred by dirty ashes, charred logs and scorched bricks. These lovely, self-supporting fireplace fans are the perfect answer. They're in such quiet good taste, it’s spun aluminum inside and polished aluminum outside. $2.95 ppd. for 8" size. Princeton Gourmet, Princeton, N. J.

ARKANSAS MACHINE CO.

220 N. Walnut St. Hope, Arkansas

Send for catalog. No COD's, please.

SHIPPING

French omelette pan. You can make a tender omelette if you do three things: beat the eggs properly, use enough butter at the right temperature and use the proper pan. And this is the kind of pan to use. It’s spun aluminum inside and polished aluminum outside. $2.95 ppd. for 8" size. Princeton Gourmet, Princeton, N. J.
AROUND

The velvet touch for a feminine desk blotter and matching stationery box. The velvet is crush resistant; the colors are heavenly; the three-letter monogram is important. Rose, gray, blue, mint, red. Blotter is 13" x 19"; box is 5" x 4" x 2". $11.95 pppd. complete. Schoenfeld, 38 E. 57 St., N. Y.

A man's fragrance: Bay Rum imported from the Virgin Islands. This refreshing scent is bracing and the lotion is perfect for use after shaving. Once a man uses this Bay Rum, he will demand a constant supply. The large 8-ounce bottle has a jacket of woven straw. $3 pppd. Johnny Appleseed, Beverly, HG, Mass.

Oh, look, Daddy, this is the evening jacket we were talking about. It's butter-soft capeskin in the dreamiest colors: blush pink, pale blue, ermine white. Oh, look, Daddy, it has jewelled embroidery on the closing and pockets. What? Why only $85. Well, without the jewels it's only $39.95. Ppd. Order from Brandiscliff, 157 Federal, Boston.

TRAVELER'S SHOE BAG for Men or Women

A superb, lightweight, felt-lined Shoe Bag, comes in 2 sizes. Removing snap-fastened partition provides super carry-all bag. Farquharson Plaid (shown) with black leather trim; also in brown or blue duck or waterproof wheat canvas. 6 pairs, (28 oz.), only $39.95. Ppd. Order from Farquharson, 38 E. 57 St., N. Y. 21.

Handsome, Cast Iron Shoe Scraper is Decorative and Useful for Rural Living

You'll save and save. They'll rave and rave when you send Christmas gifts...by Harry and Dave!

Hardly 1 in 1,000 has ever tasted 'em!

ROYAL RIVIERA PEARS
America's rarest fruit!

The gift they'll always remember. Talk about thanks! You'll never hear the last of it. A just-right present for anyone, whether they live in a castle or cottage. So juicy you eat 'em with a spoon. You can't buy these gift packages in stores for love or money. They're definitely impressive, yet inexpensive. Packed in handsome gift boxes with your greetings.

GIFT NO. 1 (shown) — 10 to 14 big pears, a great favor, $3.75, delv'd.
GIFT NO. 2 (16-20 big pears) $4.45, delv'd.
GIFT NO. 3 (20-25 smaller pears) $4.35, delv'd.

DELUXE MODEL.


HEAVY black steel frame. Quilted removable canvas sling. Rectangular double metal pockets, inside white, yellow, red, green, chartreuse, orange or tan cotton. For modern interiors, entry, porch, patio. GUARANTEED. (Addl. dust slings $2.25 ea.)

Genuine DELFT TUMBLERS
Direct from Holland Imports

Delft, famous for over 400 years... the envy of decorators and collectors... adds so much beauty to your... holiday drinks; mealtime or every day! Lovely old windmills and floral designs 2 on each. 4 1/2" high. Holds 8 oz.

BUTTERFLY CHAIR -Genuine DELFT TUMBLERS:

Give the famous, the Original, one-and-only

FRUIT-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB*
The gift that creates praise and excitement for you and the year 'round! Order just once, but the lucky folks who name receive a whole parade of America's finest fruits 'n delicacies, beautifully packaged, each with your greeting.

12-BOX CLUB: At Christmas, Riviera Pears; Jan., Apples; Feb., Grapefruit; Mar., Fine Cheese; Apr., Oranges; May, Preserves; June, Canned Fruit; July, Nectarines; Aug., Pears; Sept., Peaches; Oct., Grapes; Nov., Riviera Peaches. Gift No. 20 delv'd $47.75

8-BOX CLUB: Omit Mar., April, June, Aug. Gift No. 15 delv'd $31.75

3-BOX CLUB: Christmas, Jan., Feb., Apr. Gift No. 11 delv'd $11.65

IT'S SO EASY to order!

Send your Christmas list with check or M. O. and tell how to sign your name. No charges, no C.O.D.'s, please.

Send check or money order. No C.O.D.'s please.

3-BOX CLUB: Christmas, Jan., Feb., Apr. Gift No. 11 delv'd $11.65

E NJOY FRESH LILY OF THE VALLEY FOR THE HOLIDAYS!

Send check or money order. No C.O.D.'s please.

3-BOX CLUB: Christmas, Jan., Feb., Apr. Gift No. 11 delv'd $11.65

Gerald's Gifts

142 Fifth Ave., Dept. E12, New York 11

Enjoy FRESH LILY OF THE VALLEY FOR THE HOLIDAYS!

1. Once when your guests are gathered with snow, You can have your own fresh flowers! They're not the same! Use them in a bowl on the table, or for a centerpiece in the hearth. We'll deliver in all 48 States. In 4 colors: butter yellow, red, white, pink. $2.75 each; 6 for $15.00 pppd.

2. Send check or money order. No C.O.D.'s please.

Gerald's Gifts

142 Fifth Ave., Dept. E12, New York 11

Handsome, Cast Iron Shoe Scraper is Decorative and Useful for Rural Living

FRESH LILY OF THE VALLEY FOR THE HOLIDAYS!

Send check or money order. No C.O.D.'s please.

538 Madison Ave., Dept. 661, New York 22, N. Y.

ITALIAN BREADS & GOURMET GIFTS

Max Schilf Seedsmen, Inc.

338 Madison Ave., Dept. 661, New York 22, N. Y.
Safe-Lock Gun Racks
Display Your Guns—Protect Your Family
GUNS & AMMUNITION ARE LOCKED IN

These handsome sturdy gun racks safely lock your guns in the desirable display position. The large drawer in the 4 and 6 gun racks locks up ammunition, hunting knife, pistol, cleaning gear, etc. One key unlocks drawer and guns. Guns can not fall or be taken out. Children, friends can not tamper with them. The only ones of their kind. Holds all antique or modern guns, with or without sights. Finely hand-crafted in satin smooth honey-tone knotty pine or a lovely mahogany finish.

4—Gun Lock Rack—24"x32" (Illustrated Above) $19.95
6—Gun Lock Rack—24"x36" (Lower Right) $29.95
3—Gun Lock Rack—24"x32" (Top Right) $12.95
Single Gun Lock Rack—7½"x11½" (too drawer) $6.95
We pay postage on Single Gun Rack only.


THE PERFECT GIFT
for your Dog or Cat

Hilo DRY BATH
in Handy Aerosol Dispenser

Cleans without water! No muss or fuss! No danger of colds! Just puff creamy, fragrant lather onto pet's coat, rub in and towel off. Kills fleas, Deodorizes. Leaves coat soft and glossy. A favorite with breeders for show grooming. Only $1.29 ppd.

Money-back guarantee.

Dept.G-12 The Hilo Co. Norwalk, Conn.

Sanitary, Washable, Overstuffed
DOG DIVAN

No trouble keeping doggie off furniture or car seats—he'll love this soft, comfy dog bed. It's attractive too... covered with long-wearing red scotch plaid plastic that cleans easily and resists claying. Satisfaction guaranteed.

25"—terriers, toy breeds, etc. $5.98
28"—spaniels, beagles, etc. $6.98
32"—chows, springers, etc. $8.98
Postpaid. Send check or M.O.

Cugley's QUALITY PET SUPPLIES

SHOPPING

French appointment for a lovely desk: the cast brass stationary rack. Highly ornamented with cherubs, garlands and pierced panels, it has two compartments for note paper, and a decorative brass handle. About 6" x 5". $8.95 postpaid.

Order from Henry Kerner Gifts, 93 Allen Street, Department MG, New York 2, N. Y.

Hold the phone on a trim stand like this if you want to achieve comfort and good decoration. Top is made of a block of natural birch finished with lacquer; legs and directory compartments are black finished wrought iron with brass finials. 13" x 9" x 22". $9.95 ppd. Add 75c West of Miss. Cricket Hill, Owego, N.Y.

Eight-drawer spice chest. This mellow piece is faithfuly copied from a French Provincial antique. Made of heavy pine finished in honey color, it has a metal grille-work decoration and acetate-lined drawers. About 18" x 14" x 3¼". $15.70 postpaid. Order from The Carriage House, Department HG, Box 98, Lake Forest, Illinois.
AROUND

Sylph by Dunhill is the newest lighter on the market! And it is a gift that every woman will cherish. Reed thin, it is 2 3/4" high. And the finish is an unbelievably beautiful tortoise shell enamel trimmed with silver-plated metal. Give that girl a Sylph in her Christmas stocking. $12.50 ppd. Order from Chet Studio, Middlebury, Conn.

Sweet dish for sweetmeats: the Italian covered brass bowl with a speckled antique green finish. Perfect for the coffee table, it has a cover decorated with a graceful brass finial. This is a classic gift for a hostess, for a wedding present. About 7" x 5". $8.75 ppd. From Art Colony Industries, 9 University Place, HG, New York.

Cowhide is the distinguishing feature of this sling chair. And it makes a handsome effect in a room. The natural luster of the skin, the random markings of black or brown, the pleasing texture add up to great beauty. $39.50 complete with heavy-gauge frame; $32.50 for sling. Ppd. Ellis Associates, 1487 Nostrand Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.

SLIM SHEATH OF STERLING

HERE’S SOAPING!

... that you’ll be proud to give shelf room in your kitchen or bathroom. Made of gleaming white and red styrene plastic, it dispenses flakes, powder or detergent. Push button top for pouring. It even comes personalized, with any three initials! Isn’t this a happy substitute for the violently colored soap packages? Only $1 ppd—set of two $1.89 ppd. Specify: Red with white top; white with red top.

CLAIBORNE'S, 2123 Pine, St. Louis 3, Mo.
Send for catalog and FREE Gift Certificate.

Rarely is such a useful piece such a charming decorative accessory. A silverplated gallery tray tops our polished Honduras mahogany table, makes the handsomest combination of the year. Its timeless, traditional design gives it equal affinity for Early American decor, Georgian or French Provincial. “As is,” it adds flair to a tiny apartment or a spacious town house and its 12" removable tray adds elegance to entertaining. 22" high overall, it's shipped completely set up. Smart suggestion: use a pair for conversation-piece end tables. Each 55.00 postpaid. No COD's, please.

CLAIBORNE'S, 2123 Pine, St. Louis 3, Mo.
Send for catalog and FREE Gift Certificate.

1116 grand avenue
Kansas City 6, Missouri
Garden Club members will buy these handsome Belgian linen towels by the dozen. The botanical decorations are charming: Dandelion is a mighty lion with a dandelion face; Dog Rose is a terrier with a rose face; Hare Bell is a rabbit holding a bluebell. 86 ppd. for 4. Hope Chest, 38 Raymond, HG, Poughkeepsie, New York.

Clip-on ashtray is a boon for the person who drinks coffee while he works. And a lot of people do, you know! Tray clips to saucer and anchors a cigarette as well as collects ashes. These are made of aluminum finished in gold, blue, green, and rose. $1.75 ppd. for 4 in assorted colors. Country Store, HG, Belmont, California.

Evening watch. There is double value in this handsome accessory. The Swiss watch has a 17 jewel movement and the bracelet is encrusted with glittering baguette rhinestones. And the square dial is easy to read. $29.75 postpaid. Federal tax included. Order from Hygrade Watch, 590 Fifth Avenue, Department HG, New York.

Imported plastic roses in crystal clear bowl

Amazingly lifelike—color and beauty the year-round for home, office, studio. Leak-proof water bowl, jet black base. A gift in perfect taste for the most discriminating on your list, and one that will be appreciated . . . smart, decorative, useful. Base is easily removed for inserting cut flowers in season. Order now, specify red or lavender roses. Satisfaction guaranteed.

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER NOW for Christmas Giving

$2.75 ppd.

THE NORCOTT CO.
Box 100 Butler, Maryland

NOW—SO EASY TO ARRANGE FLOWERS

There are the only holders designed to keep flowers from falling to the sides of vases, thus providing for more attractive arrangements with fewer flowers. The grilles are made of flexible wire, allowing for thin or thick stems and are plated in a silver finish. They are not apparent in use, and hangers provide for containers up to 7/8" diameter. Each set consists of 4 grilles, 2" to 4½", plus 8 hangers. Each set . . . $2.49 ppd.

THE NORCOTT CO.
Box 100 Butler, Maryland

FOREVER FRESH!

Imported wicker KLEENEX caddy

Keep your KLEENEX in this unusual wicker caddy! Handsome enough to display on a desk or table, or hang it on a wall for extra convenience. Hand-woven in Hong Kong, caddy is durable and lightweight. Natural color, only. Clever gift idea for his office, too. Complete with large box of KLEENEX tissues.

$2.75 ppd.

P.O. BOX 390, FLUSHING, N. Y.

Now—so easy to arrange flowers

These original Norcott Co. VASE GRILLES . . . are the only holders designed to keep flowers from falling to the sides of vases, thus providing for more attractive arrangements with fewer flowers. The grilles are made of flexible wire, allowing for thin or thick stems and are plated in a silver finish. They are not apparent in use, and hangers provide for containers up to 7/8" diameter. Each set consists of 4 grilles, 2" to 4½", plus 8 hangers. Each set . . . $2.49 ppd.

THE NORCOTT CO.
Box 100, Butler, Maryland
Liqueur decanter. This heavy crystal decanter has four sections, four pouring spouts. Besides being useful, it is enormously decorative filled with colorful liqueurs: mint, cherry brandy, créme de cacao, Kirsch, or other favorites. About 12" high. $6.95. Bertram Shrier, 1145 Connecticut Ave., Washington, D. C.

Travelman is the name of this luxurious toilet case. It is made of imported supple goat-skin and lined with Horcolite-coated nylon. Designed to accommodate your selection of grooming aids, it is fitted with two plastic bottles, a soap dish, a selection of grooming aids, it is filled with colorful liqueurs: mint, cherry brandy, créme de cacao, Kirsch, or other favorites. About 12" high. $6.95. Bertram Shrier, 1145 Connecticut Ave., Washington, D. C.

A man's gift. If he's a pipe smoker (so many of the nicest men are), he'll adore this humidor and pipe rack. Mahogany or walnut with handcrafted copper or sterling-silver plaque decorated with initials, with copper or sterling-silver plaque or walnut with handcrafted men's design. $10 in copper; $10 in sterling. Postpaid. Henry W. Longfellow, Weston, Mass.

**NEW GIFT IDEA!**

**MAGAZINE of the MONTH Club**

A thrilling, different magazine each month...12 interesting magazines of quality, including some INTERNATIONAL MAGAZINE OF THE MONTH Solicitors...magazines from foreign countries (in English). Some are packed with full color...some are special editions selling for as high as $1.00. Many of these magazines you probably have never before. BONUS of 3 EXTRA MAGAZINES for the subscribers to this offer before December 28, including the famous LIFE IN MEXICO (in English) mailed direct from Mexico. This makes a total of 15 magazines.

Send $4.00 for 12 months
Send $2.70 for 6 months

(Gift Announcement Cards will be mailed before Christmas, and your friends will be reminded month after month of your kindness as they receive their magazines.)

Postpaid...send cash, check or money order to

**MAGAZINE OF THE MONTH CLUB**
422 West 70th Terrace, Kansas City 12a, Mo.

**FOUNTAINS of LIGHT**

These dazzling fountain lamps work decorating magic for any room! Each one has 27 glass crystal prisms showering over a richly gold plated base...watch how they draw every eye as they dance and sparkle in the light! Try a pair on your mantel, console table or buffet for a dramatic decorative accent. Fully electrified, complete with bulbs.

Height overall 34½”

$11.95 the pair, contained No C.O.D.’s, please.

**MARCOS SALES**
Dept. G-12
2544 Decatur Ave.
Bronx, N. Y.

**WALK ON AIR**

Here’s quick relief for anyone suffering from calluses, blisters, spur or bruised heels, or general foot fatigue. Albin Air Cush'Inntereses give your feet immediate comfort. Just place in your shoes and walk. Air moves through a small channel gently massaging feet. Odorless, non-absorbent, almost weightless. Order by men’s or women’s shoe size. Only $2.95 a pair (no C.O.D.’s, please—money back if not delighted). Send for free gift catalog. Albin Air Cush‘Inntereses give your feet immediate comfort. Just place in your shoes and walk. Air moves through a small channel gently massaging feet. Odorless, non-absorbent, almost weightless. Order by men’s or women’s shoe size. Only $2.95 a pair (no C.O.D.’s, please—money back if not delighted). Send for free gift catalog.
**SHOPPING**

Paris dictum: the costume bag. Here we show a handsome pouch intricately cut and fitted with a half-moon, gold color metal handle. Available in three beautiful fabrics: velvet, faille, broadcloth. In three basic colors: black, navy, brown. You'll want at least three! $16.95 ppd. Tax incl. Leeway, 505 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

For a loving pair: twin king-size coffee cups marked with a first name, with a 'him' and 'her' caricature. The saucers bear the cheery greeting 'Good Morning.' Each is made of fine white china. And the cost is modest. $4.95 for two cups and two saucers. Postpaid. Personalized Gifts, Department HG, 100 West 61st Street, N. Y.

**SHOPPING**

**SHOPPING**

**SHOPPING**

**SHOPPING**

**SHOPPING**

**SHOPPING**
AROUND

Eagle wall plaque for your fireplace wall, for a stairwell. It’s made of heavy aluminum by metal craftsmen who are artists with their tools. Note the finely cut wing feathers, the delineation of the claws! About 23” x 18”, the plaque is finished in flat black. $12.50 postpaid. Order from Hagerstrom Studios, Wheeling, Illinois.

Authentic design. These crosses are superbly copied from the antique originals. They’re hand-wrought in sterling silver. Shown here from left to right: Florentine cross $7 postpaid; English cross $5 postpaid; French cross $5 postpaid. Fed. tax included. From Jamaica Silversmiths, 79-32 164th Street, Jamaica, N. Y.

Headed home

The road that leads home at Christmas time is a happy thoroughfare, for at the end are the many joys of the season. Our happy task is to gather gift merchandise selected for its special appeal to outdoor lovers.

WOMEN’S ENGLISH BOOTS

Flaming red boots for campus, stadium or country wear. Slip stockinged feet into sheepskin lining and stay snug and warm in coldest weather. Red bucko uppers, crepe soles and heels . . . $33.75 In blue suede . . . $29.75

TIME-ALL ROBOT

Turns your appliances on and off at any time day or night. Set it to have coffee ready each morning—or to turn on your favorite TV program. Controls house lights, cookers, fans. Skip-a-day feature. AC only, 1650 watts . . . $11.95

ABERCROMBIE & FITCH CO.

MADISON AVENUE at 45th STREET, NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

Chicago Store: VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE 9 Wabash

Beautiful Carabao Fabric Drapes

CUSTOM MADE FOR YOUR WINDOWS

only $1.50 a yard including labor

SEND FOR FREE COLOR SWATCHES

If we charged three times this much for lovely Carabao Shantung Weave Fabric drapes, people would rush to buy because they’re such outstanding quality.

The new fabric is cross dyed to prevent fading, even in brightest sun. The thread count is scientifically determined so any size drape hangs perfectly. The custom construction of these drapes is the finest; few drapery houses can duplicate it. Write for complete price information, directions for measuring, free swatches.

Make your own drapes. Carabao fabric by the yard $1

Carabao Fabric measures 44” wide. Write for free samples, complete information.

Colors: Gray, Beige, Lime, Rosedust, Turquoise, Cocoa, Gold, Mint Green, Hunter Green, Sea Foam, Celadon, Red, Off White.

SPECIAL PRODUCTS COMPANY, DEPT. GD7, 950 COLUMBUS, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
Brass... enriches the home

105 COLONIAL DOOR KNOCKER. Solid brass. 6 1/2" long. Engraved with your name in OLD ENGLISH lettering. (Most names fit.) Additional lettering, $1.25. 

106 BEDROOM KNOCKER. Solid brass. 3 1/2" long. Engraved with Given name only. $2.15. 

107 CAPE COD FIRELIGHTER. Brass. Practical and safe way to light a fire. Tankard 6" high. 

108 EMBOSSED BRASS BELLS. English import. A perfect.as an Early American design. Solid Brass. 3" tall. Each. $8.50. 

109 THREE BRANCH CANDELABRA. Maidens of an Early American design. Solid Brass. 9" tall. Each. $8.50. 


111 CURRIER & IVES PRINTS. Framed by brass plate. 5 1/2" diameter. Make unusual planters because of recessed pockets. Pair. $45.00. 

112 PERPETUAL CALENDAR. Gives day, date, and month. A useful gift suitable for any desk. 5" wide. x 1 1/4" high. Brass. $4.50. 

All items send postpaid—no COD's, please!

Art Colony Industries, Inc.
A Name Famous for Gifts
9 University Place—New York 3, N. Y.
AROUND

Golden shells for your wrists, for your ears. These striated metal shells rival Mother Nature's bivalve. Finished in 24k gold plate, they are fashioned into a handsome chunky bracelet ($5.95). The matching earrings have clip backs ($2.95). Both postpaid. Federal tax included. Order from The Felices, HG, Boonton, New Jersey.

When traveling be prepared for Tasmanian devils, Texas fever, chills and vertigo. Take along a case like the one shown here. It is partitioned, padded and designed to hold two quart bottles which you fill with that special water from your own artesian well. In walnut or ginger cowhide. $16.50 ppd. T. Alliony, 1546 Madison Ave., N. Y.


NEW! EXCITING! Historical PLACE MATS in full color GIFT or SOUVENIR

Cellophane package contains 20 PLACE MATS—four different scenes. Only $1.00 plus 25c full postage. Famous New England landmarks reproduced from original paintings by artist Arthur Herrick. Suitable for framing. Specify choice of package:

LONGFELLOW'S WAYERNE Inn includes Little Red School House, Wayerne Inn, etc.
Historic Boston includes Paul Revere House, Old North Church, etc.
Historic London—Concord:
Old North Bridge, The Minute Man, etc.

HART ART

FLOWER ARRANGING KIT GIFT-PACKED IN HAMPER BASKET
Here in a handsome waterproof wicker hamper basket is everything needed to make all types of artistic, original flower arrangements. Includes: 8-inch holder, one different kind; together with Floricraft's plastic clip, roll of wire and a pair of fine Floricraft's shears. Plus a flower arrangement booklet showing prize-winning arrangements. Only $1.95 postpaid anywhere in U.S.A.

Mull and Phone Orders Filled
Max Schling Seedsmen, Inc.
538 Madison Ave., Dept. 661, New York 22, N. Y.

2-IN-1 TRAVELER
This pretty moire taffeta kit zips open at both ends... jewelry goes in the velvet-lined top compartment; needle, thread, thimble, pins, etc. are in the bottom. Just 3" in diameter... to tuck in your suitcase, desk or bureau drawer. Hunter Green/Lime or Navy/Red. Only $2.98 ppd.

Correspondence Solicited
JULIUS GOODMAN and SON
Jewelers of distinction since 1862
77 Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.
"Old Music Box MELODIES"
The Original, Authentic recordings from the world-famous
A. V. BORNAND COLLECTION
From the MUSIC BOX to your MODERN RECORD PLAYER!

CAPTURED NOW ON PHONOGRAPH RECORDS
are these Christmas songs to make your holidays memorable.
The EXTENDED PLAY 45 R.P.M. recording offers:
Side 1. Silent Night, O-Sanctissima, Adeste Fidelis, Hark the
Herald Angels Sing, and Chimes of Trinity.
Side 2. Jingle Bells, O-Tannenbaum, Monastery Bells, First Noel,
Auld Lang Syne.
Price $1.50 postpaid

The LONG PLAYING 33 1/3 R.P.M. record offers in addition to all the above: Ave
Maria, The Rosary, White Christmas and Song of the Bells. A half hour of listen­
ing pleasure, $3.99 postpaid. On STANDARD 78 R.P.M. #101, Silent Night—
O-Sanctissima; #102, Ave Maria—Adeste Fideles, each $1.10 postpaid.

BORNAND Music Box Record Company
130 4th Avenue, Dept. G2, Pelham, N. Y.

COASTERS

GLAMOUR FOR GLASSWARE . . .
Modern version of Grandma's crocheted glass
sock. Adds beauty and protects hands from
cold and moisture. COFFS enable hand to
 grip moist glass firmly. Excellent hand-gripper
for children. Protects costly glasses. COFFS and
Coasters are made of pliable, non-breakable
plastic. Impervious to alcohol and acid stains.
Cuffs adaptable to several size glasses. Pack­
aged for Christmas gifts. Both COFFS and Coasters come in four pottery colors: Chai­
treuse, green, red and coral. Four attractive designs. One set of 8 COFFS or 8 Coasters in
a box. Each box contains two each of Cali­
fornia grace, Catalina Cherry, Ivy Leaf and
Lucky Clover. Each set includes 4 colors. Set
of 4 COFFS or Coasters available in all 4 pottery
White. Set of 8 COFFS or Coasters: $1.25 per
set. Pd. No C.O.D.'s. AGORA STUDIO
Dept. 5, 2317 W. Washington Blvd., Los
Angeles 18, Calif.

CUFFS 'N COASTERS

GLAMOUR FOR GLASSWARE . . .

Crystal brilliance...from FINLAND
Clear-ringing crystal, hand
blown and hand engraved. A
swishing coil design by Kaj
Franck, Finland's master-
craftsman. An ideal gift for
the crystal connoisseur.

Natalie Fielding

On request, our brochure, "New Designs".

Accessories for the modern home
550 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

SHOPPING

A man's idea of a fine cigare­
nette box is this handsome ham­
ered-brass chest. The hinged
lid is decorated with a Tavern
scene in bas-relief. And under
all this decorative brass is a
sturdy wood lining which will
help to keep the cigarettes fresh and moist. About 6" x 4" x
3". $5.95 ppd. Daniel Low,
HG, Salem, Massachusetts.

Gift for the house: three-or
five-brace brass candelabra.
Here we show the three-brace
stick. Each has a rope base and
canthus leaf foot, intricately
fashioned arms. $12.50 for the
14" three-brace candelabra;
$16.50 for the 14" five-brace
one. Add 50c postage. From
Muriel Duncan, Department
HG, Haddon Heights, N. J.

Cut up your cereal curls, your
carrot slices on this handsome
hardwood board. Of course,
you'll use the plain side be­
cause you'll want to hang it
with the beautifully decorated
side in view. The charming Dal­
maline design is hand screened
in six colors. About 17" x 8".
$4 ppd. From Hands, Inc.,
2055 N. Lincoln, Chicago, III.

ROLLING TRAY SERVER

FOLDS COMPACT AS CARD TABLE

Three big serving trays on
wheels, Light, all-
aluminum. Ideal for ente­
ring indoors or out. Perfect for the
kitchen, laundry or nursery. Folds quickly and
conveniently. From Hands, Inc.
$11.95

K.D. MODEL

Same big tray size. Just as
smart ins, doesn't fold. Assemble it yourself
in minutes with just screws or staples.
AROUND

Free-standing bookshelves made of redwood and wrought iron. This sturdy unit will not sway. The iron uprights are finished in black lacquer, and the redwood shelves are smoothly sanded. $9.95 for 26" width; $10.95 for 36" width. Both are 9" deep x 27" high. Ppd. From Madden Products, Box 87, Murray Hill Station, HG, N. Y.

Unusual quality distinguishes this wastepaper basket. Rare prints reproduced from Dickens' Pickwick Papers decorate the outside; the inside is finished in red lacquer. And the basket is made like an old-fashioned hat box. You won't find any basket more beautiful than this. $14.95 ppd. Elizabeth McCaffrey, Orange, N. J.

Practical decoration: three nested, long-handled baskets. These make charming containers for fruit, for a group of small potted plants, for pretzels and crackers. Large size is 7" x 10"; medium is 6" x 9"; small is 5" x 7". Handles are 4½". $3.50 postpaid the set. Order from Gotham Gifts, 67-85 Exeter Street, Forest Hills, N. Y.

REMOVE HAIR INSTANTLY!

NEW GUARANTEE is on this excellent product, a hair remover that instantly gets rid of superfluous hair from face, arms, legs, not only above the skin, but beneath it. It is painlessly effective. Your money back if after the third application hair grows back. The hair remover is priced at only $2 (triple size $5) and, if order is accompanied by check, cash or money order, you pay postage if you order C.O.D. Write to Laurel Company, Dept. C-111, 125 East 48th Street, New York 17, N. Y.

December, 1953

DECEMBER, 1953
**KNOTTY PINE COFFEE TABLES**

Hand Rubbed
Lacquer Finish
Stain Resistant
Mellow
Early
American Shade

One inch thick plank top with rounded edges, 20" x 40"—
15¾" high.
Hand Wrought Iron Hairpin Legs

Some table as above with drawer that opens from
either side.

$18.95

Skipped Express Collect
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Shipped K. D. with holes bored—screws included

$3.45

**STEP TABLE**

Base same as above
Step top 15¾” x 10¾”

$16.95

**FOOT STOOL**

11¼" thick top—Top 9½” x 12”
Wrought iron legs with rubber ferrules

$5.95

** великostock**

4V” thick top—Top 9V” x 13”
Wrought iron legs with rubber ferrules

$5.95

**SHOPPING AROUND**

A good fairy designed Play-ottte. Beautifully cut, it is a di-

vided skirt which gives freedom and grace to the feminine fig-

ure. Made of fine rayon gabar-

dine, it has a button closing over a concealed zipper. Brown,

navy, green, tan. Sizes: 22 to

32; $5.95. 34-40: $7.95. Plus

15c postage. Sheldon Company,

545 Fifth Avenue, New York.

Grandma Moses uses anoth-

er medium for her paintings. This time it is fabric. Shown

here is a charming fabric print of a nostalgic farmyard. And it

is set into a handsome shadow-

box type frame which is fin-

ished in white with a green

edge. Overall size is 17” x 13”.

$8 ppd. The Blue Wave, Depart-

ment HG, Kennebunk, Maine.

A riddle you’ll solve every day

in the year: How to bake a

rectangular pie and still serve

wedge shape portions. You do

it with the clever tin shown

here. The value of a rectangu-

lar pie lies in the serre. of

one

exposed side. See how much

longer it will stay fresh! 21.49

ppd. for 3 pans. Vancilus,

2750 W. 18th Street, Chicago.

Silverware REPAIRED AND REPLATED

Gold, silver, damascene, brass and special finishes. Antiques restored. Stainless steel

knives restored. Bond utensils repaired and relaunched. Write for free list or ship to us for estimate. Our Main Plant address is 219 Fryer Street, S. W.,

Atlanta, Georgia. If estimate is unsatisfactory, we will return prepaid. Prices reasonable. We do a large mail order business.

**TRASH CAN**

**Magazine Mad?**

FILE THEM FASHIONABLY!

IN THIS modern rack styled to enhance your own decor—sturdy black iron frame

slung with four denim pockets in decorator colors, tailored double thickness to keep

trim lines no matter how crammed. Fabric slips off crossbars for laundering—legs rub-

ber tipped—approx. 18” high, 16” wide.

Cocoa brown, gold, moss green or white, $12.95. No C. O. D.'s, please. Immediate

shipment.

**THE CABBAGE PATCH**

P.O. Box 1082, North Station

Arlington 7, Virginia

**ROLL-A-TUBE HOLDER AND DISPENSER**

A necessity for "tube-benders," "cap-

lossers," and peoplle Decorative ROLL-

A-TUBE keeps tubes of any paste ready for immediate use at the twist of a knob

... and squeezes out every bit of cream or paste. Of unbreakable acetate plastic,

with aluminum shaft. No wearing parts. Screws included for installation. Soda

pink, lime green, aurora blue, black or white. 

State 2nd Color Choice.

**ROLL-A-TUBE, Inc.**

Dept. 14

Bedford, Ohio

**ALUMINUM BED BACKREST**

Adjusts to

4 Positions

moulded

plywood arms

Now... enjoy luxurious comfort in bed when reading, writing or just plain re-

laxing. Ideal for convalescents, too. Sturdy, light weight. ALUMINUM frame. Charming, famous ROOM-

AKER pebblecloth floral print with head

cushion. Folds flat for easy storage.

You'll want one to use, another to give.

Only $7.95 (2 for $15).

States west of

Mississippi add 50c each postage.

ORDER TODAY.

Newest or M. O., for immediate delivery.

AIRITE ALUMINUM PRODUCTS CO.

4014 Second Ave.

**Bathroom Caddy**

An Ideal Gift!

Keeps Bathrooms Tidy!

All the Conveniences!

Why not make yourself really comfortable? Besides providing an ash tray and a holder for toilet tissue, Caddy has plenty of space in the magazine rack for newspapers, maga-

zines, comic books. Chrome-plated steel, 7½” x 12½”. Easy to install with special ad-

hesive provided; no holes or tile problems!

Available without tissue holder—$2.79. Order today!

At for Gifts 'N Godgets

310 E. Lake Ave., Evanston 22, Illinois

Meredith's

of EVANSTON 22, ILLINOIS

At your finger tips—

**ROLL-A-TUBE**

is

• Ever-handy

• Ever-saving

• Ever-neat

**IDEAL GIFT**

$1.00

postpaid

No C. O. D.'s

**ROLL-A-TUBE, Inc.**

**SHOPPING AROUND**

A good fairy designed Play-ottte. Beautifully cut, it is a di-

vided skirt which gives freedom and grace to the feminine fig-

ure. Made of fine rayon gabar-

dine, it has a button closing over a concealed zipper. Brown,

navy, green, tan. Sizes: 22 to

32; $5.95. 34-40: $7.95. Plus

15c postage. Sheldon Company,

545 Fifth Avenue, New York.

Grandma Moses uses anoth-

er medium for her paintings. This time it is fabric. Shown

here is a charming fabric print of a nostalgic farmyard. And it

is set into a handsome shadow-

box type frame which is fin-

ished in white with a green

edge. Overall size is 17” x 13”.

$8 ppd. The Blue Wave, Depart-

ment HG, Kennebunk, Maine.

A riddle you’ll solve every day

in the year: How to bake a

rectangular pie and still serve

wedge shape portions. You do

it with the clever tin shown

here. The value of a rectangu-

lar pie lies in the serre. of

one

exposed side. See how much

longer it will stay fresh! 21.49

ppd. for 3 pans. Vancilus,

2750 W. 18th Street, Chicago.

Silverware REPAIRED AND REPLATED

Gold, silver, damascene, brass and special finishes. Antiques restored. Stainless steel

knives restored. Bond utensils repaired and relaunched. Write for free list or ship to us for estimate. Our Main Plant address is 219 Fryer Street, S. W.,

Atlanta, Georgia. If estimate is unsatisfactory, we will return prepaid. Prices reasonable. We do a large mail order business.

**TRASH CAN**

**Magazine Mad?**

FILE THEM FASHIONABLY!

IN THIS modern rack styled to enhance your own decor—sturdy black iron frame

slung with four denim pockets in decorator colors, tailored double thickness to keep

trim lines no matter how crammed. Fabric slips off crossbars for laundering—legs rub-

ber tipped—approx. 18” high, 16” wide.

Cocoa brown, gold, moss green or white, $12.95. No C. O. D.’s, please. Immediate

shipment.

**THE CABBAGE PATCH**

P.O. Box 1082, North Station

Arlington 7, Virginia

**ROLL-A-TUBE**

HOLDER AND DISPENSER**

A necessity for "tube-benders," "cap-

lossers," and peoplle Decorative ROLL-

A-TUBE keeps tubes of any paste ready for immediate use at the twist of a knob

... and squeezes out every bit of cream or paste. Of unbreakable acetate plastic,

with aluminum shaft. No wearing parts. Screws included for installation. Soda

pink, lime green, aurora blue, black or white. 

State 2nd Color Choice.

**ROLL-A-TUBE, Inc.**

Dept. 14

Bedford, Ohio
WORLD RENOWNED FOR QUALITY AND DESIGN

HEINRICH FINE CHINA

known the world over as one of the best of Europe's translucent china lines, was twice awarded the coveted G O L D M E D A L by the TRIENNIALE DI MILANO, a body generally considered the outstanding international authority on ceramics.

Elegance

A new creation in HEINRICH FINE CHINA on our well known, modern coupe shape.

The refined black and gold border on the pure white body makes this pattern a truly elegant one.

Five-piece place setting retails at $25.00,

Distributed by Geo. Borgfeldt Corporation
44-60 East 23rd Street New York 10, N.Y.
It's so much smarter to give OLD CHARTER
(especially in this magnificent new gift decanter*)

PERHAPS THE SUBLLEST COMPLIMENT you can pay a friend is a gift of Old Charter. The simple act of giving says, in effect: "I know you are a man who can appreciate the ultimate in fine whiskey. And here it is." Old Charter is available in a magnificent "heirloom" decanter (above) at no extra cost. Designed in a superb "Greek-Classic" style, it will be treasured as a keepsake even after the last drop of Old Charter has been enjoyed.

Superior from the start, Old Charter is ripened to magnificence by seven slumberous years' aging in the cask. Try it yourself. You’ll see.

tick, tock...tick, tock...the whiskey that didn't watch the clock...seven long years OLD CHARTER

Kentucky's Finest Bourbon • *Also available in regular round bottle in Holiday Carton.

STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY • 7 YEARS OLD • 86 PROOF • OLD CHARTER DISTILLERY COMPANY • LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY.
A crest to be proud of is the one which decorates your faithful automobile. Here we show a key holder made of 24k gold plated metal and fine cowhide leather decorated with a cloissoné crest. Specify make of car when ordering crest key holder! $1 postpaid. Order from Zenith Gifts, 2674-B Valentine Ave., New York, N. Y.

Cultured pearls set in gold-plated metal add luster to this set of costume jewelry. Double circle pin is 13/4" in diameter ($2.50); matching earrings have screw backs ($2.50). The set makes an impressive, inexpensive gift ($4.50). Postpaid. Federal tax included. Order from Aimee Lee, Inc., 545 Fifth Avenue, New York.

Pretty pantouffle to wear with your fireside fashions. These gay slippers are made of wool felt decorated and bejeweled with gold beads and fake pearls. In black only! Sizes: petite (up to size 4); small (size 5 and 6); medium (size 7 and 8); large (size 9 and 10), $3.50 postpaid. Elizabeth McCaffrey, Orange, N. J.

PERSONALIZED LABELS
1000 for $1.25
BLUE INK ONLY
IN BOOKLETS OF 100 LABELS
FOR CONVENIENT HANDLING
ATTRACTIVELY BOXED
FOR GIFT GIVING
USE THEM ON ALL OF YOUR PERSONAL POSSESSIONS

DOESCHER
HONEOYE 10, N. Y.

Add Charm and Grace to Your Home

Hand blown Candy-bowl lampshades are the handiest thing to have around. We have them in all sizes and in many colors. They add a special touch to any room and make it more inviting. The price is but a fraction of the cost of lamps similar in style. They are a necessity for any home and are guaranteed to please your eyes and attract admiring comments. They are a great buy and will last you for years.

For immediate delivery, order now. We have them in stock.

Godell's
25 West 27th St.
New York 1, N. Y.
52

**SPECIAL OFFER!**

$4.95 per set

5 Pc. set in Silver plate. Toast rack, two spreading knives, jam and butter dishes in handsome frosted glass. $4.95

6 Pc. never sharp knife set. Sheffield stainless steel blades, with simulated steinberg handles. Beautifully boxed. $4.95

5 Pc. set in Silver plate. Toast rack, two spreading knives, jam and butter dishes in handsome frosted glass. $4.95

5 Pc. Silver plate condiment set. Salt and pepper shakers, knife server with spoon, artistically engraved trim. $4.95

3 Pc. mayonnaise or jam set in silver plate. Beautifully designed. Silver ladling spoon, Cobalt blue glass liner. $4.95

3 Pc. set in silver plate. Batter dish open like a shell, spreading knife, frosted glass liner. $4.95

Each of these gleaming, luxurious sets is a remarkable value from world famous Sheffield, England. Each piece is die-stamped "Made in England" and features an unconditional money back guarantee. Ideal for gifts, or to add elegance to your home. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. Write for FREE catalog.

DuVnor Ltd. Dept. A

413 Madison Avenue, New York 1, N. Y.

**SHOPPING AROUND**

Stock your desk with personalized labels and postcards. You will find that these will save you time. The kit shown here contains 200 labels (1¾" x 1¼") and 100 postcards (3¼" x 4¼") imprinted in gold with your name and address. $3 ppd. complete with leather label case. Bodine's, 444 East Belvedere, HG, Baltimore, Md.

Olivewood servers for spaghetti, noodles, broccoli and asparagus. Try using these satin-smooth tongs if you want to look graceful while coping with the succulent but slippery spaghetti. Sturdy and easy to clean, they have a finish which improves with use. $2 postpaid. From Mrs. Wiggin's Shop, Box 474, Wolfeboro, N. H.

Cylindrical charmer for a well-appointed desk. We think that this makes a happy gift for both the men and the women on your Christmas list. Made of gleaming brass it was designed to hold your stationery, your in-coming and outgoing mail, 5" x 3" x 5 1/2". $2 ppd. Lamp & Pottery Shop, 512 Rockaway, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Order by Mail

**ROSBARY BRACELET**

Sterling Silver $2.95

with Birthstone $2.95

Post Paid

Gift that's different and meaningful! Handsomely designed. Chain, charm, medal, and two in sterling silver with birthstone on front. Delicate links and charming bracelet. Give merit for birthday, anniversary, wedding. Give personally and retain until time is right for presentation. LEO MILLER COMPANY 129 Barron Street, New Orleans "Showing the Unusual as Usual"

The New Concept in Distinguished Coasters...

**Thirsties**

Set of four complete—boxed $1.59 postpaid

2 sets for $3.00

L. E. LINSLEY

85 Trumball Ave. Plainville, Conn.

WIND VELOCITY

Tells at a glance indoors how hard the wind's blowing outdoors! Every gust and lull in the wind is instantly shown on the handsome speedometer inside your home. The 4" polished brass dial registers up to 100 miles an hour. Installation is easy and quick: Simply mount the spinning cups on roof or TV mast and connect the wire to the indoor indicator. Costs nothing to operate because it generates its own current. Fully guaranteed, complete with 50 feet of wire. Only $49.95 Postpaid. Air Mail Shipments $1.50 extra. Send Check or Money Order to:

Cape Cod WIND INDICATORS

Marwichport, Cape Cod, Massachusetts

Delight Her...with ENGLISH BRASS

Wraparong @

Top BRASS - Wonderful, multi-purpose gift...an engraved towel that's shaped and fitted...hanging on a wall, for showering, hanging, border never wear. Big, deep pocket holds washing needs, cigarette, white roll, Small ($2.50 each), medium ($3.50), large ($4.45). Three adjustable fastenings - add 25c for postage. Mention Quantity.

THE TOG SHOP

AMERICIA, GEORGIA

Wraparong

Wraparong

She'll be thrilled when you give this rare imported placer. Plant it with ivy...adds warmth to any room. HANDCRAFTED IN ENGLAND OF SOLID BRASS. Gleaming finish—lacquered to retain brightness, 5" high, 5" wide. A charming addition to any home...a lifetime gift. Send Check or M. O. today...prompt delivery...$4.95 ppd.

Money instantly refunded if not pleased.

J. MOORE'S DEPT. HG

12S Austin Ave.

West, Texas
Grandparents Have More Fun Than Anybody!

That's Why We Started This Unusual Club And Made Some Surprising Discoveries About Children,Parents and Ourselves

BY BILL and CAROL WHITFIELD

Looking back, we're convinced the whole thing started the day we received that first birth announcement: "Mr. and Mrs. Paul Whitfield (Paul's our son) announce the birth of a daughter..." If you're a grandparent, you don't have to tell you the thrill we got from opening that envelope, or how suddenly we felt young all over again, or the kind of fuss we've made over "our new baby" ever since.

And— if you're a grandparent, you know the first thing our grandparents asked you when you come to visit them: What do you bring us? Where's our surprise?"

Sure, we spoil our grandchildren (we have three now), and we're going to keep right on spoiling them on birthdays and other anniversaries, and at Christmas, of course. And frankly, we're not a bit apologetic.

More than once, we've had the pleasure of watching our grandchildren open packages that came addressed personally to each of them, and it's hard to say whether we or they were more excited and happy.

And if you've ever received a "thank you" note from a child for a special gift, we'll bet you still have it, or wish you had!

How the Club Got Started

After we retired to California, we did a lot of thinking about the pleasure we get out of remembering our grandchildren on special occasions, and the problem of finding things that aren't too expensive but are worth giving.

The more we talked about it with friends, the more we felt that there is a real need for someone to search for children's gifts that would not only be fun to give and to receive, but would be useful or educational.

Starting with suggestions from friends and the gifts which seemed to have made our own grandchildren happiest, we looked at hundreds of things before starting to make our elections. Then we got a sort of informal panel together of some grandparents, a few parents, and one expectant parent (to help us make the final decisions).

Picking out gifts for grandchildren was the original idea behind the Grandparents' Club, and it's still the main purpose, although we've added some other interesting ideas.

Gifts for Parents

When our own children were new parents, they needed a great many new things around the house, but often were too busy to shop for them. Sometimes we surprised them with little gifts of things for their home, and our efforts always were very much appreciated.

So we decided to make that another service of the Grandparents' Club, and we've researched the market for useful household items and have discovered quite a number of interesting things.

Club Discounts and 10-Day Trial Privileges

As the Club grows, we expect to be able, by quantity buying, to offer substantial discounts to our members on more and more things. Actually, though, this isn't the main purpose of the Club.

One of the interesting things about the way the Grandparents' Club works is the 10-day trial plan. In the column at the right, for example, are a few of the things that you, as a member, can send for, look over and try for 10 days before deciding whether or not you want to buy.

To try any of the things offered by the Club on this page or in the Club Magazine, you don't send any money, you don't make any deposit, and you don't pay the postman anything. All you do is say "send it," and we send it. You try it for 10 days, and if you decide you don't want it you send it back and don't owe anybody anything, not even an explanation.

Sounds as though the Club would lose money that way, but we've discovered that most people are more honest than they're given credit for.

Getting things on 10-day trial isn't the purpose of the Club, either, although it's a privilege extended to all members.

What is the Purpose of the Club?

We think we've told you pretty well here how we feel about being grandparents: we believe it's more fun than anything else except, possibly, being grandchildren.

Moreover, we feel that we can be of real service to other grandparents, and we may as well admit that the idea of doing something useful is the main reason for our starting the Club.

If you feel the way we do about being grandparents, we'd like to hear from you.

Welcome Package for New Members

We've even put together a Welcome Package for new members. Don't expect anything fancy: You'll get a Membership Card, the Grandparents' Certificate (on parchment paper suitably framed), and a copy of the Club Magazine with information about birthstones, what names mean (a handy list if you're called on for suggested baby names) and whatever else happens to look worth printing when we make it up each time. There's also a card for you to fill out with birthdays and other important anniversaries you don't want to forget. We keep these cards on file for you and remind you of each event in advance.

To join and get the Welcome Package, just send us your name and address and enclose $1. This dollar pays the cost of printing the magazine and other Club expenses. If, after you receive your package, you decide not to be a Member, just send it back and we'll return your dollar with no hard feelings. At the same time, if you want any of the things shown on this page sent to you on approval, just check them in the coupon. But you don't have to try or buy anything now or ever to be a member.

Members Pay No Dues or Fees

By the way, there are no dues or fees for members, either. If you send in your application now and decide you want to stay in the Club when you receive your Welcome Package, you're a member for life.

To hope to hear from you today! Write: Grandparents' Club, Dept. GP-12, Whitfield House, Box T-1, Carmel-by-the-Sea, California.

Note: this exclusive Club is open only to grandparents and prospective grandparents. If you're not a grandparent, why not give a membership to someone who is?

Incidentally, if you'd like to have anything on this page without joining the Club, your order will be accepted.

Grandparents' Club, Dept. GP-12, Whitfield House, Box T-1, Carmel-by-the-Sea, California.

Paying a $1 membership fee will entitle you to any of the following things. Orders should be accompanied by payment and sent to: Mr. and Mrs. Paul Whitfield, Dept. GP-12, Whitfield House, Box T-1, Carmel-by-the-Sea, California.

Baby Bottle Warmer

Baby Bottle Warmer heats bottle without using water. Plugged into the cigarette lighter, it works like an electric blanket to heat milk to correct temperature in only a few minutes (hangs from dash while heating). Insulation keeps bottle cool for hours until feeding time. Washable vinyl plastic. $2.95 including postage (Club Members send no money; just check coupon)

Make Ironing Easier

Kordaway ends annoyance of iron cord kinking, twisting. Prevents soiling and wrinkling clothes, protects cord from fraying and burning out. Install yourself in two minutes; no tools required. Made at the Workshop for the Blind, $1.95 including postage (Club Members send no money, just check coupon).
Brass-bound and handsome: cherrywood salt and pepper set from California. King-size (10" high) each has a satin-smooth finish. Pepper mill has metal grinders. And the price tag will stimulate you to buy several sets to give away as gifts. $2.95 postpaid the set. Order from June Kamen Gifts, Department HG 18, 270 Park Avenue, N. Y.

A treasury of knowledge is House & Garden's new book Complete Guide To Interior Decoration. A hard bound volume, it contains 320 pages of which 94 are in full color. This is a worthwhile gift which will give pleasure for many years. $10 ppd. Available at all bookstores or order from House & Garden, Greenwich, Conn.

"For the fairest" the Apple of Discord was inscribed. There will be no contention when you present your Aphrodite with this apple-designed jewelry. Handmade of sterling silver, modestly priced: $5.50 for pin; $2.25 for earrings; $6 for bracelet; $11.50 set. Ppd. Tax incl. Silverart, Box 65, Parkville Station, Brooklyn, N. Y.

BURN REFUSE SAFELY OUTDOORS!

CHARGING SWEDISH FORKS

Two For A Dollar!

Here's a delightful inexpensive Christmas gift, two little forks—exquisite floral design—highly polished and inscribed "Made in Sweden," packed in gay Swedish gift box. Wonderful for olives on the cocktail tray . . . lemons on the tea table . . . pickles and hors d'oeuvres on the buffet. Order a set for yourself—then order for your gift list (or forward your list to us—we'll gladly mail them directly for you).

Only $1.00 pair postpaid

ewald-clark

17 Church Ave. Roanoke, Virginia

WEATHER-RESISTANT ALUMINIZED STEEL MODELS

Utilizing the same famous Alsidium sun-dried aluminum panels used in our popular Sun-Safe Barbecues and reflecting units, the new line of heat-resistant aluminum garden grills offer maximum protection against wind, rain and snow. The new models are available in four different styles: Small, Medium, Large and Extra Large. All models feature the same quality construction and dependability that have made Alsidium the leader in aluminum garden grills.

MODEL A—5 sq. ft. at least 30" high—$15.00

MODEL B—7 sq. ft. at least 30" high—$20.00

MODEL C—9 sq. ft. at least 30" high—$25.00

MODEL D—14 sq. ft. at least 30" high—$30.00

For complete catalog and further information, write to Alsidium, Inc., 101 N. Main St., Elgin, Illinois.

WEATHER-RESISTANT ALUMINIZED STEEL MODELS

ALSTO COMPANY

Dept. MO-12 4007 Detroit Ave. Cleveland, Ohio

HOUSE & GARDEN
AROUND

‘Stardust’ spread which twirls. That’s because sub-textured rayon and cotton fibers are woven together. Tailored and trimmed with jumbo cord. Burgundy, hunter, ivory, maize, mint, pink, rose. $15.95 twin; $17.95 double; $8.95 drapery (63”). Swatches sent. 50c postage. Colten’s, 1351 Beacon, Brookline, Massachusetts.

One touch of glamour can make an inspired fashion out of the dullest basic dress. We show here a handsome black velvet collar embellished with sparkling fake jewels, with lustrous and equally fake pearls. $8.95. Matching contour belt is equally lovely. $9.95 ppd. From Ann James, 1347 Ocean Avenue, Brooklyn 30, New York.

Hanging shelf made of steel in a lace-like design. You can use this decorative piece in any room. Try it to hold handsome bathroom bottles, to hold bedside books, to hold kitchen spices or green vines. White or black finish. 21” x 7”. $3.25 ppd. for 1; $6.25 for 2; $9 for 3. Order from May Birn, Box 26G, Mt. Vernon, New York.

NEW! YOUR NAME ON GENUINE WOVEN LABELS

YOUR OWN LABELS-TO SEW INTO YOUR HANDMADE GIFTS AND FASHIONS!

Yes, Woven—because only actual weaving can produce these richly lustrous extra heavy satin labels! Tapestry red and brown on ivory background. Your name [in 20 letters or less] embroidered by hand on each label. $1.50, $2 for 20, $3 for 40. ORDER NOW—MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE! Mail check or money order with name and address to DANÉ PRODUCTS, Dept. 2 266 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.

NEW! LADIES’ WALLET with DETACHABLE 4-PIECE MANICURE SET

A 2 FOR 1 VALUE!

Here is a regular size genuine leather wallet to hold all your requirements—silk-lined bill compartment, change purse plus its patented 5-pc. quality manicure set in a special unit that can be snapped back in place again. In green, brown, black or two-tone beige and black. Gift boxed. Only $3.00 including tax, postpaid.

Photo shows manicure set attached, in position in wallet and detached for use.

ORDER NOW—MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE! Send check, cash or money order with name and address to DANÉ PRODUCTS, Dept. 2 266 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.

Practical Fun! BE YOUR OWN WEATHERMAN!

Outdoor Thermometer with attractive wrought-iron bracket

A gift that lasts. Perfect accessory for terrace, pool or patio. Famous “Airguide” Thermometer, easy to read. White graduations on gray porcelain enameled scale, with magnifying-thermometer tube. Safety-black wrought-iron bracket and hanging wrought-iron finial. Easily nailed or screwed in place. Length 12”, width 4”. Harmonizes beautifully with both traditional and modern garden furniture.

WRITE FOR FREE GIFT CATALOG!

KINSMAN OPTICAL CO.
1230 F. St., N. W. • WASH., D. C.
Elegant Imported Gifts
Selected for you in time for Gay Holiday Giving...

- Chafing dish of solid copper, with lined hot water well, on graceful stand with heat receptacle... $8.50 each.
- 2 qt. size, serum 8-12 portions $14.95
- Free chafing dish recipe booklet included with each order.

* From Italy, elegant coffee servers in gleaming solid brass lined with silver... These requisite pieces reflect the careful workmanship of old world craftsmen. Handles are finished in glossy black.
4 cup size $12.00
12 cup size $20.00
Sugar and Creamer set to match... $16.00

* From Denmark, this free flowing candelabra, gracefully wrought of black iron with hand turned brass cups... it's clean, warmly curving lines complement modern or traditional home decorations. Holds five candles.
15" long, 12" wide, 7½" high. $8.50 each, $15.00 pair.
Add 50c for handling with each order. Write for free NEW catalog.

TABLE STANDBEY
Don't throw up your hands in despair because card tables are marking your walls and cluttering your closets. Here's a... card tables and walls. Made in Grand Rapids—sturdy wooden stand is richly lacquered in Chinese Red or Hunter's Green.

12¼" x 19". Keep one handy in sun room, game room or closet. Also smart as a magazine rack. A marvelous gift for your favorite hostess. Be sure and specify color.

GOOD NEWS FOR SMOKERS AND TIDY HOUSEWIVES!
Ord-rdern, windproof
SILENT BUTLER "SNIFUFFER"
ASH TRAY
You've wished and searched for a practical, good-looking ash tray that can never go out of use. Here it is—a
nonsmoker's dream ashtray... A thin disc tilts working debris out of sight into stencil holder. 3½ in. long, 3½ in. by 3½ in. Order for every room, porch and terrace. Also in black bonzered steel with white ceramic disc.
Prepaid... Brava, 85... Bordered Black, 83
Send Check or Money Order Terry & Co. D. B. CAMILLAS STUDIOS

FRENCH MOROCCAN IMPORTS
Good for a special gift consider this handsome opaline box. It is so lovely it well could be the only ornament on a fine wood table. Bound with brass decorated with the classic Greek key motif. You'll look long before you find a decorative box like this. About 5" x 3" x 3/4.
$65 postpaid. Carlton Wilson, HG, 145 East 53rd St., N. Y.

Italian artists lovingly fashioned the brass candlesticks shown here. Classic in design, each stick is footed, each has a spiral holder, each is as brilliant in color as newly minted gold. A pair makes a distinguished gift. Each is 3" x 5".
$10 postpaid the pair. Order from Elizabeth Resnick, 179 Market Street, Paterson, N. J.

NEW LOW PRICE ON OUR FAVORITE DINING AND DESK CHAIR
Handsomely styled dining or desk chair for smart seating comfort. Combines versatility with good design. Black wrought-steel frame and laminated maple or walnut finish backs. Comfortable seat upholstered in foam rubber. In raspberry, lemon, cocoa, black or charcoal grey DIEXU.
In toast, cerise, pumpkin or black and white snobby TWEED...
In champagne, lined white, dehoven, opera or aquamarine Madraguer plastic...
Sally's Craft Shop

SALLY'S CRAFT SHOP
1046 Broadway, Oakland 12, Calif.

For a special gift consider this handsome opaline box. It is so lovely it well could be the only ornament on a fine wood table. Bound with brass decorated with the classic Greek key motif. You’ll look long before you find a decorative box like this. About 5" x 3" x 3/4.
$65 postpaid. Carlton Wilson, HG, 145 East 53rd St., N. Y.

The case for your glasses in the evening should be fashion-right and beautiful. We suggest that you get the one shown here. Made of lovely velvet in jet black or royal purple, it comes marked with two bronze and enamel initials. Lining is satin, snap frame is gold-colored metal. $3 ppd. Merrill Ann Creations, 102 Warren St., N. Y.

FRENCH MOROCCAN IMPORTS
Genuine leather, hand-tooled
Cigarette Case...
Cigarette Case, colorfully hand-tooled...
Regular King-Size $1.25

Cigarette Case...
Cigarette Case, colorfully hand-tooled...
Regular King-Size $1.25

Buy like an accordion, classes like a clem. Red, tan or green, with silver tooling...
$1.50*

EYEGLASS CASE...
Eye glasses...
Holds heavy-framed glasses and_RGB, multi-colored tooling...
$1.00

(d. not illustrated) WALLET WITH COIN POCKET...
Soft sheen skin, beautifully tooling, Red or black...
$2.50* (tax incl., items ppd.)

Send check or M. O.'s (Sorry no C.O.D.'s to

SEVEN SEAS SHOP of Spring Lake
1216 Third Ave., Spring Lake, N. J.
AROUND

Mark your golf balls and the crafty larrikins who usually walk off with your Dunlops will end up with their own personal duds. Get this aluminum device which is fitted with steel type. And give one to each of the other thievish members of your foursome. $3.95 ppd. complete with 3 sets of type. Mastercraft, 212 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

The invitation is on the basket, on the tray. For a perfect wedding present send the next invitation you get to Page & Biddle. It will be mounted on an antique white and gold basket ($8.95); a matching 12" x 16" tray ($9.95) or matching desk basket ($5.50). Ppd. Page & Biddle, 21 Station Road, HC, Haverford, Penn.

Modern tier tray to use with your finest table appointments. Three stark white china plates fit onto a jet black metal stem which has a sturdy ring finial. Your most delectable recipes will look handsomearrayed on these plates. And they come apart for storage. $3.95 postpaid. Glasscraft, 920 Chicago Ave., Evanston, Ill.

HOLIDAY PARTY!

STOLES and pure silk white chiffon with white Russian fox tail cuffs.

$14.95 fed. tax & p. paid no C.O.D. cat. on req.

Cuffs can be snapped at wrist to make billowing sleeves. 60" long and 21" wide.

WARMuff BODY AND HAND WARMER

WARMuff delivers cozy comfort to hunters, fishermen, football fans, and others who suffer in cold weather. WARMuff is an 8-oz., water-repellent, poplin covered, insulated muff that straps around waist to keep stomach and hands warm. It is warmed with a heating unit that generates 120° up to 24 hours on one fueling. Draft-proof knit wristlets. Fully guaranteed. Makes ideal gift. Free folder on request.

WARMuff with heating $6.95 postpaid.

THE CAROL COMPANY
Dept. HG-DCRACKETTSTOWN, N. J.

CONVERSATION PIECE FOR PARTY-GIVERS!

Removing hors d'oeuvres and tid-bit server with four oven proof pyrex dishes to cook and serve hot snacks or for olives, peanuts, pretzels, crackers. Easy to keep clean. Everlast aluminum stand eleven Inches high. Unusual, popular gift for merry hosts and hostesses! Send Check or Money Order Only $8.95 Postage Paid.

HAMBURGERS
Dept. G • BALTIMORE 1, MD.

MOCASIN LUXURY

Exquisite comfort and pleasure are yours with these gloriously hand beaded Thunderbird mocassins. Soft, hand laced, washable cowhide, arctic innersoles with built-in heel put airfoam innersoles with built-in heel put air. $5.00. Sizes 3-9 ppd.

10 MATCH roomy pouch bag with same Thunderbird design ppd. $1.95

HICKORY VALLEY FARM
Little Kunklestown, Pa.

HOLIDAY PARTY!

STOLES of pure silk and white chiffon with wide Russian fox tail cuffs.

$14.95 fed. tax & p. paid no C.O.D. cat. on req.

Cuffs can be snapped at wrist to make billowing sleeves. 60" long and 21" wide.

WARMuff BODY AND HAND WARMER

WARMuff delivers cozy comfort to hunters, fishermen, football fans, and others who suffer in cold weather. WARMuff is an 8-oz., water-repellent, poplin covered, insulated muff that straps around waist to keep stomach and hands warm. It is warmed with a heating unit that generates 120° up to 24 hours on one fueling. Draft-proof knit wristlets. Fully guaranteed. Makes ideal gift. Free folder on request.

WARMuff with heating $6.95 postpaid.

THE CAROL COMPANY
Dept. HG-DCRACKETTSTOWN, N. J.

CONVERSATION PIECE FOR PARTY-GIVERS!

Removing hors d'oeuvres and tid-bit server with four oven proof pyrex dishes to cook and serve hot snacks or for olives, peanuts, pretzels, crackers. Easy to keep clean. Everlast aluminum stand eleven Inches high. Unusual, popular gift for merry hosts and hostesses! Send Check or Money Order Only $8.95 Postage Paid.

HAMBURGERS
Dept. G • BALTIMORE 1, MD.

MOCASIN LUXURY

Exquisite comfort and pleasure are yours with these gloriously hand beaded Thunderbird mocassins. Soft, hand laced, washable cowhide, arctic innersoles with built-in heel put airfoam innersoles with built-in heel put air. $5.00. Sizes 3-9 ppd.

10 MATCH roomy pouch bag with same Thunderbird design ppd. $1.95

HICKORY VALLEY FARM
Little Kunklestown, Pa.
THE IDEAL GIFT!

The gift you can be sure they don't have...a hand wrought Florentine lighter case of the famous Italian "Similoro", 18 kt. gold dipped, and fitted with a famous windproof lighter. Attractively gift boxed.

$9 Ppd., includes tax Check or money order (No C.O.D.) to Griffon, Sag Harbor, N.Y.

*The metal that looks like gold all the way through

GRIFFON SAG HARBOR, N.Y.

New All-Steel Vio Holda PLANT STAND

• Holds 11 plants, 10 on Revolving Arms

A wonderful gift for flower lovers! Finest all-steel welded construction. 60 inches high. White or green enamel finish (your choice). The 10 revolving arms, extending 6 to 12 inches from sturdy center shaft, may be moved with a touch to enhance arrangement or allow even sun and air exposure. Light weight. Easy to clean. Requires little space — and a grand gift idea for Christmas!

RUSH ORDER Air-mail today! Only $14.95 plus $1.00 for packing and postage. Specify color. Send check, money order. C.O.D. if desired. Satisfaction guaranteed. Orders shipped parcel post "special handling" some day received to expedite delivery.

VIO HOLDA MFG. CO. Box 915, Dept. 70, Topeka, Kan.

Say "Merry Christmas" with this model dream house

A wonderful gift for the prospective home owner or planner! They can build a 1/4 scale model of their dream home with Plan-O-Blocks! See it grow every single angle...alter in advance to fit their needs. No tear—accurate enough for cost estimates. Helps to avoid disappointments and expensive alterations. Give it as a gift... or get it as a present to yourself!

SPECIAL 15-Day Trial Offer

Send $10.35—check or money order. Blocks sent postpaid. Money refunded if set returned within 10 days.

PLAN-O-BLOCKS 302 Capitol Bldg. Binghamton, N.Y.

An escutcheon and a key made of honey-tone pine are the perfect repositories for the keys to the kingdom: your house, your garage or barn, your cars. These decorative pieces are fitted with brass cup hooks which will hold a lot of keys. Each is about 12" long x 5" wide. $2.95. Add 35c for shipping.

Say "Merry Christmas" with this model dream house

A wonderful gift for flower lovers! Finest all-steel welded construction. 60 inches high. White or green enamel finish (your choice). The 10 revolving arms, extending 6 to 12 inches from sturdy center shaft, may be moved with a touch to enhance arrangement or allow even sun and air exposure. Light weight. Easy to clean. Requires little space — and a grand gift idea for Christmas!

RUSH ORDER Air-mail today! Only $14.95 plus $1.00 for packing and postage. Specify color. Send check, money order. C.O.D. if desired. Satisfaction guaranteed. Orders shipped parcel post "special handling" some day received to expedite delivery.

VIO HOLDA MFG. CO. Box 915, Dept. 70, Topeka, Kan.

Gay reminder to post the mail: a facsimile of Uncle Sam's regulation issue mail box. This one, however, is made of green ceramic marked with gold-color letters. Hang one in the hall to remind the absentee-minded member of the family to mail that letter! About 6" x 4". $1.50 ppd. From Gifts & Greetings, Rockland, Mass.

No date for you if you forget to put a coin in this calendar bank! It's a clever device which will pay off in dividends ($30 worth) if you faithfully feed it a morsel a day. Made of ivory plastic it tells the year, month and date. A first name is imprinted on the face. About 4" square. $2 ppd. Black, 120 Black Bldg., Rockville Centre, N.Y.

SERV-A-SNAK

3 PIECE RANGE SET

This one, however, is made of green ceramic marked with gold-color letters. Hang one in the hall to remind the absentee-minded member of the family to mail that letter! About 6" x 4". $1.50 ppd. From Gifts & Greetings, Rockland, Mass.

POSTAL PRODUCTS CO. Dept. N-4, P.O. Box 328 Scarsdale, N.Y.

NITELITE SHADOW BOX... for children's room or excited notions of a imaginary kingdom. A shadow box with a compartment lid, imprinted with the three initials of the child it holds, is a unique and treasured keepsake.

Prayer is colorful, lithographed on metal shadow box. Its design is a memento that last through the years. $9.95. Add 35c for shipping.

HOBBS HILL 3 PIECE SET

Express charges collect

Dimensions: 9½ x 7½ x 3" deep

Price: $5.95 each

HOBBY HILL
AROUND

A special gift for a special person could be this handsome lizard billfold which is fitted with a 14K gold frame, with a 17 jewel movement 14K gold watch. It’s the luxury gift many people search for but seldom find. $95 postpaid. Federal tax included. Order from Johnston Jewelers, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, Park Ave., N. Y.

Golfers are high-principled characters. So for that man of integrity in your house we present Golfer’s Pal. He’ll wear it like a wrist watch and press the tabulating button to register stroke and hole. Case is chrome-finished metal; strap is leather. $3.98 ppd. Order from Personal Greeting, 93-24 Queens Blvd., Dept. HG, Rego Park, N. Y.

Protect your pets at night with this collar which reflects lights. While it looks like the regulation pel collar made of lizard billfold which is fitted with a 14K gold frame, with a 17 jewel movement 14K gold watch. It’s the luxury gift many people search for but seldom find. $95 postpaid. Federal tax included. Order from Johnston Jewelers, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, Park Ave., N. Y.

Lifetime Mail Box

— A Christensen Creation

Of corrosiveproof, SOLID CAST ALUMINUM, antique-finished. Gracefully designed with rainproof roof-flap and ample rack for largest magazines and papers. Decorative as well as practical at your own front door or as an enduring Christmas or house-warming gift.

Postpaid $4.95! No COD’s.

BUILDERS’ HARDWARE AGENCY
25 Stuart St.
Dept. HG
Boston, Mass.

HAND WOVEN STOLES FROM OLD MEXICO

The complete gift for Christmas and your loved ones. Beautifully woven of soft, fine wool. Three styles. RECOMMEND FOX'S STYLE A-MIX Style B-Mix. Send price list. 30 inches by 112 inches in length. $8.95 each. For sample send 25c postcard. Six feet of trim to be sent with your order. Styles in stock are: Mix; Green; Beige; Blue; Orange; Gold; Pearl; White; Black; Gold; Red; Orange; Green. Send your order in now. They will be shipped in your choice of the eight rich, shimmering, soft colors. White; Fawn; Beige Red; Light Blue; Pastel Blue; Pearl Grey; Blue Grey; and Pale Lemon Yellow. — Bound for Christmas Shopping. — Sizes are in stock for full order if not delighted. Be the envy of your friends with a genuine imported shawl.

modelcraft
Dept. G
3408-A Camp Bowie Blvd.
Fort Worth, Texas
for business and friendship giving
FRUIT GIFTS...right from the
GARDEN OF EATIN'
Gay, festive Gifts of Fruit from the Mission Folk are one gift that is sure to be enthusiastically received and thoroughly enjoyed by the entire family. No other creates such excitement when gifts are unwrapped Christmas morning.

SHOP WITH EASE—BE SURE TO PLEASE arrival and complete satisfaction guaranteed. Just give us the address—we do the rest. No COD's or charges, please. Over 5 million happy customers in 36 years.

COMICE Pears
More pears, bigger pears, better pears than ever before offered. This giant "Double Decker" pak holds 20 to 28 big, luscious pears. Once you try them, you can't get along without them. They're habitat-dorming for sure. So juicy you eat them with a spoon.
Gift No. 67, shipping weight 17 to 18 lbs. $5.95 Delivered postpaid anywhere in the U.S.

PREMIUM ORANGES Superb in size and superbly flavored. Almost as large as grapefruit—only 2 or 3 like them on a dozen trees. World's best for eating—California raised of course.
Gift No. 54, quarter crate of 24 or more $4.55
Gift No. 55, half crate of 48 or more... $8.94
Delivered postpaid anywhere in the U.S.

FREE Gift Book. All in natural color, 20 pages, 50 thrilling gifts, enjoyed by all the family. Write for a copy.
MISSION PAK, Dept.HG, 108E 33rd St. Los Angeles 11, Calif.

A Gift in Good Taste BROCKLES Special Dressing For those who have everything. The unique Haver provides now salad magic, with much to cooked vegetables, and meat or fish. Delicious spread on warm crackers ...or for cocktails. A perfect Easy Sonip dip.
Brockles Special Dressing is a blend of select spices, sealed all, blue cheese, with a trace of garlic, is recommended by famous food authorities.
Two pints shipped anywhere prepaid in the United States for only $1.80.
Brockles Foods Company 817 South Ervay Dallas 1, Texas

AGED LIKE VINTAGE WINE (Smoking alone takes 30 days!)

Pennsylvania Dutch design can be used as serving tray or wall plaque.
Pennsylvania Dutch assorted cookies. Exclusively baked from old country recipes.

Good taste for Christmas Giving

Pennsylvania Dutch assorted cookies. Exclusively baked from old country recipes.

For CHRISTMAS GIVING

Plump sun-cured berries and fruits; slow-cooked the old-fashioned way in open kettles, using only sugar and fruit. Packed in rustic gift boxes decorated with forest sprays and cones. World's best for red cherries, delicious white and black figs, apricots, big red cherries, delicious white and black figs, and plum dates.
Gift No. 1, one lb. net...$2.79
Gift No. 2, two lbs. net... $4.32
Gift No. 4, five lb. family pak...$8.99 Delivered postpaid anywhere in the U.S.

FREE Book. All in natural color, 20 pages, 50 thrilling gifts, enjoyed by all the family. Write for a copy.

BACHMAN BAKERIES, INC.
2506 Kutztown Rd., Reading, Pennsylvania

3 SECTION SKILLET

For a special event serve hors d'oeuvres made from the contents of this gift package.

A soupeon of Soup's On (chicken or beef soup base) will add zest to your specialty of the house and luster to your culinary crown. Use a bit to fortify your beef casserole, your spicy ragout, your pot au feu. You'll find you can't cook without it. $1.50 ppd. for two 4-oz. jars. Sweanwayne, 675 Preston, St. Petersburg, Florida.

The stein on the table is filled with mouth-watering Wisconsin cheese: Cheddar, Bleu, Smokey or Spicy. This is a wonderful gift because after the cheese is eaten you will enjoy the beauty of the ceramic steins imported from Germany, $8.95 ppd. the set of 4. Cheese Guild, 4531 West Forrester Home, Milwaukee.
AROUND

Wooden firkin which you'll use for a variety of purposes comes from Great Valley Mills filled with delicacies. Stone ground corn meal muffin mix, buckwheat ready-mix, apple preserves, huckleberry preserves, peach preserves, huckleberry preserves. $12.50 ppd. Great Valley Mills, Ivaly, Penna.

My heart is in the Highlands because that is where this delicious fruit cake is made. The Highlands of New England! It's a farm kitchen delicacy made of everything good: butter, eggs, molasses, currant jelly, nuts, fruits, brandy, and sherry. Priced at $2.25 ppd. the pound. The Highlands, Box 284, Astor Station, Boston, Mass.

Nectar from Mexico: unblended, full-bodied coffee. You can order this aromatic delight in heavy foil to preserve intact, every delicacy of the famous cheermakers! Holland: a great creamy, delectable Edam. Denmark: The incomparable Flores Danica Beer-and a firm hold on the highest-priced King Christian, Switzerland: The genuine Emmenserlahm Swiss Cheese, Italy: Sharp, tangy, grated Vecchio Romano. Canada: A superb Cheddar, opened 2 years for real bite. Preme Jewel Box, laden with a choice variety of 20 delicious processed cheeses, each individually wrapped in heavy foil to preserve intact, every delicacy, tantalizing flavor! Unconditionally Guaranteed: Christmas delivery guaranteed E. of Maine orders received by Dec. 24th, West. Dec. 26th.

Be Proud of Your Packages

SUNRISE WILD RICE
A MUST FOR SMART MENUS! A RARE DELICACY!
AN IDEAL GIFT!
Send $2.00 for 12 oz. Pkg. Postage Prepaid in U.S.A.
MATH BARZEN COMPANY TIEF RIVER FALLS, MINNESOTA

FOIL GIFT-WRAP ENSEMBLE
In Striking Coordinated Colors
Ooh! What Lovely Packages you will wrap with Agnes Scott custom-assembled sets. Each ensemble includes continuous ( economical-to-cut) rolls of foil (24 yard length); packets of 1/2 satin ribbon (7 yards each); enclosure card laminated on back paper (3 1/2 x 2 1/2); Box for every round giving. An appreciated gift.

SMOKED HOLLAND BABY SHRIMP:
Tender, succulent, delicious—each no larger than a rinkertje! $4.95

OLD WORLD POTPOURRI:
Ppd. $4.95 A bounty of imported spices and delicacies... each, of its kind, perfect!

JEWEL BOX:

OLD OLD WORLD POTPOURRI:

NEW PECAN PECANS:
The Smith's finest pecans, new crop, tasty firm nuts ideally packed for gifts. Mammoth Shley Pecans (Cashews, Almonds, Filberts, Brazil, Pecans) $10.00 each 1 lb. Mammoth Schley Pecans, in white cloth bag $4.75

FOREST preserves, huckleberry preserves, peach preserves, huckleberry preserves. $12.50 ppd. Great Valley Mills, Ivaly, Penna.
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**Cherished Southern Delicacies**

Preserves and Relishes from The Old South

Holly Farms Kitchen revives the elegant taste treats of the Old South in these delicious preserves and relishes. Prepared according to prized original pre-Civil War recipes. Here are taste delights unmatched elsewhere, unusual gifts that are sure to please everyone on your list.

Select from: Watermelon Jam, Cantaloupe Ball Pickle, Amber Marmalade, Apricot-Pineapple Jam, Hernando Relish, Peach-Orange Conserve, India Chutney, Vicksburg Green Relish, Whole Cherry Preserves, Whole Strawberry Preserves, Red Tomato Preserves, Watermelon Rind Pickle, Watermelon Preserves, Mustard Chow Chow, Natchez Gripe Pickle, Dilled Green Beans, Dilled Carrot Sticks, Dilled Cauliflower, Dilled Celery, Dilled Okra, Dilled Petrie Beets.

8 oz. jars, packed in attractive gift cartons with distinctive card, postage paid. Send your gift list and check or M. O. to:

HOLLY FARMS KITCHEN No. 5A, 459 Wagner, Memphis 3, Tenn.

**Economy minded?** Then by all means investigate Old Bay Meat Tenderizer. With this new product you can buy economy cuts and please the family, too. It should be used, like a marinade, before cooking. It’s a formula which breaks down the cell walls. $1 for two shaker-top 4 oz. jars. Add 25¢. Baltimore Spice Co., Baltimore.

**Imagine this!** Purple figs filled with English walnut meats. Each giant fig is carefully wrapped in cellophane paper so that each will keep moist and delectable. We had a pound which kept perfectly for six weeks. It would have lasted longer if people weren’t greedy. $3.50 for 1/2 lbs. Ppd. Syl-Co., 14657 Lull, Van Nuys, Calif.
AROUND

Nuggets of gold . . . a whole bushel basket of Florida oranges, grapefruit, and those wonderful kumquats. And you can't do better as to price. $6.25 express prepaid (add 75c West of Miss.). The basket is decorated with tiny orange blossoms and leaves. Order from East Lake Groves, Drawer RH, Umatilla, Florida.

Music while you eat delicious hard candies is the bonus you get with this Treasure Chest. Made of natural hardwood, the chest has a removable plastic liner to fill with plants when the candies are eaten. Swiss works plays Jingle Bells or Silent Night. 3" x 4" x 6". $5.95 or Sliner to fill with plants when chest has a removable plastic er RH, Umatilla, Florida.

Desert fruit, the prickly pear, makes the most delicious jelly! It has a unique flavor which makes it a perfect partner for roasts, for the tea table, for thin crépes. Try whipping some up with a dash of Kirsch which makes it a perfect part­ pear, makes the most delicious candies is the bonus you get with this Treasure Chest. Made of natural hardwood, the chest has a removable plastic liner to fill with plants when the candies are eaten. Swiss works plays Jingle Bells or Silent Night. 3" x 4" x 6". $5.95 or Sliner to fill with plants when chest has a removable plastic er RH, Umatilla, Florida.

Lovely to look at, heavenly to eat! Two whicker serving trays packed full of our delicious pecan candies, rare tropical jellies and pecan halves. A bounteous gift that belies its modest cost. Send several.

Order for all on your gift list! We ship anywhere.

Stuckey's PECANS

Friends say they're the most flavorful pecans they ever ate! Big, meaty nutty choice of the '53 crop. For family, friends and customers, order with assurance from Stuckey's, world's larg­ est pecan shipper. Card enclosed. All prices postpaid.

Quarts, 5 lb. Hamper $3.50
Stuarts 10 lb. Hamper $4.85
Schley 5 lb. Hamper $4.33
Schley 10 lb. Hamper $8.80

Order and usf on your gift list! We ship anywhere.

Stuckey's
Dept. HG-2 Eastman, Ga.
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**CIGARETTE TABLE**

something Old! -  New!

A real colonial blend. The attractive simple combination of the Colonial Period combined with the charm of Antique spinning wheels makes the Cigarette Table a practical item... a distinctive table for either traditional or modern settings. Delightful utility with spiritual strength that only my faith can give me.

**THE LONE RANGER**

"WRITES" AGAIN
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A medallion of St. Christopher decorates this handsome nickel-silver Evans lighter. Your favorite clergyman, your favorite traveler will bless your thoughtfulness in bestowing this gift. And you’ll order it by the half dozen because of the modest price, $5.95 postpaid.

House in the Garden, 19 Garden Place, Brooklyn, N.Y.

Victorian chair which is covered in tufted velvet is one answer to a charming room. $39.50. Colors: red, lavender, plum, hunter green, gold, rose, gray or powder blue. Or send your fabric (3½ yds., 48” wide) and it will be put on. 32” x 25” x 26”.$36.50. Exp. coll. Order from Bayfort Society, P. O. Box 1808, Charlotte, N.C.

Miniature oil lamp which actually burns fuel is an attractive addition to any collection. Made of oil finished in provincial red, it has a hand-painted Pennsylvania Dutch decoration on base and shade. The chimney is clear glass. About 6½” high. $3 plus 25c postage. Hostess House, 5858 Forbes Street, Pittsburgh, PA, Penna.

UNUSUAL GIFTS

St. Christopher protects the traveler. For safe motoring. Beautifully designed. Non-tarnishing, nickel-silver key chain and winged, sun-visor pin.

Gift Boxed $1.25 set

Exquisite little oriental figurines. Made in U. S. of marble dust. 3” high. White and chartreuse dress with gold trim.

$1.75 pair

We pay postage. Send M.O. or check. No C.O.D.

Write for free gift catalog.

The Greentree
FRANKLIN 1, MICHIGAN

 Recipes from the famous
Shadow Hill Tea Room
Hernando, Miss.

Now available in book form.

A charming Christmas gift. A welcome present for the new bride. A wonderful gift for all the family. Treasured by all who have dined at Shadow Hill in thirty years of gracious living.

Please order by writing
Shadow Hill Tea Room Cookbook
Lyon, Miss.
Care of Mrs. John Fargason, Jr.

Price $3.00 plus 25c to cover cost of mailing. All Sales Cash. Money refunded if not delighted with the best of good food.

SWISS MUSICAL CHURCH

Here is a little miniature Church that you will always treasure. It is 11 inches high, lacquered and covered with glittering snow. It has an electric light that is reflected through beautifully colored windows. Princess Pine brushes have fallen snow on them. Open the door and hear the immortal Silent Night played on a genuine Swiss Musical unit. Simply constructed of select plywood.

Price $7.50 Postpaid
Pilzwecker Swiss Imports
P. O. Box 31, Wood-Ridge, N. J.

SWISS MUSICAL CHURCH

Elegant New Accessory
PORCELAIN DOOR KNOBS

Especially finely carved door knobs in imported Limoge type porcelain will add a luxurious note to your home! Copied exactly from the French hand made knobs of Marie Antoinette’s time, with multicolor floral bouquets and 24K gold trim on white, with white, green or pink undershading. Standard brass fittings, easily installed on any door.

$3.95 the pair
3 pairs $10.95, postpaid
Write for catalog

Pilzwecker Swiss Imports
P. O. Box 31, Wood-Ridge, N. J.

STREETCAR ROSARY

That’s what this Decade Bracelet is called in New Orleans because the devout can say 10 Hail Mary’s while riding the trolley. Sterling silver with simulated pearls, Crucifix and Miraculous Medal, it’s a meaningful way to wish a Blessed Christmas to your friends.

$3.50 postpaid

ORDER NOW, or write for free descriptive literature to
ABAR MFG. CO., 8770 Woodland Ave., Cleveland 4, Ohio

GIFT BOXED: $1.25 set

WONDERFUL, WONDERFUL FEET!

That’s what you’ll say when you put new FOAM AIR innersoles in your shoes. Soft foam construction cushions every step from heel to toe—gives soothing relief from calluses, blisters, torn or bruised heels, and just plain tired feet. Millions of tiny, interconnected air cells relieve soft soled shoes of “spring-on-a-cloud” feeling for life. Latest invention built into special shoes—first time available as a separate innersole. Odorless. Non-absorbent. Featherlight. Confirmed by doctors...an electrical manicurist that does all the actual manicuring work for her! Specially made for easy self-use, scientific attachments quickly do everything needed to acquire and maintain healthy, good-looking fingernails. So perfectly safe, even small children use the SPRUCE with ease! It provides complete nail care in the comfort and privacy of one’s own home...a godsend to anyone who knows the importance of well-groomed hands. Wonderful for the feet, too—erases corns and callouses! SPRUCE makes a marvelous Christmas gift...whether for a lady, a gentleman, or for an entire family! No gift is ever more appreciated or more used than a Spruce Electrical Manicurist—and you can order it by mail, with a definite guarantee of satisfaction or full refund!

Only $24.95 complete, Postage paid anywhere in the U. S. A. Or, send only $2.00 now, and we will ship balance C. O. D. ORDER NOW or write for free descriptive literature to
ABAR MFG. CO., 8770 Woodland Ave., Cleveland 4, Ohio
NEW, SNAPPROOF, RUSTPROOF, LIGHTWEIGHT
"LAZY SUSAN" CLOTHES DRYER
Holds more in less space... Folds up...
Hides away in drawer or closet...
WORKS WHILE YOU SLEEP

- Nearly 23 ft. of clothes drying space
- Super Dryette—12 pull-out arms...
- Use them all, or pull out as many as you need, leave others neatly tucked in base.
- Atractive appearance, elegant finish you'll be proud of...
- Occupies little space when in use...
- Stands firmly on 3 tip-proof legs that fold up for storing.
- Folds up easily into the small base (about 2 ft. long)...
- Easy to store.
- Strong, sturdy...
- Made of light weight, tough aluminum...
- Stands firmly on 3 tip-proof legs that fold up for storing.

SUPER DRYETTE, 12 arms. $8.95. Perfect for gifts... for your home. Ideal for drying underthings, baby clothes, towels, all kinds of light laundry.

ATTRACTIONELY GIFT BOXED, Super DRYETTE, $8.95 each. Travel size, $4.95 each, postage paid. When you order extras for gifts or, more than one of either size... WE GLADLY CHARGE SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY BACK. Act now to enjoy easier clothes drying service... order today direct from DRYETTE CO 207-G N. WACO WICHITA 2, KANSAS

WASHING MACHINE DRYER FOR DRYING UNDERTHINGS, BABY CLOTHES, TOWELS, ALL KINDS OF LIGHT LAUNDRY.

TRAVEL SIZE. 6 arms. $4.95. Handy size for travelers... lightweight, packs easily. Ideal for small families. 9 ft. of clothes drying space.

MATCHING CRICKET STOOL.

silver candleholders—gift wrapped if you desire.

SANTA CLAUS, INDIANA

CATHEDRAL METAL CANDLES (FULL SIZE—12" HIGH)

Two candles gift boxed with six refill candles $3.95 POSTPAID

10 EXTRA REFILL CANDLES $1.25

Cathedral silver candle—$2.00 in silver plate...a hand power SAVES your expensive LINENS! The perfect gift for that "certain somebody"

Drip-Stopper

SAVE YOUR VALUABLE LINENS

The Drip-Stopper is a "must" for those who enjoy fine clothes. It is easy to use, easy to clean. It catches every drop of water from shirt, blouse or pant. It does not drip or leak, never spills a drop of water. It's easy to use. All you do is:

Money back guarantee. Send name, address, $4.00, Av Co. Ltd. server, $5.95 includes Federal tax.

fredericks 16 Stanstevon, Dept. D San Francisco, California

TV TURN-TOP TABLE

IN FLAT BLACK WROUGHT-IRON

Smart, modern styling, rugged construction, flat black finish—and a low price! It's 19'/2" high overall, 18" square. Top is adjustable from 18" to 28'/4" to accommodate any set. Turns on ball-bearing swivel for best viewing. Hard rubber leg tips. ORDER YOURS TODAY!

Ea. $1595 exp. Coll.

Santa Claus-Land

SANTA CLAUS, INDIANA

COPPER KETTLES for a lovely kitchen. These gleaming beauties range in size: $8.95 for one quart; $10.95 for 1'/2 quarts; $12.95 for 2 quarts. Ppd. We can't think of a finer gift for the woman who takes great pride in decorating her kitchen. Order from Jenifer House, New Marlborough Stage, Great Barrington, Mass.

Cupit's arrow isn't really piercing this pretty ear. It only looks as though it were. Chief Blue Sky Eagle down Arizona way has designed these ingeniously arrow earrings in sterling silver ($2) and in burnished copper ($1). A pair makes a fine gift. Ppd. Tax incl. Old Pueblo Traders, Box 4035, HG-1, Tucson, Arizona.

The family tree should be hung in a prominent spot in your house. We suggest that you get a colorful print of the Tree of Life like the one shown here, inset the genealogical dates of your budding family and create a record which the future generations will enjoy. $2.50 ppd. Greenhall, 509 Fifth Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Even long lasting Redwood needs surface protection. The Original Resin Free Liquid Raw Hide REDWOOD FINISHES are now available in: Natural Clear-Gloss or Dull; or Redwood Color Stain & Sealer = 2, $1.65 Qt., $4.65 Gal. Also Redwood stains; Redwood Color Preserve & Dull; or Redwood Color Stain & Sealer # 2, $1.65 Qt., $4.65 Gal. Also Redwood Stains; Redwood Color Preserve & Dull; or Redwood Color Stain & Sealer # 2, $1.65 Qt., $4.65 Gal. Prepaid. Guaranteed. Wood Finishing Booklet with free on request. Describes other Resin Free Finishes.

CATHEDRAL METAL CANDLES

FULL SIZE—12" HIGH

Two candles gift boxed with six refill candles $3.95 POSTPAID

10 EXTRA REFILL CANDLES $1.25

Cathedral silver candle—$2.00 in silver plate...a hand power SAVES your expensive LINENS! The perfect gift for that "certain somebody"

Drip-Stopper

SAVE YOUR VALUABLE LINENS

The Drip-Stopper is a "must" for those who enjoy fine clothes. It is easy to use, easy to clean. It catches every drop of water from shirt, blouse or pant. It does not drip or leak, never spills a drop of water. It's easy to use. All you do is:

Money back guarantee. Send name, address, $4.00, Av Co. Ltd. server, $5.95 includes Federal tax.

fredericks 16 Stanstevon, Dept. D San Francisco, California

The classic elegance of these silver-plated Bread & Butter Plates gives your table a party look. But they are permanently practical! Because of their lovely simplicity they do as with any china pattern. And of course they never break!

Silver Bread-and-Butter Plates

6" bread & butter plate. 3.25 each minimum order is four plates add 50c postage per order of 4 price includes fed. tax

Even long lasting Redwood needs surface protection. The Original Resin Free Liquid Raw Hide REDWOOD FINISHES are now available in: Natural Clear-Gloss or Dull; or Redwood Color Stain & Sealer # 2, $1.65 Qt., $4.65 Gal. Also Redwood Stains; Redwood Color Preserve & Dull; or Redwood Color Stain & Sealer # 2, $1.65 Qt., $4.65 Gal. Prepaid. Guaranteed. Wood Finishing Booklet with every order or free on request. Describes other Resin Free Finishes.

LINSEED OIL PRODUCTS CO. 110R S. FREMONT AVE., ALHAMBRA, CAL.

"Specialists in Resin Free Finishes"
**AROUND**

**Console table** to hang in an 18th-Century foyer, a sitting room. Beautifully made of hardwood finished in three ways: black or white marbelia, antique white or mahogany. Each is trimmed with gold. 28" x 11" x 23". $45. Matching frame with mirror is 30" x 23". $45. Exp. coll. Maymac, 79-G W. Grand, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

Four trays for many purposes come attractively packed for gift giving. We think that you will give this set to several people on your list. Each tray is gaily decorated with a smile-provoking "gas-buggy" scene; each is 17" x 8". $4.30 ppd. the set. Add 20¢ West of Miss. Gibert & Leonard, Miracle Mile, Manhasset, HG, New York.

Keep them clean and Mama will stop muttering about the dirt you are forever dragging into the house. And to keep shoes really clean you need a bootscraper like the one shown here. A sturdy aluminum bar joins two decorative aluminum lyres which are fitted with 4 1/2" soil spears. $4.95 ppd. Tennessee Chromium, Nashville, Tenn.

---

**YOURS FOR BETTER HEALTH**

Despite excellent work of municipal water plants, elements beyond their control frequently contaminate water. Low or fluctuating pressures in the mains or hidden cracks in a well may result in contaminated water at your faucet despite safe municipal source or well. The least effects are mild diarrhea, abdominal pains and upset stomach; water may also transmit such virus diseases as poliomyelitis and influenza.

---

**FOAM RUBBER**

**SAVE UP TO 60%**

**PERFECT CUSHIONING FOR:**
- PATIO FURNITURE - TRAILERS
- SOFAS - BEDS - COTS - CHAIRS
- TRUCKS - BOATS - CARS - etc.

**ALL CHECKS CASHABLE IN YOUR DISCOUNT A.R.F. PRODUCTS, INC.**

**YOUR PLANTS**

Will look lovely on this white, lightweight metal, wrought iron stand. Adds a charming lace-like effect, skillfully designed of sturdy steel to give perfectly balanced beauty and strength. Perfect for growing plants set back shelves or on top of all heights. It stands firmly and makes all your plants easily accessible for proper watering. 3 tiers hold up to 9 potted plants. A pair is ideal for decoratively dividing dining and living room areas. Also available in black. 22" wide, 21" deep, 36" high—$12.50 prepaid. Add 75¢ West of Mississippi.

---

**STUDY INTERIOR DECORATION**

**FOUR MONTHS' PRACTICAL TRAINING COURSE**

TWO YEARS' INTERIOR DESIGN

Resident Day Classes

Start Feb. 1st. Send for Catalog R.

Period and Modern styles, color schemes, draperies, all fundamentals, Faculty of New York decorators. Personal instruction. Cultural or Vocational Courses.

Home Study Course

Starts at once. Send for Catalog C.

Some training for those who cannot come to New York. Practical, useful and intensely interesting.

---

**NEW YORK SCHOOL OF INTERIOR DESIGN**

29 East 72nd St., New York 21, N. Y.
**COLOR NOTES**

**GONDOLIER**

Just Match COLOR GUIDES on GONDOLIER with COLOR NOTES in FREE Popular SONG BOOK

Now fun and popularity because it is so easy to play this lovely 6 string instrument. Just slip the string over the same color guide as the colored note. No guessing, just play the simple tune, then play the song. Every song included has all its notes in order. No keys, just pick Hip instantly. Only $3.85 ppd.

| 2 - 1/4" X 5 STRINGS | $4.98 ppd. |

And pick the strings where the color notes appear on the printed song charts (included) and you'll be able to play any of the songs instantly. It's perfect as a gift—delightful in any gift basket. Size 13 1/4 x 4 x 1 5/8". Wood and metal tuning key. Each space contains 1 or 2 notation tunes. Complete with 10 song charts, tuning key, extra strings, plastic pick. These make splendid gifts for Christmas or Mother's Day.

**FREE AUTOMATIC NOTE SELECTOR**

**AUTO JUKEBOX**

If you have games at hand to interest adults and children. We suggest the Wheel of Fortune game. The wheel is made of plastic gayly decorated in five colors. And when you spin it everyone will enjoy the excitement. $1.98 postpaid. Order from Novelty Mart, 59 East 8th Street, New York, N. Y.

**HOLIDAY FUN**

This doll house is a ranch type and very modern. And it comes completely equipped with movable plastic furniture in the living room, bedroom, nursery, bathroom, dining room and kitchen. Your small homemaker will love this! $2.98 ppd. for the plastic house and 30 pieces of furniture. Russell Weith, 3 Bleeker Street, N. Y.

**CHILD CAN MAKE THESE 8" COSTUME DOLLS**

Delight that Junior Miss with a set of these lovable 8" felt dolls. She can finish each doll quickly, easily! Everything needed is included in kit: 8" felt dolls. She can finish each doll to cut out and sew, jewelry, decorations, faces and step-by-step instructions. $1.00 ppd.

Also available: Indian Maid, Dutch Huis, Dutch Kate, Dutch Law, Dutchess Hooded, Princess White Cloud and Beauties. Choice of any 3 for $2.95 ppd.

**FOR AGES 3 TO 10**

**Little Girl's Dressing Table**

Big! 29 inches tall. Well made! Out-of-the-ordinary! All wood. Top is natural grain lacquered 1/4" ply. Sturdy is taffeta-like vinyl, pretty petal pink. Mirror is extra thick, safe. Legs are solid wood, gracefully tapered—can be screwed on in 3 minutes. Shipped same day. Money back guarantee. $13.75 prepaid.*

Imported Hard Wood Bench. 11 1/2" high, lacquered. A Little beauty, $2.75 ppd. (Bench and Table, both $15.75 ppd.)

*W. of Miss. add 50c

**BURKE-FINNEGAN CO., Imptrs. FAIRPORT 2, N. Y.**
AROUND

He'll be over your head and happy as a bird if you give him this pair of 70" stilts which can support 200 pounds. They are made of hardwood, have non-slip rubber tips, and adjustable foot steps. Finished in natural varnish and red enamel.

$4.95 ppd. plus 50c West of Miss. From Russell Snow, P. O. Box 111, Waltham 54, Mass.

A wee rocker for the youngest member of the family is made from a New England sap bucket. The finish is honey maple, the seat cover is Provincial pattern chintz. Colors: cocoa, red, blue, green, yellow. $6.95 postpaid East of the Miss.; $7.45 postpaid West of the Miss. Puddin' Holler, East Swanzey, New Hampshire.

The happy clown is a clothes hanger with two purposes: to support twice as many clothes as the average hanger and to help train your youngster to be tidy. Made of plastic in either pink or blue, it is sturdy and gay. About 10" wide. $1.35 ppd. the set of 4. Add 35c for monogram. Crown Craft, 246 Fifth Ave., HG, N.Y.

Every month is Christmas with Toys Around the Year

Fond Grandparents... Aunts and Uncles... Customers and Clients... with young boys and girls of each age group will be sent your young friends.

your gifts are a success—values outstanding—when chosen by Toys Around the Year Our staff-imaginative shoppers select the market for you to find durable, attractive "do something" gifts... often before they appear in your neighborhood. And because we shop in quantity, we frequently receive a very special price. This saving is passed along to you in better toys at the Club rate.

First gift FREE

A Christmas stocking full of surprises will announce your gift. This is an "extra" present sent without cost to your young friends to welcome them to Toys Around the Year!

Money back guarantee

You may cancel your subscription at any time. If you are not completely satisfied with the first selection merely return it and the full amount of your club payment will be returned promptly. And you may keep the stocking gift as our present!

Pre-School Desk Set

Pre-School youngsters feel important and grow up with this handsome desk and stool. Functionally designed in clean, neat lines. Durable wheat finish, hardwoods, brass hardware, fine detail. Shurly, truly captivating—how the children love them! It's something they can use and take pride in. Wonderful gift for that special child. Contrasting tops in decorator colors—Bittersweet Red and Teal Blue. When ordering, specify choice.

The PLAYHOUSE

262 N. Kecondling Avenue
La Grange Park, Illinois

PRE-SCHOOLER DESK SET

For Boys and Girls, Ages 1-10

Mother's apron—while bathing baby, baby's "blotter" (towel) and a warm cape, too! Dries baby, protects from drafts. Holster keeps Baby Blotter in position at all times, even when mother has to answer phone or doorbell. Custom made of highest grade absorbent Terry cloth, fringe decorated, formed and pleated to fit mother neatly. Given over 3 years of service. Five pastel colors—Yellow, Pink, Blue, Green, White.

$3.95 ppd. the set of 4

ORDER DIRECT — PAYABLE TO

Box 1420, Grand Central Station, N. Y. 17, N. Y.

Michael Godfrey

DECEMBER, 1953

1570 Jasmine St., Denver, Colorado

$17.50 west of Miss.

Pre-School Desk Set

$8.00

Pre-School Desk Set

$14.90

Pre-School Desk Set

$27.50

Enclose remittance... Mail Today... Money refunded if not satisfied.

NEW IDEAL BABY BLOTTER
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Mind Your Nose

$2.25 ppd. the set of 4

Premier Products
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Indian Village. This enchanting group will give hours of pleasure to the youngsters. Tepees are handmade by Indian tribesmen, are fashioned of rawhide leather and real feathers. Thirty realistic figures (warriors, squaws, cowboys) made of plastic complete the set. $2 ppd. Cherokee, Box 7322, Oklahoma City.

A young musician from five to ten years old will make fine music on either the slide trombone (16") $1.50; or the saxophone (12") $1.50. If you and Daddy can stand noise we suggest you get a trumpet (not shown but 11") $1.25 and let the neighborhood kids start a band. Plus 25c, Janet Forister, 110 S. Monroe St., Peoria, Ill.

Giant dominoes: to build a playhouse, to construct an im- pregnable bastion, to devise a sturdy runway to interplanetary spaces. This bag of magic is a perfect gift for any child. And you and Daddy will use the counters for a king-size game. Black dots on natural poplar. $7.50 ppd. Playhouse, 867 Madison Avenue, N. Y.

MECHANICAL COIN BANK

CONFEDERATE SOLDIER SHOOTS COINS INTO LITTLE RING BELL

Unique, old-fashioned mechanical bank. Design was inspired by the treasured mechanical banks so popular years ago. A real conversation piece for the home bar or recreation room. Lots of fun. Just load the soldier's gun with coins (any size up to half dollar) and pull the trigger. A terrific little item. Made of cast metal, beautifully hand painted. 8" high. $1.00.

SOUTHERN COMFORT CORP.

MECHANICAL TOY COMPANY

GIFT

For the CHILD
who "HAS
EVERYTHING"

Just hear the "ohs" and "ahs" when this graceful Ballet peeps out of the box. And, watch her face when she puts on this gorgeous costume of three swirling flame-proofed taffeta skirts, topped by the luxurious satin bodice. In White, Blue, or Pink—Sizes 3 to 8, $11.50; 10 to 12, $12.00; 14 to 16, $13.00—all ppd. Other costumes from $8.00 ppd. Order Today: also ask for complete price list of Gift Costumes. No C.O.D.'s.

PARTYLAND
19 Dore St., Dept. G-2, Boston 16, Mass.

DOLLETTE"
A Masterpiece in Miniature

What a pleasure it will be to give this beautiful doll bed for Christmas. "Dollette" is made by a leading manufacturer of wood beds. It is made from select materials, has a plywood bottom by a leading manufacturer of wood beds. It is well made for Chri-stmas. "Dollette" is made complete. Write for folder on other deerskin garments.

Soft Deerskin Snow Mitts

Wm. Gallagher Co.

110 S. Monroe St., Peoria, Ill.

Christmas Gifts for Boys and Girls

Youth in Blue, $1.75 ppd. Only Sl.50 ppd.

SOUTHERN COMFORT CORP.
STILTS

The Ideal Gift
For Any Youngster

Every boy and girl will want to try their walk on stilts. Strong, handsome STILTS muscles develop and grow with young boys. Strong, well-balanced young girls. Easy to take along in suitcases. Fun and helpful exercise, at the same time!
• Built of rugged, clear-grained hardwood, 70 in. long.
• Adjustable height to 4 ft. 8 in., can be raised or lowered.
• Non-slip rubber tips. Strong metal base to support 200 lbs.

ONLY $3.95 POSTPAID
(Add 50c for of. 300, etc.)
Order NOW for the children (6 to 14) on your Gift List. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send in full or money order for $1.00 postpaid.

RUSSELL SNOW CO.
Dept. 530, Wattham St., Mass.

STORY OF CHRISTMAS

A new brand of toy for the 2nd Dimension—plus 3-D plastic viewer. Here's a brand new way of showing and telling the story of Christmas-plus a plastic adjustable 3-D viewer—all complete for only $1.00!

They make perfect
CHRISTMAS GIFTS!

WELHOFF PRODUCTS CO.
543 South Olive St., Los Angeles 14, Calif.

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

STILLS

The Ideal Gift
For Any Youngster

Every boy and girl will want to try their walk on stilts. Strong, handsome STILTS muscles develop and grow with young boys. Strong, well-balanced young girls. Easy to take along in suitcases. Fun and helpful exercise, at the same time!
• Built of rugged, clear-grained hardwood, 70 in. long.
• Adjustable height to 4 ft. 8 in., can be raised or lowered.
• Non-slip rubber tips. Strong metal base to support 200 lbs.

ONLY $3.95 POSTPAID
(Add 50c for of. 300, etc.)
Order NOW for the children (6 to 14) on your Gift List. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send in full or money order for $1.00 postpaid.

RUSSELL SNOW CO.
Dept. 530, Wattham St., Mass.

STORY OF CHRISTMAS

A new brand new way of showing and telling the story of Christmas-plus a plastic adjustable 3-D viewer—all complete for only $1.00!

They make perfect
CHRISTMAS GIFTS!

WELHOFF PRODUCTS CO.
543 South Olive St., Los Angeles 14, Calif.

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
A pretty bathroom demands pretty accessories. And we show here a sweet little set of white china bottles and a matching covered powder jar which are as pretty as anything we've seen in a long time. Decoration is the Moss Rose. Bottles are 5" high; jar 3". $1.95 p.d. a set. Helen Gallagher, 413 Fulton St., Peoria, Illinois.

Ceramic crab shell. This is a heatproof serving piece which will give pleasure and save money. You can cook and serve in it and it will add glamour to left-overs. Colors: pink, blue, green or yellow. About 4" x 7 1/2". $3.95 postpaid the set of four. Order from The Rowling's, 142 South 15th St., Dept. HG, Philadelphia, Pa.

**SHOPPING**

Optical illusion. You are sure that the large bag couldn't possibly fit into the small rectangular case shown here. Well, it does! Cleverly designed, it folds compactly into thirds and slips into the flat bag. Blue-green plaid, brown or blue duck. Case is 11" x 14"; bag is 20" x 13" x 8". $13.50 p.d. Wales, 540 Madison Ave., N. Y.

**PRODUCTS**

**GILLON PRODUCTS**

**Golfscope**

Tells Distance To Pin

Take strokes off your game with Golfscope, the pocket rangefinder for golf. Just sight through aperture and read distance to green for every approach shot. Golfscope's Club Selection Guide also tells which club to use. Aluminum with distinctive luminate finish in durable plastic case. Ideal as gift.

$1.00 each - PromptShipmentsPrepaid

**QUAD PRODUCTS, INC.**

**DOGS LOVE this DOG BED!**

Please your pet with this new, scientifically-designed, Vet-approved dog bed that ensures healthful, restful sleep, always!

**PRACTICAL GIFT**

Protexem

Brush Conditioner

Saves valuable brushes. Softens hard-as-rock brushes and keeps them like new. Provides a safe place to store brushes. Paint brushes are always ready for use. No time wasted cleaning brushes.

Brushes do not hang in liquid. Protexem's liquid solvent evaporates and fills the container with a vapor that penetrates the brushes and dissolves the binding oils in paint, varnish, lacquer, enamel and shellac. GUARANTEED.

Complete with set of one vaseline liquid, antipill Extra Varnish Liquid, 2-pts. b.s. $3.35

2 Complete Units $5.80

Send for FREE Bulletin "Brush Cleaning Hints"

**WISCONSIN LABORATORIES, INC.**

Dept. A, Green Bay, Wisconsin

**SHEPCHED PREPAID.** (Check with order.) $14.95.

**DOGS LOVE this DOG BED!**

Please your pet with this new, scientifically-designed, Vet-approved dog bed that ensures healthful, restful sleep, always!
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The heat's on, the gallon of coffee is piping! Let the gang arrive. On frosty holiday nights when friends drop by with their friends to wish you holiday cheer have this handsome copper serving pot filled and ready to use. Ebony-finished legs are rubber tipped. Fuel: alcohol or Sterno. $25 ppd. Order from Taylor Gifts, Wayne, Penna.

Snow and sleet are just around the corner so it behooves you to prepare for mid-winter storms. Get the Alpine boot which you wear like a shoe. Completely lined with shearing, it has a rubber sole. In red, green or pine leather. Sizes: 4 to 10. Widhts: A A to B.

$10.95 plus 25c. Solpy Bayes, 229 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis.


Catnip for the cat is embedded in this thick pile carpet. And Miss Pussy will take to scratching it and leave your good carpets, your expensive furniture fabrics alone. Surface is heavy wool pile, back is sturdy canvas with zippered pocket for additional catnip, 16" x 12". $2.50 ppd. Artisan, 2100 N. Haskell, Dallas, Tex.


BETTER, CHEAPER, SUBSTITUTIONS, COSTS

NOW WITH CHEAPER SUBSTITUTIONS. The Triangle of Economy. One of the many thousands of items made this way is the cat's bed. It was made from old car seat cushions, stuffed with bits of wool, and tied together with string. The result is a warm, comfortable bed for the cat, and a use for old car seat cushions.

Three cents a pound, instead of the old price of four cents a pound, is now the cost of the cat's bed. The saving is two cents a pound, or half the cost of the old price. This is a saving of 50% on the cost of the cat's bed. The savings are passed on to the buyers of the cat's bed, who will now pay only three cents a pound for it.

One of the many thousands of items made this way is the cat's bed. It was made from old car seat cushions, stuffed with bits of wool, and tied together with string. The result is a warm, comfortable bed for the cat, and a use for old car seat cushions.
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One of the many thousands of items made this way is the cat's bed. It was made from old car seat cushions, stuffed with bits of wool, and tied together with string. The result is a warm, comfortable bed for the cat, and a use for old car seat cushions.

Three cents a pound, instead of the old price of four cents a pound, is now the cost of the cat's bed. The saving is two cents a pound, or half the cost of the old price. This is a saving of 50% on the cost of the cat's bed. The savings are passed on to the buyers of the cat's bed, who will now pay only three cents a pound for it.

One of the many thousands of items made this way is the cat's bed. It was made from old car seat cushions, stuffed with bits of wool, and tied together with string. The result is a warm, comfortable bed for the cat, and a use for old car seat cushions.

Three cents a pound, instead of the old price of four cents a pound, is now the cost of the cat's bed. The saving is two cents a pound, or half the cost of the old price. This is a saving of 50% on the cost of the cat's bed. The savings are passed on to the buyers of the cat's bed, who will now pay only three cents a pound for it.

One of the many thousands of items made this way is the cat's bed. It was made from old car seat cushions, stuffed with bits of wool, and tied together with string. The result is a warm, comfortable bed for the cat, and a use for old car seat cushions.

Three cents a pound, instead of the old price of four cents a pound, is now the cost of the cat's bed. The saving is two cents a pound, or half the cost of the old price. This is a saving of 50% on the cost of the cat's bed. The savings are passed on to the buyers of the cat's bed, who will now pay only three cents a pound for it.
**Perfect Lifetime Gifts for Him**

**SILENT VALET**
Imported
This remarkable valet holds your complete wardrobe for the following day. Space for jacket, trousers, shirt, shoes, socks, underwear, and cuff links. Fine craftsmanship, hand rubbed, piano walnut finish with gleaming chrome shoe rack and tie holders. $44 high, 18" wide.

**WORLD'S FINEST HANGER**
Full 21" length, deluxe clear, lacquered Swedish modern finish. Selected imported wood. Nickel-plated hooks. 3-inch trouser rod. 3 for $5 ppd.; 6 for $9 ppd.

**DELUXE COMBINATION HANGER**
Installed hangers of finest imported hardwood. Holds both jacket and trousers. Monogrammed with one, two, or three initials. 18" hanger for slant 45, 20" hanger for size 44 up. $3.00 each Ppd.

**FIREPLACE LOG CARRIER**
Carry logs, kindling, etc. into your house this easier, cleaner way. Makes an ideal Xmas gift. Prevents soiling of clothes. Keeps dirt and bark of logs off of the floor. Use as a protective mat for keeping logs handy near fireplace. $3.00 each Ppd.

**Lawn Manicure Set**
An out-of-the-ordinary gift for those who like to keep their lawns well groomed

**VALLI**
Box 284
Kansas City, Mo.

**GOLFER'S DELIGHT**
The Go-Lite carryall. Throw away your heavy bag, shrug your shoulders at the shortage of caddies, and rack your clubs in this easy-carry. Holds up to 8 clubs, has a pouch for balls and tees, weighs only 4 oz. Made of steel and bridle cowhide. Wonderful gift idea. $4.75 ppd., tax incl.

**HI BALL TUMBLERS**
For your Holiday Parties or for that unusual gift. "From Bad to Worse" Pink Elephants on white glazed Ceramic Tumblers, or give a set of Smart Monogram Tumblers (estate initials). Set of Four $8.45 ppd. Set of Six $12.65 ppd. (Re. C.O.D. Please.)

**PROUD POSSESSION**
For you or to give with pride. Handcrafted, imported Allure of Florinart art leather richly embossed on both sides. Hand whipped and decorated by talented craftsmen in a stunning center motif. "Noon" Venet, St. Mark's Lion or the Fleur de Lys. Brown, Dark Green or Maroon leather with 22 pure silver. Each album (9 1/4" x 13") $7.50 ppd. Please first and second choice of color and design.

**HOUSE & GARDEN**

**SHOPPING**

**Your French** may be negligible but it won't interfere with your appreciation of this fancy French-cuff shirt. A dream to own, it has a solid color body (pink, blue or gray) and a white hand embroidered collar and white French cuffs. Sizes: 9 to 15; 10 to 16. $5.96 ppd. From Beverly's, Shoppers World, Framingham, Mass.

Give her the key to your heart and a four-leaf clover, too. Give her the pretty pin shown here! Made of gold-color metal, it has an ornate floral and a real four-leaf clover embedded in crystal suspended from the shaft. It’s faintly Victorian and she’ll love it. $1.50 ppd. Tax incl. Order from Vernon Specialties, 156G Fourth Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

Wonderful basket to give as a gift! It will hold your offering of a fine bottle of wine, brandy or liqueur Scotch. Or fit it with a quart thermos bottle for the friend who loves to picnic. It’s handmade of willow and it will take a hard wear in stride. 13"x 4 1/2" x 4 1/2". $2.50 ppd. Lowe & Son, 490 N. Los Robles Ave., Pasadena, H.C. Cal.
AROUND

Tole canisters decorated with an authentic Delft design. These four graduated containers come nestled together and can be used anywhere in the house. For sheer decoration we suggest one on a table in the living room. For practical purposes use them in the kitchen. Tallest is 6", $5 set of 4. Fpl. Serv-U, Box 390, Flushing, N.Y.

Silver coin minted in France and fitted with forged steel knife, file and scissors. When this handsome pocket knife is closed it measures a small 1½" in diameter. Your husband will be fascinated with this gift and will probably want to order several for friends. $15 ppd. Tax incl. Corrado, Inc., 26 North Clark, Chicago 2, 111.

Silver wine collar to slip over the mouth of your vintage treasure. This charming little appointment is beautifully made of decorated silver plate lined with absorbent felt. Use it and you will eliminate "wine drip." We suggest that you buy several for stock stuffers. $1.50 ppd. Mabeth, 30th St., Sta., P. R. R., Philadelphia.

SOMETHING YOUR GARDEN WILL APPRECIATE

SOAKEZE Multiple Root Soaker

Soaks 5 plants up to 24 feet apart, at one time. Attaches to garden hose. Polished brass fitting. 5 lengths of gleaming plastic hose [total 51 ft.] deliver water for deep, thorough soaking of selected plants. Complete, ready to use. 5-year guarantee. Gift-wrapped and mailed for you with gift card.

—For unit with sprinklers, order Barlinky, 851 One-day shipment. Send check or M.O. and we pay postage anywhere in U.S.

JOHNS MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept. D-5, St. Matthews, S. C.

MERRY CHRISTMAS TO YOUR PET!

Flea Mitt

Filled with 3 Months’ Supply of Insect Powder

NEW! EASY! SAFE!

Just Slip Onto the Mitt and

PATT Away

FEAS and TICKS on YOUR DOG or CAT

Proven Formula contains 4 powerful insecticides...plus 
Bicarbonate of Soda for treatment
and control of various skin troubles. Rubbing with Mitt 
grooms coat.

Gay Red or Blue Polka Dot Mitt. in 

tin with "To and From" Christmas Gift Label.

$1.25 Postpaid * Sorry, No C.O.D.'s

Please send orders to:

SENTCO, INCORPORATED
P.O. Box 3891 • West Palm Beach, Florida

W O R T H Y R O T METER

B A R B E C U E SET

An Unusual Christmas Gift

Here is a most unusual Gift for everyone and a Gift to Last a Lifetime! 30" long, made of iron, and twisted by Master Craftsmen into beautiful ornamental Barbeque Implements. Probes of Fork, and Spatula are made of solid brass, polished and highly lacquered. No cook-out would be complete without these practical tools. Make wonderful fireplace companions.

$4.95 pair, Postpaid $2.75 each, Postpaid

Send NOW for this unusual and welcomed Gift, Guaranteed. Postpaid).

No C.O.D.'s, please

OLD CENTURY FORGE

Dept. 102

Canton, Mass.

The UNUSUAL, USEFUL and PRACTICAL GIFT for Everyone

OXFORD SEAT CANE

Seen at the Famous Races; Smart Golf Matches; Movie Shows. . .Polished Aluminum with wooden shank. Shiny-weight appearance. 1 lb.

A $10.00 Value! Prepaid in U.S. Only $5.75

A WONDERFUL GIFT at Christmas, New Year's 2 for $7.00 3 for $10.00 one doz. for $30.00 Immediate Delivery

Prepaid Delivery No C.O.D.'s, please

BREY & KRAUSE MFG. CO.

THE TOWEL STIRRUP
of Crystal-Clear "Lucite"

Gives you a place for guest towels even in the smallest bathroom. At home in the newest kitchen, ready for upon or hand towel. So useful, so attractive, you will want more than one. Unusual gift—or living room decoration, too.

Made of crystal-clear "Lucite." Hangs flat against wall or cabinet side, swivels freely on neat aluminum bracket. 71/2" wide, $2.50 each postpaid, and money back if you're not delighted. Orders filled within 24 hrs.—just send name and address with check, money or postal note to

DeWolf's
Dept. 32
170 Bell Rd.
Scarboro, N. Y.

MAKE UP YOUR OWN PLANTER

The California Miracle Bowl ... new ... smart ... modern. Adds note of charm to every home ... colors designed to blend harmoniously with the most modern or traditional décor. Chemical fertilizers will not injure bowl ... sufficiently large to accommodate a variety of plantings ... Size 14" by 3" deep. Bowl made of famous polyethylene guarantees many years of service. Retains its soft velvety finish. Black wrought-iron stand, parkerized finish, will not chip. Detachable bowl makes an ideal fruit arrangement. Striking combination of satin black wrought-iron stand framing bowls of chartreuse, coral, turquoise, red and the stunning black and white contrast. Select color you desire. Bowl and stand 14.95. No COD's. AZORA STUDIOS, Dept. 3, 347 W. Washington Blvd., Los Angeles 15, Calif.

Day's Gift Column

AUTHENTIC CAST IRON AND CAST ALUMINUM REPRODUCTIONS

FLOWER STAND. To display African Violets or other hobby plants in style. White. 11 movable arms ranging from 14" at least to 7" at top. Pot not included. Only 24.50

CRISTOBAL BOWLS FROM COSTA RICA

Wonderful idea for Christmas giving ... indispensable for entertaining, especially during the Holidays. Hand-torn, of rare Cristobal, the most durable, richly-looking wood, polished to a brilliant, permanent, stainproof gloss, 12" Sided Bowl full 4 1/2" to 5" deep with salad fork and spoon, and 8 individual bowls, only 29.95. POSTPAID

FREE antiqued copy of genuine pirate Caribbean treasure map with every set, 16" x 20" suitable for framing.

NO COD's. Money back if not satisfied.

LATIN AMERICAN IMPORTS

1047 Astoria Avenue • Coral Gables, Florida

GOLDEN WEED LAMPS

Your choice of cast, tiny replicas of famous gardens and estates from famous neighbors. Each table lamp (comes with light, fittings and shade) $2.50. Floor lamp $6.50. The distinctive, yet versatile, yet practical, yet glamorous, yet romantic, yet luxurious, yet individual, yet eternally beautiful, yet REVOLUTIONARY—TENNESSEE CHROMIUM PLATING CO.

206 Louise Avenue Nashville, Tennessee

Grace note: and we mean that literally— for your entrance door. We think it is one of the nicest door knockers we've seen in a long time. The 1/4" note comes in solid brass ($5.95 ppd.) or in black finished brass ($3.95 ppd.). 6" high, it weighs 1 lb.

Catalog of other unusual items 10 cents

TENNESSEE CHROMIUM PLATING CO.
206 Louise Avenue
Nashville, Tennessee

SHOPTING

Demure choir boy and choir girl cigarette lighters are a cunning pair made of highly glazed white ceramic. Each wears a bright red ceramic tie. The girl is blonde, the boy is brunette. Order a pair for Christmas decoration, for gift giving. About 5" high. $2 ppd. for one; $3.95 ppd. the pair. Carl Duncan, 2423 Pine, Phila.

Trim the house with holly and use these gay Christmas trees on the dinner table. The large one (15") makes a lovely centerpiece; the small ones (4½") hold place cards. Use the wee ones to decorate packages, too. $5 for the 15"; $2.25 for one 4½" tree. Postpaid. Order from Whiton House, 521 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Deck the Christmas packages with jingle bells (20), with Liberty bells (3), with red rhinestone (20 yards) and make a dramatic effect of the smallest gift you give. This set of package decorations comes in assorted Christmas colors: red, green, blue, and gold. $1 ppd. the set. Russell Snow, Box 311, Waltham, Massachusetts.

Full Color! Authentic! Revolutionary!

& CIVIL war

figure LAMPS

Your choice of cast, tiny replicas of famous gardens and estates from famous neighbors. Each table lamp (comes with light, fittings and shade) $2.50. Floor lamp $6.50. The distinctive, yet versatile, yet practical, yet glamorous, yet romantic, yet luxurious, yet individual, yet eternally beautiful, yet REVOLUTIONARY—TENNESSEE CHROMIUM PLATING CO.

206 Louise Avenue
Nashville, Tennessee

GOLD WATCHE

Here is a new ease in keeping your golf score. Simply index the dial to the hole you are playing and register strokes as you make them. The score of each hole is automatically locked in place when you move to the next hole. Precision instrument, records up to 18 holes. Chrome plated case, all metal parts, genuine leather strap. Special gift case free with each purchase.

ONLY $7.95 PP D. Check or M.O. No COD's.

TAYLOR GIFTS


MAGNITECH, Inc.
209 Washington Street
Boston 8, Mass.
ACROBATIC PLAYMATES FOR CHILDREN
Youngsters will never tire of these fantastic toys, with soft flexible rubber-like plastic, they bend into any position. They stand, sit, cross legs, do anything. Rabbit is 6” tall—both in converting.
$1.00 each. Post.

WESTERN BRONC SADDLE
There’ll be no1 outsider in the neighborhood with your cowboy son riding the range. Authentic model of a real Western Saddle fits easily over the seat of his tricycle or bike. It’s made of soft molded rubber, real suede-covered, with a “hand-tooled” design stamped into it. 14” long.
$3.50 Post.

MUSICAL CAKE PLATE
It revolves and as it turns a holder holds a music box plays “Happy Birthday!” A twist of the tray makes the cake sing. Plays over 2 minutes. Beautifully hand decorated in floral design, 11” in diam.
$4.95 Post.

BUBBLE EXPRESS
Puff, puff, puff—thousands rainbow bubbles come pouring from the stack of this entrancing pull toy as it chugs along! 12” long, 6” high, of gay plastic. With 4 oz. bottle of bubble fluid.
$3.00 Post.

TRILLING ACTION AUTOS
Children never tire of playing with this fleet of realistic cars! Windshield wipers really work, taximeter clicks, windows go up and down, guns in police cars, embossed bell rings! Dramatically made of heavy gauge steel—rubber tires, 4” long.
12-car set $2.95; 8-car set $1.95 Post.

Write for Christmas Catalog
Black and Company
144 Black Blvd., Rockvillo Centre, N. Y.


WRITE TO: NORDYKE & MORGAN, 117 E. Pearson St. Chicago 11, Dept. BJ

GARRET THEW STUDIOS HG-8 Westport, Conn.
A Perfect GIFT!

A MEMBERSHIP IN THE PLANT of MONTH CLUB

Here is the Year 'Round Gift. Thrills and beauty every month for your loved ones.

Every month they will receive (1) a selection of wonderful and unusual plants or bulbs chosen by plant experts; (2) complete planting instructions; (3) interesting history of flowers; would cost many times more in shops. LOVELY LILY-OF-VALLEY illustrated will be their first selection. GUARANTEED to bloom in 21 days, GIFT CARDS will be sent bearing your name.

SURPRISE BONUS —for first 1,000 new members

FULL YEAR—Special Bonus—32 page book, "How To Grow and Bloom House Plants."

SIX MONTHS MEMBERSHIP $6.00 | FULL YEAR $12.00

VER SUM LIVING TABLES $19.50 the pair $11.50 for one

Well-constructedarticles (not copies) these tables are wonderfully versatile and decorative. Use them as cocktail tables, night tables, side tables. Many possible finishes, many for different Christmas gifts!

DIMENSIONS: Table A. 17 x 22 x 18
Table B. 16 x 20 x 15

VERSATILE SNACK TABLES $19.50 the pair $11.50 for one

With this latest gift to your decorative scheme these tables are beautifully styled, authentic reproductions of primitive African art. The piece at the left is from the Baule tribe of West Africa. The pieces at the right are from the Fula tribe of West Africa, one of the rare African tribes

The mask at right is used by the powerful men secret society, Poro, which controls the religious and social life of large numbers of people in the tribes of Liberia, French West Africa, etc. The black, shiny finish is $5.00 postpaid.

Add the latest hot to your decor with the latest in fashion deep tissue manipulation—"at the snap of a switch." Helps weight and figure problems, muscle-toning, blood circulation. Widely used in Health institutions. Built for years of service—fully guaranteed. WRITE FOR FREE LITERATURE TODAY!

THE EXOTIC ART OF AFRICA

Add the latest gift to your decorative scheme with these beautifully styled, authentic reproductions of primitive African art. The piece at the left is from the Baule tribe of West Africa, one of the rare African tribes where sculpture is produced for aesthetic appreciation as well as ceremonial use. $25 high, $35 each; $100 for three. Exp. coll. Mold-Craft, 162 Lake, Port Washington, Wis.

Christmas carolers. These figures are so cleverly molded of hard rubber compound they look real. Robes are red, collars are white, ties and hymnals (with concealed electric light) are green. Group them for a Christmas sing. About 42" high. $25 each; $100 for three. Exp. coll. Mold-Craft, 162 Lake, Port Washington, Wis.

SHOPPING

A Christmas Belle will wear these Christmas bell earrings when she distributes the gifts. The merry colorful bells (red, green or gold plastic) are attached to screw backs. Of course you'll want to give several sets away as gifts or party prizes, too. $1 postpaid the pair. Fantasia, 520 Fifth Avenue, Department HG, N. Y.

From Africa in time for the Christmas season come these lovely blossoms aptly named Star of Bethlehem. Because they ship so well you can order a box and be certain that they will arrive at your house in prime condition. And they will stay fresh for weeks! $3.50 ppd. for a box of 25 sprays. Goldfarb, 160 East 57 St., N. Y.

MEN—and Women too! Get pleasant, vigorous VIBRATORY MASSAGE

GENUINE Battle Creek HEALTH BUILDER®

Ask for new booklet, "Be Good to Yourself..."

ENJOY THE RELAXING, STIMULATING BENEFITS OF EFFICIENT VIBRATORY MASSAGE! Health Builder gives you pleasant, old-fashioned deep tissue manipulation—"at the snap of a switch." Helps weight and figure problems, muscle-toning, blood circulation. Widely used in Health institutions. Built for years of service—fully guaranteed. WRITE FOR FREE LITERATURE TODAY!

A R O U N D

SHEFFIELD
The Finest in Silver Polish
PREVENT TARNISH 3 MONTHS TO 1 YEAR THE SHEFFIELD WAY
The Sheffield Silver Polish formula has been used by the oldest and most skillful silversmiths on the finest antiques in the world. Sheffield Silver Polish gives that "platinum lustre..." the silver look that comes only with age.

FREE BOOKLET "SILVER AND ITS CARE"
The Finest in Silver Polish

SHEFFIELD PRODUCTS CO.
136-A El Paseo
Redondo Beach, Calif.

FREE CATALOG
New Stylized PLASTIC
SLIP COVERS
for over 150 models
and sizes in read-fit transparan-
tent furniture covers, low as $2.75.
Guaranteed 1 year protection against dust, soot, wet,
smoke, burning tobacco, and petrol. Also separate col-
tion covers. Amazing today "in-stock" offer.
Write for FREE Slip Cover Catalog and Plastic Sample.

GOOD NEIGHBOR IMPORTS
400 Bloomfield Ave., Bloomfield, N. J.

ALPACA SLIPPERS DE LUXE
The most luxurious for dippers in the world—amazingly beautiful, warm and comfortable. Made in Peru of the fluffiest and silkiest Alpaca fur, soft leather lining and outer soles, fur inner soles. Perfect for boudoir, travel, after-sports.

ORDERS INVITED—as the doors return and conceal leaving the merry melody striking its closing peal. 7½" high. 9½" wide. In your choice of Jade, Rose Quartz, Ebony Black. Please list second choice when ordering. The most unusual gift you can give!

$19.95 ppd.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

The Mail Box
Lombard 2, Illinois

IT'S EASY—IT'S FUN
It's easy—It's fun
... the silver look that comes only with age.

FREE GIFT WITH PURCHASE
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Quickly makes the smoothest mixtures you've ever tasted

Makes real whirlpools—uses all ingredients quickly and thoroughly from bottom to top.

Best ever invented. Makes everything perfectly delicious—mixes cocktails, powder or syrup drinks, foods, etc. in a glass with concave bottom.

Precision made from the finest high grade stainless steel inside and outside—with a gleaming, rich finish—never tarnishes, never rusts, nothing to get out of order, 8 1/2" long. Patented.

Ideal Christmas Gift for all your friends.

For $3.95

MARICOPA TRADING CO.
Dept. HG-12, 115 Broadway, N.Y. 6, N.Y.

Bubbling with Excitement!
EARRINGS AS GAY AND GALA AS NEW YEAR'S EVE. WEE CHRISTMAS BALLS DANGLE 'BOOY YOUR HEAD. FOR AN EXTRA MERRY HOLIDAY IDEA, EARING YOUR GUESTS TOO! GLOSSING BRIGHT IN RED, GREEN, GOLD, AQUA.

$1.00 pair; $1.75 two pair

Tax Included—Postpaid—No C.O.D.'s

WORLD IDEAS
21-20 33rd Ave., Long Island City 6, N. Y.

KOIFFEE PAK

TRAVELERS' DELIGHT! Take your coffee percolator and the makings with you. Enjoy coffee as you like it... in hotels... motels... school dormitories... where you work. 2 cup AC/DC electric percolator (UL approved and guaranteed) ... 2 unbreakable cups ... 2 stainless steel tins... plastic containers for coffee and sugar... all in a handsome, saddle brown, leather-like, lippered, shoulder-strap case. Complete, only 99.95 plus 25c postage. (no C.O.D.'s)

CLARION PRODUCTS
Box 255Y, Highland Park, Ill.

T-TOP FOLDING TABLE TOP

GIVE THEM extra room at the table—T-TOP'S "made to order" for anyone who's cramped for space:

T-TOP fits firmly to any standard card table—46" diameter increases seating capacity to 7. Perfect for TV parties... ideal gift for Christmas, showers, weddings.


PROMPT DELIVERY—Send check or money order TODAY

T-TOP COMPANY, INC.
10 Jefferson Ave. Dept. G.
Salem, Mass.

UNFINISHED $4.95
IN COLOR $5.95

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Feed Wild Birds at your window!

An Unusual Christmas Gift!

Here's a fascinating new hobby! Everybody will enjoy the daily visits of local and migratory birds at close range. Sturdy Perch Deck has beautiful green enamel finish, white trim, 4 seed wells. Removable feeding stick and drinking cup. Size 17 1/2" x 13 1/2". Can attach to any window sill in one minute without tools. Gift wrapped with card for Christmas delivery. Fully guaranteed.

For only $5.49 post paid.

Helen Ballinger
6222 Oak Street Kansas City 3, Mo.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

HOUSE & GARDEN

Candle tree will add a magic glow to the Christmas festivities. Whether you use one or more on the buffet table, in the welcoming entrance hall, on the sitting room mantel you will be introducing great charm to your decoration, 15" high, it has 4 sockets, $2.95 the pair. Add 25c. Foster, 15 Cole Court, Princeville, Illinois.

Diamond chain for your Christmas tree! Imported from Germany, it is nine feet long. Each faceted glass ball is hand blown. Drape this multi-color rope over the tree if you want to gain the effect of myriad colors. The cost is so modest you can buy several strings, $1 postpaid. From J. J. Anthony, HG Box 402, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

The Midas touch for your Christmas packages this year should be big and bold gold-foil letters. Use them to personalize wrappings, to spell out greetings on your tree ornaments. Use no glue, no water. Peel off the backing and press into place, $1 ppd. for 60 letters from A to Z. Old Well Rd., White Plains, N. Y.

DRESDEN CHINA

Desk Set in Louis Philippe design, gold scrolls and dainty flowers on white: 6-pc. set $85.00

Gold Roses on White...$75.00

745 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK 22, N. Y.

ELEGANCE IN BRASS

Authentic reproductions of the Louis XV period—from a priceless original. Individually hand cast of solid brass, beautifully highlighted. Functionally versatile with today's decoration. Ideal gift. Size 7 1/4" x 71/4". For $5 ppd.

Helen Ballinger
6222 Oak Street Kansas City 3, Mo.
AROUND

Angel face. Attach one of these to a gaily wrapped gift, to the Christmas tree. Or use a set as place card holders. The wee cherubs are made of felt and tinsel and their appliqued features are most beguiling. You can achieve a number of amusing and decorative effects with a set. $2 ppd. for four. Amy Abbott. 344 W. 52nd. N. Y.

Ogden Nash inquires on this mistletoe highball glass: ‘Up with which would you rather curl, a pretty good book or a pretty girl?’ Do get a set of these for holiday gatherings if you want spontaneous fun throughout each party. Decorations are multi-color and 24K gold. $5 postpaid for 8. Order from Berne Marling, 381 Maritime Ave., White Plains, N. Y.

Angeltorch will create a fairyland in your holiday-decorated rooms. Made of metal with a sparkling textured finish, this mobile consists of an ornamental horse figure which sway gently in the air. Clip the metal bracket to any candle, light the wick and the angels and the wick will perform. $8. Add 25c postage. Susan Smith, Carpentersville, III.

BUILD-IT-YOURSELF with WROUGHT IRON or BRIGHT-BRASS LEGS Classic institutional furniture. Fashion three brass island stools high in style, or use the sturdy two or three stools to frame a classic table. Choose; Blue, White and Yellow. All light work is completed at an attractive price, $3.95. Standing 28" high, these stools have extra comfort and a pleasing comfort. Kit including sewing. Prepaid postpaid. NO CO.

Sculptured Horses Solid blocks of walnut are used to model these authentic and really beautiful horse figures. Sculptured to the finest detail. Lustrous finish. Each piece with artist's initial autograph. For collection—or the "exceptionally fine" gift.

Walking foal $5.50 ppd. Fighter 6'/2" high 22.50 ppd. Charger 7'/2" long 17.50 ppd.

SMART NEW SHELL SERVERS for Seafood Cocktails Shrimp and other seafood cocktails make an impressive first course when served in these attractive new holders! Shells are made of fine unbreakable plastic in natural shell color, and each has its own individual crystalline cup for sauce. Grand gift idea, too.

Service for 6....$3.95 ppd.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!

LEMAR PRODUCTS CO. 152 Penna. Ave., Yonkers, N. Y.

IT'S PRACTICAL! IT'S POPULAR! IT'S IMPRESSIVE! ONLY

YOUR NAME & ADDRESS POCKET-SIZE PRINTER Protects Your Passengers—Saves Time and Money

- SMALL LIGHT
- ALWAYS READY TO USE
- PRINTS up to 3 LINES

POST 2$00 or more

ALL STATE STATIONERY CO.

CALIFORNIA REDWOOD TABLE SET Complete $4.50 ppd.

Here's a pure gift with handsome table manners! Polished to a beautiful lustrous sheen and adorned with colorful gay crowing cockies, these genuine solid Redwood accessories are as practical as they are decorative. There's a Broad Tray for generous strength to take whole loaf, $4.95; a Firebird, $3.95; a generous Salt and Pepper Shakers (3" High), abland Napkin Folder. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Please Send Check or Money Order

SERV-CO DISCOUNT HOUSE 184 Hempstead Turnpike, Dept. G
West Hempstead, Long Island, New York
Holiday Highlights

Enchanting jewelled accessories for yourself or for glamorous gifts!

BEJEWELLED MAGNIFIER. A profusion of rhinestones and seed pearls glitter against the antique gold-plated handle and rim. Precision ground glass permits ladyslike perusal of programs, price tags, menus and such. Just 3" long, it comes in a trim flannel case. $4.95

THE LOWLY HOOK can make a fashion point when it's made of 18K gold-plated brass. We suggest wearing one at the collar of a sport shirt or three down the front of a box jacket. And as a gift to make happy talk we know of nothing better. $2.50 each, $4.50 the pair.

JEWELLED NUGGET RING. A genuine semi-precious gem, caught in gold-filled setting and band. With aquamarine, amethyst, topaz, pink or green tourmaline. All are uncut stones—no two identical! $9.95 (please state ring size).

Prices include postage & U.S. tax. Beautifully boxed and wrapped! Write for catalog.

Aimee Lee 545 Fifth Avenue • New York 17, N. Y.

SHOPPING

The holly leaf is no more beautiful than these solid brass holly leaves. And that is true because these burnished beauties were cast from a living leaf. We think that they are utterly charming to send as a greeting because they are so inexpensive, so long lasting. $8.25 ppd., the pair, Malcolm's, 526 N. Charles St., Baltimore.

Hark! the Herald Angels sing the carols of love. And these hand-carved angels carrying slim white tapers are a wonderful addition to introduce to the creche setting. Finished in a combination of white, blue and gold, each stands 10" high. $3.25 for one angel and taper. Ppd. Ward Phillips, Department HG, Carpentersville, Ill.

For a cherished pet: a holiday collar made of heavy felt decked with silver-color jingle bells. Miss Pussy or brother Fido will look gala at the Christmas festivities and the merry tinkle of the bells will add to the holiday charm. Red with green or white with red. Adjustable. $1.25 ppd. Post Haste, Manchester Depot, Vt.

Sunfast Shower Curtain and Matching Window Curtains

Beautifully dyed before weaving—making the fabric Sunfast for life.

EXCLUSIVE DECORATOR COLORED CHROMSPUN TELFONS. Chromspun threads are dyed before weaving.

WASH AND DRY OR DRY CLEAN

COLORS: GREEN, BLUE, GRAY, BURGUNDY, WHITE, GRAY, BROWN. MADE OF CHROMSPUN COPPER, COVER GREEN AND MAUVE. Sizes: 45" x 70" and 45" x 108".

SHOWER CURTAIN $9.95

BRAZIERET

The Portable Combination Indoor Charcoal Broiler and Barbecue Oven

For those delicious charcoal flavored steaks and roasts the BRAZIERET may be used indoors or outdoors—summer or winter. ... cover, whole chickens, ducks, squabs and pheasants may be roasted with a delicious charcoal flavor right at the table. $19.95 post paid (add $1.00 if you live west of the Mississippi). NO C.O.D.'S PLEASE.

LOWELL'S

2310 Stevens Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.
Treasure Chest of Christmas tree ornaments: Trim-A-Tree. In this giant package you get one hundred and eleven fairy-like decorations which you can keep from year to year: angels, foil flakes, light reflectors, icicles, a tree-base. And the carton is partitioned for easy re-packing. $9.95 ppd. Monogram, Evanston, Illinois.

On Christmas day in your house every member of the family should wear Jingle Bell braces. Bright red plastic bands gaily bedecked with tinkling silver-color bells fashion these nonsensical charmers. And they will add color and pleasing sound to the family gathering. $1.50 ppd. Monogram, Evanston, Illinois.

Your windows this Christmas will look gay if you decorate them with these diamond-shape plaques made of embossed and colored plastic. One is a realistic picture of Santa, the other is a picture of three carol singers. About 21" high. $2.25 postpaid the set of two. House of Schiller, 180 North Wacker Drive, Chicago, Ill.

A decorator's delight, this charming new bird cage planter is of black wrought iron with brass ball trim. Hinged papagoa-like top allows easy removal of chartreuse painted metal liner for planting. Door opens to permit watering, 17x19x9", $10. Bracket for hanging, 7x9", $1.25. Please specify regular or Christmas gift wrappings.

Add 2% State tax for Illinois delivery. Add 50< postage outside delivery area.

A GEM OF A JEWEL CASE

"The DEBUTANTE" ... A prized treasure of great beauty—for yourself or as a gift for any occasion. Elegantly crafted interior is lined with harmoniously blended combination of high pile velvets and lustrous rayon satin. Exterior of fine quality simulated leather is enriched with 24-kt gold tooling, 6 compartments, automatic lift tray, full beveled mirror and sturdy lock with key. Large size: 10" x 7" x 3/4". COLORS: Ivory • Light Blue • Rose • Wine • Red • Specify 2nd Choice. FREE: 3 initials, if desired. Postpaid. Send Check or Money Order. Please, No C.O.D.'s.

DANIEL MYERS
Dept. O BOX 831 • TIGARD, OREGON

HANDCRAFTED BRASS HANDLES FROM MEXICO

Important solid brass handles hand cast by Mexican craftsmen. Many styles for living room, den, kitchen and bath. They will give an expensive custom look to all cabinets and furniture. Sizes from 1/2" to 7/8" wide. Wonderful for furniture refurbishing. Can be used outdoors too. Decorator specified matte black and satin nickel plate add 25c each.

Send your order today. Free folder of over 50 designs.
CRRAFTS-METALS COMPANY
Box 4, Laguna Beach 4, California

Hand screened conversation piece cutting boards, so whimsically wonderful they'll be welcomed with joy in cottage or castle.

(left) "Welcome to our home". Swedish "Dal-malning" design in six colors on white. 4-ppd. (right) "Give us this day our daily bread". Norwegian "Rommalning" design on red. 4-ppd.
HANDS, INC. 2055 N. Lincoln Ave. Chicago 14, Ill.

Ho Vou an Interesting Visit to the Home of America's Finest Pine Furniture:

The Lennox Shop
Long Island's Formal Home Shop of Country-Mine Furnishings
Hewlett, N.Y.
For your favorite child, a Boston Rocker. This one is an exact reproduction of that famous old chair but it is scaled to the proportions of a child. Beautifully constructed of hardwood, it is finished in black lacquer and trimmed in gold paint. Over-all height 29". $115.00 postpaid. Templeton Craftsman, Templeton, Mass.

Faintly Victorian and highly decorative is the lazy Susan cruet set. Base is polished walnut, serving pieces are beige ceramic decorated in multi-color. Oil and vinegar cruets, salt and pepper shakers and a sugar bowl complete with revolving base is modestly priced at $6.50 postpaid. From Dean Co., 1991 Broadway, HG, N.Y.

Collector's steins cleverly converted to modern lamps are becoming very popular as decoration for both traditional and contemporary rooms. Shown here is a highly ornamented Stein finished with a white parchment-paper shade. About 22" high. $39.95 express collect. Hilltop Industries, 640 Rifford Road, Glen Ellyn, Ill.
AROUND

Fairy wreath of down-soft feathers to hang on a holiday door, to set against a mirror wall. It's a large (19" in diameter) festoon of white feathers gaily trimmed with bright red tree balls and a bright red cluster of balls and leaves. It's perfect, too, for a centerpiece. $3.75 ppd. Cortley Gifts, 305 East 83rd Street, New York.

In five languages this mobile wishes everyone a Merry Christmas. Textured Fiberglas wings revolve in the slightest wind current, a wire sculpture of a hovering angel adds charm and meaning to this ornament which you will use from year to year. Perfect for any room. $4.95 ppd. Sagtikos, 39 L. E. Neck Rd., Babylon, New York.

Sentimental pair. Two hearts that beat as one should share these key chains. A soaring silver heart has been 'cloven in twain' and each piece inscribed with the loved one's name, with the memorable date. 'He' takes 'her's and 'she' takes 'his'. Oh, sweet love! $7 ppd., tax incl. Wayne Silversmith, 546 S. B'way, Yonkers, N. Y.

CREPE SUZETTE OUTFITS
You'll fascinate your guests when you prepare thin, delicate French pancakes, with this heavy duty crepe suzette heater. Made of gleaming copper and brass, it is built for long and hard usage. Alcohol or sterno can be used interchangeably. Crepe pans are all retinned. Silver pans can be had on request.

$29.50 HEATER
CREPE PANS
10" 11-00
12" 13-00
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You'll fascinate your guests when you prepare thin, delicate French pancakes, with this heavy duty crepe suzette heater. Made of gleaming copper and brass, it is built for long and hard usage. Alcohol or sterno can be used interchangeably. Crepe pans are all retinned. Silver pans can be had on request.
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10" 11-00
12" 13-00

Amazing Device for Cracking ICE!
Now . . . crack ice so fast you won't believe your eyes. One or two light taps on a cube of ice cracks the ice to bits . . . last for years. Money back guarantee. Only $1.00 postpaid. If a resident of Pa., kindly add 1% Sales Tax to your order.

FREE MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
DELICATE SHRIMP JUICES with your or-
G.O.D. 211 West Street, Williamsport, Pa.
LOTTY LEEDS, Dept. H-12
147 E. Jersey St., Elizabeth, N. J.

DECORATIVE CERAMIC VASE LETTERS
Add charm to your season's greetings without mantel, table or wall (holes for easy hanging). Letters are 4 inches tall, 1 1/2 inches thick. In Black, White, Christmas Green or Holly Red. Four NOEL Vases in gift box just $5.55 ppd. No COD's, please. Guaranteed to please. Write for free 64-page gift catalog. Albin of California, Room 3-M, 1401-13 W. 8th St., Los Angeles 17, Calif.

DECO DECORATIVE CERAMIC VASE LETTERS
Add charm to your season's greetings without mantel, table or wall (holes for easy hanging). Letters are 4 inches tall, 1 1/2 inches thick. In Black, White, Christmas Green or Holly Red. Four NOEL Vases in gift box just $5.55 ppd. No COD's, please. Guaranteed to please. Write for free 64-page gift catalog. Albin of California, Room 3-M, 1401-13 W. 8th St., Los Angeles 17, Calif.
THE NEW GYRO-SWAY
Ship's candle holder

NEW MECHANICAL KNITTER

AMAZING
MECHANICAL
KNITTER

New toy makes knitting easy as pie—
Fun, too!

Only $1.00
No C.O.D.'s.
Postpaid anywhere

When mother was a girl—grandma, too—how she loved her knitting spool. And how slow it was. Now with this replica of a real knitting machine, your tyke can spin out the knitting. It's automatic—simply thread it, turn the bottom of the plastic case. Out reeels the knitted yarn like magic. Makes hats, belts, pot holders—more.

Set comes complete with knitter and two skeins of colored wool.

M. MALIS & CO. • 3900 FRANKFORD AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA 34, PA.

THE NEW GYRO-SWAY
Ship's candle holder

THE NEW GYRO-SWAY
Ship's candle holder

TOO DEVILISH FOR WORDS
The famous Strozzi devil, taken from the Strozzi Palace in Florence, becomes a "sterling" character as reproduced in this unusual set made of heavy-weight sterling silver. The Pin is $3.95. Earrings $2.75. Bracelet $7.50. Complete set $12.50. Matching Necklace $7.00.

POSTAGE PAID. TAX INCLUDED.

HUNTER HOUSE
1822 Woodland Ave., Racine, Wis.

FLOWERING TV LAMP
Beautiful, sculptured, ceramic TV lamp on wrought iron base throws light behind screen... makes viewing so much easier. Insert your own growing plants or artificial flowers for a truly decorative piece. Exclusive design. 9 " wide, 7 1/2" high. A wonderful gift item. Order immediately for Christmas. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send M.O. or check.

$7.95 Prepaid

Specify color: Mustard & Green, Burgundy & Grey or Lime Green & Rose.

MARJORIE BOUCHER, Selected Gifts
104 S. 22nd St. Murphysboro, Ill.

HAND-DECORATED CAPE COD CRANBERRY BASKET
Filled to over-flowing with Delicious Salt Water Taffy!

Here's a refreshing breath of old Cape Cod. . .
A gift as welcome as the taste of sweet spice at Thanksgiving. Three large, hand-painted baskets filled to overflowing with finely selected assorted salt water taffy, all-natural flavors. Handy basket for your hostess, each 10 oz. in natural color. From the Cape, to her heart!

$7.95 Prepaid

Need some rope?
Here it is packaged for your convenience.

RINEK "Ropettes"

Four one hundred foot rolls in a handy little casket of crinkles most frequently used around the home, farm, or country estate. Presented by RINEK famous for high grade manila rope since 1890. A very useful and practical Christmas gift for those friends in the cozy house or urban or rural districts.

Only $12.95 ppd.
Send check or money order to
Rinek Cordage Company
Box 10, Bushkill Drive, Easton, Pa.
A puff ball is no softer and snow is no whiter than this long
hair, silky sheepskin rag. Dressed and finished in South
America, it is sheer luxury! It’s perfect for every room in
the house, including the bathroom.
About 9 to 10 square feet, it is modestly priced at $17.95 post-

This dinner bell is fitted with a music box! And what
could be more delightful than a
call by the strain of a tin-
knelling tune to a fine meal? Bell
is made of white china deco-
rated in pastel colors and
touched with gold. Finial is a
cherub. About 6" high. $10.25
paid. Order from Brandicraft.

Craft House is located in
Williamsburg, Virginia, the site
of one of the finest restorations
in the country. The artisans
here take great pride in repro-
ducing authentic 18th-Century
decorations. Shown here is an
adaptation of an antique footed
pewter bowl. About 5" in diam-
eter. $8.85 ppd. Order from
Craft House, Williamsburg, Va.

NORMAN ROCKWELL says:
"WE'RE LOOKING FOR PEOPLE
WHO LIKE TO DRAW!"

If you have talent, you can be trained for
success and security . . . Find out with our
FREE ART TALENT TEST

December 1953

For Immediate Delivery

Imported Candle-Drip Bobeches
For Christmas and All Year 'Round

MAGICAP dries hair the easy way!

$2.98
Gift-Wrapped
Postpaid Satisfaction Guaranteed

J. H. SMITH CO., INC.
GREENFIELD, MASS.
Handmade Sculpture Reproductions of Museum Originals

$2 to $50

from The Louvre
The Metropolitan Museum of Art
The Museum of Modern Art
The National Gallery of Art
The Walters Art Gallery
The Worcester Art Museum
The Detroit Institute of Arts
The Berlin Museum

NEW 84-PAGE CATALOG

Complete collection of authentic sculpture reproductions...ancient classics to the moderns...cast in molds made directly from the originals...each SAME SIZE, EXACT SHAPE and finish as the originals...perfect for unusual gifts—for men, women, children. For your copy, send 25¢ in coin.

Handmade Sculpture Reproductions of Museum Originals

MUSEUM PIECES
114 E. 32 St., Dept. HG-4, New York 16, N.Y.

Handy & Handsome Cutting Board & Knife Set

Handy in the kitchen for cutting vegetables, fruits, bread, cold meats, cheese. Handsome at the table as a serving tray. Safe to use for TV snacks, buffet suppers, cheese. Handy on the mantel, bookcase or used as a centerpiece. Finished in black and gold, a Nubian head—Black and beautiful with (no C.O.D.'s please)

GOLDEN SNOWFLAKES

against a smart black ground make a heavy metal tray a joy to entertain for your convenience. $5.25 postpaid, please add 50¢ west of the Mississippi. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Mrs. Wiggin's Shop
Established 1928
Wolfeboro, N.H.

Seeking the Unusual?

Nubian head—Black and beautiful with real earrings. A handsome addition to a mantel, bookcase or used as a table centerpiece. Finished in black and gold, they stand 13½ inches tall.

New 3-in-1 Coffee Set

Designed for beauty and efficiency by F. B. Rogers Silver Co., in silvery-silver. This handsome set includes etched sugar holder, cream pitcher and 4-cup coffee pot. All stack neatly and easily—ideal for small families and hostess parties.

TRY A NEW HOBBY!

Make exact models of Historic Fireboxes from easy-to-assemble, complete kits. Very descriptive! Send stamped self-addressed envelope for illustrated catalog sheet.

155 mm GUN $10

Really 'WORKS'. Barrel elevates, leaves to right, fires Harmless Shells. Very detailed miniature of historic 155mm gun used by both U.S. and Britain. Almost museum-quality. Can be set up and operated like real thing. Made of aluminum 'nib' shells, case and loader with instructions included.

Ambrosial fare: Creole Fraise de la Louisiane! We know because we took a bucket full (3 pounds) to our house and everyone raved about the superb flavor. These are whole strawberries preserved in sugar and we like them on pancakes. $4.30 p.p.d. the 3-lb. tub. Add 25¢ West of Miss. Creole Co., 536 Frenchmen, New Orleans.

Colored Spanish Reed Basket is pretty but when it comes with preserves and relishes, with paper shell pecans, with orange pecan stuffed dates, and a 2-pound branded fruit cake it is something to dream about. Available after November 20th. $16.75 p.p.d. Add 41¢ West of Miss. Bauer's Plantation, Waterboro, S. C.

A fur dog from Peru is the next best thing to owning a real dog. Most toy dogs are made of plush. This one, however, is made of long silky alpaca fur. Colors: white, light brown, or piedbald in black or brown and white. About 13" high. $8.75 plus 25c. Good Neighbor Imports, 400 Bloomfield, Bloomfield, N. J.

New 3-in-1 Coffee Set Designed for beauty and efficiency by F. B. Rogers Silver Co., in silvery-silver. This handsome set includes etched sugar holder, cream pitcher and 4-cup coffee pot. All stack neatly and easily—ideal for small families and hostess parties. Only $12.00 postpaid and tax included.

Sorry, no C.O.D.'s please.

Carleton of Summit
Avenue, Summit, New Jersey

12" Long, super-detailed

TRY A NEW HOBBY!

Make exact models of Historic Fireboxes from easy-to-assemble, complete kits. Very descriptive! Send stamped self-addressed envelope for illustrated catalog sheet.

COLLECTOR'S GOLDSMITH KITS & FITTINGS 188 pages 50c; WORLDS 580 TRAINS 144 pages 50c; R. S. rail train 144 pages 50c (refund coupon with each).

155 mm GUN $10

Really 'WORKS'. Barrel elevates, leaves to right, fires Harmless Shells. Very detailed miniature of historic 155mm gun used by both U.S. and Britain. Almost museum-quality. Can be set up and operated like real thing. Made of aluminum 'nib' shells, case and loader with instructions included.

GET 155 MM GUN HOBBIESTS 8 to 60

12" Long, super-detailed

TRY A NEW HOBBY!

Make exact models of Historic Fireboxes from easy-to-assemble, complete kits. Very descriptive! Send stamped self-addressed envelope for illustrated catalog sheet.
AROUND

Hang it on the tree during the holidays and then use it throughout the year. You see, this little hobby horse with the real-hair tail is a pencil sharpener! And we think that all good little boys and girls should find one on the tree. White horse with red or green saddle, $1 ppd. for 3. "little joe" Wiesenfeld, Baltimore.

Clever playhouse. Do get one for the children and your rainy-day play problems will be solved. The playhouse fits over any standard card table, has a tent pole which props the roof into a realistic peak. Made of sturdy cotton printed in bright colors. Side lifts up for entrance and ventilation. $3.45 ppd. Meredith, Evanston, Ill.

Make-believe jewelry to give to a very young miss. The Glitter Chest contains two sets of sparkling accessories: eight pieces in gold-color plastic, eight in silver-color. Your small treasure. $1 ppd. for 2. "little horse with red or green real-hair tail is a pencil sharpener. $1 ppd. for 3. "little joe" Wiesenfeld, Baltimore.

New VITALATOR With Real "Swedish Massage" Action!

Make this new, pleasant way to massage away fatigue, soothe jumpy nerves, ease tension! Excellent for inlays, decorative ornaments, arcing ornaments, headrest, "calming" room furnishing. Painted in "vitalizer" soft colors for mellow, relaxed feeling. Glenfoyer, a "vitalizer" finish which feels as good and is as good for your VITALATOR! Available in DC or AC. And slip it over your fingers: turn it on, and thousands of gentle impulses travel through your finger tips to every nerve ending. See your dealer today. Order VITALATOR from your dealer or postpaid, return for immediate refund, including postage.

HUGH CLAY PAULK
304 Kansas Ave.
Dept. V-27
Topeka, Kansas

THE SINGING ANGELS

A Perfect Gift for the Man who Smokes a Pipe!

- A new clamp-type pipe rack holds pipe firmly in an upright position, eliminates spilling messy ashes.
- Adjustable both for bowl size and proper drying angle.
- Constructed of springy metal with a suede finish that can't scratch pipe and a genuine rubber vacuum cup to attach to any smooth surface.

ORDINAL FOOT-SCRAPERS

CHICKEN #20—6" x 8"

DACHSHUND #21—5" x 9"

DUCK #22—5" x 10"

SCOTTIE #23—6" x 8"

Your choice of either of these novel Foot-Scrapers, made of heavy cast aluminum, black iron finish for only—$5.95 post paid.

Easily installed on wood, cement or brick.

Dress up that entrance with one of these useful and attractive scrapers. Make ideal gifts, as well as prizes.

When ordering, specify whether for wood or concrete installation. Check or Money Order—No C.O.D.'s, please.

Hampton Products Co.
401 Broadway, New York 13, N. Y.

For That Man in YOUR Life

Mixing cocktails will be a pleasure for him with this handsome Bar Set. Each accessory is made of rust-proof steel. Each Deluxe Hand-Turned handle comes in Brown Grained Formica. A smart addition to any bar.

4 pc. set consists of Strainer, Jigger, Muddler, Spoon, and Cork Screw. Complete for $7.20 ppd.

4 pc. set with Ice Pick and Bottle Opener $10.95 ppd.

Sorry, no C.O.D.'s

MARLYN SALES
P.O. Box 95
Boonton, New Jersey

SAW BUCK RACK

Sportsman and homemakers immediately see many uses for this handsome Saw Buck Rack made of Vermont pine with hand hewn notches. It's all around utility in the lodge, game room, and home. Suit yourself "Hang it horizontally or vertically," but Act NOW. ORDER TO-DAY.

Threshold House
DEPT. HG1, NORTHFIELD 8, ILL.

A Place in the car for Your Favorite Pipe!

- A new clamp-type pipe rack holds pipe firmly in an upright position, eliminates spilling messy ashes.
- Adjustable both for bowl size and proper drying angle.
- Constructed of springy metal with a suede finish that can't scratch pipe and a genuine rubber vacuum cup to attach to any smooth surface.

BOYD F. SCHERNBECK
2718-G Standish Ave.
Minneapolis, Minn.

ORNAMENTAL FOOT-SCRAPERS

Ivory brush and comb set hand-painted with dainty pastel flowers. The baby-soft nylon bristles are perfect for the youngest members of the family. Baby gift card included. Beautifully packaged for Christmas.

Beautiful Baby Set

$1.75 ppd.

Adele's Shopping Service
108 E. 79th St., New York 21, N.Y.
PLACE THIS MEAL TIMER
ON THE FACE OF YOUR CLOCK

and every meal will be finished and ready to serve at the right time! Meal Timer is made of transparent plastic and calibrated in minutes. All you do is place food markers on disc opposite number of minutes required for cooking, and set arrow on hour you want to serve—a perfect reminder when each food should be placed on stove. Succion cup holds 90° timer in place. 7 different colored food markers are printed with meat, vegetable, potatoes, etc., white markers for special dishes. Guaranteed to save you last minute confusion. $1.00 post.

THE CLIF SHOPPE
P. O. Box 415 Arlington Heights, 111.

MAHOGANY TID-BIT HOLDER
Fabulous Hand-carved Fish from Haiti

Here is a unique conversation piece for your parties, or a decorative, useful and different gift for giving. This handsome solid mahogany fish was hand-carved by Haiti natives. It is drilled by hand toothpicks for hors d'oeuvres and tid-bit foods. 9" long, 4" high. The HATI FISH is an Ideal Christmas gift. Only $6.95 each, postpaid anywhere in the USA, 2 for $12.50.

We ship the same day your order is received. No COD's please. Check or money order.

THE LITY HOUSE
Box 462, Dallas, Texas
"Gifts for Gracious Living"

STEAMER CLAMS
READY TO COOK FROM A DISPOSABLE LOBSTER STEAMER

An authentic clambake direct from Maine all set to cook on arrival. Maine lobsters and steamer clams cushioned in sea-chill rockweed for real steamed flavor. All cooking and eating directions are included. Our fifth year pleasing palates. $14.95 lor the Maine Clambake. Express charges included. No COD's please. Check or money order.

STEAMER CLAMS
INSTEAD OF SALTWATER FARM, INC.

RENEW ORDER FROM A
ONE THING WANTED

A MAINE CLAMBAKE AT HOME • BY MAIL

A MOST UNUSUAL GIFT
AND A HALF-PECK

STEAMER LOBSTERS
LIVE

DEPARTEMENT H, UMATILLA, FLORIDA

BOX 375—EVANSTON, ILL.

GREAT HOLIDAY GIFT... A MAINE LOBSTER
STEAMER

MADE FRESH EVERY DAY

NEW TINYTONE RADIO
REALY WORKS—WORLD'S SMALLEST
OPENER

YES! TINYTONE TALKS! ORDER NOW

SEND ONLY $110

(r. del. Rates and Money order)

MIDWAY CO. Dept. BGH-12 KEARNEY, NEBR.

SHOPPING

Instead of a tuffet why don't you have Little Miss Muffet sit on this wonderful leopard-skin rug? Of course it's made of plush but it's real enough to fool a baby leapord and to please a small girl (or boy). Two sizes: 20" ($5.95) and 30" ($11.95). Postpaid, House of Bertram, Box 598, Scarsdale, New York.

They match! And every young one from 3 to 6 will get hippity-hop with joy when they see this charmed ensemble. The blue jeans are lined with plaid cotton flannel, the long-sleeved shirt is matching cotton flannel and the doll is dressed in matching jeans. $5.98 plus 25¢ for the works! Gilchrist's, Box 663, Boston, Massachusetts.

Pre-Civil War recipes from Holly Farms add zest to modern meals. We show here a collection of six 12-ounce jars of most delicious treats: cantaloupe pickle, watermelon preserve, Vicksburg Green, Hernando relish, whole cherry preserve and strawberry preserve. $5.55 ppd. Holly Farms, 459 Wagner Pl., Memphis, Tenn.

MY LADY SNOOZER THROW

The perfect answer to your gift problem. This cozy little 100% virgin wool blanket 54" x 72" with fringed ends would delight the heart of any woman. It may be had in red, or green Tartan plaid, or plain colors of coral rose, green, cherry red, blue, sand and grey. $9.95

No C.O.D.'s

Anne Hoyer, Inc.
Box 379—Evanston, III.
**AROUND**

A young pioneer of the interplanetary spaces needs this patrol helmet! Made of shatter-proof clear plastic, it has front and back ventilation and an official insignia. And will he be the envy of the other space cadets! $4.95 postpaid. Order from Carol Beatty, 7410 (CB-397) Santa Monica Blvd, Santa Monica, California.

So beautiful! This is an authentic copy of an antique rocking horse and it's made with skillful and affectionate craftsmanship. Rockers are red, body is natural pine, tail is real horsehair. About 45" long X 27" high, it has a fine leather seat. $35 express collect. Craft Wood Products, Osgood Street, Andover, Mass.

American penny banks made of iron cast from the original molds. Shown here is Bossy, the black-and-white cow with a coin slot on her back, and the family to save coins. 2 O.F.A. reproduction of old Abe and any size, blank or white enameled finish. 2 square Tiers, 9" x 9" x 10.5". $12.95 ea. 3 square Tiers, 9" x 9" x 15.5". $13.95 ea. Express rate: No C.O.D.'s. Smithsonian. Etc.

---

**For The Memory of Happy Events**

All of us wish to hold on to memories of the Big Moment in our lives—a wedding, a anniversary, a birth, a graduation or a private red-letter day. Send us the invitation or announcement hand-written messages, too! and we'll reproduce it exactly in permanent black ink on a white glass tile forming the lid of a handsome wooden cigarette box. Box holds three packs of kingsize or regular cigarettes and comes in a choice of hand-rubbed finishes—black lacquer, fruitwood (honey blond) or mahogany. $10.00 postpaid. No C.O.D.'s, please. Catalog on Request.

**Holiday House**

322 Sullivan Theatre Bldg., Upper Montclair, N. J.

**Value House**

63 East 4th St., New York 3, N. Y.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BRAND NAMES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCHICK &quot;20&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VH . . . $9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMINGTON &quot;60&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VH . . . $19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUNBEAM SHAVEMASTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VH . . . $18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RONSON &quot;CROWN&quot; &amp; &quot;QUEEN ANNE&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular Price $12.25 + 20% tax TP $14.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VH PRICE $8.54 + 20% tax TP $10.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Representative of old bar room table**

Rugged solid Oak Construction throughout. Splayed legs for easier seating. Drink pockets 6" x 4" on each leg. Table Top 36" x 36" Hands 29" from floor. You'll find it just the table for your Breakfast nook, Den, Porch, or recreation room. Includes seat. $39.85. CARRYING FULL GUARANTEE & SERVICE. NO C.O.D.'s, please.

---

**PAINT AND GLAZE LOVELY BISQUEWARE FIGURINES**

A clean, quiet, fascinating hobby for all ages. Especially instructive for children: wonderful pastels for convalescents. Special paints give hard, lustreous, permanent surface. Finished pieces decorate your home or make fine gifts. Or you can paint unpainted kits for presents.

WE FURNISH EVERYTHING

Each kit includes figurines, special glaze paints, reducer, brush, and instructions. Start with Unit 1 or left (4 Angels), 5½" tall, $3.75 postpaid in U.S.A. Send check or MO with order. Free folder shows many others.

FERN SALES COMPANY Box 26, Station A, New Haven, Conn.
EASILY attach your own SLIDING MESH FIRESCREEN

Choose top bar in Polished or Antique Brass or Copper, Satin Silver or Wrought Iron finish with matching handles. Steel Mesh in Black, Brass or Bronze color. Send coupon for quotation on your fireplace. As America's foremost outfitters to Fireplaces, we guarantee satisfaction or your money refunded. Illustrated screen is Solid Brass bar with Black mesh 40" x 34" and its opening 34" x 20", costs $19.80 postage paid including drill tool. Also screens may be made to fit within fireplace opening, and cost from $22.40.

FRANCISCAN FORGE
3298 EL CAMINO
ATHERTON, CALIF.

VITALIZER
A Professional Type ELECTRIC VIBRATOR
For Use in the Home!

At last—a really fine Vibrator that's within the reach of everyone. Now you can own the wonderful French foot-tap massage that makes tired, achting muscles feel so good and in so short a time.

Just slip VITALIZER over your hand. Thousands of vibrations travel through your fingers day after day to arms, legs, back, neck . . . help stimulate circulation, relieve fatigue, tone up muscles.

VITALIZER is lightweight, beautifully designed, vibration-engineered for years of service and endurance. A safe, gentle massage instrument. Please, write for a free VITALIZER literature.

Only $5.85. plus 75c insured postage and handling.

HUGH CLAUP PAULK
304 Kansas Ave. Dept. B-2 Topeka, Kansas

The Franciscan Forge
3298 El Camino, Atherton, Calif.

Gentlemen:
1. Please send me your free catalogue on fire
screen, hand forged iron tools, past lanterns, wrought iron signs . . . from your own forge.

Please Rush Quotation by Return Mail

Name__________________________
Address__________________________

WROUGHT IRON and REDWOOD SHELF MAKER

They're perfect as room dividers, or up them as bookshelves along a wall; even run them around your sectional furniture. Rubber tipped legs are smart, black wrought iron, the shelves are natural finished lumber matched Redwood. Use them alone or run the ADD-UNIT center legs to join two or more units. Complete with center bracket & 4 shelves. Add-on unit comes with 1 center bracket & 4 shelves.

Complete Add-on
21/4" Deep, 30" High, 24" Wide . . . . . . $7.60
21/4" Deep, 36" High, 24" Wide . . . . 7.68
21/4" Deep, 30" High, 16" Wide . . . . $5.98
21/4" Deep, 36" High, 16" Wide . . . . 6.30

All prices include carton, postpaid.

REMRED PRODUCTS CO.
40 Windsor Rd. Port Chester, N. Y.

EVENING WATCH

Not an "imitation" but a true copy-in-rhinestones of a diamond masterpiece!

Magnificent 17 JEWEL MOVEMENT
Perfect as a room decoration. Made with all the artisanship of ancient craftsmanship and perfectionist's taste of detail. It offers a high degree of beauty and brilliance at a price within your reach.

Only $24.85

SOLD WITH A WRITTEN GUARANTEE

From AUSTRIA

TRY IT FREE FOR 10 DAYS

OUR LATEST IMPORTS

Another Innovation—THE BIRTH CANDLE

Bar Hound Cracker Server

Bar Hound Cracker Server

A dog-gone good dog for helping out with party servings, the Bar Hound is 16" long and he will hold scads of nuts, chips, popcorn, candles, crackers, etc. The long stick that serves as his tail is a perfect stacker par excellence. Highly glazed, hand decorated pottery.

$1.25 each postpaid
2 for $2.35 postpaid
Send Check or Money Order
Please, No C.O.D.'s. Dept. HG-12

Anton Mayfair
Box 147 East Orange, New Jersey

Six pounds of the most delicious pretzels come packed in this handsome tin box. Sticks, nuggets, loops of delicious salty crunchiness are individually packed in heat-sealed cellophane. We kept our box for months and the last morsel was crisp. Note the cover: it's a tray. $3.95 ppd. Bachman, 2501 Kutztown Rd., Reading, Pa.

Swimbo is an underwater (plastic) fish which will delight the youngsters. It has a gaily colored, articulated body which wiggles and turns like the live variety. Just turn the key, put it in the water and it will perform, $1.55 postpaid for two. Order from Spencer Gifts, 2910 Spencer Blvd., Atlantic City, New Jersey.
A Versatile Stole

A Dramatic Complement

$5.95

To Every Ensemble

Hand-woven in Mexico of pure lightweight wool, this sweeping stole is available in white, pink, cecile, orchid, green, yellow, blue or medium-red, 106" long by 38" wide. Send Check or M.O. No C.O.D.'s.

KERR'S OF SAN ANTONIO
102 WEST COMMERCE STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

A BASKET OF GOODIES

Will make a most appealing gift this year. A covered re-usable split-oak basket is fitted with three jars of preserve, with a pound bag of pecans, with two trays and a box of tropical confections. Do consider this for the gourmets on your list. $7.95 ppd. Cobbs Fruit Co., Box 1, Little River, Miami, Florida.

Hold that soap on the Magnetic Soap Gripper and your bathroom language will improve. This clever device comes in two parts: (a) plastic case fitted with a permanent Alnico magnet; (b) cadmium-plated metal stem to insert into soap. Suction cup secures case to any surface. $2.50 ppd. Edger's, 4540 W. Broadway, Louisville, Ky.

Gossamer wisp of lovely hostess adds to the name of a pretty hostess adds to the name of a pretty hostess. This clever device comes marked with woven red and permanent-finished organdy boldly marked with the name of a pretty hostess. Do consider this for someone who has everything! Always clean. Color, neutral green.

A Dramatic Complement

$5.95

To Every Ensemble

Hand-woven in Mexico of pure lightweight wool, this sweeping stole is available in white, pink, cecile, orchid, green, yellow, blue or medium-red, 106" long by 38" wide. Send Check or M.O. No C.O.D.'s.

KERR'S OF SAN ANTONIO
102 WEST COMMERCE STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

GIVE

Your Gardening Friends

PERMARKERS

Best gift for all those who take pride in their choice plants and specimens. Permarkers are thick plastic labels, attached firmly to sturdy, non-corrosive steel supports. Lead pencil writing lasts for years. Labels held at readily adjustable angle. Do not heave with frost or become dislodged accidentally. Always clean. Color, neutral green.

25 For $3.25

Postpaid

Dept. H

PERMARK CO.
1E.5th St., N.Y. 22, N.Y.

THE PERFECT GIFT

For Christmas

Unique desk calendar, 4 1/2" diameter, shows days, dates, months of the year. Classic as ABC to set. Sturdy, adjustable swivel-stand easel. Persian design shows days, dates, months of the years. $4.00 ppd.

Meg Manning

Creator of the Unusual

P.O. Box 226B

Stamford, Conn.
Bigger than baby is this delightful Harlequin. The soft sturdy body is covered in multi-color satin bedecked with gay color bows. The plastic face has an elfin expression. Any child will love this for her very own.

Three feet tall, it comes in a plastic bag, $3.99 ppd. Builder's Hardware, 21 Stuart Street, Boston, Massachusetts.

Kitchen jewel: the copper double boiler. And guess what? It comes with a white china insert to use when you blend your saucers! Handles are bronze, lining of each is block tin. Hang one of these on the Christmas tree for the good cook. $13.45 for 1 qt. size; $17.95 for 1 1/2. Ppd. Bazar Francois, 666 Sixth Ave, N.Y.

A pretty dessert stimulates most languid appetites. Try grating chocolate, nuts or candied ginger over ice cream or Bavarian pudding. Shown here is a Swiss-designed grater made of polished hardwood fitted with steel cutters. About 2" high. $1.95. Order from Miles Kimball Co., 176 Bond St., Hi, Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

Scribblers are pocket pads specially devised for the absent-minded. Covered with cheery red or green plastic, marked with your name in gold letters, each pad contains 20 pages. And a box contains 12 pads. The perfect stocking gift for men or women. $1.95 ppd for 12 pads. Giftcraft, 12346. East 47th Street, Chicago, Illinois.
AROUND

Sterling silver marker for your Missal, your New Testament, your book of meditation. Three strands of heavy satin ribbon each are finished at one end with a sterling silver symbol: Faith, Hope, Charity. They are joined together at the top with a sterling cutter. $5.95 ppd. From Robin Hood’s Barn, Dept.HG, Sudbury, Mass.

Faith of our fathers inscribed in the Declaration of Independence, in the Bill of Rights, in the Constitution. These look so antique it’s hard to believe they’re not the originals. Printed on parchment paper, they’re perfect for office or home. 13” x 15½”, $1 ppd. set of three. Jeff Elliot, Station C, HG 27, Flushing, New York.

For pistol-packing papa: pistol cuff links and tie clasp. These enchanting pistols are made of sterling silver; the stock is mother-of-pearl, and the barrel revolves! Links have swivel-backs, clasp is a silver bar and chain. $9.95 for links; $7.95 for clasp. Ppd. Tax incl. From Market Combers, Box 3282, Sta. F, Atlanta, Georgia.


PERSONALIZED CHILD’S ROCKER An outstanding Christmas value! Early American Rockers hand decorated with child’s first name. Head - Musical Rooster, Wood construction, Eat-Paint-Seat-Seat Unit stainless steel only, $125.00. Ppd. Personalized each ONLY $10.95 (right) Ladder Back Rocker — Authentic Early American, handwoven fabric seat. Cherry or pine finish. Height 37” — Seat 14” x 14”. Personalized each ONLY $17.95. Six child’s first names. Send check or money order, express collected, satisfaction guaranteed.


DOUBLE DIP MINTS Delicious large peppermint parties, made with eggs, sugar and American mint. Hand dipped in pungent Nigerian hibiscus chocolate; created a second time with smooth creamy milk chocolate. A taste sensation for parties, luncheons and especially after dinner. A delight for your guests; a distinctive and thoughtful gift. 1 lb. $2.00—3 lbs. $5.50, sent postpaid. Send check or money order. No C.O.D.’s please.

GARDEN CANDIES New Hope, Penn.
Guaranteed, of course. Money order or CCD. Immediate delivery.

Swimmers, only $14.95. Poisnald. Order by mail today—home. UL-apprved. At only. Complete with 100 clean, healthy. Invifiorutrd.

—3000 pulsation per minute—tones up scalp, sim-fluff IpustoH. Shoolium. enjoyahlv your niuBiiugu heuuty of >our hair. Already in use in thousands of

Wonderful with a wave; tm rescttlim ever necessary. HulrVac"» elTecUveness. V8E HAIRVAC DAILY to dispose Blicr—easily Innerted and removed—traps makes scalp Unfile for hours. VISICON patented dis-trulutlon. dUirlhulos vital natural oils,

rubber OiRera loosen, raruum auction romorca. harm­motds liulr health wlll rclcrrilcul nassiiaKv. Vlhriitliii:

Fruit cake from Virginia—th^

t€»rry Christmas tviih

Perfect for Xmas

Giving and Feasting

Send

A GIFT BOX

Marzetti's

FAMOUS SALAD DRESSINGS

A Christmas-wrapped package, pint each French, Italian and New Slaw Dressing as originated and served in Marzetti's na­tionally famous restaurant.

A GIFT PACK OF $2.69 3 PINTS PREPAID ANYWHERE IN U.S.

Don't forget yourself when you send us your list. Send check ($2.00 each gift ordered). We will include special greeting.

Satisfaction guaranteed.

A ChrlsUnas-wrappcd packacc. pint each

FAMOUS SALAD DRESSINGS

T. MARZETTI CO.
Dept. HB, Columbus 15, Ohio

Enjoy a meal at Marzetti's when in Columbus

Outdoor display for Christ­mas. Stand these carol singers on your lawn or terrace. Made of tempered Masonite hand-painted in multi-color they are completely realistic. And they are so sturdy they will last! Tallest figure is 4 feet; lamp post is 5 feet. $48 exp. coll.

Leonox china makes welcome gifts. Shown here is a hands­ome white cigarette box dec­orated with pine cones. 4½" x 3½", $9.75. The matching con­sole candlesticks are urn­shaped and graceful. 4½" high. $12.50 the pair. Give one or both to a discriminating host­ess. Ppd. Nelmor Jewelers, 901 Bergen Ave., Jersey City, N. J.

HOUSE & GARDEN
AROUND

Something new for the desk: the Lazy Susan tray. With this you can keep your writing table as neat as a pin. The seven compartments hold clips, stamps and your particular odds and ends. $5 for leather-like plastic; $8.50 p.p.d. for fine leather. Green, blue, maroon, sable. Martha Grossman, 561 West 141st St., N. Y.

Treasure box of fine cheese. And what an assortment! Three dessert cheeses: Camembert, Girus, and Rexoli. Three firm cheeses: Port Salut, Swiss, and brick. Send this to someone for Christmas and you'll make them happy for a long time. Box $7.95 postpaid. Order from The Swiss Colony, 36 Cheese Row, HG, Monroe, Wisconsin.

The Mousset shears will help to make a prize winner at the Flower Show! Imported from France, it is made of chrome-finished steel, it cuts and holds flowers without bruising the stems. This is a fine gift for the Garden Club girls. About 6½" long. $4.50 p.p.d. Max Schling, Dept. 661, 538 Madison Ave., New York.

Whale of a buy: a Swiss 17-jewel wrist watch complete with calfskin strap. The dial is large and marked with raised gold numerals. Case is shockproof new tanks; conceals marred tops. 3-piece set covers tank, case and toilet seat. Of fine, fluffy cotton chenille in a selection of decorator colors: Mint Green, Sunshine Yellow, Aquamarine Blue, Coral and White. Available for either free standing or wall hung tanks. Please specify: PRINT initials. 10-day delivery Xmas orders must be received by Dec. 15. Either postpaid, $9.95 or C.O.D., plus 50c postage. STAR METAL CO., Dept. B-134, Chicago 10, Illinois.

MONOGRAMMED COVERETTE SET

GIFTCATALOG
FREE
UNIQUE LEATHER GIFTS • Dept. 12-3, 157 Federal St., Boston 10, Mass.

NEW! LONGLITE PREVENTS BURNS AND FIRES!
LIGHTS OVENS, HEARTHST, GAS REFRIGERATORS —any hard-to-reach burner
INSERT ORDI-
NARY KITCHEN MATCH HERE
LONGLITE is 19" long; reaches almost anywhere. Put match in end, ignite on scratcher or open flame. Saves hands, face, hair from scorching. Sent prepaid, $1.50. Must satisfy or full price refunded.

THE YANKEE POSTMAN, 171 Newbury St., Boston, Mass.

SUSIE WALKER IS ALSO AVAILABLE IN THE
Satisfaction Guaranteed
VALUE-ONLY
WASH HER UULL
WALK HER ALL
EVERYTHING
SUSIE DOES
Nationally advertised at 99 cts.
Additional value—only 5 cts.
No C.O.D. Satisfaction guaranteed


P. J. MILL CO., Dept. P-205
925 Broad St.
Newark, N. J.

AROUND

DECEMBER, 1953
smart gifts in black and white.

Contemporary ashtray and cigarette container in bone white flecked with black, superbly designed. Ashtray doubles as candy & nut service. 

- Single ashtray: $2.00
- Single container: $2.00
- Pair cigarette containers: $3.50
- Pair ashtrays: $6.50

Prices include prompt insured shipping to your door. Pleasure guaranteed.

Pleasure guaranteed.


A DANDY GIFT FOR BIRD LOVERS

Feeder built on weathervane principle, the back against the wind, so interior is always sheltered. Equipped with food basket, automatic hopper and suet hooks. Size 24 x 22". With 8-ft. pole and bearing $20.00 f.o.b. Kankakee. Ship. wt. 50 lbs.

DODSON BIRD FEEDER

Designed by America's foremost bird authority--a model to attract every desirable songbird. Add charm to your garden. Befriend birds and they will rid your premises of insects. One martin destroys 2000 mosquitoes a day.
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195 Photographic Masterpieces

IN BRILLIANT COLOR

Landscapes, portraits, still-lifes, travel, fashion, experiments by 17 famous photographers, all reproduced in brilliant full color. Notes and technical data give camera, lens, film, lighting, exposure for each picture. A treasury of a new art form, handsomely bound. 10 x 12 inches. Only $10.00 per copy. Send this ad with your name and address and pay postman $10.00 plus postage charges, if not entirely satisfied, return book for refund. To save postage: enclose $10.00 with order. Some refund privilege WRITE TODAY:
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European sweetmeats to enjoy during the holidays:

- Hanover wafers from England ($3.50 for 13 ounces)
- Tobler's bittersweet and milk chocolates from Switzerland ($2.95 for 11 ounces)
- Baronie chocolate from Holland ($3.25 for 12 ounces)

These luscious sweets are postpaid. Order from Hawthorne House, 125 Elliott, Yonkers, New York.
MUSIC FOR MOPPETS continued from page 14

stimulate the imagination of children. 'My experience has taught me that children pay better attention to fast-moving rhythms and are particularly pleased with stories of a martial nature. In Bach's Little Fugues, they can amuse themselves by following the subject, provided someone brings it to their attention.'

1. Rossini's overture to William Tell
2. Sousa's Stars and Stripes Forever
3. Saint-Saëns' Carnival of the Animals
4. Dvorák's Variation on Pop goes the Weasel
5. Prokofiev's Peter and the Wolf
6. Johann Strauss' In a Vienna Park (Krapfenwaldl)
7. Anderson's St. Louis Blues
8. J. S. Bach's Little Fugues
9. Tchaikovsky's Nutcracker Suite
10. Rodgers' Soliloquy to our Armed Forces

EGO PIZZI, bass-baritone, also chooses music which tells stories children can understand. 'I have told my children about the Princess pacifying the Sultan, about Peer Gynt's adventures or Tyli pranks—just where the music fits into the drama and what it tries to portray. I don't think Richard Strauss' music is too sophisticated for children. As they follow the musical story, they are becoming accustomed to modern musical sounds. La Vie Parisienne with its cancan and other dance rhythms has an infectiousness which opens up listening doors to such pieces as Bolero and the dances from Prince Igor. I chose The Moldau suite and the Arabesque Suite because both are based on folk dances and folk tunes, and The Barber of Seville and La Bohème for their immediate appeal in both music and story. If La Bohème is unequalled for melodic wealth and romantic appeal, the champagne-like wit of The Barber is in its way matchless, too.'

1. Rossini's The Barber of Seville
2. Grieg's Peer Gynt Suite
3. Bizet's Arabesque Suite
4. Rimsky-Korsakov's Scheherazade
5. Smetana's The Moldau
6. Offenbach's La Vie Parisienne
7. Tchaikovsky's Nutcracker Suite
8. Richard Strauss' Tyli Eulenspiegel
9. Puccini's La Bohème
10. Prokofiev's Peter and the Wolf

WILFRED PELETIER, conductor of the New York Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra's Young People's Concerts, has used his selections often with children from six to ten. 'Much depends on his home life generally, but a child usually reacts favorably to good music. As you can see, I use only the most melodious music.'

1. Bach's Cantata No. 78 ('Sleepers Awake') arranged by Stokowski
2. Brahms' Hungarian Dances
3. Copland's Rodeo
4. Dvořák's Slavic Dances
5. Handel's Water Music
6. Haydn's Symphony No. 94 in G Major ('Surprise')
7. Beethoven's Turkish March or German Dances
8. Prokofiev's Peter and the Wolf
9. Ravel's Pavane pour une infante défunte
10. Virgil Thomson's Acadian Songs and Dances

JASCHA HEIFETZ, violinist, feels strongly that 'listening should be supplemented by some form of active participation in making music at the piano, or with any other instrument in which the child shows an interest. I have not listed any popular music, but I am not opposed to it, as long as a child has what might be called a balanced musical diet.'

1. Stravinsky's Petrouchka
2. Dukas' The Sorcerer's Apprentice
3. Ravel's Boléro
4. Milhaud's Le Boeuf sur le toit
5. Prokofiev's Symphony in D Major, Opus 25 ('Classical')
6. Tchaikovsky's Nutcracker Suite
7. Rimsky-Korsakov's Scheherazade
8. Bizet's Carmen
9. Verdi's Aida
10. Beethoven's Symphony No. 5 in C Minor, Opus 67

DIMITRI MITROPOLOUS, music director of the New York Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra, believes ... 'for the education of a child, that there is more in these pure musically abstract works than in any of the romantic period, or any music which tries to describe anything physical or metaphysical.'

1. Mozart's Symphony No. 40 in G Minor, K. 550
2. Mozart's The Magic Flute
3. Rossini's Barber of Seville
4. Beethoven's Symphony No. 5 in C Minor, Opus 67
5. Beethoven's Concerto for Violin and Orchestra in D Major, Opus 61
6. Beethoven's Concerto for Piano and Orchestra in C Minor, No. 3, Opus 37
7. Haydn's Symphony No. 104 in D Minor, Opus 103 ('London')
8. Haydn's Symphony No. 100 in G Major ('Military')
9. Mendelssohn's Symphony No. 3 in A Minor, Opus 56 ('Scottish')
10. Bizet's Carmen

EUGENE LIST, pianist, and CARROLL CLENN, violinist, who perform as a team, limited their selections to violin and piano music. They believe that shorter forms are more practical as introductions to good music. Mr. List thinks that children 'like a certain amount of flash.' When Miss Glenn uses Anderson's Fiddle-Faddle as an encore, it's always a favorite because children have already established an identification with it from school orchestras; it's already a part of their world. 'If you tell them that the 13th Paganini Caprice with its descending chromatic line, a glissando, is like going down in an elevator, they love it. In Bach's Partita in E Major, they like to listen for the dance movements (gavotte, bourree, minuet and gigue) and the sound of the violin alone often intrigues them.'

Piano
1. Beethoven's Turkish March
2. Debussy's Children's Corner
3. Schumann's Scenes from Childhood
4. Chopin's Polonaise in A Flat
5. Rachmaninoff's Concerto No. 2 for Piano and Orchestra

Violin
1. Rimsky-Korsakov's Flight of the Bumblebee
2. Tchaikovsky's Capriccio Italien
3. leroy Anderson's Fiddle-Faddle
4. Bach's Partita in E Major
5. Mendelssohn's Violin Concerto (begin with last movement for 6-year-olds)
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Opera comes to America

Opera, for years the neglected Cinderella of America's musical household, is being hailed by thousands who, only a little while ago, were unaware of her existence. Opera has come to America, not, as it did to Europe, sponsored by kings, lavishly endowed by governments, but through grass-roots.

In the summer of 1947, I was lecturing in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, the atomic city. It was a brand new city, then. The clay had not yet dried in the streets, the paint was fresh on the houses. Everything was new. The people had been assembled, 35,000 of them, from all over America. Yet this brand new city, without tradition or attics, with no graveyard to remember the past, already had a music center; a fine orchestra made up of professional players but of amateurs only, a glee club, a dramatic club, and a club whose members assembled once a week to hear a carefully arranged program of the world's finest music. From records, interspersed with serious and stimulating comment on the music.

During my little talk (I spoke on what was going on, musically, in America) I mentioned the Metropolitan Opera and its widespread activities. Later, a man got up in the audience. "The Met means little to us here," he said. "We hear it over the air, of course, but few of us ever get to New York and the Met can't come our way. If we want opera, we have to do it ourselves. Here, with our own facilities, our own orchestra and chorus and singers, on our own small stage, with our own scenery and costumes."

In a recent survey, Opera News, the official magazine of the Metropolitan Opera Guild, lists more than two hundred organizations in America which actively produce opera. Only a few of these producers are professional companies. The overwhelming majority are workshops, music clubs, summer camps, college operas, civic groups of enthusiasts, who combine their efforts in ever-expanding adventures in opera.

They have the talent, the drive, the imagination, and the satisfaction of seeing their efforts supported by the public. And, most important, a new literature, suitable for their facilities, their voices and their pocketbooks, is in the making. Our own composers and writers are at last waking up to the wonderful opportunities, both artistic and financial, provided by the musical theatre.

Down-in-the-Valley, by the late composer Kurt Weill, was the first popular operatic success in America. Originally tried out in the summer of 1948 at the opera workshop of Indiana University in Bloomington, with students singing most of the solos and choruses, students playing in the orchestra, painting the scenery and operating the lights, it established a new trend in America's musical development. What the enthusiastic amateurs in Bloomington could do soon became a challenge to thousands of others. During the past few years Down-in-the-Valley has become the initiation to opera of no less than 800 different groups in America who produced it with their own local talent and facilities. It can be performed almost without costumes, without big, professional voices, with only a hint of scenery. So can Gian-Carlo Menotti's The Telephone or his Christmas classic Amahl and the Night Visitors, which is heard in hundreds of churches, colleges and workshops throughout the land. Mark Twain's immortal story of the Jumping Frog has been made into a popular folk opera by young composer Lukas Foss. William Schuman has made an opera out of Casey at the Bat, Menotti's The Medium, available to opera lovers on records, as are all of Menotti's operas, has suddenly brought forward scores of Americancontemporary operas. The world's finest music from records, interspersed with serious and stimulating comment on the music.

This is a new, exciting departure in America's changing musical life. Maybe it is no accident that all this happened now, at the dawn of the television age. Already opera has become an essential part of television. The Metropolitan Opera, via the popular Omnibus program, has brought especially prepared versions of Puccini's La Bohème and Johann Strauss' Die Fledermusen to many who had never seen an opera before. An increasing number of local television stations bring opera from college and workshop stages to the homes of Americans all over the land. The NBC Television Opera Theatre has become an important fixture in our musical sky. In short, opera has arrived in America's living room and Americans like it.
Discovering
our modern composers

There have always been some music lovers who have felt that modern music lacked melody, that it was full of horrible dissonance, that it was disintegrated. For example, one critic in Boston took a modernist to task and said that his Symphony was 'mathematical music evolved with difficulty from an insensitive brain.' Another Boston critic regarded the composer as a 'modern of the moderns' and his Symphony as a 'remarkable expression of the inner life of this anxious, introverted, over-earnest age.' Many members of the audience in Symphony Hall agreed that 'such unpalatable sounds should not be foisted upon a public.' The composer in question was young, talented modernist named Johannes Brahms. That was a century ago!

But Brahms was not the only one accused of such noisemaking. Beeethoven was considered bizarre and his Symphony accused of being 'in search of ear-rending dissonances, torturous modulations, sharp contortions of melody and rhythm...'. And considering the way we now look upon the music of César Franck, it is a little shocking to realize that when his Third Symphony was first presented the critics deplored 'the breaking of the machinery... with no greater emotion than would be evoked by a mathematical demonstration at the blackboard.'

All this leads one to ask: just what is modern music? In searching for an adequate answer one must conclude that it is contemporary music which is still unfamiliar. When one realizes that Palestrina, Bach, Brahms, Schumann, and all the others now sanctified in our musical heaven were once rampant modernists, it makes one a little cautious about following new trends.

While familiarity may breed contempt, it is necessary to breed favorites. Until a work is heard a number of times it may sound as alien to our ears as Chinese might to a Frenchman or English to a Turk. Because it seems alien, many concertgoers refuse to listen, and object to the works being played. This has been going on since music was invented. Every season some works bring howls of protest and some listeners draw themselves up disdainfully and march out of the concert halls. Because of this, both conductors and concert managers move cautiously in presenting new works.

It is largely through radio, TV, and long-playing records that new contemporary music is becoming known. For these productions, contemporary music seems the best and most logical kind to choose: first, it is association-free and secondly, it is new. Viewers of Omnibus, the foundation's TV program, hear some of the best of contemporary music each week without so much as a mention of it. Last season nearly every program contained fragments of Henry Cowell, Leonard Bern-
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MODERN COMPOSERS

continued from page 101

trains, traffic, street sounds, and an endless lot of noises, recorded on tape and then snipped and superimposed to form musical compositions. Our Ameri- can equivalents, a whom we might call "tape-schmalzists" are principally John Cage and the two Columbia University experimenters, Otto Laening and Vladimir Ussarhovsky.

It was Varèse who literally raised the roofs back in the Twenties. Gongs, drums, cymbals—everything that can be whacked and sounded—policeman sirens and road drills added to the cacophony. When Leopold Stokowski performed Varèse with the Philadelphia Orches- tra, the Board and many subscribers rebelled. Since then this strong, vital music has been rediscovered and Varèse has become a favorite of the hi-fi enthusiasts who play his Ionisation to test their equipment. He seems entirely in place in a world of tweeters and woofers.

Quite independently, Henry Cowell began experiments of his own because he needed new ways to express his ideas. To catch the surge and roar of the ocean, he tried pressing down a whole mass of keys on the piano. He used his forearms, he tried a ruler covered with cloth, then he tried using his fists. These masses of tone were called tone clusters. He then began to experiment with the strings of the piano. He produced some spine-tingling effects by drawing his hands and finger nails along the piano wires.

Cowell's innovations and his in- fluence on many composers who have adapted his tone clusters, Bartok, Schoenberg and Riegger among them, have been striking, but few concerti- goers have actually known any of his works. Thanks to long-playing records, Cowell's music is now available. Circle has issued two 12" records of his piano music packaged with a miniature disc containing Cowell's own program notes; Mercury has just issued a release of his Symphony No. 6" conducted by Howard Hanson, and the American Record- ing Society, his Symphony No. 7.

One of Cowell's disciples, John Cage, has gone many steps further, adding bits of wire, nuts, bolts, rubber erasers, pieces of wood, and other "kitchen" equipment. A set of his Sonatas and Interludes for Prepared Piano has been recorded by Dial Records. They have a curious tranquili- zing effect that evokes Chinese wind chimes or the fabled Aeolian harp.

Like Cage, Lou Harrison has also used quite remarkable combinations to achieve his startling results. In the early 1940's, Harrison wrote a series of can- ticles for percussion orchestra. In addi- tion to all the usual percussion instru- ments, he requires such non-musical additions as plumbers' pipes, auto- mobile tire-drums, and an empty whisky case. It is true that such instru- ments are quite unorthodox, but so were such things as temple bells, gongs, rattles, and cymbals in the orchestra of Mozart. Quite Oriental in feeling is Lou Harrison's Suite for Solo Piano and Solo Violin with Orchestra, which has been recorded by Leopold Stokowski and his orchestra with Mario and Ana- kid Ajemian as soloists. It is to be re- leased shortly by RCA Victor and col- lectors should watch for it. Two other recordings of Harrison are available: on Columbia, a 10" record with The Concerto for Harp and a Suite for Strings; on the Esoteric label, a delicately evocative score, The Only Jealousy of Emer.

Combining the music of the Near East or Armenia with music of the early plainsong tradition, Alan Hovhan- ness has developed some of the most easy-to-listen-to contemporary music. One of its most striking qualities is its unquestioned sincerity. It is not music that begins with a theory and ends with music, but rather it is music that naively starts with inspiration, and emerges with flavorful simplicity.

Several new recordings of Hovhan- ness have been released: a Concerto for Orchestra, subtitled Arenauks, conducted by Howard Hanson and recorded by Mercury; A Suite for Harpichord, Flute, Oboe and Cello, recorded by New Editions, played by Sylvia Mar- lowe and the Harpichord Quartet. This fascinating record contains a long- 87ish Toccata by John Lessard, a de- lightful Sonata by Virgil Thomson, and another of less interest by Vittorio Rusti. Recorded a few years back is a long -playing disc by Diale, which includes not only Hovhaness' Piano Concerto, but several other characteristic works as well. It is already a collectors' item.

Two of the most powerful, vital, and striking of our contemporaries are Roger Sessions and Wallingford Rieg- ger. Riegger's early music is conven- tional in the Germanic romantic vein, but from the early Twenties it is atonal. He does not follow Schoenberg but he has arrived at similar conclusions and procedures in a similar manner. No un- orthodox instruments need be em- ployed, but many of his works have a bit of sound that sets them in a class apart. While more aggressive personalities have managed to have their works per- formed, Riegger has quietly continued to compose and today composers are beginning to discover him. Record col- lectors, too, for several of his works have been issued and are being re- leased. Among the principal works to come are the Symphony No. III, re- corded for Columbia, and two works recorded in Berlin by the splendid RIAS Orchestra for Remington: the Rhapsody and Music for Orchestra. Available now is the nosily brilliant New Dance, recorded by Merco-Cincinnati with Hovhaness' Concerto for Orches- tra on one side and Cowell's Symphony II on the other; and his Quartet No. II, opus 43 issued by Columbia. Roger Sessions is more of a Stravinskian. Sev- eral of his works are splendidly re- recorded: The Black Masters, by the American Recording Society and by Columbia, his Symphony No. II with Mitropoulos and the New York Phil- harmonic-Symphony, and his Duo for Violin and Piano.

Of the younger generation of com- posers, there are those who are near- watching. Their names may be new to many record-collectors who have not heard their works in concerts, although all have received quite impressive per- (Continued on page 103)
performances: Norman Dello Joio, Roger Goeb, Elliott Carter, Ulysses Kay, Peggy Granville-Hicks, and Ben Weber. A Concerto for Harp and Orchestra by Dello Joio is one of the most agreeable works for this combination in all contemporary literature. Elliott Carter, whose name is just beginning to appear in record catalogues, is introduced joyfully by his Holiday Overture recorded by Remington.

His Cello Sonata and Piano Sonata has been recorded by the American Recording Society in admiral performances. Carter Harmon in the New York Times wrote: 'One of the C's (Copland, Carter, Cowell) whose star is rising is Elliott Carter... Mr. Carter is not a derivative composer. His music seems not only entirely his own, but also uncompromisingly hewn from fresh timbre. It gives little sensuous pleasure, but almost always speaks with strength and leaves the listener with the sense of an important experience.'

Leonid Stokowski, a tireless performer of modern music, has just recorded symphonies by Roger Goeb and Ben Weber for RCA Victor. Both symphonies are important works of our times; the recordings are stunning, and the works satisfyingly original. Goeb is an intense and prolific composer who is relatively unknown, but this performance of his Symphony should place him in the roster of significant names in American music. More Goeb works are following: The American Recording Society has released a set of unusually beautiful Prairie Songs for Woodwinds along with Ben Weber's Concert Arias After Solomon and Howard Swanson's Seven Songs.

OLIVER DANIEL
CBS Radio Producer-Director

Editor's note: Here is a list of contemporary American composers, and long-playing records of their works.

ATHOLL, GEORGE
Symphony No. 5 (1945) "SPA"

BARDI, GEORGE
Quartet, 1944 "Contemporary"

BARBER, SAMUEL
Adagio for strings "Mercury"
Symphony No. 1; Dover Beach; Songs "Classic London"
Symphony No. 2 "Contemporary"

BEREZOWSKY, NICOLAI
Suites for Wind Quartet, Opus II "Classic"

BENNETT, LEONARD
Age of Anxiety "Columbia"

BOWLES, PAUL
Concerto for 2 pianos, winds, percussion "Columbia"
Symphony No. 2 "Columbia"

BRETTON, ELDEN
Quintet, Sonatinas "Contemporary"

CAGE, JOHN
Quartet "Dial"
Sonatas and Interludes "Dial"

CARTER, ELLIOTT
Holiday Overture "Remington"

COPLAND, AARON
Appalachian Spring "Columbia"
Billy the Kid "Columbia"
El Salón México "Columbia"

COWELL, HENRY
Symphony No. 4 "Mercury Circle"
Piano Works

DARROW, NORMAN
Concerto for Harp and Orchestra "Columbia"
Triumph of St. Joan "Columbia"

DIAMOND, DAVID
Music for Romances and Juliet "Columbia"

GRANVILLE-HICKS, PEGGY
Gymnopedies 1, II, III "Remington"

GOEB, ROGER
Symphony No. 3 "Victor"

HANSON, HOWARD
Concerto for piano, opus 36 "Columbia"
Symphony No. 2, the 'Romantic' "Columbia"

HARRISON, LOU
Suites: Cello & Harp; String Quartet "Columbia"
Suites for piano & violin with orchestra "Dial"

HOUck, ALAN
Concerto for piano & orchestra "Dial"

KAY, ELLEN
Concerto for Orchestra "Remington"

KOMIS, ELLIS
Chamber concertos; String quartet "Columbia"

LOCKWOOD, NORMAND
Concerto for organ & brass "Remington"

MENOTTI, GIAN-CARLO
Amahl and the Night Visitors "Victor"
The Consul "Decca"
The Medium "Columbia"
The Telephone "Columbia"

MORE, DOUGLAS
Quintet for clarinet & strings "Columbia"

REGGERS, WALLINGFORD
Symphony No. 3 "Columbia"
New Dance "Mercury"
Quartet No. 2, Opus 43 "Columbia"
Rhapsody: Music for Orchestra "Remington"

BUDWALL, DAVE
Shenandoah "Remington"

SCHUMAN, WILLIAM
Jug and Jug "Mercury"
Symphony for Strings "Capitol"
Symphony No. 3 "Columbia"
Undertow "Mercury"

STEVS, Halsey
Symphony No. 3 "Remington"

THOMPSON, RANDALL
Testament of Freedom "Mercury"

THOMSON, VIRGIL
Capital, Capitals "Columbia"
Stabat Mater "Columbia"
Five Portraits "Columbia"
Louisiana Story "Columbia"
The Plow that Broke the Plains "Decca"

WEBER, BEN
Symphony on poems of Blake "Victor"
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How to have
The World's Finest Music

first... recognize that modern "high fidelity" reproduction equipment is as different from ordinary record-players as "3-D" movies from the old flickers. Be sure you get Stromberg-Carlson "Custom 400" - the product Leopold Stokowski recommends.
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Buy it complete
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your cherished old radio-phonograph with the "SR-405" combination radio tuner and Hi-Fi amplifier. Keep that beautiful cabinet, but bring it up to modern high fidelity performance!

Right now
—write for a Free Copy of a profusely illustrated, all-inclusive booklet entitled "So You Like Good Music." It answers all your Hi-Fi questions.
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PERU

Tumbling over the Andes, it is a land of markets, monasteries and mysticism

The wise traveler to Peru will pack his suitcase in two sections: one with warm-weather clothes and one with cold-weather clothes. This beguilingly exotic country is stretched over the Andes and to travel any distance at all in it involves going either up or down, and frequently both. You can descend from chilly highlands to the tropics in a few hours. Contrast is commonplace so far as climate is concerned, and in other fields too. There are the remains of Indian civilizations that existed centuries before Pocahontas was a pup and glitteringly modern office buildings. There are Paris-dressed women in Lima whose drawing rooms reflect their annual pilgrimages to the French capital, and many-skirted Indian women in tan felt hats, up in the mountains, whose weekly pilgrimages are no further than the nearest town with a market. There are airplanes to take you from modern metropolis to ancient village, and trains of llamas with tassels on their ears. There are swarms of archeologists digging up evidence of prehistoric civilizations, and modern pioneers opening up the untamed jungle east of the Andes to establish a new civilization. There is desert and verdant plain, Coca Cola and Esso stations in the most unlikely places.

Limeños, as the inhabitants of the capital are called, add contrast to their lives during the winter months by riding up the mountain to Chosica for lunch. In this way they can enjoy the sunshine by getting above the clouds that hover over their city from April through December. They also prohibit vehicles on their most famous street, Jiron de la Union, during certain hours so that they can walk in it. They go to the theater at 6:45, calling the performance at that hour a vermouth, begin their cocktail parties at seven and sit down to dinner from 9:30 to 10:30. They are not great night clubbers, but they are great conversationalists. Behind griddled windows and in flower-filled patios they weave elaborate conversational webs of fact and fiction. They are still talking about an eighteen-century actress, La Perricholi, who was the mistress of a Spanish viceroy. During the October Fair and in December and January they go to the bullfights in the Plaza de Toros Monumental; on Sunday afternoons they watch the races at their spectacular Hipodromo de San Felipe. They attend plays, ballets and concerts at the Teatro Segura. From October through May they take advantage of the ocean at such resorts as Ancon, Chorillos, La Herradura, La Punta and Miraflores. They play golf and watch the polo matches at the San Isidoro Country Club. And so can you.

The Grace Line, which serves the west coast of South America, will take you to Callao, Lima's port, from New York via the oceans, while Panagra (Pan American-Grace Airways) and Braniff International Airways will take you to Lima via the air. Once there, here are a few of the things you can see and do in the capital and in other parts of the country, LIMA AND ENVIRONS. Despite earthquakes and man-made changes Lima still possesses a considerable display of colonial architecture. Some of the notable examples are: the Palace of the Marqués de Torre Tagle (now used by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs), a voluptuous conglomeration of enclosed wooden balconies, ornately carved interior walls and Spanish tiles; La Merced church and monastery with an exquisite baroque façade; the Cathedral, particularly remarkable for the wood carving of the choir stalls; San Pedro church, a lavish museum of ecclesiastical colonial art; San Francisco church with an altar-facade executed between 1669 and 1674 that is Lima's most beautiful seventeenth-century church exterior. La Nazarenas church, rebuilt in the eighteenth century in the French rococo style; Jesus Maria church, whose towering carved altar is completely covered with pure gold. In suburban Lima you will find the Quinta de Pena, popularly thought of as La Perricholi's house, although her status there seems to have been that of a frequent guest. The owner was Pedro Carrillo de Albornoz, Conde de Montemar y Montecibano.

Besides looking at buildings, you may shop for silver along the Jiron de la Union; inspect Peru's pre-Columbian and Inca art-crafts in the Museo Nacional de Antropologia y Arqueologia; watch soccer football in the Estadion Nacional; sit in the Plaza de Armas and watch the Limeños pass by; drive out to the beautiful olive grove in San Isidro, down to the sea to visit the beach resorts, or out to the ruins of Pachacama and Ancon. You may buy records of Peruvian music at the Radio Union and sample local food at the Gran Hotel Bolivar, Gran Hotel Maury, Chez Victor, Hotel Crillon, the Country Club, La Cabana, La Cabanita, Café Leon and El Trocadero. (Continued on page 107)
Florida—Winter Paradise

Whatever you want in a vacation, you'll find it in Florida, as this year's expected 5,000,000 visitors to America's winter paradise can testify. While only a connoisseur knows which coast is his favorite, the East Coast offers 400 miles of pleasure-filled diversions. You can relax on Miami's ocean-blue bay front, romp in the surf or a sparkling pool, go boating, fishing, dance in moonlight palm courts, take in the races at Hialeah, or loaf in unlimited sunshine and breeze-swept air.

On the Gulf side of Florida nearly 800 miles of sunny coastline is swept with soft, white sand beaches, incomparable bathing, and the enticement of wonderful cosmopolitan resorts. On the West as well as the East Coast you have a wide range of guest accommodations in cottages, motels, cabaña units, bath clubs, beach-front apartments or air-cooled luxury hotels.

Whatever you want of your Florida vacation, it awaits you in this winter paradise which, as early as the year 1560, France's intrepid voyager Jean Ribaut described as 'the fairest, fruitfullest and pleasantest of the world'.

SAN SABA

Santa Barbara Biltmore & Cottages
Your choice of the Modern American Plan or Exec. Plan at the most luxurious hotel on the Pacific Ocean! Modern A/P.; rates from $32.00, include breakfast, dinner, resort facilities & privileges of the exclusive Coral Casino Beach & Yacht Club, L.F.P. $16.45-49.60, no resort or Coral Casino privileges. Dining room open to public. Ideal stopover for novices visiting between San Francisco and Los Angeles.

CAPECOD

The Colony
Enjoy all Florida has to offer at the Colony, located in the heart of Delray Beach, close to shops, movie, golf, tennis. Our own private beach with cabanas and beach houserooms. Attractive rooms, spacious sun deck and sky cocktail lounge. Outstanding cuisine, elevator, free parking, garages available. Write George C. Boughton for reservations.

DELRAY BEACH

FORT LAUDERDALE

Lago Mar Hotel and Apartments
Florida

Fort Lauderdale

Holiday, smart, new. On Ft. Lauderdale's only private beach. Superbly located. Dining under the stars. All ocean view rooms. G. McMullen, Mgr.

Miami

The Columbus, Miami's Finest Hotel. - New Completely Air Conditioned. - Downtown Terminal All Airlines. Write for Color Brochure.

Floral Beach


Palm Beach

Sea Tides Hotel and Bath Club

Soft golf breezes ... dancing white sands ... and the splendor of tropic images is yours to enjoy at this modern beach-side resort-club. All social activities amidst pleasant luxury. Every aid for fun and foliage or lazy loafing. Play, golf, tennis,swim, or go fishing. Private beach, pool, and yacht basins. Your choice of apartment, cottage or hotel suites. Write The Bath Club, St. Petersburg, Florida.

Floral Beach


Miami Beach

The Saxony

It costs so little more to enjoy the very best at Miami Beach's most luxurious hotel. Private ocean beach, pool and cabanas club. Dancing and big-name entertainment. On the ocean, 32nd to 36th Sts. Write H.G. Jr. Sea color brochure and rates. Or phone N. Y. Office, 940-2100; Chicago, State 1-0101.

Hotel Charlotte Harbor

Magnificent private estate overlooking Charlotte Harbor on the West Coast. A complete resort with championship 18 hole golf course, private beach at door, mammoth swimming pool, fast railroad tennis courts, fishing and other sports. Dancing, Congregational Ball. For booklet and rate schedule, write direct, or N. Y. Reservation Office, 650 5th Avenue, Circle 6-6260.

Hotel Ponce de Leon


St. Petersburg


Virginia

Williamsburg Inn

The beauty of the 18th century awaits you in this re-created colonial community. Williamsburg is of interest to everyone. Tours through the historic buildings ... golf, tennis, cycling, lovely gardens, Modern, colonial and estate houses and taverns. Write direct to Miss F. C. Barnes or to the Williamsburg Reservation Office, 410 5th Ave., N. Y. C. Circle 6-6260.

Bahamas

Nassau, Cable Beach


Bermuda

Tucker's Town Hotel

The Castle Harbour Hotel ... Golf, Beach and Yacht Club. This complete resort is set in 300 landscaped acres adjacent to the "Coffee Claw," a place alive with Passion Flowers, Bird-of-Paradise, Lantanas, Mids and Parrot Flowers, Bouquetville and other exotic flora. For beautiful color brochure and rates. Write W. P. Keating Organization, Dept. BG, 300 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C. 36. Also Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Philadelphia, Toronto.

New Jersey

Atlantic City


Marlborough-Blenheim. At the edge of the sand and ocean Front sandshades, porch and deck. Evening entertainment. Fresh and salt water baths.

New York City

The New Weston, Madison Ave. at 50th St., at the center of business and social life. Weston Court, English Lounge and Restaurant. A Knott Hotel.


Pennsylvania

Hershey


Skytop

Skytop Club

Enjoy rest and relaxation on a 550 acre mountain estate "High in the Pines." Movies, indoor games, dancing. Snow brings tobogganing (12 trails), telemark, sleigh riding. And Skytop's cuisine is long-famous! Send for booklet. N. Y. or Boston, Write for Homeowner Booklet, Skytop Club, Box 21, Skytop, Pennsylvania.

Vermont

Woodstock

Mid-Atlantic Club

World-famous golf course. Private Beach. Sheltered on protected eastern slopes, Sailing, fishing, dancing. Cool spacious rooms. American Plan rates. See your Travel Agent, or Wm. P. Wells, Res., 509 Fifth Avenue, N. Y. 3, N. Y., LO 3-1114. Also Boston, Pitts., Cleveland, Chicago and Toronto.

Tucker's Town (South Shore)

Punk Beach Cottages Colony

Privacy, inspiring sea views and the luxurious comfort of your own beach-side cottage await you in this delightful Bermuda outpost. Congratulalory company at the club houses with its spacious dining rooms, luxurious cocktail lounge, Wonderful food and service. For full folder information, see your Travel Agent or Leonard P. Brickett, Amer. Rep., Hotel Roosevelt, N. Y. T. 37, M. Y. R. 9-3682.

Bermuda

Tucker's Town Hotel

The Castle Harbour Hotel ... Golf, Beach and Yacht Club. This complete resort is set in 300 landscaped acres adjacent to the "Coffee Claw," a place alive with Passion Flowers, Bird-of-Paradise, Lantanas, Mids and Parrot Flowers, Bouquetville and other exotic flora. For beautiful color brochure and rates. Write W. P. Keating Organization, Dept. BG, 300 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C. 36. Also Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Philadelphia, Toronto.

New Jersey

Atlantic City


Marlborough-Blenheim. At the edge of the sand and ocean Front sandshades, porch and deck. Evening entertainment. Fresh and salt water baths.

New York City

The New Weston, Madison Ave. at 50th St., at the center of business and social life. Weston Court, English Lounge and Restaurant. A Knott Hotel.


Pennsylvania

Hershey


Skytop

Skytop Club

Enjoy rest and relaxation on a 550 acre mountain estate "High in the Pines." Movies, indoor games, dancing. Snow brings tobogganing (12 trails), telemark, sleigh riding. And Skytop's cuisine is long-famous! Send for booklet. N. Y. or Boston, Write for Homeowner Booklet, Skytop Club, Box 21, Skytop, Pennsylvania.

Vermont

Woodstock

Mid-Atlantic Club

World-famous golf course. Private Beach. Sheltered on protected eastern slopes, Sailing, fishing, dancing. Cool spacious rooms. American Plan rates. See your Travel Agent, or Wm. P. Wells, Res., 509 Fifth Avenue, N. Y. 3, N. Y., LO 3-1114. Also Boston, Pitts., Cleveland, Chicago and Toronto.

Bermuda

Tucker's Town Hotel

The Castle Harbour Hotel ... Golf, Beach and Yacht Club. This complete resort is set in 300 landscaped acres adjacent to the "Coffee Claw," a place alive with Passion Flowers, Bird-of-Paradise, Lantanas, Mids and Parrot Flowers, Bouquetville and other exotic flora. For beautiful color brochure and rates. Write W. P. Keating Organization, Dept. BG, 300 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C. 36. Also Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Philadelphia, Toronto.
Mont Gabriel Club
Luxurious 1000-acre, mountain-top resort in the heart of the Laurentians. Main Club and adjacent Cottage accommodations. Exceptional French Canadian cuisine. Top-notch skiing for beginner, advanced or expert on 11 slopes and trails - minutes Taxicab rides from the town. The Mont Gabriel Club Ski School provides private and group lessons for all stages, 40 miles north of Montreal. Folders.

Hotel: the Gran Hotel Bolívar. Hotel Crillon, Hotel Masry. If you prefer to be out of town you can stay at the San Isidro Country Club.

Huacayco
HUACAYCO is the Andes is worth visiting if only for two reasons: its Sunday market and the trip on the Ferrocarril Central del Peru, without doubt the greatest train trip in the world. The train leaves Lima daily except Sunday at 7 a.m. and arrives at Huacayco 6 p.m. In your route you don't know whether you are coming or going, because the train goes forward part of the time and backs up part of the time. There are two dozen zigzags, more than 60 tunnels, so many bridges spanning deep abysses and a plethora of mountain scenery. Oxygen tanks are available for those who need them.

Sunday market on Huacayco's Calle Real is a gala, multi-colored affair in which the costumes of the Indians vie with their merchandise. Bare-footed women wearing layers of skirts in every conceivable color offer white to buy to the embroidered sleeves and the literary insinuation of Bavarian needlework, rugs, wool skirts, hand-plated lariats of black, brown, and white, horsehair, belts, carvings of carved and painted wooden llamas, hand-decorated gourds, blankets, hand-made pottery, imported aluminum cooking utensils, silver jewelry, decorated baskets, shoes, fruits, vegetables and flowers. Hotel: Hotel Huacayco.

Cuzco
Cuzco sits in a valley of the Andes like an exotic three-decker sandwich. Its bottom layer is composed of ancient Inca walls, many of which have survived earthquakes that toppled later buildings. Its second layer consists of the Spanish colonial buildings that were frequently built right on top of the Inca foundations. Its third includes more recent structures. You will want to see the church of La Merced and its adjoining monastery; Cuzco cathedral; the Plaza de Armas with, of all things, a statue of a North American Indian; San Blas church with the remains of the finest pulpit carved during the colonial era; the monastery of Santo Domingo in and around which can be seen parts of the Inca Temple of the Sun; Santa Clara church and convent with its elaborate interior, including mirrors and gold leaf. Outside of Cuzco is the Inca Bath, Kenco amphitheater and, towering over all, the hilltop fortress of Sacsahuaman, primitive man's greatest achievement in the Western Hemisphere, a building feat compared to which the erection of the pyramids was child's play.

Cuzco is reached by air from Lima in two hours. Take the Faucon line. During the dry season you may drive from Lima in four days through beautiful scenery on an unpaved road. The way of spine-tingling curves, climbs and descents. Hotel: Hotel Cuzco.

Machu Picchu
You can see remarkable Spanish colonial architecture in other Latin American countries besides Peru. You can see extraordinary Indian ruins in Mexico and Yucatan. But nowhere else in the world can you see anything like Machu Picchu, a mountain-top city whose origin is shrouded in mystery as its enigmatic stones are shrouded in Andean mists.

You journey to Machu Picchu from Cuzco on the Cuzco-Santa Ana Railroad. It is possible to do the whole thing in one day, but it means leaving at 6 a.m. The regular train leaves Cuzco at 8 a.m. on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, arriving at Machu Picchu station in mid-afternoon. To reach Machu Picchu Lodge and the ruins of a mile straight up above the station, you have a choice of locomotion: truck, station wagon, male, horse or your own feet. The timid will do well to avoid the truck. Once at the Lodge, where reservations should be made in advance, the inspection of the fabulous city is easy. Built as it is on a narrow ridge of an Andean cordiller, it contains of necessity many stairways and terraces, including steeply graded terraced gardens on which the inhabitants presumably grew some of their food. Steps descend to dungeons, to rooms that may have been tombs, they ascend to sacred plazas, to fountains, baths and to an ancient sundial. If dazzled by the spectacular nature of the city and its setting, one is also haunted by the thought of the patience, labor, time and money that must have been used up in transporting materials to this almost inaccessible spot and in carving and polishing the huge stones so that they fit perfectly without benefit of mortar. Machu Picchu was a heroic challenge to its creators, it is a challenge to today's historians and archeologists who still do not know who those creators were, and it is a challenge to the imagination of the traveler who will miss one of the most remarkable experiences of his life if he leaves Peru without seeing it.

Lake Titicaca
Machu Picchu is an incomparable thrill. Lake Titicaca is sheer delight. Lying partly in Peru and partly in Bolivia, it is the highest navigable lake in the world, and it sparkles like the syllables of its name. It contains more than thirty islands, of which the largest is Isla del Sol, and in its great depths of more than a thousand feet swim numerous fish, including the delicious bogue and trout. Photographs of Lake Titicaca invariably show an Indian riding on it in his balsa made of totora reeds. But you will not see as many of these as you might think, because the totora reed is disappearing. You will tour the lake on steamers straight out of Gilbert and Sullivan. Your base of operations will be Puno, reached by train from Cuzco or Arequipa. In the vicinity you can visit archeological remains of ancient peoples, notably the numerous and unique chullpas, slab-like stone towers that extended into the dead. In and all there are some beautiful colonial churches in the mestizo style in which the indigenous influences triumphed over the European. Hotel: Hotel Puno.

The desert
Peru has one of the great deserts of (Continued on page 168)
for the young in heart...

ONEIDA COMMUNITY STERLING

A brilliant new sterling with a beloved name...

created by the world-famous silversmiths of Oneida Community.

Two beautiful patterns in a great tradition. See them at your

jeweler's today. See, too, the craftsman's mark on every

prized piece. It signifies the finest sterling you can choose.

6-PIECE PLACE SETTING, $29.75 FEDERAL TAX INCLUDED.
MUSIC

Music for nippers

Opera comes to America by H. W. Heinshemer 14

Discovering our modern composers by Oliver Daniel 100

Music all through the house 101

What do they mean when they talk about hi-fi by Deems Taylor 101

High-fidelity in radio-phonograph units 102

Here are 8 ingenious ways to fit TV and music units into your rooms 102-103

Pianos: how to buy and care for them by Emil Brodbeck 103-104

Sounds worth saving: the tape recorder by Nelson Lansdale 104-105

Taking up music: piano, guitar, violin, organ 105

How to take care of a record collection by Robert O. Lewis 206

ENTERTAINING

The buffet party is part and parcel of the American scene 112-113

Menus for all kinds of Christmas parties 113-114

People and parties are taking to the buffet 116-117

You can cook a buffet dinner at the table 118-119

Fabulous foods for Christmas giving 177

Cognac, large name in a small glass 205

GIFTS

Christmas is a state of heart 115

Guide to last minute shopping 123-124

Book lovers' gift list by John K. Hutchens 134

DECORATING

The art of Christmas decoration 120

19 ways to say Merry Christmas 121-122

How to decorate with felt 152-153

BUILDING

Home is where you have the best time 142

In a contemporary house, modern lighting for parties 142-143

In a traditional house, modern planning for parties 145-146

Everybody loves an open fireplace 162-163

The plumbing and wiring ABC's of your house 164-165

14 fireplaces for modern and traditional rooms 179

GARDENING

Gardens in a winter paradise by H. Harold Hume 156

Green shade and exotic plants enhance a poolside garden 157

Screened from the sun, this walled terrace creates a tranquil mood 158

A sheltered patio room leads to an open lawn 158

Sub-tropical greens outline an entrance walk 159

Four pavilions surround a pool and create an oasis of privacy 160-161

YOUNG IDEAS FOR YOUNG INCOMES

Week-end builders: chapter 11 164-165

TRAVEL

Peru 104

North Africa 154

Italy 155

ON THE COVER: A room with a heart as big as Christmas. Its focus is on music, for what is Christmas without music? In this issue, we round up parties and presents, trees and trimmings, music and magic. In short, all of the things that make Christmas merry throughout the house. The Christmas tree on the cover (a redolent pine tree hung with miniature musical instruments, gold-foil stars) was designed by Lord & Taylor. Antique pine fireplace and mantel, courtesy Edwin Jackson. Crystal candleholders, Baccarat & Porthault. Matrise brush and ink drawing, The Pineapple, Curt Valentin Gallery. Photograph by Haanel Gordon.
Christmas is a state of heart

Ballad singer Burl Ives sings a song about a little boy who planted a lollipop stick in his backyard, watered it well, and watched it carefully. Then one day the little boy rose to find a very lovely sight: a tree all full of lollipops had grown in the dark of the night. That this extravagant claim is fact and not fantasy is proved beyond peradventure by the picture opposite. For Christmas is the time when the impossible comes true, a time when tenderness blankets the world. There is new warmth in the heart, a new bond between family and friends. Because every parent wants to make Christmas for his child as completely wonderful as his own best memories, nothing is too much trouble. The child, he reasons, will learn soon enough what the world is like, but for one day let him believe it is a great golden tent filled with those things that put stars in his eyes. So we shop and decorate and wrap and address, all in the name of the little Child Whose gift to the world needs no wrapping.

Each of us has within him the power to spread That Gift. We can fill the blood bank, clothe the poor, help the blind, comfort friends in hospitals, forget personal grievances. For Christmas is a state of heart and love is the greatest gift of all.

ALBERT KORNFELD
Editor-in-chief
The buffet party

is part and parcel of the American scene

Here and on the next 6 pages are 11 easy menus for
buffet parties during the holidays

No less than seven years ago HOUSE & GARDEN spearheaded the idea of the buffet party. Today, we’re even more convinced that the buffet form of entertaining is best suited to American manners, American houses, and American tastes. When we first stated our credo we wrote: ‘A buffet supper is one of the simplest and one of the most attractive kinds of party. People move about freely, serving themselves.’ To this we added a word of caution: ‘Although the buffet is basically informal, it requires of the hostess particular skill,’ and we went on to describe the now-familiar stratagems to keep service smooth. For sponsoring this idea, we were humorously chided by The New Yorker which said:

“Now that the White House is reviving the custom of giving diplomatic dinners and receptions after a seven-year hiatus, we herewith issue a word, or two words, of warning to the White House: no buffets. We do so in the fear that a buffet bloc may gain the ear of Mr. Truman, who sometimes appears to be an impressionable type. That would be fraught with danger, as we realized while reading an authoritative article in a recent issue of House & Garden, which is precisely the kind of publication that might be expected to spearhead such a bloc. ‘Without the hostess’s guiding touch,’ according to that publication, ‘people are apt to be stranded. Like leaves caught by a gust of wind, four people who are utterly incompatible will settle down, hopelessly, at the same table.’ Translating these percentages into terms of (Continued on the next page)
The strange thing is that what seemed funny seven years ago seems absolutely natural now. Buffet meals made such an unpretentious entrance that nobody really noticed them until they had become part and parcel of everyone's life. Today, you encounter buffet lunches and dinners all the way from Bar Harbor to Burlingame. They have nothing to do with the size of the house or exchequer of the hostess. Everybody seems to have found out that besides being more practical, they are much more fun.

Since buffet parties invaded the American scene, a number of changes have taken place which have made them easier to stage. Take the menus. At first, the buffet menu was almost exactly like the conventional wedding breakfast. It usually consisted of a cup of clear soup; a cold dish such as chicken salad or a hot dish such as lobster Newburgh; ice cream, cookies and black coffee. A true caterer's meal and indeed often the product of same! The buffet menus given on these pages are a far cry from the old pattern. Today's hostesses have learned about casserole cooking, new kinds of breads, more imaginative drinks. They serve buffet meals in any room of the house. Some of the most attractive informal meals are set in a living room in front of a roaring fire, on a patio or in a recreation room. Table settings are more varied, ranging from the colored pinwheel cloth on page 112 to the smooth, bare table-top set for hungry skiers on page 117. Best of all are the new table cookers and food warmers. They're so handsome, many a one serves as a conversation piece. They work too, keeping their contents either cold or hot. Many of them plug in and can be used to cook right at the table. For ideas about on-the-spot party cooking, see page 118.

All in all, an evolution has come about in entertaining. Does it mean that our standards have lowered or that we are slipping? Not at all. People still want to live well. They still like good food, good wine, good conversation. Informal entertaining does not mean that parties have become casual with all elegance lost. Buffet parties are occasions worth dressing for, and are worthy of your best silver, linens and china. Just because guests help themselves from a buffet table does not necessarily mean that they must eat their chicken on the knee. They can be seated with compatible tablemates at small card tables to enjoy their meal, the men serving the ladies or each guest serving himself.

 Invite people who play instruments for an evening of music after dinner

SERVE
Turkey salad
Cheese bread
Baba au rhum with hot currants
Coffee

If your friends would rather play than sing, invite each guest to bring his instrument to a home musical. Keep the overall scene simple so there's room for scores. Decorations might be oversized French Christmas balls strung from the valance. A round cocktail table (by Erwin-Lambeth) holds music stands during the concert, is spacious enough for making a flaming dessert and coffee later.
Entertain friends at a tape-recording party

Buy extra copies of your favorite Christmas play and let each guest record his part around a table set up in the study or a quiet corner of the living room. Between acts, serve hot hors d'oeuvres (which you can keep warm on a radiant-heated tray) and punch from a mahogany cellarette (by Weiman).

SERVE
Creamed chipped beef
Biscuits with herb butter
Hot Tom and Jerry

Give teen-agers a grilled supper and a phonograph dance

If you turn over the game room (or the run of any room), the high-school crowd will have a wonderful time with dance tunes and a record player. Let them have the fun of grilling their own cheeseburgers right at the table. Maple table, bench for record player (by Whitney) have water-resistant finish.

SERVE
Cheeseburgers
Potato frits
Cole slaw
Roasted apples and cookies

The parties which we have worked out for you on these pages cover 11 different occasions that might arise during the Twelve Days of Christmas (December 25 to January 6). All of them are keyed to our philosophy of more guests, less courses, less service. In calendar sequence, there is first a children's party at which they trim their own tiny tree with delightful and partly edible nonsense. Then there's the small supper on Christmas Eve before the last wrapping stint. There are two kinds of musical parties; two others for teen-agers, one a dancing evening, one a hot buffet after winter sports. An afternoon of Canasta, bridge or Scrabble has its inning, too. And there's New Year's Eve with a party so festive that we think it should be labeled, 'Do not open 'til midnight.' There's also an open-house party with eggnog and the things to eat with it. And for cruise-bound travelers we've blueprinted a bon voyage party, too. Finally, there's a Twelfth-night supper in which to celebrate with mixed emotions the fact that the Christmas season is over.
Set the scene for a traditional open house around a punch bowl

SERVE
Eggnog
Turkey sandwiches
Salted nuts
Sponge-cake fingers
Coffee

Make an eggnog party your biggest party of the season. If you move a commodious table to an out-of-traffic spot, guests can serve themselves. Decorations might be a pale blue tree of butterflies and trinkets and two candles. Cherry dining table which extends to 30" with two leaves is by Old Colony.

Plan an intimate supper on Christmas Eve

SERVE
Oyster stew
Green salad and pâté
Cold Mackintosh apples
Toasted walnuts
Coffee

Invite a few friends from midnight service for steaming hot stew which you cook or heat at the sideboard. Set places at a table (from Rway) but let your guests serve themselves. Repeat a gold and green theme in ropes of Christmas balls entwined in the chandelier. Create a centerpiece of presents.

People and parties are taking to the buffet

Buffet supper is served in hall. At left, Mrs. C. Griffith Warfield and William R. Scott, Jr. Above, Mrs. Walter Hoving, Mrs. Alison Bisgood and Gilbert-W. Kahn serve themselves at candle-lit supper table.

Mrs. Gilbert W. Kahn, left, Archibald McG. Foster, Mrs. Warfield, Miss Isabel Leighton, dine at small tables.
SERVE
Veal goulash
Poppy-seed noodles
Mixed green salad
Farmer’s Bishop punch
Coffee

Prepare a supper in the recreation room after a day of outdoor sports. Skiers might hang up pine boughs brought back from the woods to decorate the walls. Keep the Farmer’s Bishop punch piping hot in a big copper bucket. Maple table (by Conant Ball) can be set for buffet service or extended to seat a crowd.

SERVE
Buttered popcorn
Gingerbread men
Molasses milkshake

A tree that is easy to trim makes this party fun. For it, the small guests will need lots of popcorn, lollipops, and gingerbread men (some are sure to be eaten) and ribbons to tie them onto the tree. Table (by Ritts) raises or lowers to the right height. Stools with plastic seats tuck under table when not in use.
Give a bon voyage buffet for holiday travelers

Surprise sailing friends with a buffet supper and a drum heaped high with gifts.

Long black marble-topped table (by LaVerne Originals) fits into the hall, leaving room for guests to serve themselves.

Serve
Buttered spaghetti
Minced clam sauce
Romaine salad, sauce al Verde
Quatre Mendiants (fruits, nuts)

Invite friends for a Scrabble party

For an evening of Scrabble, you might entertain at a game table (by Willow & Reed) on the sunporch. Give the setting a tinsel touch, such as shiny Christmas tree balls wired to a sunburst mirror.

Serve
Cheese fondue
Babka
Coffee
Kirschwasser

You can cook a buffet dinner at the table

Just as buffet meals have become part and parcel of everyone's life, so has cooking them in full view of the guests. The setting (opposite) shows how smoothly such a feat can come off. You see the host and hostess (they're not isolated in the kitchen), and you can sense their composure. Automatic chefs, now so good-looking that they fit into a party as compatibly as a silver wine cooler or a chafing dish, have taken over the meal. Beef is roasting in a Broil-Quik electric rotisserie on the serving cart; vegetables are cooking on the broiler tray below. A timer will signal when the roast is done. These modern electric servants permit you to serve wherever the mood dictates: in the living room or recreation room. If you plan such a party for the Twelfth-night of Christmas (the sixth of January is the traditional night for taking down decorations), guests can linger over cocktails or start on the tinsel and baubles while turtle soup simmers in an electric cooker (by West Bend). Later they will fill their soup bowls piping hot from the cooker instead of a tureen. On the second shelf of the cart, coffee stays hot in an electric Coffematic percolator.

White plates and mugs (Lyric pattern by Stangl) were created especially for buffet entertaining. The stainless steel flatware (Delvynware pattern by Clement) has green-and-black-striped china handles. (Additional photos shown on page 194.)

Write to H&G Reader Service for recipes of Christmas buffet parties.

Shopping information for party portfolio on page 196.
The art of Christmas

By creating your own gifts and ornaments,
you can capture the true spirit of this merry season.

The art of Christmas is the art of taking pains. It's the individual touch you give to the packages you wrap, the cookies you bake, the tree you trim that makes Christmas memorable. Today, many people miss the old-fashioned fun of improvising surprises for family and friends. But if you start now, you and your children can have the fun of creating some of your own gifts and ornaments. What's more, by shopping now for greenery and glitter, you will have the pick of the crop. If your spirit is willing but your imagination is weak, here is a spate of ideas to inspire you.

Why not change the look of your Christmas tree this year? You might tie on Christmas-tree balls with strips of bright felt, use yards of inexpensive cotton ball fringe dyed a brilliant color, or decorate your tree like the story-book tree on page 111, with lollipops and sugarplums. Let the children decorate small, individual trees for their rooms. There are new varieties shown on the next two pages, hung with everything from bells to butterflies.

If you make plans now, you can create some amusing touches for the buffet parties you're bound to give this season. Trays or tables can be painted in candy colors (see opposite). Why not make a tablecloth of candy-striped chintz, felt, or tarlatan? For trimming, baste on ribbon stripes, tassel fringe, or even tinsel. While you're about it, bells sewn on cocktail napkins add a bright touch. You might serve cocktails or liquor in three-ounce carafes wound with red or green raffia to identify the contents.

Your children, whose visions are filled with sugarplums and Santa Claus, will enjoy a few down-to-earth moments with a cookie cutter, a paint brush, or a pair of scissors. They can help to decorate the table for family Christmas dinner by making the place cards, stringing marzipan candy on waxed thread to use as a garland for a centerpiece, or painting symbols of the season on inexpensive tumblers. They can tie little bundles of evergreens for gift wrappings. They can make doll houses out of orange crates, puppets out of papier-mâché and felt, as gifts for hospitalized children.

One of the best ways to say Merry Christmas when you go calling is to take along some product of your own cooking done up in a container that's useful in the kitchen. A cruet of your best salad dressings, a small apothecary jar of salted nuts, a tin mold filled with assorted cookies make excellent gifts. If you live in the country, you might share with your city friends home-grown vegetables from your freezer or evergreens gathered from the woods. Allowing time, you can run up an apron of glazed chintz trimmed in ball fringe, or of red organdy with pockets made of Christmas handkerchiefs, accented with sequins.

Taking some of these tips, you and your family will recapture all the fun of taffy-pull days and have twice as much to show for it. On Christmas Eve when the tree comes to life and presents come out of hiding, the entire family will enjoy the fruits of time well spent capturing the spirit of the season.

On the next two pages, 19 ways to say Merry Christmas in your home.
Top row: left to right: Lacquer clusters of miniature fruit from a milliner's workroom decorate a boxwood tree; this one is made by Helen Cole, Inc. Make a garland of evergreens to loop and tie with red oilcloth bows over your doorway, as Mr. and Mrs. Enoch G. Megrue have done above the portico of their Colonial house in New Canaan, Connecticut. Combine gauzy taffeta ruffles, whimsical birds, and tinsel pompons for a ballerina tree in a young girl's bedroom; this one is by Helen Cole, Inc.

Center row: Hang a Mexican tin mirror, strewn with painted tin flowers, to greet Christmas callers in your entrance hall; 18" x 12", at Lord & Taylor. Accent a tree or mantelpiece with an angelic felt doll which swings on a star suspended on a gold cord; 4" high, Lord & Taylor. Paint small, folding tables in gay colors for your buffet parties. These, 18" x 25" x 20½", are available 'in the raw,' by Howe, at B. Altman & Co.

Bottom row: Make a table tree of wire mesh, spray it gold for spangle and stud it with thimble-sized bells and baubles; 24" high, Helen Cole, Inc. As a change from traditional evergreens, create an unusual door wreath by combining fruit, nuts, and pine cones (gilded and otherwise), like this one by Mrs. Norman Livermore, Marin County, California. Give a lift to your holiday decorations with a balloon made of papier mâché which carries a wicker basket of candy canes; 10", 12", and 14" sizes at Victoria Tree.
Top row, left to right: Animate your own Christmas tree with carved figures like these Neapolitan angels which Mrs. Howell H. Howard uses each year on her tree. Make a two-dimensional tree of wood and pin up decorated cookies such as these, made from traditional German molds; this tree 24” high, at Souppen. Hang a stirring chandelier made of a Christmas ball, with crystal necklace and sequin-dusted finial, 18” high, at W & J Sloane.

Center row: Spray a small tree cerulean blue and festoon it with butterflies made of buckram and sprinkled with sequins; this one 40” high, to order, Helen Cole, Inc. Dress up a chandelier with Christmas balls, birds, red candles, as Marian Stephenson Patmore has done with an Empire crystal chandelier in her New York studio-apartment. Use a silvered wire and tinsel tree with battery in base to light up porch or patio, by Helen Cole, at W & J Sloane.

Bottom row: Flock a tree pink and use sweetheart roses, forget-me-nots, and baby’s-breath as fillip, by Helen Cole. Combine turquoise-colored fruit and bell-trimmed ribbon for a jingling doorpiece; this one is ready-made at Lord & Taylor. Invert a champagne glass over a brandy snifter and you have the makings of an ornament which can be decorated inside and out with silver balls, pink and red flowers; designed by Robert Stevenson; 15½” high, at Alman’s. Cross the border, in your mind’s eye, for a Mexican tree based on a vivid angel and pleated fans of silver paper; 14” high, at Victoria Tree.
Brass compote for fireside gatherings holds generous supply of fruits, nuts, dates, or gingerbread Santas. Useful as a centerpiece. Diameter 12". By Syracuse Ornamental. $11.95. From Strawbridge & Clothier, Philadelphia.

"Mayflower" butter dish for friends with Early American tastes has an immaculately simple design in sterling silver plate. Handle is in the shape of a cow. Glass lining keeps butter fresh. Reed & Barton. $12.95, Plummer's.

Map reader and pigskin case is a practical 'through the windshield' gift for travelers. Reading instrument computes distance, measures map areas. With magnifier, pencil, and credit-card envelope. $12.50, Abercrombie & Fitch.

The present with a future is a gift of confidence in the State of the Union. This year Mr. and Mrs. House & Garden can wrap U.S. Savings Bonds in attractive, colored gift folders. Bonds at any bank, or Treasury Dept.

Venetian glass punch bowl set is made to order for eggnog parties, or that traditional potion known as 'Fish House Punch'. A warming gift for young couples with young incomes. 2-quart bowl, ladle and 6 glasses, $49.95. At Macy's N. Y.

Last-minute shoppers’ guide to the right gift

If you are one of those who has let Christmas catch you unprepared, pull up a chair and start in on your list right away. The gifts here and on the next six pages will save you many a last-minute perplexity, give a lift to your holiday spirits, and help you beat the postman around the clock. Out of hundreds of appealing gifts, we have sorted and sifted, edited and chosen a variety that are gay, whimsical, practical and sentimental. For new or nearly-marrieds you'll find relish trays, glassware, martini pitchers and ice buckets for their first 'at home'. A brandy warmer, a pair of onyx-and-gold cuff links, and poultry shears to tackle the turkey, will please hosts. There are handsome travel guides and map readers in leather cases; copper kettles, salad bowls, 'Second Helping' recipe files, salt and pepper mills to satisfy the most finicky. For the Compleat Anglers and Nimrods in your life there's a new type of fishing rod, and a brace of hand-carved snipe to decorate a library table. An all-purpose food mixer with automatic timer that rings a bell when batters are ready is a boon to any budding hostess; likewise fold-away tables that store easily; covered entree dishes to keep food hot. You'll find gifts for weight-watchers, flower arrangers, puzzle-and-game fans; gifts for traditionally-minded couples and meticulous moderns. There are silver dishes, compotes for hothouse fruits or gingerbread Santas; tea and demi-tasse sets, crystal vases, and a Venetian punch bowl for eggnog or Fish House Punch parties. There is even a dog collar for the mastiff or puppy on your hearth, and a concert guitar to help make mellow music on Christmas morning.

Prices approx. Include Fed. tax. Stores in N. Y. unless otherwise noted. Store list, p. 207. All gift photos by Grigsby.
Gifts for last-minute giving CONTINUED

1. Salad bowl of crackled glass adds zest to a bridge luncheon, is a boon to calorie counters. Large size, 10" in diameter, $3.75. Individual bowls, 5 1/2", $1.10. Both sizes available in olive green or clear crystal. Hellenic Arts.

2. Cuff links have a perennial appeal. This easy-to-insert pair are designed in 14K gold and set with black onyx. Or you can also have them set in lapis, in moss jade, carnelian, and tiger's eye. $48. William B. Riley, Beverly Hills.

3. Copper kettle trio with pure tin linings is a welcome gift for pantry shelves, picnics, or pot-au-feu. The 1 1/2 pt. size $6.95; 1 qt. $8.95; 2 qts. $10.95. Kettles are Italian imports by Victor Savarese. From Wanamaker's, N. Y.

4. Decanter-coaster of white tile with fish design in black on white, also comes with potpourri of fish colors in royal blue, yellow, red, green on white. 6" sterling rim. Coaster doubles as ash tray, $10. By Revere Silversmiths.

5. Poultry shears with Formica handles, stainless steel blades, lend a helping hand to hosts who tackle the turkey. $10. A side partner-carver's aid anchors the bird, $10. By Robeson Cutlery Co. At B. Altman Co.

6. Glass brandy warmers now ride down the Yuletide table on a two-wheeled miniature fire department carriage containing an alcohol burner. This bright conversation piece comes in brass and chrome. $15.50. Dunhill.


8. Butterfly tray, designed for casual serving, has colorful wings and real ferns pressed under a glass cover, on unspun Japanese silk. A pleasant gift for teatime in the country. The tray frame is mahogany, $15. Bloomingdale's.

9. Turquoise cat keeps whimsical company with a decorative ceramic group of 'Charade Gems' including a nasturtium lion, black horse, purple deer. Trimings are copper wire, jewelled features. 8". $5 ea. Dorothy Lerner, Phila.

10. Wood scoop chair, with comfortably contoured lines, gives large-scale use in small room space. Design by Milo Baughman. Birch or maple frame; 24" leather back and seat. By Murray Furniture. $75. Gimbel's, New York.
11. **Earrings**, for a lady who likes to sparkle, come in a fan-shaped, sea shell form. Rhinestones on gold add a touch of glitter for special occasions and holiday nights. Earrings, $10. This is an original design from Alla Kent.

12. **Straw pigeons** carry a message of good will from your house; are bound to please those who like the hand-crafted look of straw. This ornamental feathered friend will settle down anywhere. $5 at Penthouse Gallery.

13. **'Foreign Travel Guide'** is a useful ion voyage gift of helpful tips on currency, French, Spanish, Italian, German lexicons. In green, red, tan, blue, black calfskin, 6½” wide. Complete with diary, pencil. $22.50 at Mark Cross.

14. **Paper cutter**, ruler, letter opener combination is an ingeniously designed token for the junior or senior executives in your life. Desk gift, in sterling silver, is 12” long. $15. By Samuel Kirk & Son, Inc., Baltimore, Md.

15. **Wastebasket** of French tole has a commodious 15” diameter, is 11” high. In red finish with painted lyre and torch motif, it has decorative appeal for friends with period room schemes. $35 at Saks Guest and Gift Shop.


17. **Opaline urns**, reminiscent of old drinking goblets, make an attractive gift to fill with house grapes or after-dinner mints. Urns are milk-white and are banded for contrast. Each urn costs $29.95. At Macy’s New York.


19. **Swiss paper**, touched with gold in various designs, decorates a crossword puzzle board for game fans. Equally useful to jot down notes. Board has a clip, pencil holder. By Leah Curtiss. $6.95. Mediterranean Shop.

20. **‘Second Helping’ recipe file** of hide and Italian paper has index cards, pen, calorie chart, glue dispenser. $17.50. Flower arrangement book has slide lock, gloves, wire, pruner, shears, knife, $29.95. Both at Mark Cross.
Gifts for last-minute giving

1. Concert guitar with 12-frets fingerboard, nylon strings, makes a mellow-toned gift for serious strummers. $100. Schirmer's.

2. 'Galegag' anemometer is a portable weather bureau for sailing friends; indicates wind velocity, generates its own power, has 36' wire. $69.50. At Abercrombie & Fitch.

3. Party tables that fold to 1" for easy storage are a hostess' best friend. Tops are non-warping, lacquered redwood chip finish, on black, wrought-iron legs. Lap-size height. Two tables, for $7.95. At Junet Lauiks.

4. Candlesticks, traditional as watch night, will light up family faces around the table. This spiral design by Fisher, is sterling silver, has an alry balance. Price $20 a pair. From Marmod, Jaccard, King, St. Louis.

5. An Italian ceramic pitcher, 12" high, will hold sprays of Christmas greens, springtime bouquets, or can be used as a milk jug. The glazed surface has a sea motif dotted with small boats. $16.50. At Saks Fifth Ave.

6. Leather 'Watch dog' collars for all sizes of mastiff or puppy, in shades of red, blue, gold, green, silver, and white. Collars have a built-in compass to guide both masters and their pets. $15. At Hammacher Schlemmer.

7. 'Town and Country' umbrella with interchangeable handles is a rainy-day gift for commuters. Umbrellas in red, green, black, wine, navy, brown. $12.95. Lord & Taylor.

8. 'Colony' doorknob, for traditional doorways, spells welcome to guests. Decorated with a rose pattern on white enamel (one of 12 designs). Knob is easy to install. By Yale & Towne. $4.95. At Bergdorf Goodman.

9. Sweater blouse from Austria, in black-and-white stripe can be stored in transparent plasticized fabric case, bound in midnight blue or pastel moire. Case $9.95. Schoenfeld Linens. Sweater $25, at Gunther JaeckeL

10. Copper food container, of Italian design, holds 2 qts. of hot-cold food, it is a useful gift for dining-kitchens. Brass handles; 7½" by 7½", $39.50. From Lord & Taylor.

11. Fishing rod for the Compleat Angler can be used for bay and fresh water fishing. Collapsible, Fiberglas rod and 38" metal case weigh 11 oz. $18.95. Hammacher Schlemmer.

12. 'Young Horseman' is an exact reproduction of a Greek marble of the 4th century B.C. Makes a handsome plaque or table accessory. 18" tall. $8.50. Museum Pieces.
13. **Pitchers** for a collector of fine glass are gift imports from France, inspired by old Etruscan designs. The 9¼" size, $22. The 7½" size, $20. At Baccarat & Porthault.

14. **'Monkey see, monkey do**' is a puckish toy of teakwood and oak, 6" tall with a 10" span. By Kay Bojesen. $8. Georg Jensen.

15. **Portable magazine rack** made of polished brass doubles its gift uses as a bottle storage rack or snack bar dispenser. $105. Without glass shelves (top and bottom), $97.50. The cart is 34" high. Doris Dessauer.

16. A Leerdam vase makes a decorative addition to modern rooms. Designed by Willem Heesen, the vase is cone-shaped, has a crystal clarity, is 11" high. A perfect container for cut flowers or greens. $14. At Bonnier's.

17. A wall **plaque** of a clown adds a note of gay buffoonery to modern interiors. His costume comes in red, green, yellow, blue. Tile plaque 18" by 6"; from Bucks County Smithy. $17.50. At W & J Sloane, N. Y.

18. **Pillbox bracelet** makes a pretty and practical reminder to take those vitamins on schedule. Gold-plated band fits into envelope-shaped box. By Claire McCardell. $10. At Lord & Taylor.

19. **Green leaf dessert plates**, to hold Christmas fruits, ices or plum pudding, are a charming gift for hostesses with a week-end houseful. Plates have geranium leaf borders. $24 a dozen. At Saks Fifth Avenue.

20. **All-purpose food mixer** has built-in thumb control timer that rings when batters and mixings are ready. Timer can be set up to 12 min. Mixer with timer, 2 bowls, $43.50. Juicer $4.50. By General Mills. Macy's N. Y.

21. **Boutonnière pin** of Ruby and gold is opulent as a Victorian stickpin, long enough to fasten a holiday corsage or to pin a flower on a lapel. Mark under 'Sentiment' on your Christmas gift list. $45. At Schlumberger.

22. **Ship's bell** for 'calling all hands' is suitable for gardens, terraces, patios; ringing tone summons children at mealtime. About 12" tall, with bronze bracket. $80. Greatrex.

23. **Candelabra** to please meticulous moderns is a slender three-branch wall sconce of brass, 11" wide. An original design by Tommi Parzinger. $90. At W & J Sloane, N. Y.

24. **Wall mirror** to greet well-wishers is 48" high, 14" wide in a black wrought-iron frame. Side, base shelves are white opaque glass. By Paul McGobb. $56. At L. S. Ayres.
Gifts for last-minute giving


2. Walnut meat tray has two sections to hold cold ham, chicken or turkey leftovers. The brass carrier handles and separate server are bound with raffia. An ideal gift for buffets. Tray, $16. Server, $5. At Georg Jensen.

3. Shoe shine kit is good looking enough to entice school-agers into trying the contents. Made in England, the leather kit holds two polishes, two brushes, fastens with a metal clasp. $3 at City of Paris, San Francisco.

4. Tumblers for the cup that cheers come in a new, crackled pattern, for timely entertainment. Dozen highball glasses, $10.80, old-fashions, $9.60, double old-fashions, $12. Made by Imperial Glass, Bellaire, Ohio.

5. Silver-plate entrée dish is a boon to hostesses. Handle removes from cover so both sections can be used as vegetable dishes. 'Melon' pattern by Community. With divider, $51. Without, $47.50. J. L. Hudson, Detroit.

6. Relish tray for pickles, olives, salted nuts is 14" long, has four scoop compartments to simplify serving. Franciscan earthenware in tan, green, brown. Tray, $4.35. Scoops, $1.40. By Gladding-McBean, Los Angeles.

7. Luxury boxes to brighten dressing tables come in turquoise velvet, are studded with pearls, shells, gold thread trim. $25. In pink velvet with shell, gold thread trim, $36. By Betty Burket at Henri Bendel.

8. Place mat, napkin sets have a gay, Portuguese-inspired motif in red, green or gold on pure linen to please provincial tastes. Four place mats, 4 napkins, $4.98. By Paragon Art Linens, Wanamaker's, Phila.

9. Checkbook cover of solid gold is one bright answer to what to do with that Christmas check. Cover opens like a book, it has spring hinges to hold checks tightly; room for initials or name. $160. At Cartier.

10. Lighter and cigarette holder of polished brass go hand in hand with desk accessories, make companion pieces for a library table. Lighter, holder by Richards-Morgen than, $12.80. At Hammacher Schlemmer.
11. **Silver bowl and cover** will serve as a bride’s starter piece for table settings, keep dishes warm for lazy evenings at home. Diameter, 5½"; height 2½". By Gorham. $27.50. At Black, Starr & Gorham.

12. **Plates and cups** will do yeoman service in front of TV screen on holiday nights. This set in smart black and white has a cockerel motif. Plates are 10½" in diameter. Sets are $36 a doz. At W & J Sloane, New York.

13. **Sound-recording tape** will preserve the gaiety of your Christmas parties for nostalgic playbacks. 'Library Pack' album stores in a bookcase. The 5" reel size is $9.95. The 7" reel is $14.95. At Liberty Music Shop.

14. **Brass shell table accessory** stands on a starfish, will please crustacean-minded friends. Shell is handmade and imported from Italy; 3" high, 7½" wide. Useful as a bonbonniere. $32.50. From Lord & Taylor.

15. **Man-size sweater** for frosty days, or to pull on after skiing, has a snug turtleneck, well-fitted cuffs, graduated stripes on the neckline and sleeves. In several two-color combinations, $40. Dominique France.

16. **Scale** for hospitality dispenses fruits and nuts (or Christmas candies) from balanced holders. The white metal scale has a pedestal base, is 26½" tall, and makes an unusual centerpiece. $35 at Rich's, Atlanta.

17. **Knives** designed for contemporary couples make a fine point of the fruit and cheese course. 'Vogue' handles are plastic, blades are vanadium steel. Set of six, $15. From Charles Bridgell, At Hammacher Schlemmer.

18. **Ice bucket** of durable, lightweight aluminum has a self-banded trim, and hammered finish. The bucket makes a welcome bar accessory for new or nearly marrieds. 115-cube capacity. $12.98. Macy's New York.

19. **Free-form salad bowl and servers** are hand-hewn in Haiti, out of light-colored obechi wood. About 12" in diameter, the bowl is $20, will please invertebrate salad-tossers. Servers are $4.50. The set is at Georg Jensen.

20. **Hand-carved snipe** will gladden the eye of any armchair Nimrod on your gift list. This decorative pair is made out of chestnut, in two sizes: 11½" and 13" high. $18.50 each. At A. B. Closson Jr. Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
Here begins a 12-page portfolio on how to enjoy music all through your house with high-fidelity, radio-phonographs, television, tape recorders, and musical instruments.

Music

all through the house

Thanks to television, to radio, to high-fidelity, and to better recordings, America is becoming a nation of first-nighters who are really stay-at-homes. Like the name of a popular television program, you are there when it happens. Your front row seat is in your own home. Flicking a dial is your ticket to the opera or symphony. A high-fidelity recording is your invitation to a concert by Heifetz or an evening with Edith Piaf. Something similar to the third dimension is making these rich rewards possible. Seeking to increase our enjoyment of sight and sound experiences, we are eliminating the restrictions of the box, whether it is a television set or a record player. Sound now has a tendency to fill a room—you don’t need to sit next to a set to hear it. Television images are in better perspective than they were several years ago. More screens are wider, pictures bigger than life. These improvements are changing our way of life. Last year we spent 2 billion dollars for television, 300 million for radios, 200 million for phonographs, 145 million for records. We bought more musical instruments, took more music lessons. We talked about music and listened to it in many places. We filled our homes with masterpieces and folksongs, with jazz and Broadway musical comedies. This was as true in Connecticut as in California. Wherever you live, the new theatre is your home. And the sounds you hear in it are the rich, full sounds of concert hall, opera house, and studio.

OPPOSITE:

TV set swivels to face either living room or hall. Here, small fry watch it from stairs. Setting by Dana O’Clare, decorating consultant for Zenith.
What do they mean when they talk about hi-fi?

The intelligent homeowner’s guide to high-fidelity by Deems Taylor

At age four I was a recording artist. What’s more, I can prove it, for I still have the record. It is a cardboard cylinder about an inch in diameter and six inches long, coated with some sort of black stuff. One lowered a needle, talked or sang into a funnel, cranking vigorously. Then, reversing the process, one lowered the funnel instead of the needle, and cranked again. Years later I had the cylinder recording transferred to a disc record (and a very expensive disc it was. They had to build a special machine to play the cylinder). And sure enough, against what sounded like a heavy tropical downpour, one could dimly hear my voice raised in song.

Even in those days of my youth, however, there was better recording than that. Some of my more aged readers will probably recall the fat little wax cylinders put out by the Edison Company, largely devoted to Sousa marches and comic monologues. Meanwhile, Emile Berliner had invented the disc record and his greatly improved gramophone, and the cylinder recordings gradually faded out.

But recordings, even on discs, remained comparatively crude for years, up to the middle Twenties. There was no such thing as volume control, for instance. When a singer wanted to be recorded softly he backed away from the ‘horn.’ To sound louder he came closer. There were no real violins in the studio orchestras. What passed for fiddles were weird contraptions consisting of a backbone, a bridge, and a gadget at the end that looked like the bell of a saxophone. The dynamic range of a finished record was extremely limited. It could play neither very softly nor very loudly.

Equally limited was the frequency or tone range, going as it did from about 100 to 4,000 cps. (More about cps in a moment.) As a result, baritones were likely to sound like tenors singing in the wrong register, while the sopranos were lucky if they didn’t sound like a squeaky piece of chalk on a blackboard. The advent of electrical recording in 1925 marked an enormous improvement in records. For the first time they had a real bass and a much wider frequency range.

Let me explain those so-called frequencies. When a given note of the scale is struck or played on a musical instrument, or sung by the human voice, it sets up a series of atmospheric vibrations which convey the resultant sound to your ears. These vibrations, or cycles as they’re usually called, vary greatly in speed—ranging from 20 cycles per second (there’s your cps) for the lower-toned instruments to 15,000 cps for the piccolo. In addition to its fundamental vibrations, a musical tone consists of secondary vibrations known as harmonics, or overtones. These are the vibrations that give individuality to tones of the various instruments—that bring out the distinction between a violin and a trumpet, for example, when both are playing the same note. If these overtones were screened out, you wouldn’t be able to tell one instrument from another. Yet screen them out, to a certain extent, is precisely what many records and players do. Even as late as 1935 the frequency range of the average record and player extended no higher than 5,000 cps.

Let’s see how important those extra high frequencies are. There is just one orchestral instrument that is faithfully reproduced at a ‘ceiling’ frequency of 5,000 cps. Want to bet? The kettledrum. Here are the upper frequency limits of certain instruments and voices: A soprano, 10,000 cps; trombone and French horn, about 8,000; cymbals, 14,000; clarinet, 14,500; cello, violin, oboe, flute, triangle, piccolo, 15,000 and over.

And that’s where high fidelity (hi-fi to you) came in. In the Forties, after (Continued on next page)
Hi-fi is no longer high-brow. Today, thanks to already-assembled radio-phonograph units, you can enjoy high-fidelity in any room of your home.

A compact design for custom hi-fi units (AM-FM radio tuner, amplifier, record player, speaker), this cabinet has birch finish, leather door pulls, Pandanus panel over speaker. Designed by Florence Knoll.

The interior of this Early American piece was altered to hold TV, speaker, radio, records, and record player. Designed by Don Sheets for Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Picker’s Connecticut house.

Storage wall in the living room of Mr. and Mrs. Warren Moses’ New Orleans house holds radio, record player, books, and records numbered to correspond with a master index. Architects: Curtis & Davis.
Here are six ideas for creating your own theatre at home

(Continued) World War II, English Decca produced its first records—full frequency range recordings—which, for the first time, gave the purchaser of a record a chance to hear the sound of voices and instruments reproduced with reasonable accuracy. Later, Columbia brought out the long-playing record, which, due to its slow speed, could play nearly thirty minutes of music on one side, thus doing away with breaks in continuity that plagued the old-style records. RCA-Victor followed suit, as did Decca and others, so that the long-playing record today has within it the possibility of bringing you virtually uninterrupted performances of musical works with uncanny fidelity.

But granted the potentialities of the long-playing record, there must also be a playback instrument that will turn those potentialities into reality. The modern high-fidelity reproducing assembly is the answer. Suppose we cast a hasty glance at its component parts.

First, the full frequency, long-playing record itself. It is made of plastic material and is marked 'unbreakable.' This isn't literally true. If you threw it across the room, or hit it with a hammer, you could at least damage it; but it is certainly less brittle than the old-fashioned shellac record. On each of its sides there is a continuous spiral groove about 1/300 of an inch wide. The groove is not perfectly even, but undulates; and those microscopic undulations are literally a record of the music that you will hear.

The record-playing equipment is very important. Here your choice lies between an automatic changer and a single-play turntable such as broadcasting stations use. Both have their advantages. The automatic changer permits the convenience of playing a series of records without marked interruption. The single-play turntable offers simpler and more rugged construction. Practically speaking, there is no perceptible difference in the music produced by either. But be sure that the changer or turntable you select is designed for use with high-fidelity equipment. It must be operated in a perfectly level position, and should be insulated from the mounting board by springs or rubber cushions. If it isn't level, or if it varies in speed, you get 'wow.' If you want to know what 'wow' means, put an old warped record on the machine. What comes out will be 'wow.'

Next come the tone... (Continued on page 174)
A room within a room is created for television

In this rectangular living room the television cabinet is placed on a table-bench (both are made of hazel nut) against a long wall adjacent to the fireplace. Sofas are grouped in an L around a cocktail table, for conversation or TV.

Basic cabinets line up for hi-fi

These cabinets, each 25" x 20 1/2" x 39 1/2", are custom designed to fit individual hi-fidelity equipment. Shown left to right: grilled cabinet for speaker; TV, record shelf; tuner, amplifier, record changer. Limed oak or mahogany.

Television-storage unit is ideal for a dining area

Space-saving idea for a combination living-dining room, this cabinet not only holds TV but stores records, liquor, etc., behind sliding tambour doors. There is a top compartment in which to install a radio and record player as well.

Here's a new slant on listening

The speakers are in the slanted sides of this marble-topped Italian Provincial cabinet, perfect for a traditional room planned for music and musing. Doors of center section open to reveal a television set, radio, and record player.

Television is relaxing in a bed-sitting room

A combination bed-sitting room is a good place to enjoy television in peace and privacy. Here the TV unit is placed in a walnut cabinet with sliding doors, tubular brass legs. Contour chaise longue and coffee table complete the grouping.

Shopping information for music portfolio, page 196.
Here are 8 ingenious ways to fit ready-made TV and music units into your own rooms.

**Television on a swivel platform puts a corner to work**

In a young man's room, a typical table-model TV swivels to any viewing position. It is placed on top of a corner unit which could house a high-fidelity speaker for the small record player. Storage units for clothes, games, etc., are along adjacent walls.

**Radio-phonograph rolls up beside sofa, saves space**

A right-hand companion, this chairside radio-phonograph takes the position of an end table. It is not only easy to operate at arm's length, but a good investment for young marrieds who have combination living-dining rooms with little wall space.

**Music-TV console blends with Provincial living room**

TV, radio, and record player combined in one cabinet that harmonizes with the background of a room give the effect of retreating into the wall like built-in units. In this room, a French Provincial console blends with the wood paneling.

**Table-TV wheels around to face any part of room**

On a table fitted with casters, a compact TV unit adapts to any viewing position. In this one-room apartment, it is lined up with cabinets which divide kitchen-dining and living areas. Or you might roll it under a countertop when it's not in use.
Modern TV cabinet on casters faces living room or patio

A simple, movable TV set on wheels is placed so that it can be seen from a sofa in the living room or turned around in front of the plate-glass window for patio viewing. Window area is curtained by woven wood-slat blind to prevent reflections at night.

Typical table-model TV is recessed in paneled wall

The TV screen (any standard table model) takes the place of a painting on pine-paneled wall in a traditional living room-study. For comfortable viewing, sofa stretches out in front; chairs pull up to hunt table for snacks with the show. At W & J Sloane, N.Y.

Radio, TV, record player fit sections of a room-divider

A partial partition between sitting and dining areas of a recreation room is doubly useful as a music wall. Modern table-model TV, small radio, and record turntable are placed in the shelf space. There is room to spare for extra speakers, books, record albums.

A hi-fi-study is built around ready-made equipment

Along one wall a writing shelf is built out on each side of a high-fidelity radio-phonograph. Shelves above accommodate books, records, and a tape recorder for sounds worth saving (see page 140). This is an ingenious way to equip a small room for leisure hours.
In Mr. and Mrs. Robert Osborn's Connecticut house, designed by architect Edward Barnes, the piano is centered midway between the dining room, right, and the living room, far left. Here Mrs. Osborn, an enthusiastic pianist, accompanies her cartoonist husband, who plays the flute.

Before you decide on a piano, learn to judge it from the inside out

The standard depth of touch, which you can test by depressing a key slowly, is about 3/8" but depression can be regulated for individual preference, to feel deeper or more shallow.

Weighting keys compensates for variation in length between black and white keys, assures uniformity of touch full length of scale. Here, a lead weight is inserted in bottom of black key.

Voicing a piano for the room where it will be played is essential. You should have this done when the piano arrives, checked when piano is regulated or when tone begins to sound tinny.
If you are investing in a piano, you should have no reservations about exploring the inner sanctum of strings, soundboard, bridge, pin block and hammers. While you cannot expect to develop a working knowledge of the 12,000 internal parts of a piano, there are a number of points which indicate the quality of performance you can expect from the instrument.

Since preference of style is an individual matter, the aim of this article is to answer only questions about what makes a piano tick, so that you can choose the one that best suits your requirements. The following are basic points you should look into when you select a piano.

What is good tone?
Tone is something on which even experts disagree. The type of sound you yourself are able to create affects the sound your ears enjoy. If you have a powerful voice, chances are that you will like a piano with a full, resounding bass. If you talk quietly, you will probably enjoy a mellow, sweet-toned piano. A good general rule is to pick a tone that is pleasing to you and your ear, and this tone should please you throughout the entire scale.

What is the difference between a console and a spinet, a spinet and a grand, etc.? There are two major types of piano: the vertical piano and the horizontal, or grand, piano. In a vertical piano (variously called spinet, spinet-console, console, studio upright, upright, and cabinet grand), the strings run diagonally up and down and the piano plate is in an upright or vertical position. In a horizontal piano (commonly called a grand) the strings and plate are parallel to the floor. Vertical pianos run from about 36" in height (floor to top) to more than 46", and usually require less than 2' x 5' of floor space. Horizontal pianos run from about 57" to 60" in width, 4'4" to over 9' in depth (from keyboard to tail). Floor space, wall space and the furnishings of your room should help you decide what style piano you will choose.

What is touch?
Touch is a general term describing the reaction of the key to the finger, not only in depth but also... (Con't on page 174)
Two summers ago, the Russell T. Lund family of Minneapolis took a ten-pound portable recording machine and batteries with them on a tour of Europe. They're still enjoying that vacation, because they came back with recorded hoots of the Queen Mary leaving port, the song of the gondolier who poled them through the canals of Venice, the squawks of Paris taxicabs, the cries of the Swiss yodelers who performed for them at an inn high in the Alps, the first-hand story told by a group of refugees who escaped from the Communist zone to freedom in the West, and the songs of German students who sang of the Lorelei as they passed the famous rock on a boat trip down the Rhine. On tape, the Lunds have a fascinating souvenir of their journey, and one which shows how far recording has come since the days, less than five years ago, when a tape recorder was a party gadget, used to record the play-time conversations of the unwary and played back to the participants. The tape recorder now seems destined to become the fourth member of the home entertainment quartet, a trinity which already includes the radio, the phonograph and TV.

Family use of the tape recorder (for which the price ranges roughly from $100 to $1,000) as a means of maintaining a kind of aural snapshot album is increasing as the number of tape recorders in use nears the million mark. The Thanksgiving or Christmas dinner, family carol singing, the wedding ceremony or reception, a child's birthday party, a commencement exercise, an important anniversary, are only a few of the events in our lives that tape
helps to keep green in the memory. Before starting such an album of your own, you might like to hear how a professional tackles the problem, in Edward R. Murrow's three-volume series on records called 'I Can Hear It Now.' These recapture memorable moments in recent history, via the voices of such participants as Sir Winston Churchill, FDR, Hitler and Stalin, and spectacular news stories like the explosion of the Hindenburg at Lakehurst, New Jersey. If Junior's first adequate performance of a Chopin polonaise at the piano, or mother's talk to the Garden Club on 'When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloomed' are hardly in that class, the chances are such souvenirs will eventually mean as much (or more) to you.

A further home use is the preparation of a sound track to accompany home movies or a series of first-class still slides. Music, or practically any sound effect you can imagine, can easily be dubbed in along with the recorded explanation, and for this type of recording the possibilities are endless, limited only by your own imagination. The amplified noise of the vacuum cleaner can be dubbed in as the sound of the station-wagon motor turning over on a frosty morning, the whir of the washing machine or dishwasher for the sound of Niagara Falls, the buzz of an electric blender for conversation at a party. One company provides a tape especially engineered for this purpose. If a home movie or series of slides is devoted to a particular trip, like a summer vacation, it's a good idea to run the pictures off at home and record the family comments while the impressions are still fresh in everybody's mind. There's always the chance that 5-year-old Janet will say something funnier than she realizes. If she doesn't, you can erase it and start over.

Hundreds of tape-recording enthusiasts stand by each weekend for ABC's regular broadcasts of the Metropolitan Opera, Toscanini and the NBC Symphony, and the Sunday afternoon series over CBS which broadcasts the New York Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra from coast-to-coast. These, with an occasional half-hour transcription of 'The Telephone Hour' or 'The Voice of Firestone' provide the serious listener with a musical smörgåsbord in the course of a single season. If these won't suffice, he can retape the programs of the non-commercial National Association of Educational Broadcasters, available on tape over nearly 100 stations, with full-length continuous broadcasts of programs by the BBC, Radio Difusion Française, the Canadian Broadcasting Company, and many worthwhile musical and dramatic programs the N.A.E.B. has itself produced with the help of funds from the Ford Foundation and other sources.

Tape recordings are in use on our ships at sea, especially in the merchant marine, where the ship's loudspeaking system carries entertainment all over the vessel. A heavy swell makes the use of any ordinary disc impossible, but with tape the music continues to go 'round and 'round. The regular navy carries taped religious services for ships which don't have chaplains. The S.S. United States plays (Continued on page 178)
Home is where you have the best time

We Americans are fast becoming a nation of stay-at-homes, for the good reason that home is where we now have the best time. We are likely to prefer our terraces to the country club, our living rooms to a night club. We would rather give parties at home, and we are giving them more often and with less effort than ever before. Reason: in addition to such boons to home entertaining as the TV, radio and record player, today's households have such dependable helpers as the freezer, dishwasher, disposer, and the entire gamut of plug-in servants. Two such houses, carefully planned for easy hospitality, are shown on these and the following pages. Many a gala party has been given in each, but what is more important, their owners are glad (and prepared) to have friends drop in at any time.
In a contemporary house:
modern lighting for parties

Like most creative people who have a sense of the dramatic, artist Jon Whitcomb is a good host and one who sets the stage well. His house in Darien, Connecticut, has all the necessary props, plus a few non-essentials which certainly add to the fun. (The lighting includes uplights and downlights, dim lights and spot lights and even colored lights.) It is also a house ready at all times for guests, in spite of the fact that Mr. Whitcomb works at home, frequently far into the night to meet magazine cover deadlines. The present house, built around a small week-end cottage, has a plan carefully tailored to the owner's work-and-play kind of life. Guests can be put up over-

(Continued on the next page)
In the living-dining room, there is good music, good lighting, plenty of space for guests to move around.

(Continued) night. A party can be going on in the playroom, living room, or adjoining terrace, without in any way disturbing the quiet isolation of Mr. Whitcomb's studio. For a hospitable man with an unpredictable work schedule, such an arrangement is absolutely necessary.

To stage-set the house for parties is an easy matter. Outside, there are portable floodlights to play up a corner of the terrace, or black out a flowering shrub past its prime. In the living-dining room, there are spotlights in the ceiling above the dining table, pink and white lights in the bar recess, a blue spotlight above the piano keyboard, another spot above the radio-record player. The exceptional studio lighting is a necessity for Mr. Whitcomb's work and a glamour asset for parties. In both living room and studio, there are master switches to control the lighting patterns, and rheostats to regulate brightness.

The main entertaining area is the huge, L-shaped living-dining room. (See floor plan.) Glass window-walls in the L bring the adjoining terrace
right inside. At one end of the living room is a music center with grand piano and organ. At the opposite end is the fireplace, flanked by two sofas. Next to the fireplace is a built-in radio-record player. Built into another wall, behind sliding doors, is the bar sink and shelves for glasses and liquor bottles, the latter stored horizontally, each in a cardboard mailing tube. The bar proper, of chestnut with black plastic top, is on rollers so it can be moved easily. The flooring is beige rubber tile except in this area, which is marked off by black tile. The bar and fireplace walls are bleached chestnut; wall behind organ is chestnut paneling, holds bookshelves.

The downstairs playroom is gay and rugged, and obviously belongs to an artist. Mr. Whitcomb’s collection of art by well-known illustrators is all around you. One wall is of pegboard painted red; the sofa is upholstered in bright green felt.

When it is used for entertaining, the studio has strictly professional music and sound effects. The high-fidelity (Continued on the next page)
IN A CONTEMPORARY HOUSE continued

(Continued) music system has a tone of concert-hall caliber, with speakers placed so music can be enjoyed both in the studio and on the adjoining screened porch. The movie projector is set into a mirrored wall recess, and the screen pulls down over the window-wall opposite.

But the studio is mainly Mr. Whitcomb’s place to work, and as such is a complete unit with adjoining secretary’s office. It opens to the porch and to a secluded terrace where he likes to step out for a break on working days, and to his own bedroom and bath-dressing room. On week ends when three bedrooms are needed for guests, Mr. Whitcomb sleeps in his studio on a pull-out bed which serves as a couch by day.

One guest room and bath is located on the main floor, the other on the lower level next to the playroom. These are furnished to double as sitting rooms, with sofas, television, and comfortable reading and writing spots. Since they are frequently used by models, the bathrooms are carefully lighted for making-up. One has a pink-and-red color scheme: three walls are papered in a small, geometric red-and-white pattern, and the fourth covered in pink pegboard; the flooring is red-and-white marbleized asphalt tile.

Throughout the house are evidences of the owner’s three strongest beliefs about how to make a house livable: (1) music of superb tone; (2) furniture on rollers, so it can be easily rearranged; (3) lighting for mood and for fun as well as for working. Mr. Whitcomb also is a great believer in flexibility, and sees no reason why rooms shouldn’t adapt themselves to their owners’ changing moods. After all, it’s no trouble to push an eight-foot sofa if it’s on rollers, and a whole room may take on a new look if you simply change a bouquet of flowers and turn a colored spotlight on it.
In studio, rheostats control brightness of the ceiling lights.

Mr. Whitcomb’s studio, terrace and bedroom are quietly isolated on upper level of house.

Owner’s terrace is a pleasant spot for relaxation, lunch on a sunny day.

A storage wall is built around the sofa-bed in mirrored recess.

Additional photos page 190.
In a traditional house:
modern planning for parties

What makes a house interesting is the story it has to tell about its owners. In the case of Mr. and Mrs. Anson C. Lowitz, that story is one of a lively interest in people. Their family hobby is genealogy, traced back to 'an unknown relative' whose picture hangs in the study. Their house in Greenwich, Connecticut, is authentically Early American. But genealogy and mellow pine paneling by no means indicate dusty archives and museum atmosphere. Actually the Lowitz' house, originally built in 1740, has been remodeled to suit the living needs of a thoroughly gregarious, modern family. Every nail and hinge, every floor board and brick is old; but every inch of the house is dedicated to comfort and easy hospitality. It works so well, in fact, that when Mr. and Mrs. Lowitz' daughter and son-in-law come for a week end, two different parties for two different generations can go on simultaneously.

There are many reasons why the house makes entertaining so easy. It has three complete party areas: on the first floor, an unusually good arrangement of living room and study; on the lower level, a big playroom, and next to (Continued on page 205)
Dining room has old chestnut wainscoting; door opens to back stairs and garage

Kitchen cabinets are old pine, equipment is modern

Study opens to living room, or can be closed off for conversation. Behind paneled walls, built-ins. Above, as extra dining room; right, for after-dinner liqueurs.

Downstairs bar opens to playroom and to terrace. Doorway came from an old house.

Television set and record shelves are built into fireplace wall of living room.

Powder room is between guest bedroom and bath; in facing wall, guest closet.
This city apartment entertains like a custom-built house

It is one thing to build a house to fit the habits of a specific family, and quite another matter to achieve this kind of individuality in a city apartment. What is extraordinary about Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Mann’s apartment in Philadelphia is how well it adapts to their way of living. Everywhere there is evidence of the two consuming loves that Mr. and Mrs. Mann share with their four growing daughters: music and hospitality. The latter may run the gamut of late supper for artists at Robin Hood Dell, Philadelphia’s outdoor concert center (of which Mr. Mann is president), to sit-down dinners for as many as 18 guests. Because entertaining and storage facilities are exceptionally well planned (as you can see on this page) giving parties on any scale is easy and enjoyable. And regardless of what kind of party is in progress, there is always music. This is not unusual since each member of the family plays the piano and Mrs. Mann is an accomplished singer. Recorded music and taped recordings of the family’s own performances are piped through the rooms by a high-fidelity system in the library.

High-fidelity installation for this music-loving family is built into one library wall. Music or taped recordings of the family’s performances can be piped through other rooms.

Breakfast in Mrs. Mann’s pale turquoise bed-sitting room, left, is a pleasant way to start the day. Small Directoire table has a fruitwood base and marble top. Venetian secretary, above, serves both for writing and television. Decorated by Melanie Kahane.

Paneled wall of dining room conceals linens, silver, table accessories, and trays for buffet entertaining.
Two teen-aged daughters sleep in a pretty pink and white bedroom in twin beds of lacy wrought iron.

Breakfast room, above, has pass-through to pantry, soda bar. Wrought-iron chairs are antique Italian. Dining room, right, which takes its color scheme from a Modigliani painting, is equipped to carry off a dinner party for 18 or a large-scale buffet. Behind panels are compartments for table accessories. The oval ceiling repeats the design of terrazzo floor.
Screen covered in felt to match walls and studded with upholstery tacks is a striking room-divider.

Felt is colorful for floor cushions and roll-up mat

Unpainted chest upholstered in felt, accented with brass, has Japanese look

Single-sized bed, framed in felt-covered plywood, makes a handsome sofa.

Shelves lined in blue felt set off china.

Checkerboard of felt squares is glued to circular felt-covered top for a game table.
How to decorate with **Felt**

Here is a fabric which has the color range of a rainbow, does not fray or ravel when you cut it and is so flexible you can shape it to any decorative purpose.

Felt, an age-old fabric that kept Asiatic tribes warm long before weaving was invented, has a new future as bright as the colors in which it is made today. It is destined to play a larger role in decoration. Its characteristic warmth and softness give felt a personality unlike any other fabric. And because of the wide range of shades, vibrant as a sunset or delicate as a rainbow, it can bring new life to any color scheme. Felt is a pressed fabric made of all wool or a mixture of wool and other fibers. It is remarkably easy to work with. Unlike woven textiles, felt does not fray or ravel when you cut it. This means that you can cut it like paper dolls in any direction; furthermore, you don’t have to hem it. The fact that most felt is 72” wide enables you to stretch your decorating dollar in new directions. You can glue felt (with casein glue) directly onto a table top, screen, chest, or inside a china cupboard. You can design cut-outs to paste on accent pillows or the top of a game table. A springy, flexible material, felt can be molded over the corners of chair seats, sofas, or cushions. Brushing and vacuuming will keep it well-groomed. As a general rule, felt should not be washed, but dry cleaned. This is because all felts are at least 20% wool, which has a natural tendency to curl up when it is exposed to soap and water. It is this trait that makes wool particularly suited to felting, a process which, instead of spinning fibers into a yarn, builds them up in layers and then forces them to interlock into a solid mass which is subsequently shrunk, rolled, and pounded to the desired thickness and texture. The finished product is so resilient and flexible you can cut, glue, and shape it to your taste. Here we show you eight ways to be your own decorator with felt. Each capitalizes on the clear, brilliant colors and the smooth, matte finish that make felt one of the most effective and versatile fabrics in decoration. For more details about the do-it-yourself ideas illustrated here, write to House & Garden’s Reader Service.
North Africa

The Roman ruins of Leptis Magna, opposite, on Libya's Mediterranean coast are eloquent if fragmented testimony to an ancient glory. They lie not far from Tripoli, whose spick-and-span, dazzling whiteness testifies to a more recent and specious glory, that of Mussolini. The colonial aspect of Libya is typical of all North Africa from the Egyptian frontier to the western border of Morocco. The Barbary Coast of our forefathers has nearly always been a provincial outpost. It was a vague hinterland for the seaborne commercial empire of the Carthaginians. It was a Roman province. It was a causeway between the two great centers of the Arab Empire, Cordova and Baghdad, the capitals of the Western and Eastern Caliphates. When one capital collapsed the corridor became a blind alley and so it remained until our times. However, from the traveler's point of view it is one of the most fascinating blind alleys on the face of the earth. The interaction of Eastern and Western cultures has produced a bizarre hodgepodge of architecture and social custom—one that American tourists have found increasingly tantalizing since World War II and the emergence from Hollywood of a film titled *Casablanca*. For the average visitor, unharassed by spy rings or secret police, the excitement derives largely from the sights of the native quarters.  

(Continued on page 166)

Italy

Ringed by hills, dominated by the great vaulted cupola of the Duomo, Florence is a mecca to all those interested in the arts of the Italian Middle Ages and Renaissance. The city of the Medicis, of Dante and Machiavelli, Giotto and Michelangelo, it symbolizes the current beauty and the historical depth of the Italian scene.  

(More about Florence and Italy, page 168)
Everyone interested in Florida will enjoy this excellent guide to its flowers and foliage
by H. Harold Hume, Dean Emeritus of Florida's College of Agriculture

Nature, aided by the warm Gulf Stream and a long growing season, planted Florida with a lavish hand. Four distinct elements can be recognized in its abundant flora. The largest group includes the live-oak, southern magnolia, long-leaf pine and pond cypress which belong as well to other parts of the southern United States, particularly from Virginia southward and westward to the Mississippi. There has been a liberal invasion of plants from the Caribbean islands, mostly limited in their northward excursion to the southern parts of Florida. Of these, royal palm, mahogany, and golden-dewdrop are spectacular examples. As though to offset this encroachment from the tropics, plants such as hepatica, mandrake, tulip-tree and red maple have moved in from northern sections, some of them flourishing well down into the state but most plentiful in the western part. The fourth group, represented by Florida yew, dune holly, scrub plum and pigny fringetree, is peculiarly Floridian, and not known to occur naturally elsewhere. These contributions from ages past account for the diverse and fascinating plant life of the state today, clothing marshes, swamps, hollows, hills, and dunes in colorful abundance. More than 3,500 flowering plants are native. Among them and of particular garden interest are 24 species of goldenrod, 16 sunflowers, 15 hollies, 27 oaks, 9 pines and 5 magnolias.

Many native plants are now growing in Florida gardens. To a large extent they are there because they are part of the original or native growth that covered the ground long before it was cultivated. They are part of the vegetation primeval, and they lend an air of grace and beauty to the land they adorn. Here is a great live-oak with wide-spread branches, a specimen that has weathered the storms of centuries, there a fine, dense clump of saw-palmetto, lower in stature but quite as old. In another spot is a group of cabbage palms, their plumed heads rustling in the breeze many feet above the ground; a prized dogwood or plum in an open stretch, white with zephyranthes when they bloom in early spring. Scarcely any piece of ground was bare originally: it was covered by native plants adapted to the location. In many instances, unfortunately, the original plants were cleared away completely, valuable materials were destroyed and the owner had to face the problems of replanting and nurturing plants, exotics usually, often less adapted and no more beautiful than those displaced. In such cases, the sensible thing always has been to make (Continued on page 209)
Screened from the sun, this walled terrace creates a tranquil mood.

Center of repose in Mr. and Mrs. Harold Fowler’s Palm Beach patio is a placid pool set in the midst of an octagonal grass border. Ringed with fragrant-flowered Spanish jessamine, water lilies float on its surface. Mrs. Fowler, a prodigious reader, likes to sit and read under the shade of a tropical ficus tree. Green plantings are a keynote of the patio. Branching along the terrace wall is a fan palm. Right, foreground, a tree-climbing nephthytis vine.

A sheltered, outdoor patio room leads to an open lawn.

U. S. Ambassador to Cuba and Mrs. Arthur Gardner’s Palm Beach patio is designed around southern Florida’s spectacular sea-grape tree. Its white flowers are followed by purple fruits hanging in grape-like clusters among tawny, red-veined leaves. For contrasting texture, the fish-tail palm in white pottery tub, right foreground, sends long, jagged leaves across the sea-grape branches. Smaller exotic plants around the patio include salmon-pink begonias, imposing Monstera deliciosa, and varieties of scented lilies. Accents of green foliage against the patio columns are evergreen Podocarpus shrubs that bear plum-colored fruit.
Sub-tropical greens outline an entrance walk; coral bougainvillea accents a loggia roof

Mr. and Mrs. Claude K. Boettcher's Palm Beach garden is planted around their pool, loggia and patio, with a rich variety of tropical trees, potted palms, feathery leafage, flowers and fruits. Creeping fig (Ficus pumila), covers white gateposts at right, leading to a traditional garden. Borders of soft green foliage edge a brick path, sun-screened by tall trees, flowering shrubs. Spiky-leaved sheaths intermingle with flashes of flower colors, and exemplify Floridian plant life at its best. Below, a native coral-rock terrace spreads from the loggia to the swimming pool. Bougainvillea vines are trained in upright forms to climb loggia pillars and spread over roof at either side. This variety of bougainvillea bears coral colored flowers of an unusual shade, depth and brilliance.
Four blue-and-white striped pavilions surround the pool, their forecourts planted with background hedges of evergreen ligustrum. The pavilions, pitched like bright tents, serve as a wind-break against the Atlantic breezes. Terrace surrounding pool is paved with native coral rock.

On the ocean side, combers roll in towards the pavilion facing the sea wall. The blue, textured mat and canvas-covered furniture defy fogs and salt air. A canvas wind-screen unrolls for siestas during the mid-day heat.

In the living room pavilion, an arrangement of tropical lilies, crisp chrysanthemums brings an outdoor freshness to the pleasant mélange of contemporary and period furnishings.
Four pavilions, surrounding a pool,
create an oasis of privacy by the sea

Through Mrs. James Donahue's Palm Beach swimming court blows an air of freshness and serenity born of sea, sand and tropical foliage. Four pavilions spread their wings around the pool terrace where tables are set for informal meals. One pavilion is a ladies' dressing room, one a men's dressing room. A third pavilion for entertaining has a bar, facilities for games and for cooking. The fourth pavilion, a living room done in yellows, off-whites, and pastel greens, has a pleasant atmosphere of comfort. Between the pavilions are open areas that look out to sea. Ligustrum hedges make a green contrast against white walls. Here the outdoor way of life is expressed in its most engaging form, since guests move easily from sun to shade, from swimming to games, from conversation to dining.

Lunch tables are drawn up informally on the coral-rock terrace. Chairs have durable webbing of marine blue. Tablecloth has gay red and blue pattern.
Everybody loves an open fireplace

Here are 14 examples of good fireplaces for modern and traditional houses.

Not so long ago it wasn't difficult to recognize a fireplace when you saw one. There it was at the center of your living room wall, neatly framed in brick or stone, with a mantel jutting out above it. Today, its appearance is no longer routine. Georgian, Colonial and other time-tested period types are still in high favor (see our examples on pages 179, 186) but new houses have developed new fireplace forms with considerable variety in design and construction. The projecting corner fireplace lets you watch the fire from front or side; the two-way fireplace, built as a room-divider, can be enjoyed from two rooms (see picture on facing page). There are also engaging, sculpture-like fireplaces in molded plaster, in brick or steel, built in the center of a room. Others are placed high on a wall with the hearth framed like a picture; still others project into the room on three sides and have wide ledges to sit on. Whatever its form, the fireplace is still a popular feature for any room, modern or traditional. This is true even in this era of air conditioning and automatic heat. It is due to the fact that a hearth is not so much heat-warming as it is heart-warming.

Even if you do not expect a fireplace to heat your house, as it had to in the past, you should know the essentials of its construction. In brief,

No kiosk this nor sentry box but a brand-new architectural fireplace form. Its triangular shape reaches from floor to ceiling, is made of steel and rests on a triangular island of flagstone in the center of living-dining room. It gives off heat from three sides instead of only one, radiates warmth. Architect, William Beckett.
they are: (1) **Fireplace opening and fire-chamber.** These both need skillful proportioning to work well. Generally, the height of the opening should be two-thirds to three-quarters its width. The depth of the chamber should be one-half to two-thirds of the height of the opening. If it is too shallow, sparks will fly and the fireplace will smoke. If it is too deep or large, the fire chamber won’t warm up and throw out heat. The chamber should be lined with fire brick laid in fire clay. (2) **Fireplace throat and damper.** The throat helps connect fire chamber and chimney. It should match the width of the fireplace opening, yet be only one-fifth to one-fourth of its area in size. It should be close to the fireplace opening and include an adjustable damper to control the air that makes the fireplace work. (3) **Smoke chamber.** Above throat and damper is a smoke chamber. Its base is the damper and an adjoining smoke shelf. Together, they can prevent heat escaping upward or soot falling downward, and stop down-drafts that make the fireplace smoke. (4) **Flue.** The flue makes the fire burn by pulling air up through fireplace chamber, throat and smoke chamber. Its size is most important and should be one-tenth to one-twelfth of the area of the fireplace opening, no smaller. It should be lined with fire clay for safe operation.

*Additional photographs, page 179*

Two-faced fireplace opens onto both a living room and a study. Brick fireplace chimney serves as a ceiling-high divider between the two rooms but fireplace opening is equally accessible from either side and dancing firelight can be viewed from either room. Hearth is brick, too. Chimney has no mantel on either side. Architect, George W. W. Brewster.
The plumbing and wiring ABC's of your house

The basics of good plumbing and wiring are explained here in 12 steps for maintenance-wise homeowners who want to keep their houses in first class running order.

1. Plumber has fitted together sections of cast-iron soil pipe. Next, shredded hemp oakum is packed in space around inside rim of bell into which pipe fits. A yarning tool is used to work in hemp, help protect hands.

2. After oakum has packed space two-thirds full, remaining space in bell rim is filled with molten lead. Plumber heats it on gasoline-powered stove, pours melted lead slowly from dipper to avoid spills or air bubbles forming.

3. Under watchful guidance of plumber, amateur assists in pounding down hardened lead with a calking iron. Series of light blows all the way around bell rim makes an efficient calking job without driving lead too hard in any one spot. This method will result in a completely waterproof pipe-joint.

7. Plumbing fixtures like metal shower stall unit, above, were shipped knocked down, and assembled. Sides interlock by flanges. Drain pipe will fit in base. Each corner joint is waterproof.

8. Electrician advised on plan of wiring system according to lighting needs, power for small appliances and heavy duty equipment. He marked wall studs where wires were to run. Amateur assisted by drilling through studs with quarter-inch electric drill.

9. Flexible, metal- armored cable, used for interior wiring, is being pushed through holes drilled in studs, as marked by the electrician. This type of cable can be pulled around obstructions and bent to follow curves. Armor covering prevents electrical fire danger.
There are many jobs beyond the skill of amateurs, as Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ian Fischman discovered when they remodeled their Connecticut house. But like other young homeowners, they learned how to capitalize on lack of experience, to understand the hidden assets of their house, by working side by side with their contractor on plumbing and wiring installations. Having an expert to advise them and to do the more complicated jobs, our Week-end Builders served as helpers. In the process they picked up a number of useful pointers towards good home maintenance. They learned that durable, well-installed plumbing takes good planning in advance. That a well-planned, housewide wiring system must be worked out from room to room, lamp by lamp, outlet by outlet, if it is to improve general livability and make each room efficient and inviting. They learned the difference between investing in quality materials, rather than aiming at so-called 'bargains.' By working with their contractor on the plan of water pipes, plumbing and electric wiring of their house, they handled and assembled fixtures, leaving the fitting and connecting to experts.

In this process the Week-end Builders became familiar with special tools needed for each job, and to assist in the simpler mechanical aspects of each problem. If you allow the time, as they did, to brief yourself on these practical skills, you will soon be able to foresee danger signals from leaky taps, blown fuses, faulty wiring; to do minor repairs and save money on outside help. You will be able to make stop-gap repairs until an expert arrives.

This month we show you the processes that make up a plumbing and wiring system based on an integrated plan. Various units of plumbing fixtures such as metal (Continued on page 176)

4 Lengths of hard copper water pipe are cut with a special wheeled cutter. Amateur turns adjusting screw until wheel scores rings around pipe. Each turn tightens wheel to make clean cut through pipe.

5 Plumber next demonstrates importance of cleaning pipe section ends thoroughly with pad of steel wool. This removes dirt, grease or metal filings. He shows amateur how to apply a coat of flux to make solder adhere better to pipe.

6 Copper 'T' fitting has been slipped over clean, flux-coated pipe end. Fitting will extend other sections at right angles, or vertically. Plumber heats fitting and pipe end with fuel torch. At right temperature, solder will be drawn into space under fitting, to make joint water-tight.

10 Directed by electrician, amateur helper learns how to fasten metal boxes which will house switches and convenience outlets at points selected by electrician. Box is nailed in place through the metal flange.

11 Electrician fastens armored cable in place with a set of clamps built into interior of box. Making all the actual electrical connections, he explains how wires are connected inside cable to switch, or to other wires which, when hooked up, complete the circuit and provide current.

12 After outlets for ceiling fixtures are nailed in place, fixtures are temporarily fastened in position so that homeowners can check position of light before wiring and installation are completed.
Here are tables designed for your decorating dreams...equally at home in manor house or modest cottage. Whichever you choose, wherever you use them, they testify to your eye for beauty...your sense of value. You can identify them in stores by the hang tag and Brandt seal.

TABLES BY Brandt

Here are tables designed for your decorating dreams...equally at home in manor house or modest cottage. Whichever you choose, wherever you use them, they testify to your eye for beauty...your sense of value. You can identify them in stores by the hang tag and Brandt seal.


No. 5523 Mahogany Butler Tray Table. About $80.*

No. 5512 Mahogany English Drop-leaf Cocktail Table. About $125.*

No. 5525 Mahogany Drum Table. About $88.*

No. 5566 Mahogany Pembroke Table. About $63.2

*Slightly higher in some areas.

THE BRANDT CABINET WORKS, Inc., 747 Pennsylvania Ave., Hagerstown, Maryland

NORTH AFRICA continued from page 155

North Africa is accessible to Americans by both ship and plane. If you choose the former, you have the pleasure of taking the southern route, disembarking at Gibraltar, and entering the Dark Continent at Tangier. The distance seems strangely short at night when the blue Pillars of Hercules loom across a channel narrow enough to be seen. This is the view you get from Tangier’s Riff Hotel, along with the curve of Crescent Beach and the lights of a freebooting town which flourishes without benefit of income tax or customs. As a result, Tangier has attracted irregulars from all over and seethes with odd and fascinating enterprises.

If you plan a stay of any length in Tangier, it is wise to make friends with a beggar. This might seem easily done, but it is also important that the beggar like you and can count on a reasonable daily take-off. He will then conduct you to one of the two markets, the large or the small soojo and see that you are charged 70 cents and not $7 for some ordinary purchase. Here you will see real Riffs, members of a once-dangerous tribe, whose main activity today seems to be walking miles from the country with heavy loads to harem for their weekly supply of coal and grain. Tangier, incidentally, is quite a place to shop, for in this free port whiskey costs about $2 a bottle and old Arab jewelry, balanced on a gold scale, is sold by weight regardless of workmanship. In obscure places of business, French and Spanish fabrics are sold for what is commonly called a song.

Like most European cities in North Africa, Tangier is divided into a native quarter (medina) and a European section. But the boundaries are by no means enforced, with Arabs and Europeans rubbing shoulders in every street. On an eminence called The Mountain, villas luxuriate in fabulous gardens, for this fortunate meridian is one of the world’s great centers of oriental goods. Calla lilies and irises have the status of weeds. The museum of the cazab section is well worth a visit as an example of traditional Arab dwellings. The rooms are small, walls and ceilings are literally curtained of lace-plaster masterpieces of carving. Moorish arches openings into patios give a cool, pavilion-like feeling and always you have the impression of dripping water and a garden. In the alleys around these patios, the Arabs eat, sleep, and receive their guests, sitting at low brass tables, washing their hands in a common bowl, and eating from a common dish. A good Arab guide can arrange for you the unique experience of drinking green mint tea with orange-flower water in an authentic Moorish house. The women of the party will be received by the women, the men by the men. If you do not speak Arabic, the party will probably be somewhat silent and constrained, but can be amusing nevertheless.

Entering through an obscure door in a tortuous alley, you will be led across tiled floors to the master bedroom, where the other rooms, usually given over to an open court and can be divided from it by drawing thin curtains between arches. You are likely to find low benches covered with Oriental rugs around the walls and a canopied bed set in an alcove. A servant brings in the tea tray and the host pours the sweet drink into tall glasses.

In Tangier the climate is mild all year round although a tearing wind is the rule until nightfall. In winter, visitors enjoy swimming at palm-lined Crescent beach and its adjacent Grotto of Hercules.

Southwest of Tangier in French Morocco is Casablanca, a city made up of 450,000 natives and 200,000 Europeans. Dazzlingly white, it is in a sense a boom town where 16-story buildings rise overnight and where the El Mansour Hotel rivals any in America for modern comforts. Outside of the town, where the Atlantic laps the western shore, there’s a flourishing business in beaches, most of them known as “clubs.” Each of these consists of a small restaurant, bath houses, an artificially created beach (turfed green are not up to scratch) and a strong sea wall jutting far out into the ocean to create an almost natural pool of ever-changing salt water. In summer, the whole of Casablanca appears to swarm here and such is the popularity of sea bathing that whole suburbs are growing out in this direction. The city walls, the whole of the city walls appears to swarm over each glass. This is the orange-tumblers and shakes a silver oil can over each glass. This is the orange-flower water, a favorite flavoring.

Casablanca has grown so fast that its old medina can no longer contain its population and a new one is being constructed. Between the old and the new runs a boulevard the shops of which are filled with tempting articles of leather, brass, and other typically Moroccan materials. One spot not to be missed is the Sultan’s palace which you can visit (if he is not in residence) by the simple medium of crossing the gate-keeper’s hand with a bit of silver. The gardens are particularly lovely. There is a move from Casablanca as that the whole medina appears to swarm over each glass. This is the orange-tumblers and shakes a silver oil can over each glass. This is the orange-flower water, a favorite flavoring.

Like most European cities in North Africa, Tangier is divided into a native quarter (medina) and a European section. But the boundaries are by no means enforced, with Arabs and Europeans rubbing shoulders in every street. On an eminence called The Mountain, villas luxuriate in fabulous gardens, for this fortunate meridian is one of the world’s great centers of oriental goods. Calla lilies and irises have the status of weeds. The museum of the cazab section is well worth a visit as an example of traditional Arab dwellings. The rooms are small, walls and ceilings are literally curtained of lace-plaster masterpieces of carving. Moorish arches openings into patios give a cool, pavilion-like feeling and always you have the impression of dripping water and a garden. In the alleys around these patios, the Arabs eat, sleep, and receive their guests, sitting at low brass tables, washing their hands in a common bowl, and eating from a common dish. A good Arab guide can arrange for you the unique experience of drinking green mint tea with orange-flower water in an authentic Moorish house. The women of the party will be received by the women, the men by the men. If you do not speak Arabic, the party will probably be somewhat silent and constrained, but can be amusing nevertheless.

Entering through an obscure door in a tortuous alley, you will be led across tiled floors to the master bedroom, where the other rooms, usually given over to an open court and can be divided from it by drawing thin curtains between arches. You are likely to find low benches covered with Oriental rugs around the walls and a canopied bed set in an alcove. A servant brings in the tea tray and the host pours the sweet drink into tall glass

(Continued on page 167)
army and the home of Arab women who show but one eye to the tourist. A small museum, the Musée de Carthage, contains objects from nearby ruins, and there is a good restaurant. Inland and east from Cherchel you cross the valley, pass the Roman Christian tomb again, to reach the Gorge of the Monkeys, which is to Algiers what the Bronx Zoo is to New York. Parents flock there with their children on Sundays to sip orange or tangerine soda and watch the animals.

Tunis at first glance is like any other provincial French city: one main avenue with trees in the center. But black irises, strange lilies, and other exotic flowers are in abundance. Little streets weave away from the Avenue Jules Ferry and finally lead the traveler to the walled Arab section, Tunisian souks are real shops in a labyrinth of narrow streets, completely covered by grass and straw roofs. Here you may watch the Arabs cleaning wool, shrinking, dying, combing it until a fel is born of the softest wool. At another store there is an old Arab who with a few words of English and French (and a faith poster advertising the fact that he was part of the Philadelphia Exhibition of 1926) will let you try the perfumes he has made for the Bey and his harems. Some light and flowery, some heady and strong, they are pure oil containing no alcohol, with a base of musk or ambergris. At a rug seller's, you sip coffee while looking at rugs (A government-sponsored project supplies natives with wool to produce the deep-piled Kairouan rugs.)

The architectural pièce de résistance of Tunis is the museum, known as the Musée du Bardo. It is a magnificent structure, light and airy, with rooms of classic Arab design in carved plaster. It houses a great collection of Roman mosaics, ancient Egyptian tiles, and pottery.

Carthage provides the imaginative tourist with a glimpse of ancient glories. Now much of it is merely grass with an occasional mound to mark an amphitheater. On a high hill stands the Cathedral of St. Louis, commemorating the death of France's great king in the war of the Saintes. The baths of Carthage were uncovered by hundreds of little rugs where sheoless men sit and meditate. The atmosphere is one of great calm, in sharp contrast to the noises of the medina.

Europeans Algiers is luxurious and very French. The shops are chic, the boulevards tree-lined, the automobile horns quite unbearable. From the municipal Casino to the sidewalk cafes, the resemblance to the Riviera is striking. The bay is one of the most beautiful along the Mediterranean.

For the historically inclined, there is a wealth of Roman ruins nearby in setting more spectacular than that by the sea in Sicily and Paestum although Agrigento may approach them. Drive west along the Côte Turquoise—a breathtaking experience—and you come to the Tomb of the Roman Christian. The Tomb is an enormous circular structure set on a high hill with a magnificent view of mountains and plains on one side and sea on the other. Farther west along the coast, at Tipasa, is a ruined Roman town which was evidently once an important seaport. Today, the isolated ruins rise unexpectedly from a tangle of wild flowers and herbs.

Cherchel, not far from Tipasa, is a small town, an outpost of the French army and the home of Arab women who show but one eye to the tourist. A small museum, the Musée de Carthage, contains objects from nearby ruins, and there is a good restaurant. Inland and east from Cherchel you cross the valley, pass the Roman Christian tomb again, to reach the Gorge of the Monkeys, which is to Algiers what the Bronx Zoo is to New York. Parents flock there with their children on Sundays to sip orange or tangerine soda and watch the animals.

There are twelve distinctive Tiffany Flatware patterns.

Illustrated, left to right: Flemish, Hampton, English King. Pitcher, $150 Plate, $10. Dishes, $12½ in. long. $77.

Philodendron Leaf Dish, 5½ in. ........................................ 19.

Prices include Federal Tax

Besides being available in our store in New York, Tiffany Silver is now on display and for sale in the following fine stores—


Boston . . . Bigelow, Kennard Company

Chicago . . . C. D. Peacock

Cleveland . . . The Cowell & Hubbard Co.

Dallas . . . Linz Brothers


Detroit . . . Charles W. Warren & Company

Indianapolis . . Charles Mayer & Company

Los Angeles . . Brock and Company

Milwaukee . Schwank & Kasten Co.

Minneapolis . . J. B. Hudson Co.

New Orleans . Coleman E. Adler & Sons

Philadelphia . . J. E. Caldwell & Company

Pittsburgh . . The Hardy & Hayes Company

Portland, Ore. . Zell Bros.

San Francisco Shreve and Company

Seattle . . . Friedlander and Sons

How to plan for bathroom beauty and efficiency

Start bathroom planning by choosing the basic plumbing fixtures. Bathtub, lavatory and toilet are the room's permanent furnishings. They should be complemented by decorative theme and accessories.

Regardless of room size—or budget—Eljer offers a wide range of models and styles. You have choice of all materials: enameled cast iron, porcelain-enamedled formed steel and vitreous china.

Six colors and white are available—now laboratory-controlled for color matching of all material!

Eljer's own plants to highest precision standards. Exclusive Eljer design insures long life and smooth operation.

In every way, Eljer plumbing fixtures give you beauty and efficiency. Ask your plumbing contractor, builder or architect, to help you select styles and suggest arrangements, or write Eljer Co., Box 192, Ford City, Pa.

Along the sunny, undulating length of Italy from the Alps to the toe lie 17 regions, whose boundaries are in the traditional districts. Each region differs from the others in physical characteristics, history, economic life, and culture: and each offers the visitor the more picturesque landscape, and the more intimate touch of the Italian people. The fascination of Rome, Venice, and the other great Italian cities is undeniable, but there are representative towns of the provinces—of beauty, the Italian spirit is infinitely more complex. Its hiding-place is the entire Italian peninsula. Here are capsule descriptions of some of the regions in which you will find it, and which, incidentally, you will think you enjoy.

PIEDMONT and the AOSTA VALLEY

Piedmont means foot of the mountains, and so this region is. In Italy its northwestern corner, it is framed by the Alps and the upper valley of that famous river, the Po. The Aosta Valley is, in turn, in the northwestern corner of Piedmont, but the name covers not only adjacent mountain peaks, but several lateral valleys of the Dora Baltea. Mountains, of course, attract resorts, and the Aosta Valley has its share, including ski spots such as Courmayeur, Gressoney St. Jean, Gressoney-La Tri- nit, Valtournanche and Breuil Cervinia. There is also a spa for those unhappy about their gastric juices: Saint Vincent. Turin is the main city of Piedmont. Since the 18th century some of its citizens have been busy making etchings and weaving tapestries, but Turin owes its importance to agriculture and industry. They make many of those low-slung, hillowsy Italian cars there, also beautiful typewriters. You can eat white truffles and visit the châteaux on the western shore of Lake Maggiore, Stresa, the Borromean Islands and Pallanza.

Lombardy

This large territory is bounded by Switzerland in the north, the Po in the south, Lake Maggiori in the west, and Lake Garda and the Minicio River in the east. Lakes, with attendant resorts, abound, and there are also hilly districts in Valtellina and Valsesia. Turin is the biggest city, solidly grounded in commerce, industry, and agriculture. They make silk there, also some of the best contemporary Italian furniture. The Milanese style prevails in their cooking and produce delicious minestrones, risotto alla Milanese and osso bucco. The best wines come from Valtellina, cheeses are abundant.

VENETO

Venetia comprises almost the whole of the eastern shore of Lake Garda, the plains bounded by the Po and the sea, the eastern section of the Dolomites, the Carnic Alps chain between the Innsbruck-Austrian frontier and the southern plain. Its greatest glory is Venice, and if you don't know what to expect there you must lead a frightfully insular existence; it has been a tourist favorite since the 18th century. You can combine a seaside with a mountain holiday in these parts, thanks to the proximity of the Lido at Venice and Cortina d'Ampezzo in the Dolomites. You can also savor the arts in one of the Italian regions where they have flourished most. Among the coast the Byzantine and the Romanesque: at Padua where Giottos justly famous frescoes decorate the Scrovegni Chapel, and at Verona with its Romanesque basilica of St. Zeno, Cathedral, Scaliger tombs, Basilica of St. Anastasia, Piazza delle Erbe, Piazza dei Signori, Palace of the Doges and the Lido. Vicenza is practically synonymous with Palladio, among whose classically-inspired buildings you will find the basilica of the Certosa, the Olympic Theater, the Chiericati Palace, the Palazzo Porto and the Scrovegni. Venetian souvenirs are adaptable paper mache dolls and the local wines have a charm of their own.

LIGURIA

Liguria is a delightful crescent along the Tyrrhenian Sea from

ELJER

A SUBSIDIARY OF THE KEMPER CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Look for marks of quality—they're easy to find! Eljer vitreous china has the luster of fine dinnerware; is specially toughened for wear.

Here's a bathtub designed for comfort and beauty. Note the wide end-seat and convenient, lowered side-seat of this Eljer Legation bath.


Eljer— the only name you need to know in plumbing fixtures

Cast iron, porcelain-enamedled, formed steel and vitreous china, brass . . . , for every home, commercial, industrial and institutional use.

the world and the Pan American highway passes through the heart of it, often following the route of the imperial Inca highway. Hire a car in Lima and drive south along the highway to Pisco and Nazca. En route you will pass sand dunes whose sides have been planted with bromelia (gray-green plants that look like pineapple stalks without fruit) to spell out the names of Peruvian products; the Mala River Valley filled with peach and apple orchards; the vast irrigated Cañete Valley with its cotton fields; and the Chinchaca Valley, covered with vineyards. At Pisco you will find a colorfully tiled plaza, and, 12 miles from the center of town on the Peruvian side, the Hotel Paracas. At Huachacina, off the highway, there is a delicious little lake surrounded by sand dunes and large hotels. In the desert between the Palpa and Nazca, covering many square miles, you will see ancient and inexplicable earth engravings.

AREQUIPA

Arequipa, south of Cuzco, is a white city in a green setting, dominated by a majestic volcano, El Misti. It has its Plaza de Armas, as does every self-respecting Peruvian city. It also has a cathedral. The architectural specialty is the local white sillar of which many of the buildings are constructed, and which is easily carved when freshly quarried. Examples of sillar carving may be seen on the Gibbo-Richelts House, the Yriberry House, the Williams House, San Agustín church, Santo Domingo church, the Municipal Theatre, the Mint, and particularly on La Compania church. From September to November vendors sell broad bread rolls for the celebration of All Saints' Day, and there are silver, copper, fine woods and leather goods for sale in the shops.
Zenith's Bright New Decorator's Idea!

The Problem: To find room in your living room for a radio-phonograph as well as television.

The Solution: Zenith puts your radio-phonograph beside your chair or sofa, in a strikingly handsome piece of furniture that doubles as an end table. There, it's out of the way and ultra-handy at the same time. And you're perfectly free to arrange the rest of your furniture for the most convenient TV viewing.

The Zenith chairside radio-phonograph is a real, full radio-phonograph that completes your home entertainment center... in the very finest Zenith tradition (and there is no finer). For instance, it has Zenith's exclusive Cobra-Matic Record Player with Stroboscope... the only phonograph which you can make play at the exact recorded speed. A moving light becomes a stationary dot when records are playing at their exact recorded speed... 78, 45, 33 1/3 RPM. (The unique Cobra-Matic Record Player revolves at any speed from 10 to 85 RPM including the new 16 2/3 RPM talking book speed.) That simply means the music always comes out full and sweet and true, in perfect pitch and tempo. The light, light touch of the Cobra Tone Arm makes your records last much longer.

The radio is AM-FM. There's nothing quite like Zenith FM for drift-free tuning, extended tonal range, crystal-clear, virtually static-free reception. Zenith AM, as everybody knows, excels at long-distance reception. You can see the chairside radio-phonograph at your Zenith Dealer's today. By all means, do.

Manufacturers suggested retail price (subject to change). Slightly higher in South and Far West.
This Wall Decorates with Light

Light streams through the panels of fluted translucent glass that separate this living room and hall. Day and night, it adds beauty and interest—on both sides. And it will always be lovely, for glass keeps its newness, never needs refinishing.

Walls and partitions of Blue Ridge Patterned Glass can brighten many a place in your home. Use it in the entrance hall, between the living room and dining room, in doors of kitchen cupboards, in windows where you want to bring in daylight, but have a bad view, or want privacy. Our book of decorating ideas will suggest many more.

Your imagination has free play when you decorate with this lovely glass. You can choose from linear, checkered and over-all designs—in plain, textured and Satinul* finishes. Your Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Distributor or Dealer can show you samples. He's listed in the yellow pages of phone books in many principal cities. Call him.

BLUE RIDGE Patterned GLASS

BOOK OF 42 DECORATING IDEAS

"New Adventures in Decorating" shows how leading architects and decorators have used this lovely glass to add light and distinction to home interiors. Send 10¢ with the coupon.

Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company
Patterned & Wire Glass Sales
B-5123 Nicholas Building, Toledo 2, Ohio

Enclosed find 10¢ for my copy of "New Adventures in Decorating."

Name (please print)

Address

City State

Christmas tree trimmings
for children to make

Santa Claus used to trim the Christmas tree all by himself. But this year your young fry can help him by making the ornaments themselves. An angel with golden hair and lacy wings, a plump Santa with a long beard, or a round white snowman with a marshmallow head—these are the new paper figures that the Dennison Manufacturing Company has designed for House & Garden readers this Christmas. They are so easy to make that a child will be delighted with the quick results of his efforts. He only needs simple supplies, scissors, and a little supervision. Following a pattern he merely cuts easy shapes out of colored paper, and mounts them on pipe cleaners or lollipops. He adds faces made with gummed dots, the appropriate trimming, and with a loop of narrow ribbon attached, these little figures are ready to hang on the tree. There is a brand new gummed crêpe paper for the young trimmer to use in constructing these ornaments.

When he moistens it with water, it neatly, permanently sticks. This eliminates the pasting operation, makes crêpe paper easier to handle, and still retain its shape. The fun of these ornaments is their versatility. By removing the ribbons and attaching small paper cut cups behind, the figures will stand up by themselves, and when the cups are filled with hard candy or chocolate gold-pieces, they make festive place cards or party favors for children's friends.

Without ribbon or cup, each will gaily trim a gift package, garnish a cluster of greens, peek out of a Christmas stocking, or stand among Christmas cards.

When the whole family shares in holiday preparations, Christmas comes sooner, lasts longer. The smallest hands can perform each step in this ornament-making project without fear of soiling or breaking. This new crêpe paper, which comes in 12 bright colors, will be just as much fun to shape into other favors for parties throughout the year. For these tree-trimming instructions to guide your Santa's helpers, write to H&G's Reader Service.

Snowman with marshmallow head is tree ornament or party favor
For your living room, Heywood-Wakefield's flexible Modern upholstered pieces and occasional tables have a simple basic design, allowing freedom of arrangement to suit your taste and needs.

Adaptable Design
to go beautifully with the furnishings you already own, and the new additions you'll make in the future

For your dining area, a functional Modern table occupies limited space, extends to seat eight. The dual-purpose tambour pieces hug the wall as though they were actually built-in. Select the pieces of Modern you need now, you can add more later as your budget permits. See Heywood-Wakefield Modern at your favorite furniture or department store.

For your bedroom, Modern with graceful, sculptured lines . . . each piece skillfully designed, properly scaled for efficiency and comfort. From Heywood-Wakefield's extensive selection of Home-Planned Modern furniture for all rooms. Of fine selected solid birch in rich finishes.

HOW TO DECORATE WITH MODERN
Gladys Miller, famous decorating consultant, tells you how to plan an attractive home with Modern. Send 25¢ in coin for your copy of this book today. If you'd also like Miss Miller's book "Home-Planned Old Colony," send 50¢ in coin for both.

Heywood-Wakefield, Gardner, Mass., Dept. No. 86-17

I enclose .... in coin for your decorating books at 25¢ each.
(check your choice) □ Modern □ Old Colony

NAME: ...........................................................
STREET: .......................................................

CITY & ZONE: .............................................. STATE: 

Heywood-Wakefield, also makers of Ahschraft and Old Colony furniture.
No doubt about it—Martex "Kitchen Originals" bring a bright new look of gay styling and sophistication to all kitchens. They're fun, too. Use them for dish-washing chores, sure—that's where they shine. But, in no time at all they make up into lively café curtains, place mats and aprons. Prints and solid colors are all coordinated with Martex terry hand towels, pot holders and utility cloths. To make your kitchen come to life buy your "Kitchen Originals," at about 59¢, from the stores listed opposite. Martex, 65 Worth St., N. Y. 13. Products of West Point Manufacturing Co.
Franco-Italian frontier at Ventimiglia to the Gulf of La Spezia. The inhabi-
tants make their living mainly from the production of olive oil and flowers for export and from the visitors who con-
gregate periodically in the hillside fish-
villages such as Portofino and San 
Margherita Ligure. The Maritime Alps and the Apennines protect this region from the cold northern winds, the sea breezes, and the summer heat; and the juxtaposition of terraced olive groves above tiny harbors is piquant. Genoa is the principal city. The local cooking is herbacious and olive-based, and the mushrooms are delicious.

Emilia-Romagna

Emilia was named after the Roman Consul Marcus Emilius Lepidus who built the famous Via Emilia between Rimini and Fidenza. Coupled with Romagna, they are in the Po valley, a belt of towns section, it forms a triangle bounded in the north by the Po, by the Apennines in the south and by the Adriatic in the east. It is this geographical feature which gives the chief center a location, a city of towns and brick buildings. From it routes lead to Ravenna, notable for its Byzantine churches and mosaics, and to the spacious beaches of the Adriatic coast at Rimini, Cattolica, and the holiday resorts of Sorrento, Naples and Salerno, and needless to say, the Frascati vintages.

Campania

Campania is a hilly and moun-
tainous region below Latium which contains some of the finest hill towns in the south and by the Adriatic in the east. It is this geographical feature which gives it a special charm, a city of towns and brick buildings. From it routes lead to Ravenna, notable for its Byzantine churches and mosaics, and to the spacious beaches of the Adriatic coast at Rimini, Cattolica, and the holiday resorts of Sorrento, Naples and Salerno, and needless to say, the Frascati vintages.

Campania is a hilly and moun-
tainous region below Latium which contains some of the finest hill towns in the south and by the Adriatic in the east. It is this geographical feature which gives it a special charm, a city of towns and brick buildings. From it routes lead to Ravenna, notable for its Byzantine churches and mosaics, and to the spacious beaches of the Adriatic coast at Rimini, Cattolica, and the holiday resorts of Sorrento, Naples and Salerno, and needless to say, the Frascati vintages.

Transportation

Four airlines fly directly to Rome:

From New York: TWA, Pan American, Air France and LAL, the Italian international airline. In addition, all the European transatlantic airlines run flights connecting Rome with their European terminals: Air France from Paris, British European Airways (con-
necting with British Overseas) from London; KLM from Amsterdam, Sa-
benia from Brussels, Scandinavian from Stockholm and Copenhagen, and Swiss
air from Zurich and Geneva.

The American Export Line Inde-
pendence and Constitution provide serv-
ices from New York to Genoa and
Genoa, while their ‘Four Aces’ run regu-
larly between New York and Venice. American Export also acts as agent for the Italian Lines: Socio Italiano and Conte di Calcina Bicaulina, which sail be-
 tween New York, Naples and Genoa. Also serving these ports are the ships of the Italian Lines: the Atlantica, the Italia, the latter stopping also at Paler-
mo.

Umbria

Umbria is the only region not touched by the sea, being hemmed in

Francesco M. Pasquino, 38, was awarded the 1953 MacDowell Fellowship for his work in Italy. He is currently completing his dissertation, "The Italian Renaissance and the Modern World," which will be published by the University Press of Virginia.

Buy Defense Bonds

ITALY continued from page 168

WHERE IS HERE YOU CAN BUY "Kitchen Originals"

MARTIEX

Milwaukee, Wis.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Waterloo, Iowa
Kalamazoo, Mich.
Chicago, Ill.
Beloit, Wis.
New York, N.Y.
New York, N.Y.
New York, N.Y.
New York, N.Y.
New York, N.Y.
New York, N.Y.
New York, N.Y.
New York, N.Y.
New York, N.Y.
New York, N.Y.
New York, N.Y.
New York, N.Y.
New York, N.Y.
New York, N.Y.
New York, N.Y.
New York, N.Y.
New York, N.Y.
New York, N.Y.
New York, N.Y.
New York, N.Y.
New York, N.Y.
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This marvel of high fidelity electronics is your key to a vast new world of music

HALLICRAFTERS
Balanced Sound Systems

Y our own discriminating ear is the only authority qualified to judge these new high fidelity sound systems by Hallicrafters. Until you have heard them you cannot possibly know the enjoyment of favorite records and radio programs that can be yours. There is nothing to compare them with outside the concert hall—nothing finer at any price.

For the first time in a single cabinet you hear the full range of musical tones, the perfect balance between musical instruments, that composer, conductor and artist strive for. This is no idle claim. Hear what we mean yourself, on your own records, whether your taste is for Dixie or Beethoven or for anything in between.

What makes this musical miracle possible? Hallicrafters has drawn on the experience of years in producing these high fidelity units. Every component from turntable to speaker is perfectly matched to bring you balanced sound. All of the controls, the precision, the freedom from distortion that made Hallicrafters famous in this field are found in these units. And reflected in the glorious result that you hear.

Until now music like this was available only with costly custom installations, usually found in radio stations or recording studios. Now it can be yours, right at home. Hear these amazing Hallicrafters instruments soon. It is a rich and wonderful experience.

Shown above: Hallicrafters Super Deluxe Hi-Fi Model 1622 Maple. Also available, Model 1621 Mahogany.
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in speed of response and general feel of the key under the fingers. The standard depth is about 3% of an inch, but depth can be regulated to individual taste so keys feel heavier or lighter. What is 'lost motion'? Lost motion is a lapse between the time you touch the key and the time the hammer inside the piano reacts. The reaction should be immediate. For a quick test, sweep your hand lightly across a group of white keys; if any of the hammers of the keys you contact remains motionless, there is 'lost motion' in the piano. A well-engineered action presupposes that there is no lost motion.

Repetition: how should you test it? A pianist should be able to play as fast as your fingers can go, and if it is repeating properly it will. A good test is to take two adjoining notes and trill them; play them one right after the other repeatedly to see if they will repeat as fast as you can play.

How does weighting the keys affect the way they work? Weighting contributes to uniformity of touch throughout the keyboard. It makes up for the difference in length between black and white keys, and the difference in weight of the hammers and dampers, so that each moves up and down on its pin pivot point with ease and regularity.

What should you look for in a piano's finish? The finish is more than skin deep; it seals the wood from moisture and consequently from warping. The traditional dull lacquer and fully hand-rubbed finish is standard throughout the piano industry, so much so that it is referred to as a piano finish. The type of wood in the piano also affects the durability of the finish. American walnut, mahogany, birch, maple, oak, and fruitwood, cut with the grain running the long way of the board, are among the lasting woods. Woods with conspicuous markings cut across the board, in some cases forming patterns, cannot be expected to stand up as well. Finishes which stain the natural wood a darker color are more durable color-wise than those in which the wood has been bleached lighter than its natural color.

What should you look for in sides and hardware? Standardized sides and the simplest hardware are widely used in cheaper factory-made pianos. For $800 and upward, you can expect custom-finishing. This may consist of in

(Continued on page 175)
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lay or grooves and angle cuts that can be cut and finished by machines. The point is to examine a piano from all sides, and notice how it is made.

What is the soundboard and what types are there? The soundboard sustains and amplifies the tones made by the strings. There are two main types of soundboard. The classic type consists of solid strips of wood glued edgewise and then seasoned. The second type is of laminated plywood, usually three-ply hardwood cemented by water-proof resin glues.

Is there anything to look for on the proof resin glues. Of laminated plywood board, usually

and lime-seasoned. The second type is

strings. There are two main types of

and amplifies the tones made by the

sides, and notice how it is made.

What parts of the piano determine how long it will stay in tune? The pin block most directly determines how long a piano will stay in tune. Lift up the lid of any vertical and you'll see that the strings wind around metal tuning pins inserted through but not touching a metal plate. These support some 17 to 20 tons' pull from the strings. They pass through holes in the metal plate and into the pin block, or 'wrest plank.'

What should you look for in a piano plate? The plate, whether it is in a horizontal position (in a grand piano) or in a vertical position (in an upright) should not yield even a thousandth of an inch. If it does, it will change the tension of the strings and throw the whole scale out of tune. The most rigid plate is made of cast iron, and should be available in even a low-priced piano.

Is there much difference in piano hammers? There is a distinct and important difference in piano hammers both in quality of material (felt) and quality of workmanship. The hammer is a vital part of the piano action because it determines the tone quality of the piano, and, therefore, should be an important point of research to the potential buyer.

What type of action should you buy? In grand pianos, actions are all built on the same mechanical principle. With the exception of a couple of firms who make their own actions, the actions of grands are manufactured by one or two leading makers and are therefore basically identical. In vertical pianos you have a choice between two types of action: drop action and direct blow action. Direct blow action is usually used in pianos 39" high or more. Drop action, having 38 connections, is harder to remove than direct blow action, which is aided by only four nails. Drop action is compressed, which means that there is more power to transmit the blow you deliver through the keys; this is better suited to today's smaller models of vertical piano.

What should you know about piano strings? You can discard any recommendation of a piano on the merit of its strings. To be sure, during wartime there are more string makers, the strings, regardless of the piano they are destined for. Some manufacturers still make their own because no string-maker can supply the quality of workmanship they require. While the wire is the same, the care of winding is vital.

How does the bridge affect the tone of the piano? When the hammer strikes a string, the vibration pulses to the end of the string through the bridge and into the soundboard, since the bottom of the bridge is glued to the soundboard. If the string hits the bridge and then after the pin on the bridge, some of the vibration will be killed. Actually there are two bridges, one for the main part of the middle register and the treble section, another for the bass section or, roughly, the last 24 or 30 keys on the left of the keyboard. You can see the bridges if you remove the bottom frame, the board under the keyboard of the upright piano, or lift the top of a grand. There is a vast difference in the construction of bridges used by various piano manufacturers. Authorities consider a bridge capped with quarter-sawn rock maple to be more satisfactory than the standard solid wood bridge.

Should you insist on ivory keys? The difference between keys made of ivory and those made of a good grade plastic is slight, so the choice is really up to your individual taste. Some people like the way in which ivory keys mellow; other prefer the clean look of plastic. Ivory has tactile quality which cannot be denied, and while plastic keys look fine and last a long time, they do not have the cool, soft touch of natural bone ivory.

How often should a piano be tuned? Every change of season, after the change—spring, summer, fall and winter. If you have it tuned only twice a year, the tuning should be given after you've turned off your heat in the spring, and again after you've turned the heat on in the fall. Whether or not a piano is played, it must be kept in running condition so that the pressure is not thrown out of alignment by changes in atmosphere and temperature.

Where should a piano be placed? Since sudden changes in temperature can injure both finish and the instrument itself, the piano should be placed either on an inside wall or on an outside wall which is well insulated. Keep it away from open windows and heating units, particularly fireplaces. Direct rays of the sun are harmful to the finish, so if the only available space you have is by a window, draw the blinds against direct sunlight.

Will humidity hurt the piano? An excess of either wet or dry air will cause damage because wood swells on absorbing moisture and shrinks when it loses it. Contraction and expansion can loosen tuning pins, crack soundboards (except the laminated plywood variety), and cause venters separation and warping.

What is the best way to clean piano keys? Both ivory and plastic keys can be cleaned with a slightly dampened soft cloth. If they are particularly dirty, (Continued on page 176)

"I practice piano without disturbing anyone..."

on my new Musette with Practiano," says Cole Porter, famous composer of "Can-Can" and many other Broadway hits.

Just imagine! Here is a piano of rich, full resonant tone. But, when you press down the middle or "Practiano" pedal — presto — the volume is muted by more than half! Children can practice — you can play in the wee-small hours — and no disturbance to anyone! Practiano is an exclusive feature of every Winter Musette, the finest of the many fine Winter Pianos. It is available in 7 handsome styles including period, contemporary and modern. Piano shown is the French Provincial. See, hear and play the Winter Musette at your local dealer's. Marvel at Practiano, the miracle feature that ends every piano-disturbance problem. Send 10c for full color brochure and name of your nearby Musette dealer.
It's fun to tape-record on high-fidelity

PENTRON

Listen, compare, hear the difference!

Make Christmas last all year 'round! Record and play back the joy, excitement and music of holidays and special events at home . . . all the precious moments from Junior's first words to daughter's wedding. Build your own library of favorite music, radio and TV programs, sports broadcasts and historic world events. Pentron tape recordings capture every whisper . . . give you two full hours of continuous playback without needle scratch. See and hear the Pentron Tape Recorder first and discover why thousands of professionals acclaim it their choice.

See your Classified Telephone Directory under "Recorders" for local dealer, or write:
The PENTRON Corporation, Dept. HG-123
884 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11, Illinois

FREE booklet, "What Pentron Tape Recording Offers You!"

High-Fidelity—Pentron records and reproduces every sound with startling realism.

Easier operation—Everyone in the family can use it.

Sensible price—No other tape recorder offers so much for so little—$189.50 complete in portable case. (Slightly higher west of Rockies.)

PENTRON Tape Recorders for holiday pleasure and day-to-day use all year 'round!

WEAK-END BUILDERS continued from page 165

shower stall sections, are shipped knocked down, and ready to assemble. The sides interlock with the top and bottom by a system of flanges, and corner joints are waterproof. With the guidance of a plumber, pipe sections are shown being fitted together in understandable steps.

Into spaces around soil pipe sections, oakum, a loosely twisted, shredded hemp fiber impregnated with pine tar, is packed with a yarning tool. This special tool has an offset handle to keep knuckles from hitting against pipes. After the space is two-thirds full of oakum, molten lead is heated by the plumber and poured directly into the bell (or larger end of sections into which pipes are slipped). A calking iron is used to pound down and compress the lead, just as the yarning tool was applied to the hemp. The reason for calking around pipes is to make joints completely waterproof. Even old houses, like that of the week-end builders, are inclined to settle and perhaps move the pipes a little.

The water pipes in the Fischman house are of hard copper and various lengths had to be cut to fit the system. This was done with a special wheeled cutter. The plumber fits this tool around the pipe, turns the adjusting screw until the hardened wheel scores a ring around the pipe. Such a tool makes a neat, clean cut through the pipe, leaving no jagged edges or metal filings. After the water pipe ends have been thoroughly cleaned, copper fittings must be soldered to pipes with a compressed fuel torch. This results in permanent, water-tight joints throughout the plumbing system.

The wiring system should be worked out according to requirements of the Board of Fire Underwriters. Outlets should be located where most needed for lighting, or for general purpose equipment. This includes circuits for lamps, armchair reading, clear focal lights for bathrooms, pinpoint spots for shaving, circuits for running a radio and other small appliances. Heavy duty appliances such as a furnace, range, hot water heater, washer, dryer, each requires a separate circuit.

In other words, the wiring system you require must be adequate to carry the load of all electrical fixtures: lamps and ceiling lights, appliances and controls. The week-end builders planned and purchased lighting fixtures in advance to have them on hand when the ceiling and wall outlets were installed. In this way they could check and make certain that outlets were placed in exact spots needed.

Your electrical contractor will plan the wiring and advise as to equipment needed, and the number of service conductors and circuits sufficient to deliver full power at focal points. He will make all the actual electrical connections, but can explain the step-by-step procedure needed for a first-class installation. Wires often have a top-quality finish, and are used for interior wiring, are pushed through the holes, pulled around obstructions and directed to the various outlets. The armor covering prevents electrical fire danger and serves as a buffer against insects or rodents who may chew into the wire insulation.

Our amateur builders assisted in other phases of the wiring job by nailing metal boxes to house switches and convenience outlets. The electrician then wired the boxes inside the box to complete the electrical circuit. Ceiling and wall fixtures were temporarily fastened in place so the position of each light could be checked. The electrician also advised about outdoor fixtures which had special, weatherproof sockets designed to withstand moisture and cold weather temperature.

Write to H&G Reader Service for Week-end Builder's Data Sheet. Following is a list of the building materials used by the week-end builders.

Lighting fixtures: Lightolier.
Compressed fuel torch: Prepo by Pressure Products Corporation.
Pressurized propane fixtures: by Sears Roebuck & Co.

Bathroom walls: Beauty Bond by Formica.

Hand tools: by Stanley Tools.
Electrical cable, switches, water heater: by Sears Roebuck & Co.

Radiant glass heating panel: by Berko Electric Manufacturing Corporation.
Quarter inch electric drill: by Stanley Electric Tools.

PIANOS continued from page 175

put a little mild white soap (not detergent) in the water. If you have ivory keys, leave them uncovered during day-light hours because prolonged darkness yellows them.

Why do people worry about moths in a piano? There is a lot of wool felt in a piano, which can attract moths. For this reason, a piano should be cleaned and fumigated by a reliable piano man about once every two years. This even holds true for pianos with hammered labeled ‘moth-proof.'

How do you keep the case of the piano clean? Normally, a piano finish does not require polish beyond going over it with a soft, clean, untreated dust cloth. Fingerprints on the case can be removed with a cloth slightly moistened, followed by wiping with a dry cloth. Always wipe with the grain of the wood. You can use a top-quality chamomile, dampened slightly, to rub off a piano, but you should wipe the entire surface with a soft dry cloth afterward so that no moisture spots remain.

How often should a piano be regulated? Any piano should be regulated at least every three years, and more often if it is used professionally. If you are about it, you might as well have a thorough job done, including ‘voicing' which adjusts the tone if it has begun to sound sharp or tinny.

EMIL E. BROOKIECK
Fabulous foods for Christmas

This column is an argument for gifts that will be used and enjoyed, in other words, of food. Our U.S. industries plus a world-wide import business have trained the palates of the nation with extraordinary delicacies well out of the run of daily meal-planning. Often the person 'who has everything' will be enchanted by some small item whose name and flavor recapture the charm of last summer's trip abroad. And again, those on a limited budget will be glad to be able to offer a gourmet luxury.

Our personal choice for the most welcome to any Christmas present would be a half-gallon of the best imported olive oil, say the Nissaun which costs $4.50 at Maison Glass, or a big chunk of stracchino Parmesan cheese, $2.90 a pound at Lamanna, or their infinitely luxurious white truffles at $2.50. Someone else might prefer a really outstanding $2.50 and $2.50 per pound of their Trilburn's 26 varieties which range from mild, sweet, aromatic, and red-hot, at $2.50 the jar; and along with it hard-to-find poppy seed from their Japanese counterpart kroepoek, $1.50 and $1.15. Unusual and glamorous is champagne jelly with the bubbles built in, as stocked by Martin's Fruit Shop at $1.45 the jar. Here also is the new giant German asparagus, edible down its full six inches of white stem, plus a jar of Hollandaise, $3.25 and 85 cents respectively. Another wonderful full-course food gift is Poll's new shish-kebab, each package containing two portions impaled and broiled on wood skewers, a real gourmet buy at $1.25 a piece. Or how about the fish-shaped nut-flour cake with the brandy-cake filling which Robert Day-Dean sells for $2 each under the name of Dean's Delight? Or a Haselnuessorte or a Baumkuchen from Geiger's ($3.30 complete and $3 a pound respectively), either of them worthy of pre-war Gerster's Konditorei in Vienna?

Some of the new food gifts are not only delectable but also much too beautiful to eat. Heading this group are Altman's mixed Italian vegetables for appetizers; stuffed pearl onion-salad. Master-craftsmen have made out of everything from finocchio to pearl onions, they are arranged with fantasy but precision in tall, handsome glass houses, from a modest cottage at $4 to something almost big enough to crawl into at $35. You can also delight any child with French lollipops which again look like masterpieces of precious inlay at the modest price of 10 cents a piece at the Allerton Fruit Shop. More grownup appetites will also find here Plisson bags holding candied white and yellow carambolas, candied pink lilacs and, most lovely of all, a whole of childhood memories, candied violets, each bag $1.

A whole ham makes one of the most dazzling of Christmas presents and a lasting one too. Vendome has probably the best Virginias in town. An average-sized one, cooked and sugared, runs from $18 to $25. Old Denmark's Westphalian hams figure between $11.95 and $21.95. Lamanna's incomparable Italian prosciutto between $3 and $3.50 a pound. Macy's has whole cooked Dutch hams, an 11-pounder marked at $15.96; Nyborg & Nelson's a Danish ham between $30 and $15. When it comes to pork products, you can't beat northern countries. A new line of Hempel Danish foods which Charles carries has outstanding inexpensive pork and veal sausages in casings so tender they melt in your mouth, price 98 cents, also cocktail sausages at $1.05, Hempel's shishkabobs (49 cents) bring us to another popular category in Christmas giving.

First, there is the smorgasbord as produced by Bloomingdale's, a wonder-box of 13 items including mussels, shrimps, herring in wine, cod roe, pâté, caviar, salmon paste, cheese, flat-bread, and so on which sells for the amazing price of $6.90. Over at Nyborg & Nelson's, you can make your own selection, choosing among sprats, the best smoked uncanned caviar in town, herring in dill sauce, and a fascinating array of crispbreads. Half a dozen items might set you back about $5. This shop also carries the famous Swedish hash-browning for 85 cents a largish can. Give this fish mousse with a tin of lobster Newburgh ($1.39 at Charles) which should be thinned out as sauce for it and you have a course fit for a Scandinavian king. Then there's that perennial delicacy, smoked salmon, which Old Denmark undertakes to send anywhere in refrigerated one-pound bags for $2.90 the pound. Include with this a chunk of Norse black bread and suggest them both as accompaniment for the driest martins. Wynne & Trenor offers you fresh-smoked brook trout from Colorado, each one the potential heart of an aspic dish, for $1.25 apiece. Their asparges from the Great Lakes serves a similar but more luxurious purpose at $6 per. Here you can also get deviled crab for six, plus aluminum shells to cook it in and a jar of sauce, for $1.50. Maison Glass has canned coutilles St. Jacques plus four scallop shells to cook it in for $2.10. As for the new King of the Sea shop, they undertake to ship in dry ice a whole, bristling Dungeness crab large enough to serve two for $3. Add to it their excellent mustard mayonnaise dressing for 90 cents and the gift is complete. And bear in mind their canned soups: chowders $1, bouillabaisse $1.50, and lobster bisque $1.50, all of them in quart jars. If you are a terrapin fan (which is even more costly than being a caviar connoisseur) you can get it at Ellen Grey's for $2.50 a quart. For caviar itself (those big gray
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V-M tri-o-matic® 555
High Fidelity Phonograph
Model 555-M
(Mahogany) $139.95*
Model 555-0
(Limed Oak) $144.95*

50 to 12,000 c.p.s.
Tonal range
V-M 555
HIGH FIDELITY
PHONOGRAPH

Enjoy these features of the V-M 555 wherever you
are: Two new type sapphire needles in new ceramic cartridge reproduce 50
to 12,000 c.p.s. • Three 5" ultra-wide range speakers all facing the front! • Resonance-free,
balanced, die cast tone arm • 4-tube performance
from 3-tube (plus electronic rectifier) ampli-
 fier with push-pull output! • Choice of Mahogany
or Limed Oak furniture finishes, both with golden
grilles of expanded metal! • SIetota Switch shuts
cut of everything (amplifier too) after last record
play! • Gentle trio-o-matic spindle eliminates
holders that grip record grooves! Made by V-M
Corporation, world's largest manufacturer
of phonographs and record changers exclusively.

"THE RECORDED VOICE OF MUSIC"

PLEASE MAIL THIS COUPON
V-M Corporation, Benton Harbor 9, Michigan
Please send complete details on the V-M 555 High Fidelity Phonograph.

Name
Address
City
State

SOUNDS WORTH SAVING

continued from page 141

taped music for the entertainment of the
passengers, as do four of American
Export's liners on the Mediterranean
run, National Airlines has installed it as
an extra service on the New York-
Miami-to-Cuba flights; it's also a possi-
BILITY for future train travel.

The courtroom use of tape is some-
what circumscribed by a factor which
accounts for its acceptance elsewhere:
the ease with which it can be edited.
By deleting a negative from one sen-
tence on tape, your witness can be made
to say exactly the opposite of what he
intended. There are occasions, however,
when home-made tape has been ad-
mitted as legal evidence. A New York
apartment-dweller recently proved that
his neighbors were a noisy nuisance by
recording on tape the sounds which
floated in his open windows.

In addition to its obvious uses in
the teaching of music and languages
and in the instruction of the blind (the
University of Pennsylvania, for exam-
ple, maintains a tape library of mate-
rial not available on Braille or pho-
notograph recordings), tape is also use-
ful in bringing such affairs as church
services into the homes of elderly
people and invalids. The entire six-day
convention of Jehovah's Witnesses last
summer in Yankee Stadium, eleven
two-hour programs of music and sermons,
was tape-recorded and copied
10,796 times on nearly 13,000,000 feet
of magnetic tape. A tape-recording
enthusiast in Piedmont, Missouri, tapes
six different religious services in his
town, and sends them to invalids and
shut-ins. And in tiny Rensselaerville,
New York (pop. 150), for example, the
Presbyterian Church has no regular
pastor, but in the summer plays host to
a series of distinguished speakers such as
Dr. Everett R. Clinchy, President of
the National Conference of Christians
and Jews and President of World Broth-
erhood; Dr. Henry Noble Maclean,
President Emeritus of Vassar; and Dr.
Nathan A. Perlman, Rabbi of Congre-
sation Emanu-El in New York. All
these addresses are recorded on tape
and are available for neighboring min-
isters, teachers, or anybody else who
wishes to borrow them.

Like any other hobby, tape has its
famous fans. What FDR was to stamp
collecting or President Eisenhower
is to golf, Queen Elizabeth and the Duke
of Edinburgh are to tape recording. When
affairs of state, or service in the
British Navy, separated Prince Philip
from his wife, the royal couple ex-
changed tape recordings of bedtime
stories at the rate of five or six a week.
During the Prince's extended stay in Malta
before Queen Elizabeth's Coronation, he
regularly made recordings espe-
cially for his son, Prince Charles, who
replied in kind with his own perform-
ance of nursery rhymes.

In Chicago with the national com-
pany of Guys and Dolls, the singing
actress Pamela Britton, who was on-
tage at the time, made a bedtime, bed-
time story tape for her small daughter.
Other enthusiasts have organized
themselves into clubs, some with worldwide
connections. One member of the Voice-
sendence Club, at 1634 North Mango
Avenue, Chicago, 39, boasts that her
dog in Noel, Virginia, has exchanged

barks with a pup in Wisconsin, and
will do his tricks at the command of
a master in England. Tape-Respond-
cents, International, at 3882 22nd Street,
San Francisco, and the Voice-of-Edin-
burgh, Box 9211 in Dallas are other American
organizations, and from Geneva, Swit-
zerland, comes news of a new pastime
called "Sound Hunters." According to
Fredy Weber, Swiss-born General Secre-
tary of the International Sound-
Hunters Federation, this outfit has
members in Switzerland, France, Bel-
gium, Germany, and Austria. All of
them are interested in unusual varia-
tions of customary sounds, as in bus-
street noises, the hum of factories, the
clank of trains, the murmuring of hem-
locks, the whoosh of the ocean, the
chattering of birds, even a proposal of
love on a park bench, "overheard" by an
instrument some six hundred feet
away. According to The Omaha
( Nebraska) World Herald, a Paris
amateur was recording bird songs in the
Bois de Boulogne when his machine
picked up the whispers of two men
plotting a crime. The sound-hunter
turned the tape over to Paris police, and
the gendarmes were standing by when the
criminals arrived at the scene to
commit their crime.

Nearly everybody knows that when
he asks his telephone operator for
the weather or the time, the answer is
tape-recorded. Record enthusiasts know
that most commercial records are
made from tape, which has made possi-
ble the spot recordings of such events as
the famous "V-D Day Festival" perfor-
mance by Pablo Casals. But few listeners
listening to records at home realize
the extent to which tape recording has
broadened the horizons of professional
performers and led to improvement of
their artistry, Marian Anderson, for
example, lived and studied in Germany
for about a year, spoke and under-
stood the language reasonably well.
Yet she never adds any of the lieder of
Schumann, Schubert or Hugo Wolf to
her programs until she has first re-
corded them, and then sends them to
a friend whose native language is
German, for criticism of her diction.
Even coloratura is the case of Maro and
Anahid Ajemian, violin and piano duo
who have performed widely in concert
and on records for six seasons. Pianist
Maro, younger of the two sisters, lives
in Berkeley, California, six months of
every year, and violinist Anahid head-
quarters are in New York, but by
cost-to-coast exchange of recorded
tapes, the sisters rehearse their reperti-
ory, sent in by airmail, 3,000 miles.

Whether tape is used for calling
the numbers in home square dances,
preparing a sound track for a chil-
ren's marionette show, recording a
family concert, making a copy of a
collector's item in a friend's record
collection, or taking a favorite opera
off the air, tape enthusiasts who have
recorded a sound worth saving are
merely carrying to the present the
ordinary conditions tape simply doesn't
wear out. It can easily be erased and
replaced at the owner's whim, but in
the meantime it can survive thousands
of playings with undiminished fidelity.

Or, as the marriage ceremony puts it,
"to have and to hold..."
AN OPEN FIREPLACE continued from page 163

Fireplace opening is raised above floor and heavy black marble molding surrounds it like a picture frame. Firelight can be watched at eye level when seated. Metal mesh draws across opening to prevent flying sparks. Architect is Barton A. Schutt.

Copper hood overhangs width of sandstone fireplace and extends to ceiling. It helps disperse warmth through room, like convector radiator, when fire is lighted. Ledge beside hearth is useful for resting logs or for seating guests at large parties. Architect, John Ridley.

Fireplace front, set flush in plaster wall, is of German silver. An antique from an old English house, it is handsomely embossed in a modillion and filigree design and includes a grate for coal. Architect, Walter Durham.

Enamcelled steel hood covers fireplace opening and flue opening. Height and breadth of hood are large to suit size of large, skylighted room. Porcelain enamel surface is easily wiped clean of dust. Chimney is free standing in room. Architect is Carl Koch. Continued on page 186

NEW Toastmaster
Super De Luxe Toaster

Takes the bread right out of your fingers!

Power-Action automatically...
1... lowers bread for you...
2... starts it toasting...
3... serves it up fast—
all by itself!

The most distinctly different toaster in the world! What a Christmas gift! This new toaster is so automatic it even lowers the bread by itself. Power-Action, through a unique electric motor, gently takes the bread right out of your fingers! It lowers it, starts it toasting, and serves it up fast. The new "Toastmaster" Super De Luxe Toaster gives perfect toast every time—light, dark, or in-between. Toast rises extra high, so small slices are easy to remove. So make someone happy, and lastingly grateful. This toaster will give the faithful service that has resulted in more people owning "Toastmaster" Toasters than any other kind. "Toastmaster" is a registered trade-mark of McGraw Electric Company, makers of "Toastmaster" Toasters, "Toastmaster" Water Heaters, and other "Toastmaster" Products.

Enamcelled steel hood continues from page 163
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bouquets that are virtually saltless) there's nothing like Vendome's at $32 the gift.

This year, there's good news in the hors d'oeuvres line. Maison Glass, among others, carries the prettiest little little midget pickled corn at $1. At Gim- bell's you can buy pickled celery and carrot sticks for 99 cents and fresh vine leaves for $4. For $1.65, you can buy at Hicks the new English Ullini cases which are bite-size cola-on-sets ready to be crisped and filled with anything from the delicious pate made by the Baccara Restaurant ($2.00 for 8 ounces) to one of the six fish pastes which Macy's offers so attractively boxed for $3. Soupeon has a fabulous line of spreads made up fresh and in pretty crocks. We particularly enjoy the cheddar and smoked Irish bacon ($2.25), the herring, white wine, and sour cream ($2.75), and the French vinaigrette mixture ($2.25). They also handle the Green Mountain mushrooms put up in what amounts to a wonderful French dressing. $2.75 the jar. To try called Noack now put out for only $2.10 a delicious galantine made in a long cylinder which slices into convenient cocktail-cracker size. Then there's the Noz-Bake sandwich, an offering of four cans containing respectively frankfurters, meatballs, salami, and pate de foie gras, the whole for $2.50. Hicks has all of these. The inventive Poll once a year makes a delicacy called goose giblet, a kind of carnivorous potato chip made of crisped goose skin and very, very savory. Try also their Sea Island shrimps or cocktail beef served with Poll's new garlic-flavored dressing called Pelle-noise. And finally, down in Palm Beach a shop called Au Bon Goût runs up something called Flying Saucers at 60 cents each: big cartwheels of Syrian flatbread which need only to be buttered, toasted, and flavored with your favorite herb salt to make a sensational new appetizer.

Big shops have hit upon a new idea this year: to add to their food packages some object which will take a permanent place in your house. A number of Macy's gift baskets contain pottery figurines and some foods are served in a wooden lazy Susan. A blue-and-white Wedgwood tin holds $2-worth of Huntley & Palmer biscuits. Altman's offers two wine vinegars in a rustic, green glass, double crust for $3.75. Soupeon's cocktail trays with canape spreads in French pottery are a very fine gift at $17.95. At Hamburger Schlenmer's you will find a House of Herbs painted on wood, $12.10 a delighful card of aged English marmalade, a pound for $2.60. The Allerton Fruit Shop has mandarines of lemon, lime, and ginger. Frankfurters from 60 to 75 cents each. Bloomindales offers tangerine marmalade from Florida at 50 cents and the flavorful line of Charting Cross preserves. Try Charles for honeys: Maine blue-berry, Pyrenees, English heather and so on, prices from 75 cents to $2.95. Here also is the old New Orleans cherry pralines at $1.40. Another idea is to give bases for exotic desserts, such as preserved mango, guava, papaya, coconut, spiced tangerines, and passion fruit nectar, individually priced between 60 cents and $1.50 at Martin's. For traditionalists, there are the classic French desserts neatly bottled for you in the form of crispes Suzette and babas au rhum, $1.70 and $1.35 at Maison Glass. The best and most unusual black fruit cake is made by Mrs. Delphine Berry who packs it in a whole crystallized, bitter grapefruit shell. You can get it at the Woman's Exchange for $2.20 a pound. Rarest treat of all is at Lanmania's where they have imported for $1.45 each those great discs of almonds and citrus and heaven knows what called pastille di Siena, a specialty hard to find even in Italy. They also carry the best of all nougats, Motta's barone, 18 for $1.65.

Still another category of food gifts, and an extremely lively one, is the meal-in-one gift basket. Vendome puts out one of the best consisting of petite marmite soup, duck bigarade, wild rice, red currant jelly, and banana bread, $9.00, accompanied by a wonderful little tete-a-tete dinner. The Berkshire Game Farm makes a big thing of its gamebird meals. One consists of a whole duck roasted with morel mushrooms, accompanied by wild rice, preceded by black bean soup, and topped off by wine jelly made of old burgundy, all served in silver. Another delicious onion soup, offers as main course white African guineas with wild rice, and for dessert French croquembouche in

(Continued on page 183)
Ask him for the gift that lasts a lifetime!

BUDGET PAYMENT PLANS, offered by most Gorham dealers, make it beautifully practical to ask for a Christmas treasure of precious Gorham* Sterling. And you're so smart to ask for Gorham! Gorham Sterling's rich heritage of finer design and craftsmanship makes it the one home accessory that never goes out of fashion, never needs replacing.

(For example, only Gorham gives you dent-resistant, rattle-proof sterling one-piece knife handles.) To choose your pattern, see all 18 of Gorham's timeless designs. A single place-setting (knife, fork, teaspoon, salad fork, soup spoon, butter spreader) in most Gorham patterns costs $29.75 to $35.00† (others to $120.00†).

Gift treasure-chest of Gorham "Rondo"*. Contains place-settings for 8 (plus 8 extra teaspoons, 2 tablespoons, 1 butter knife, 1 sugar shell). Complete set of sixty pieces in its own silver chest, $359.25†.

Gorham starter-set gift box. Keepsake box, slender and compact for limited-space storage. Contains 4 knives, 4 forks, 4 teaspoons, and 4 salad forks in Gorham "Greenbrier"* pattern. Complete, $92.50†.

Gorham serving-piece gift box. Important-looking box contains 2 most-used serving pieces: gravy ladle and serving fork in Gorham "Strasbourg"* pattern. Complete with box, $31.00†.

All prices include Federal Tax and are subject to change without notice.

Gorham STERLING
AMERICA'S LEADING SILversmiths SINCE 1831.

*TRADE MARKS ©1953 BY THE GORHAM COMPANY, PROVIDENCE, R.I.

†All prices include Federal Tax and are subject to change without notice.
Look for this Haviland Baker and Four display at your dealer's. Ask him to show you the domestic Haviland patterns available in Baker and Four sets at special holiday prices. Write for name of nearest dealer; please enclose 25c for collectors' booklet on Haviland designs and history.

Haviland china is a wonderful gift—the baker and four...

No more exquisite gift than Haviland china—no more practical way to give it than in Baker and Four sets. You buy four place settings and Haviland gives you, free of extra charge, the "baker" (serving dish)!...a set of 21 Haviland-perfect pieces—enough to start right in using the very first day.

Each place setting consists of dinner plate, dessert or salad plate, butter plate, cup and saucer.
brandy, $9.75. From Berkshire you can get oven-dressed birds ranging from chukar partridge at $9.50 the brace to an eight-pound wild turkey at $19.50. Another celebrated purveyor of game is E. Joseph of the Washington Market. Besides everything you might expect, Mr. J. is ready to ship to you hear filets at about $2.50 a pound, that black-meated, snow-white, arctic bird called ptarmigan at about $6.50 each, moose at $2.50 a pound, buffalo steak at $1.75, and the best bargain in whale meat in the whole country, a mere 65 cents a pound. —ROSAMUND FROST

Following are the addresses of the stores mentioned in the above article. All stores in New York, N. Y., unless otherwise noted.

Allerton Fruit Shop
546 Madison Ave.
B. Altman & Co.
Fifth Ave. & 34th St.
Au Bon Gout
Via Meissner
Palm Beach, Fla.
Baccara Restaurant
203 East 45th Street
(Do not ship)
Berkshire Game Farm
273 Madison Ave.
Bloomington's
Lexington Ave. & 59th St.
Caviarteria
2 East 45th Street
Charles & Co.
340 Madison Ave.
Robert Day-Dean
6 East 57th Street
Geiger's
Vienna Pastry Shop
206 East 86th St.
Gimbels
Broadway at 33rd St.
Ellen Grey
800 Madison Ave.
Hammacher Schlemmer
145 E. 57th Street
Hicks
16 E. 49th St.
E. Joseph
Washington Market
King of the Sea
479 Third Ave.
Lamanna
208 E. 59th St.
Macy's New York
Herald Square
Maison Glass
15 E. 47th St.
Martin's Fruit Shop
1042 Madison Ave.
Nyborg & Nelson
341 Third Ave.
Old Denmark
345 E. 57th St.
Poll
1120 Lexington Ave.
Souson
203 E. 61st Street
Tellburn
340 E. 55th St.
Vendome
415 Madison Ave.
Woman's Exchange
541 Madison Ave.
Wynne & Treanor
712 Madison Ave.
If you give a choice book, your Christmas gift is almost certain to please. What's best about book-giving is that there's something special to be found for everyone on your list. Among the books to be discovered under the tree this year will be biographies, autobiography, memoirs, and novels. They have been majestic as Winston Churchill's Triumph and Tragedy (Houghton Mifflin, $6.10), the sixth and last volume of his great history of World War II, and lively as Alva Johnson's The Legend of Miners (Farrar, Straus & Young, $3.75). Between them, the variety is huge. Carl Sandburg's Always the Young Strangers (Harcourt, Brace, $5.00) is the poet-historian's tender, graphic evocation of his childhood and youth. Robert E. Sherwood is on record as deeming it the best of all American autobiography, Marchette Chute's Ben Jonson of Westminster (Dutton, $4.50) is a period re-creation as brilliant as her Shakespeare of London. In A Spirit of St. Louis ( Scribner, $5.00) Charles Lindbergh relives the great flight to Paris, one of history's flawless undertakings. Hesketh Pearson's The Man Who smoked a nec­ dotal portrait of that sardonic painter and wit. Louis Hall Tharp, remembered for The Peabody Sisters of Salem, goes on with the story in Untold Victory (Little, Brown, $5.00), a double biography of Horace Mann and Mary Peabody. John A. Garraty defends a much-criticized statesman of the last generation in Henry Cabot Lodge (Knopf, $6.00).

The year has been rich, too, in biography of essentially literary interest. In Lelia (Harper, $5.00) André Maurois tells the story of George Sand and her world. Justin O'Brien's Portrait of André Gide (Knopf, $6.00) is a close-up of the late French master. A great American novelist's first twenties—ten years, and a new interpretation of them, are in Leon Edel's Henry James: The Untitled Years (Lippincott, $4.00), and there is much new light on another, younger American artist in E. K. Brown's Willa Cather: A Critical Biography (Knopf, $4.00). Charles Dickens: His Tragedy and Triumph (Simon & Schuster, 2 vols., $10.00), by Edgar Johnson, is a monumental, definitive work. Reginald Pound's Arnold Bennett (Harcourt, Brace, $5.75) is the first full-length study of the author of The Old Wives' Tale, and a portrait of the Edwardian-Georgian literary world as well. Bennett, and many others, appears in Somerset Maugham's The Fugitive Mood (Doubleday, $3.00), random essays, portraits, opinions. Some of the sprightliest literary critical writing this season is in Gilbert Highet's People, Places and Books (Oxford, $3.50), chosen from his radio talks. The Letters of Sherwood Anderson (Harcourt, Brace, $6.00) are an important American writer's story in his own words. Sinclair Lewis' still large public will find some of his liveliest writing in a miscellany called The Men from Main Street (Random, $3.75), comprising essays, letters, reviews and other incidental pieces.

The theatre fans, veterans who live in the past and contemporary play-goers, will also find a crowded shelf. Eleanor Ruggles' The Prince of Players (Norton, $4.50) gloriously brings back Edwin Booth, while Fanny Brice lives again in The Fabulous Fanny, by Norman Karkov (Knopf, $1.95), and a peerless comedian and wit in Our Will Rogers, by Homer Cry (Duell, Sloan & Pearce—Little, Brown, $3.75). Deems Taylor presents his outstanding writing-producing team of this age in Some Enchanted Evenings: The Story of Rodgers and Hammerstein (Harper, $3.95), while Lloyd Shera, informally back through the years in Curtain Time: A History of the American Theatre (Random, $5.00). Just the Other Day (McGraw-Hill, $4.00) is the reminiscences of Ward Morehouse, Broadway stage reporter, and Alicia Markova (Hermitage, $3.95) is Anton Dolin's story of his evocative life and art. Irving Kolodin tells The Story of the Metropolitan Opera (Knopf, $7.50) candidly and access­ ionally. A long-term standby, The Best Plays of the Broadway season, appears this year in new format and edited by Louis Kronenberger (Dodd, Moos, $4.50), and has a rival in Theatre 52, edited by John Chapman (Random, $5.00). Both are exceptionally valuable, of course, to the out-of-towner who doesn't get to Broadway often but who wants to keep up.
dren (Little, Brown, $3). A prodigal sampling of America’s best-known living writer is in The Hemingway Reader (Scribner, $5), edited by Charles Poore.

The arm chair traveler is invited to go mountain climbing in Maurice Herzog’s Annapurna (Dutton, $5), undersea in The Silent World, by J. Y. Comeret and Frédéric Dumas (Harper, $4), across the United States by car in George R. Stewart’s words-and-pictures U.S. 40 (Houghton Mifflin, $5), to Europe with Ludwig Bemelmans and his daughter in Father, Dear Father (Viking, $3.50). The traveler planning to get out of the chair and actually go has a practical counselor in David Dodge’s The Poor Man’s Guide to Europe (Random, $2.95).

The rewards of another kind of travel, into the far and near past, await him in Will Durant’s The Renaissance (Simon & Schuster, $7.50), Vol. 5 in the magnificent Story of Civilization Series; Dorothy Canfield Fisher’s The Vermont Tradition (Little, Brown, $4.50), a lively chronicle of our 19th-century business buccaneers; Columbia Historical Portrait of New York (Doubleday, $21), 900 pictures of New York City from its beginnings, with running commentary; and (pure nostalgia, this one), A Pictorial History of the Automobile (Viking, $7.50).

The art book of the year? Almost certainly it is André Malraux’ The Voices of Silence (Doubleday, $25), a condensation of his three-volume Psychology of Art, fifteen illustrations in color, 450 in black and white. On a less munificent scale is the new ‘Taste of our Time’ series, beginning with volumes of Gauguin, Van Gogh, Toulouse-Lautrec, with each more than fifty color plates (Skira, $4.20); and the Pocket Library of Great Art series, profusely illustrated with color and black-and-white reproductions, with volumes of Degas, El Greco, Toulouse-Lautrec, Renoir, Matisse, Cézanne, Botticelli, French Impressionists, Dufy, Van Gogh, Utrillo, and Rembrandt (Abrams, $5).

And, finally, the books that fall into no special group: the Columbia-Viking Desk Encyclopedia (Viking, $7.50), a condensation of the famous Columbia Encyclopedia; House & Garden’s New Complete Guide to Interior Decoration, an encyclopedia of home decorating (Simon & Schuster, $10); The Juggler of Our Lady (Holt, $2.50), a charming retelling of the legend, marking the arrival of a new young artist in the Bemelmans-Thurber tradition; Howard Taubman’s How to Build a Record Library (Haworth, $1.50), authoritative tips for the long-playing-record-conscious public. . . Quite a lot of books, all in all, to go under quite a lot of trees.

JOHN K. Hinchens, 
Book reviewer and columnist of the New York Herald-Tribune

"Imagining windows with SCREENS THAT ROLL UP AND DOWN"

ONLY PELLA WINDOWS come with built-in ROLSCREES that roll up and down like window shades. No putting up or taking down screens, painting or storing. PELLA DUAL GLAZING protects against winter cold and summer heat and special weather-stripping seals DRAFT-TIGHT along all four sides of sash. Stock-size PELLA units are completely factory-assembled. They can be combined into hundreds of exciting window arrangements. Send for FREE FOLDER of Window Ideas.

MAIL COUPON TODAY

ROLScreen company, Dept. E-60, Pella, lowa

Gentlemen: Please send FREE FOLDER on Window Ideas and information on Pella Windows with ROLSCREES and DUAL GLAZING.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY & ZONE

STATE
for finest high fidelity

**magneCordette**

World's Finest Professional Tape Recorder

Use this magnificent recording instrument to make dramatic, full-range recordings in your home — and play them back a thousand times! The MagneCordette is the same tape recorder chosen 3-to-1 by radio engineers, elegantly restyled in blond, mahogany, and black lacquer cabinets. Priced lower than any other professional tape recorder!

---

**Wood mantel, in Georgian design, matches pine woodwork.** This type of fireplace can be readily built around prefabricated steel form in sketch above. Ready-made unit has correctly proportioned fireplace and due so fireplace draws well and won't smoke.

**Farmhouse fireplace** is both high and wide, forms brick-paved alcove in room. Settles or chairs can be pulled close to fire, logs can be piled without disorder in room. Panels over mantel are Pennsylvania Dutch decoration. Architect, Walter K. Durham.

**Free-standing fireplace, in center of modern, one-story house disperses warmth all around it. Circular in shape, fireplace tapers up to round chimney, is built of red brick. Opening, outlined by brick arch, faces living room. Architect, Wendell H. Lovett.**

Continued on page 188
Taking up music

Many American adults are Hamlets who are loathe to make up their minds to take up a musical instrument. They flirt with the idea of learning to play the piano, organ, guitar, or violin, but are discouraged by the notion that it would require years of practice and self-denial before they could play a tune. Yet look at the number of adults who learn to be Sunday painters. They derive a great deal of satisfaction from a creative hobby which gives purpose to their leisure hours. There is every reason to encourage a similar movement in music. Like painting a picture, playing a musical instrument has its quick rewards.

There are short cuts to mastering easy tunes. In time, you can investigate rhythms and harmonies of more than one country and century. You can enjoy music in solitary moments, but it can also make new friends for you. So don't put off till tomorrow what you can learn to play today. Here are four good instruments on which to make a start.

The piano: study in black and white. The piano is one of the best musical instruments for adult beginners because the tones are all there on the keys, and you don't have to trust to a 'good ear.' The register of sounds is complete. Another attraction is the wide range of literature available for the piano. These simple arrangements of almost any music you might want to play.

Instead of struggling with tedious exercises, you can spend the first weeks playing recognizable melodies. Special arrangements of pieces, designed by those who teach adults, contain the elements of practice. There is a new visual aid, the 'note-tutor,' which cuts time in learning to read the bass and treble clefs. You can learn to visualize basic chords and, within three to five months, play regional folk tunes and dances, simplified famous songs, Gilbert and Sullivan operettas, themes from familiar classics and grand opera.

Practicing (at least three-quarters of an hour every day) is the cornerstone of progress at the piano. In return for your investment of time, the piano is an excellent traveling companion for anyone.

The fiddle family: partners in time. The rise of community string bands in this country has ushered in a new musical era and a renewed enthusiasm for the stringed instruments: the violin, fiddle, a perfectly acceptable English term applied to the whole string family, viola, violincello, and bass viol.

The last two are particularly recommended for musical Come-Latitudes since adult hands can be disciplined to their technical demands in a fairly short time. To master the stringed instruments, you must have both patience and time to practice, but no more than it takes to perfect a golf game. The fiddle itself is as individual a possession as a man's dog. Being made of wood, no two violins are identical; each has its particular voice, responsiveness to the bow, distinctive feel in the hands, etc. Craftsmen spend their lives in an effort to perfect the art of matching, combining, graduating, and finishing these delicate hollow boxes of maple and spruce.

For a musical evening at home, a trio or quartet of stringed instruments is unequalled. In the days when Bach and Beethoven were writing chamber music practically everyone could play a string instrument. During the High and 17th centuries in England, it was considered a prime social grace. In those days of leisure, families joined in making music evenings, 'cheets of viols,'

(Continued on page 189)
AN OPEN FIREPLACE  continued from page 186

Typical corner fireplace is open on one long side and one short side so view of fire can be enjoyed from various angles. Raised hearth lifts fire above floor level, is easy to keep in order. Architects are Bolton White and Jack Hermann.

New types of fireplaces which are open on two, three or even four sides are particularly in need of fireplace curtain. These metal, mesh fire screens pull open or closed like draperies and prevent ashes or embers blowing into a room when a draft is created by an open door. Screens come in various sizes and finishes.

Prefabricated damper and steel 'throat' form are designed for smooth working, non-smoking operation of a fireplace which opens on several sides. It fits the larger size flue needed on a multi-sided fireplace and prevents excessive heat loss up the chimney as well as the down-drafts which will cause a fireplace to smoke.

Prefabricated fireplace of welded steel is available for attachment to wall flue or for floor installation. Manufactured in stippled color finishes over a dark gray undercoat, its surface is lustrous porcelain enamel which won't tarnish or turn black; can be wiped off with a damp cloth.
were provided for the use of guests, and a violin was kept in the reception room for visitors. Even barbers maintained a supply of instruments to keep their customers amused while waiting their turn in the chair. Today, the cycle is turning back to sociable evenings at home with music. There is no doubt that a bright new era in string music is shaping up in the U.S.A.

GILBERT R. WALLER

The organ: satisfaction from the start. To play the organ is to feel as if you have an orchestra at your fingertips. At one time educators believed that three or four years' piano training was necessary before taking up the organ. Today's teaching methods have proved that people without previous musical experience can learn to play a simple tune in a very few minutes. Anyone who has played a musical instrument will be impressed with the way an organ amplifies the music he has been accustomed to playing. Organ music also collaborates well with a piano or with an electric guitar.

The treasury of music written for the organ ranges from the brilliant organ positions of Bach, whom Albert Schweitzer calls a "lone painter in the language of sound," to simplified arrangements of melodies both sacred and popular. Since the organ is adaptable to each individual's taste in music, it is ideal for family use. The touch of the fingers brings rewarding thrills and a feeling of accomplishment.

One of man's oldest instruments, the organ can be traced back to the Pan-pipe. But it is from relics (pottery and coins) of the 2nd century B.C. that we derive the earliest actual date of the primitive organ. In ancient times, the organ was a family entertainment. Later it became the instrument of exalted music. Today, it is once again at home in the home.

The electronic organ is compact (most models require less wall space than a vertical piano). Some are self-contained units. They have built-in keyboards to save space in small rooms, but extra speakers are available which can be installed in large rooms for additional volume. The fact that these organs are relatively light in weight enables you to move them from wall to wall, room to room. You can enjoy rich, full music or (by means of simple tone controls) soft, whispering melodies. Love of organ music is international; the instrument can be found everywhere from a palace in Europe to the New England farmhouse of a country squire who plays concerts over the telephone to shut-ins.

The electronic organ is compact (most models require less wall space than a vertical piano). Some are self-contained units. They have built-in keyboards to save space in small rooms, but extra speakers are available which can be installed in large rooms for additional volume. The fact that these organs are relatively light in weight enables you to move them from wall to wall, room to room. You can enjoy rich, full music or (by means of simple tone controls) soft, whispering melodies. Love of organ music is international; the instrument can be found everywhere from a palace in Europe to the New England farmhouse of a country squire who plays concerts over the telephone to shut-ins.

BUFFET IN GENUINE MAHOGANY

... with satinwood inlay and solid cast brass hardware. At selected decorators, furniture and department stores.

Send 25c to Dept. G-123 for illustrated folio.

FANCHER FURNITURE CO.
SALAMANCA, NEW YORK

The Rubber Carpet Cushion with all the wanted features

There's more than just the luxurious feel of deep-pile richness added to your home when you insist on VELVAIR under your floor coverings. VELVAIR is top-quality rubber. It will outlast any carpet, while adding years to that same carpet's life. VELVAIR is allergy-free and moth-proof, too. It lies permanently flat under any type of floor covering and retains its resiliency indefinitely.

The Rubber Carpet Cushion with all the wanted features

VELVAIR is used by many of the finest hotels in the country.

VELVAIR is easy to shape and install, lies permanently flat.

VELVAIR is allergy-free and completely moth- and vermin-proof.

VELVAIR is a product of the
THE GENERAL TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY
Top Quality Rubber Carpet Cushion

Why save pennies on inferior underlays? The cost of the best is negligible compared with your floor covering investment... which it protects for years to come.

OUTLASTS AND ADDS YEARS TO THE LIFE OF ANY FLOOR COVERING

National Agents
GENERAL FELT PRODUCTS COMPANY
2233 So., Paulina Street
CHICAGO 8, ILLINOIS
CROWN PRODUCTS CORPORATION
23rd and Ritner Streets
PHILADELPHIA 45, PENNA.

Spring-Step Sponge Rubber Mats
Ironing, cooking, dish washing, all the tiring "stand-up" jobs around the house are easier—you feel fresher all through the end of the day. If you stand on a Spring-Step Sponge Rubber Mat, try it and discover the difference. Attractive colors. Two sizes: 18" x 30"—24" x 36".
In the little town of Kalavryta, Greece, where Kathy lives, most of the women wear black. Grief and the memory of horror are still alive from the massacre of the town's 1,200 men and young boys by the Nazis. The world recoiled at this atrocity, but has forgotten; the hundreds of widows and returned soldiers must live in poverty and desolation.

It is in this atmosphere that Kathy grows up, an innocent victim of man's inhumanity to man. At 8, she desperately needs clothes and already suffers from malnutrition which makes her especially vulnerable to tuberculosis. With two younger brothers, she and her parents live in a single bare room. Her war veteran father is a bus driver and earns $7 a week, not enough for even the barest essentials.

Kathy is too young to fear the bleak future that already casts a shadow over her and her family. An attractive lively girl with brown eyes and hair, she loves school, tops her 2nd grade class.

It is a question of stark survival. Kathy's future will be made brighter and healthier by your generosity in helping to assist her now. For us it is so little, for her and her family it is everything—it is life itself.

HOW YOU CAN HELP

You can help Kathy or another needy child through the Federation's CHILD SPONSORSHIP plan. For just $96 a year ($8 a month), SCF will send "your" child warm clothing, sturdy shoes, and supplementary food—delivered in your name in Austria, Finland, France, Western Germany, Greece, Italy, Lebanon, or Yugoslavia. Or you can sponsor a child in Korea for $10 a month.

A contribution in any amount will help.

SCF NATIONAL SPONSORS (a partial list)

Faith Baldwin, Mrs. Mark W. Clark, Herbert Hoover, Norman Rockwell, Dr. Ralph W. Sockman, Gladys Swarthout, Dr. Robert Gordon Sproul, Mrs. Wendell L. Willkie


I would like to sponsor a child in (country) for one year. I will pay $96.00 for one year (or $8.00 a month), or $18.00 a month for a Korean child. Enclosed is payment for the full year 2, please send me the child's name, story and address, and picture, if available.

I cannot sponsor a child, but I want to help by giving $.

Name
Address
City State

Contributions to Save the Children Federation are deductible from income tax.

You may help a needy child in Austria, Finland, France, Western Germany, Greece, Italy, Lebanon, or Yugoslavia.
Built into living-room wall, behind sliding doors of bleached chestnut, are bar sink, shelves for storing bottles and glasses, wine bottle rack. Bar proper is on rollers, can be moved around.

Accordion door is in short hall off the studio (see floor plan, page 146). It folds up with a slight push of the hand. When it is closed, owner's bedroom and an extra bath become a guest suite.

Floor plan of lower level includes guest suite which can be reached directly from entrance drive and garage. Adjoining bath includes ample wardrobe storage. Large room at back of house is game-room for entertainment. Behind curving screen is the owner's home workshop.

Downstairs playroom for ping-pong has long inside wall covered with grass cloth as background for pictures of famous illustrators; opposite wall includes band of basement windows, is covered by pegboard painted red. Floor is asphalt tile, sofa and pillows are upholstered in green felt.

Like hiring a "Handy Man" for pennies a month!

Here's how you can enjoy the beauty of lustrous, gleaming floors and furniture...without the hard work! At the touch of your fingertips, the lightweight Regina fairly floats over wood, linoleum, terrazzo—protects and beautifies any hard surface. And—since it will serve you faithfully for many, many years—the Regina actually costs only a few cents for each month that you will use it! See the work-saving Regina at your favorite store—consult telephone classified directory or write for name of store nearest you.

1. Regina scrubs all kinds of floors...sweeps linoleum, flagstone, terrazzo, trowelling, wood floors...cleans plastic, asphalt, cork, rubber or marble tile!

2. Guided by your fingertips, fine Tampico brushes polish a 12-inch path from wall to wall—into corners, right up to baseboards without marking.


4. Regina sands traffic spots—refinishes worn spots. Sandpaper discs are optional equipment.

5. Handy bench sander, too! Optional kit also includes steel wool pads that dry clean and wax.

6. NEW RUG-CLEANING ATTACHMENT does a real professional job at home with rug-cleaning compounds...saves extra time and money! No need to brush them in by hand. Perfect for ring-free spot cleaning, too. (Optional equipment, moderately priced.)

New booklet tells you how you can lighten your housework with Regina. Send for it today!

Regina Standard Equipment includes:
- 2 waxing and scrubbing brushes
- 2 polishing brushes
- 2 reversible buffing pads
- Reconditioning Kit Extra Equipment: Handy 35-piece kit has everything you need to sand floors, tables, desks; dry clean floors with steel wool also producers of the Regina Electrikbroom—easiest-to-use vacuum cleaner ever invented.

THE REGINA CORPORATION, RAHWAY 39, N. J.

Please send, free of charge, your booklet "The Story of a Modern Cinderella"

Name

Address

City Zone State

In Canada: Seiton Industries, Ltd., Welland, Ontario
LOWITZ HOUSE continued from page 149

Down by the lake is a favorite place for cocktails or outdoor cooking in summer. Electric outlets for plugging in a coffee pot or grill make entertaining easy; old school seats with arm rests are both practical and picturesque.

Colonial archway separates the small, trellis-shaded terrace from living terrace which opens from downstairs playroom, bar and kitchen.

Living room fireplace wall has mellow old pine paneling of original house built in 1740. Behind cabinets at left are television set and record storage shelves. Two doors at right (one is open, one closed) lead to the study.

130 Years Ago

Chickering
Built America’s First Piano!

Since Jonas Chickering created his first piano in 1823, the golden voice of the Chickering has become known and loved throughout the world. The thrilling tone, performance and beautiful styling of today’s Chickering are the culmination of all these years of leadership.

Write for folder and name of dealer

America’s Oldest and Best Loved Piano

CHICKERING & SONS
DIVISION OF AEOLIAN AMERICAN CORPORATION • East Rochester, N. Y.
DECEMBER, 1953

**Master bedroom wallpaper** is reproduction of an old one; bed is an authentic Sheraton. Opening off this room is Mr. Lowitz' bath, and off a short hall, Mrs. Lowitz' bath-dressing room.

Solid pine door, with bookshelves hung on back, closes off downstairs powder room from study. Such built-ins are as suitable in old houses as they are in new ones.

In the study, two evidences of the owners' many hobbies: genealogy and stamp collecting. Pictures are of Mr. and Mrs. Lowitz' families; pine desk once belonged to first postmaster at Brattleboro. On desk, a rare old pyramid spice box.

**ANGLE GENESSEE CABINETS**

**House-break Hi-Fi**

for your holiday entertaining . . .

Handsome Angle Genesee cabinets make unsightly hi-fi gear welcome at last in the living room. Forthright styling — traditional or contemporary cabinets, choice of finishes — exquisite woods hand-rubbed to a beautiful finish . . . meticulous craftsmanship (doors that fit!) — every detail bespeaks taste and quality worthy of the finest sound system . . . the loveliest of settings. Ideal Christmas gift for your favorite hi-fi bug . . . enviable possession at any time.

Unique design permits initial installation of any combination of hi-fi equipment . . . easy-to-install replacement panels accommodate changes as sound system is revised and expanded. Matching equipment consoles and coordinated speaker enclosures are open stock. See your dealer or write us — we'll tell you where.

**KING-OF-EASE**

Reclining Chair

**ENJOY YOUR COMFORT . . . IN STYLE!**

KING-OF-EASE...completely automatic in any position. Send for folder, address Kittinger Company, 1911 Elmwood Ave., Buffalo 7, N. Y.

Send 25c for Approved Williamsburg Furniture Booklet

Sold through Leading Decorators and Dealers
This is Gordon's Modern Cocktail Table No. 7603 in genuine Honduras Mahogany with blonde finish. This design also is available with Cherry Hi-Lite and Ambar Hi-Lite finishes. Note the drawer, distinctive magazine nook and brass ferrules on legs.

There are many beautiful Gordon Tables in Modern, Traditional and French Provincial designs — all with the quality and beauty of Stradivarius. Carefully crafted of genuine Honduras Mahogany, with top-grain leathers in red, tan and green, gold-embossed. Gordon's Tables may be seen in leading furniture and department stores. Please write for the name of the Gordon dealer nearest you.

BUFFET PARTIES continued from page 118

Cook your party fare right at the table with these plug-in servants

Portable rotisserie-broiler gives food tantalizing outdoor flavor, works three ways: (1) top surface grills, fries; (2) inner oven broils chops or fish, etc., on tray or rotating grids; (3) rotating spit barbecues meat, fowl. 3-heat switch; timer turns off when food's ready. Superstar, $69.95. Stern-Brown, Long Island City, N. Y.

Waffle-grill and chafing dish turn out whole meals at the table. Try ham à la king over cornmeal waffles, hot lemon sauce over ginger-bread waffles. Cook-a-Matic, with interchangeable grids for waffles or grilling, $29.95. Landers, Frary & Clark, New Britain, Conn. Brass electric chafing dish, $29.95. Tricolator Co., Newark, N. J.

Deep-fat fryer does a neat, easy and efficient job of French-frying potatoes, shrimp, onions. Or, with deep-fat basket removed, can be used for anything from simmering to frying. Heat-control dial has color indicators: red for deep-fat frying; yellow for simmering, boiling; blue for slow cooking, warming. Fryrite, $29.95. Dulane, River Grove, Ill.
Multiple-use cooker will warm leftovers, steam puddings, bake potatoes, deep-fry, even make popcorn for the children, and blanch vegetables for freezing. It also makes a fine chafing dish for the buffet table. Glass lid, temperature control from 100° to 400°. The Chefstar, 3¾-quart size, $31.50. Knapp-Monarch Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Electric casserole is as useful as an extra small oven. Tender meats, one-dish meals, hot breads or desserts can be cooked at the table, eaten piping hot. You can even wrap a blanket around the casserole of hot food, take it on picnics, enjoy hot food an hour later. Holds 2½ quarts, heat range from 150°-500°. $18.95. Nesco, Chicago, Ill.

Slow-baker brings out the full flavor of foods which require low heat and long hours of simmering (baked beans, chili, chowders, stews); also keeps food warm for dawdlers. The brown ceramic pot, 2-quart size, with separate electric base (also for warming coffee), $6.95. With 4 individual casseoles, $8.95. West Bend Alinum, West Bend, Wis.
A breath-taking new experience awaits you when you hear the music you love reproduced flawlessly by Altec...a name synonymous with highest quality craftsmanship and dedicated to the highest criteria of fidelity reproduction.

From the gentlest murmur of the viola to the imperative thunder of the tympani, each orchestral voice is endowed by Altec reproduction with living clarity and brilliant new identity.

May we suggest that you visit your Altec dealer soon and enjoy the new high standard of reproduction that invites you to hear the world's great music as the composer intended it to be heard.

A sound reputation second to none.
Page 115, top left:
Low cocktail table, imported marble top with brushed brass legs. Cellarette has two storage compartments for bottles. Top of mahogany cellarate opens and elevates for serving and storage of glasses, has brass legs and pulls. Both pieces are from "Sequence group" by The Weinman Co.
Contemporary "Easy chair" by Jens Risom.
Christmas tree trimmed with striped chintz, Staples-Smith.

Accessories on table:
Enamel ash tray and Lenoxian cigarette box with white onyx top, at America House, N. Y.
Fireplace accessories:
Mantel, Italian andiron of green brass, and tool set (four-piece) with stand, all Edwin Jackson, N. Y.
Painting: 'Still Life with Pitcher' by Braque, F. A. R. Gallery, N. Y.
On cellarate:
Punch bowl and cups, fruit design, Warren Ceramics.
'HoTray' keeps food hot on radiant-heat glass plate, aluminum frame, black plastic handles, by Salton Mfg. Co.
On shelves:

Picture your fireplace
with flexscreen

BEAUTY
SAFETY
CONVENIENCE
FOR THE HEARTH

OF YOUR HOME

Sheer woven-metal curtains display your fires in graceful charm ... yet provide absolute protection from flying sparks. Exclusive Unipull glides both curtains open or closed with one hand ... keeps curtains always equally draped. The new Hinged Flexscreen is just one of many easy-to-install designs you may choose to give your fireplace a lifetime of loveliness. Prices begin as low as $15.55 ... so there's no need to accept anything less than the true Flexscreen. Write us for free catalog.

CONCERT HALL SOCIETY
INVITES YOU TO ACCEPT THIS

Special Introductory Offer

ANY ONE OF THESE LONG-PLAYING RECORDS

Only $100
(WORTH $4.67 RETAIL)

MOZART Piano Concerto in D, K. 537 ("Coronation Concerto")

OR

SCHUBERT Symphony No. 8 ("The Unfinished")

OR

BEETHOVEN Sonata in C Minor, op. 13 ("Pathétique") and Piano Sonata in A-Flat, op. 110

HERE is an extraordinary opportunity for music lovers! We will send you your choice of one of these delightful recordings — the Mozart concerto brilliantly performed by the celebrated pianist Frank Pulles, the Schubert Symphony by the Zurich Tonhalle Orchestra, and the Beethoven sonatas by the noted Beethoven interpreter, Grant Johannesson. These recordings represent the ultimate result of the latest high-fidelity recording techniques — yet you may have any one of them for only one dollar!

We make this special offer to demonstrate the remarkable quality of Concert Hall high-fidelity recordings. We will also send our free brochure telling how you can obtain our new series of recordings available nowhere else at any price!

Membership Limited to 3000

Only 5,000 members can own these limited-edition recordings, and right now only 275 subscriptions are still available. The whole interesting story is told in our free brochure, which we will send with the LONG-PLAYING record described above. Simply enclose one dollar with the coupon. If not delighted with the record, return it in five days and your dollar will be cheerfully refunded.

Name
Address
City . . . . Zone . . . . State

D. STANLEY CORCORAN, INC.
7 West 30th St., New York 1, N. Y.

THE NATIONAL FACTORY OF PORCELAIN

BING & GRONDAHL

The tenderest moments of a lifetime are preserved forever in Bing and Grondahl underglaze porcelain. Among the finest of all gifts.

Mother & Child, 11" high... $100

Write for name of nearest dealer and illustrated folder.

D. STANLEY CORCORAN, INC.
7 West 30th St., New York 1, N. Y.
THE CHRISTMAS GIFT
THAT TAKES A YEAR
TO UNWRAP . . .

CHECK YOUR LIST... see how many, many friends would love looking forward to a yearful of
Merry Christmas-in-the-mail... a yearful of House & Garden... pages and pages of news and views about houses, decorating,
travel, gardening and pleasant ways to live. THEN FILL IN and mail the attached order card, which enables you
to send additional subscriptions at big savings. We do the rest. To announce your gift, we will send a handsome card
in your name, marked “Do Not Open Until Christmas.” One Christmas Gift Subscription, new or renewal, is $5.00.
Additional subscriptions, $3.00 each (a saving of two dollars)! Note: your own subscription, new or renewal, may be included.

House & Garden
SHOPPING INFORMATION continued from page 197

Most comfortable seat in the house

Just sit back and relax (if you can beat the rest of the family to it). This roomy, scientifically designed chair is as easy on the back as it's pleasing to the eye.
Big matching ottoman. At leading stores.

CONTOUR CHAIR

by Selig

AND OTTOMAN

The greatest name in modern furniture

Order now for Christmas delivery. $39.95 complete . . . in decorator colors. Write for dealer nearest you.

Selig mfg. company, inc.
leominster, mass. · monroe, la.

Will & Baumer
SYRACUSE, N.Y.
Leading Candle Craftsmen for Nearly 100 Years
The secret of CHARTREUSE

The Carthusian Monks developed Chartreuse Liqueurs from a treasured family recipe given them by Marshall d'Etrevin in 1603. The liqueurs are still made by the Monks who gather the herbs near their Monastery.

In all the world, only two Monks at the Monastery of La Grande Chartreuse in France know the secret formula of Chartreuse Liqueur. But connoisseurs the world over know its distinctive taste and its reputation as the “Queen of Liqueurs.”

To serve and to give—no other liqueur is more revealing of your own good taste. You will find Chartreuse at your dealer in an unusual gift carton. Also in a tenth size at a special gift price.

LA GRANDE CHARTREUSE
Yellow—86 Proof Green—110 Proof

For a beautifully illustrated book on the story of Chartreuse, write—Schleiffen & Co., Dept. C. 30 Cooper Square, New York, N. Y.

SHOPTING INFORMATION continued from page 199

Tree, Japanese butterfly decorations, Victoria Tree, N. Y. • "Classic Fashion" by Reed & Barton. Colorfast napkins by John Matonk. • "Park狺e" wine glasses, Stuart crystal, at Bloomingdale’s, N. Y. • Portuguese leaf salad bowl, at Soupcon. Fornasetti plates at Bloomingdale’s. Sitterle serving spoon, fork, Soupcon. Brass bun and food warmer, 2 qt., walnut wood handles, with alcohol burner on tray; two brass covered dishes, all from Vincent Lippe. Brass sauce warmer and ladle; tall, Italian salt and pepper mills, both at Bloomingdale’s.

"Globe-Ware" ice bucket, black porcelain enamel with brass trim, one gallon capacity. Keeps food hot or cold, Fischer Marks.

"Bon Voyage container" with champagne, Sherry Wine & Spirits Co.

Top right:

Rattan game table has 33" square burl top. Cane-backed chairs have loose foam rubber cushions; 39" long server, ribbed glass top, birch shelf; ribbed glass top end table; daisyed with foam rubber mattress, kapok-filled pillow and bolster. Mattress cover zips on and off. All pieces have rattan frames, designed by Tommi Parzinger for Willow & Reed.

"Scrabbie" word game, deluxe edition, red leatherette box, racks with peg counters and ivory-plastic tiles. Ham- macher Schlemmer, N. Y.

Brass ash trays, at Bloomingdale’s. "Flax Nap" napkins, Leacock & Co. "Classic Fashion" sterling flatware, scal-

loped gallery tray, Reed & Barton.

Presto automatic coffee maker with "keep hot" control, AC, by National Presto Industries, Inc. "Vonda" Haviland china, at Bloomingdale’s.

Brass cigarette box; white lamp, brass trim, white shade, at Bloomingdale’s. Tin sunburst wall hanging, matchstick bamboo curtains, at Bloomingdale’s.

Cooking at the table

On cart:

Brill-Quik Chef: infrared rotisserie, broiler, griller combined. Features 2 heat controls; extra grill spit; slide-away glass spatter shield; well-and-tree tray. Automatic timer rings bell when food is done. Brill-Quik Co.

Jubilee Coffeeomatic’s unique water pump brews 10 cups fast without boil-

ing. Flavor-selector lets you dial strength you prefer. Red light signals when coffee’s done and stays hot until served. Landers, Frary & Clark.

Accessories:

Pineapple cheese, Phil Alpert’s Cheeses of All Nations.

White salad plates, "Blue Fire" pattern, at Bonniers, N. Y.

"Lyric" mugs, earthenware, by Stangl. Tall wooden salt and pepper mills (top shelf) from Italy, at Bloomingdale’s, N. Y.

White platter of earthenware, by Car-

bone, Inc.

On the table:

West Bend Electric 8-in-1 Cooker with (Continued on page 201)

It’s a gift of saved hours every day, with easier-to-get, more delicious meals. And with this patented cooker the lid can’t be lifted off until pressure is gone. Wear-Ever quality has been fa-

mous for 53 years.

At department, hardware and gift stores.

4 qts. $12.95* 7 qts. $16.95* *Western prices slightly higher

At department, hardware and gift stores.

4 qts. $12.95* 7 qts. $16.95* *Western prices slightly higher

Wear-Ever

THE ALUMINUM COOKING UTENSIL CO. INC.
DEPT. 8612, NEW KENSINGTON, PENNA.
DECEMBER, 1953

"A TRIBUTE..."

say the Editors describing the cover of Sept. AUDIO ENGINEERING magazine

"This cover is in the nature of a tribute to a new device (STYLLS-DISK TM) which offers a means for determining the condition of the all-important stylus-needle means which does not involve expensive laboratory equipment (invaluable in effectiveness elsewhere except in the hands of an expert) but which may be used at any time with a minimum of trouble and which will give reliable results in even the novice in the high-end art."

Audax STYLLS-DISK
PAT. Pend.

Makes it possible for you to detect stylus wear at its inception before it ruins your records.

The STYLLS-DISK is made of a special soft material highly sensitive to abrasion. A stylus must be checked on three sides: STYLLS-DISK accomplishes this with the aid of a highly ingenious cam-action. Neither the cartridge nor the stylus need be removed for this test. STYLLS-DISK can be used with ANY pickup, any stylus, any turntable, any record.

You can see with STYLLS-DISK.

No music system worthy of the name should be without STYLLS-DISK. Only $3.50 each, at your favorite store, or write us direct.

Write for free information on STYLLS-DISK and on worldwide Audax CHROMATIC (magnetic) reproducer.

AUDAX COMPANY
500 Fifth Ave., Dept. 20, N. Y. 36, N. Y.

"The Standard by Which Others Are Judged and Valued"

automatic temperature controls from 160° to 400°. Deep fryies, roasts, steams, blanches, stews, and keeps food hot. In stainless steel, 4 qt. Complete with aluminum fry basket and trivet. West Bend Aluminum Co.

Accessories:
- Francis L. sterling ladle, Reed & Barton. Covered bowls, black lacquer, at Bonnies, N. Y.
- White savonette, 'Blue Fire' pattern at Bonnies, N. Y.
- Lyric earthenware, black and white with brown carving, by Stangl.
- Delbyware Clement flatware; china handles are green and black on white, at Bloomingdale's, N. Y.

In background:
- Round table has white travertine top; black wrought iron frame. Glass top has wrought iron frame; black Carrara, bottom shelf, both by Paul McCobb Design Assoc.
- Wall sconces; Import Mirror & Wall Accessories.

Television
Page 131

In background:
- Sofa upholstered in 'Talioe' textured material and walnut table, from 'Hasting's Square Group' designed by William Pahlmann for the Grand Rapids Bookcase & Chair Co.
- Brass ash tray, leather and 'Terry' tile cigarette box, black-column lamp with brass trim. All furniture, lamps and accessories at W & J Sloane, N. Y.
- 'Nobility' rayon carpeting, by Cabin Crafts.

Cabbages & Roses' an Everglade chintz for curtains, by Everlast Fabrics. Upper left: Crescent-shaped tables in clear light Danish beech or dark finished teak with slender metal legs. Tables can be combined free-form, round (51" across) or end and coffee tables; can also be nested and stacked. Designed by Peter Hvidt and Molgard Nielsen. Danish open arm loveseat (54"); and chair, in beech with walnut finish. All by John Stuart, Inc.

Equipment cabinet (far right) has mountings for tuner, amplifier, record changer (on sliding shelf) and record storage space. Center cabinet has mountings for TV chassis, record storage shelf below. Speaker cabinet (left) has grilles at top and bottom. All cabinets are in limed oak, custom designed for high fidelity installation. Each cabinet measures 591/2" x 25" w. x 201/2" d. Units by Angle Genese Corp.

Glass buffet wagon with brass reef handles; top shelf holds two brass vacuum ice buckets (2 qts.), by Maxwell-Phillips.

"Chippendale" Stuart crystal champagne glasses, by Royal Worcester.

"Classic Fashion" sterling flatware, Reed & Barton.

Arzberg 'Pink Champagne' salad plates, H. E. Lauffer Co., Inc.

'Flax Naps' napkins, Leacock & Co.

Brass pepper mill, wood salt mill, both Schiller & Asmus.

Two 2-qt. brass casseroles, walnut knobs, reef handles, by Maxwell-Philips.

(Continued on page 202)

"BELI High Fidelity AMPLIFIERS"

A NEW THRILL in Musical Enjoyment

from your Custom Home Music System

MODEL 2128

Moderately priced, 110-watt amplifier has four inputs, four controls, including 3-position selector switch. Frequency response 20 to 20,000 cycles plus or minus 3/4 db.

MODEL 2199

The versatile amplifier demanded by audiophiles, 12 watts at less than 1% distortion. Six inputs; four controls, including bass and treble boost and cut, printed circuit loudness compensation, and equalization.

MODEL 2200

A model with amazing flexibility! 20 watts at less than 3/4% distortion. Frequency response 20 to 20,000 cycles plus or minus 2 db. Seven inputs; 6 controls. Superlative quality!

BELI Sound Systems, Inc.
550-35 Marion Rd., Columbus 7, Ohio

I'm interested in high fidelity reproduction of recorded and broadcast music. Please send me your free Catalog 191, showing full details of your amplifiers and suggested home music systems.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

FREE CATALOG - NO OBILIGATION!

EXPORT OFFICE: 401 BROADWAY, N. Y. 13

USE THIS COUPON!

Gain: 45 db

Gloss for Sound Systems.

MODEL 2122

...ponents: 8-91, Pella, Dows

Gentlemen: Please send me free literature on Pella Wood Folding Doors, and name of my nearest Pella dealer.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

THE SILEX CO. HARTFORD, CONN.
SHOPPING INFORMATION continued from page 201

For gifts that are truly appreciated there's nothing finer to give or to receive than a Universal Vacuum Gift. You'll find their rich design and superior quality add more pleasure and fun to everyday living for many years to come.

**UNIVERSAL**

**MOTOR LUNCHEON SET**

Here's a complete service for 4 in compact carrying case. Has knives, forks, spoons, cups, plates, salt and pepper shakers, a can opener, plus two quart vacuum bottles and sandwich box. Just $32.95.

**UNIVERSAL SCOTSMAN**

3 in 1 OUTING SET

Plenty of picnic pleasure ahead. Scotch Plaid zippered case contains quartz vacuum Bottle with four nested cups—quart food jar for fixed chicken or salads. Metal box for sandwiches and cake. $14.95.

**UNIVERSAL INDIVIDUAL BEVERAGE SERVERS**

Perfect for making and serving hot tea or coffee. Insulated to keep beverages hot or cold. Easily cleaned chrome plated finish. In two and four cup sizes. $9.95 and $12.95. America's Most Preferred Line of Vacuum Products

---

**McIntosh**

**gives you the best listening**

**on record(s)!!**

with the new completely flexible C108 Professional

**AUDIO COMPENSATOR**

Now you can accurately select the tonal balance most pleasing to you. Five bass turnover switches and five treble attenuation positions as well as variable bass and treble control compensate for all recording curves—those in use now and in the future. Rumble filter minimizes annoying turntable noise. Aural Compensator Control sustains proper bass and treble balance even at low volume levels.

Send for free illustrated booklet on record company compensation curves.

**99.99% Perfect Amplification 30 WATT Amplifier A-116**

Features patented McIntosh circuit...less than 1/4% harmonic distortion at all frequencies 20—20,000 cycles and at any volume, even at full power. Less than 1% intermodulation distortion. Hum level, 85 db below rated output. Quality component at a popular price. Get full details from your dealer, or write us—we'll tell you where.

**McIntosh LABORATORY, INC.**

321 WATER STREET • BINGHAMTON, NEW YORK

Export Division: 25 Warren St., New York 17, N. Y.
Woodbine®
OR
Lifetime Ware
BY WATERTOWN

Whatever your preference — the delicacy of the exquisitely embossed Woodbine pattern or the smart, functional lines of Lifetime Ware — you now have your choice at your favorite department store. Guaranteed dinnerware ... made of Melmac.

Write for FREE illustrated folder

THE WATERTOWN MFG. CO.
100 PORTER ST., WATERTOWN, CONN.

Gifts
FOR EVERY HOME
by Ridgeway

HOSTESS CARS
Useful and decorative. In styles and finishes for every home decor. Equipped with removable serving trays.

MODERN TABLES
Distinctively styled for today's decor. Beautifully crafted of mahogany, walnut or oak. In all modern finishes.

PERIOD TABLES
Authentic reproductions of Old World and early American masterpieces. In woods and finishes for every traditional decor.

Cherry Heering
Denmark's liqueur delight since 1818

All your guests will enjoy it — anytime!

Cherry Heering over ice cream — try it!

Cognac, big name in a small glass

It has been said that cognac is the best-known French word in the world. From Hebrides to Antipodes, this word will summon a glass of unrivaled flavor and quality, the product of a tiny fraction of French soil and sunlight.

The quality of the soil, which is ashy-light and predominantly limy, has to do with the special characteristics of cognac. This varies even within the district. At its heart lies a small acreage called Grande Champagne (no relation to the bubbly wine of the same name) which produces the Fine Champagne-cognac which connoisseurs like to pure gold. Carving around it are six other subdivisions with names like Petite Champagne, Borderies, Fins Bois, and so on. Though not quite so special, their products are good enough to top off your best dinner.

Cognac basically is a brandy but one made exclusively out of grape wine, not out of the fees of the grapes or other fruit mashers. The wine that it is distilled from is coppery and unpalatable, this coppery cast passing to the new, young cognac as it first emerges from the pot still (there are no modern patent stilts in the district). By the time it has undergone a second distillation, the alcoholic content is raised from 30 to 72 per cent. Then the liquor passes into great casks of Limousin oak, a cooperage that is said to 'breathe' and is strong enough to hold up over a potential half-century of aging. This aging is what really forms the cognac, darkening and mellowing the pale, fiery liquid and reducing its volume through evaporation at an average of one per cent a year. From this inexorable shrinkage, it follows that 100-year-old cognac

(Continued on page 204)

“concert hall realism in your living room with a CUSTON HI-FI MUSIC SYSTEM”

L. H. Bogen
Member of Audio Engineering Society and Vice President, David Bogen Co., Inc.

I'd like to show you how you can assemble a custom high-fidelity music system for your home. It's not quite as easy, and when you get through, you'll own a connoisseur's system capable of producing the same kind of life-like realism that you just can't get from a conventional radio-phonograph.

Typical hi-fi system: Bogen R604 FM-AM radio tuner and OB10 amplifier with matching record player and speaker.

Saturday Review Home Book of Recorded Music & Sound Reproduction calls the amplifier "a compact little marvel of tone."

All you need is four basic pieces of equipment. The units simply plug together and they're ready to play. You may already be acquainted with a local hi-fi outlet where you can personally choose the combination most pleasing to your ear. If not, I'll be happy to suggest an authorized Bogen distributor. Just write a note to me.

Send for your copy “Understanding High Fidelity” — this wonderful book explains in understandable terms how to select your custom components and how to plan your installation. For your copy mail this coupon and 25¢. You will also receive our latest catalog.

Bogen
Forty-Two-Five Years Manufacturers of Fine Electronic Equipment.

Send "Understanding High Fidelity" MAIL NOW

David Bogen Co., Inc., Dept. HI, 29 Ninth Ave., New York 14, N. Y.
Send "Understanding High Fidelity", enclose 25c.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

ZON.E

STATE
COGNAC continued from page 203

cognac would no longer exist if the casks were not periodically replenished with a younger liquid, thus exploding the legend of pristine Napoleon brandy. Once bottled, cognac does not diminish nor does it improve. Spiderwebbing may catch the amateur but are no indication of real quality.

How then do you know what you are buying in cognac? The situation is first complicated by nomenclature. We have mentioned the fact that there are two entirely separate areas in France called Champagne, one in the north where an effervescent wine is made, one in the center of the Cognac district. This latter yields Fine Champagne cognac. However, in any French pub, any fine means a shot of whatever fire-water they happen to have behind the bar, so to bandy this term around is out of order. No more luxurious accommodations anywhere else on earth. Nowhere else so many opportunities for diversified fun or heavenly relaxation.

A lush, sun-cursed desert paradise of twenty-one acres—the winter mecca for America's smart set, the great of industry, the stars of screen, stage and television. All recreational facilities—including the beautiful Olympic swimming pool of international renown. Superb cuisine served in the inimitable continental manner—a delightful experience you will never forget.

No more luxurious accommodations anywhere else on earth. Nowhere else so many opportunities for diversified fun or heavenly relaxation.

FOR THE VACATION OF A LIFETIME
Write, wire, phone direct, or ask travel agent for reservations, rates, itinerary.
SHEPARD, Managing Director

Palm Springs—California

El Mirador

Designed for custom installation...

TECH-MASTER high-fidelity TELEVISION CHASSIS
Not a "commercial" set, but a truly custom-designed, custom-built television chassis, employing the famous 530 circuit, with the latest Tech-Master design improvements. Identified by engineers as the finest, most advanced, TV receiver in the field.

Literature upon request TECH-MASTER PRODUCTS CO., 445 Broadway, New York 13, N.Y.

You can afford a home elevator...

If you can afford a medium price automobile you can afford a SHEPARD HomeLift or Escalift. The HomeLift gives the multi-story home the convenience of the "one floor plan." Easy to install—simple to operate—no special wiring. A virtual necessity for those who cannot or should not go up stairs.

Write for complete literature, THE SHEPARD ELEVATOR CO., 5002-N3 Brehton Road, Cincinnati 8, Ohio.

ENDS the blown fuse—Nuisance forever!

A Cutler-Hammer Unit Breaker ends the blown fuse—nuisance forever. No longer will you have to hunt fuses to your dark... or break off in the midst of preparing a meal to go to the store for the new fuses you forgot to buy. No longer will you have to stumble down dark cellar stairs and fumble in the old fuse box wondering what to do.

The Cutler-Hammer Unit Breaker is installed in the kitchen or any other convenient place. When service goes off, all you do is reset a tiny lever that has snapped out of position. Nothing to buy. Nothing to replace! Service is restored in the twinkling of an eye, even by a child! The average new home can have this modern and safe protection for very little additional cost. Also easily installed in old homes. What are all the facts? Write today for our free booklet: "Goodbye to Fuses."

FREE BOOKLET on electrical protection. Write TODAY for your copy.
MAKERS OF FINE INSTRUMENTS INSIST ON GENUINE MAHOGANY

When you buy a fine television set or piano, you will find it made of Genuine Mahogany. That's because manufacturers know that Genuine Mahogany adds grace and long-lasting beauty to their finest cabinets.

Addison photos of the Lowitz house on page 192.

IN A TRADITIONAL HOUSE

continued from page 148

it a bar which opens to the rear terrace; and below this, a lawn which slopes down to a small lake. The first-floor kitchen, whose cupboards and drawers were built of pine from an old barn, has streamlined organization and equipment. There is also an auxiliary kitchen downstairs, whose location solves the problem of cooking for a crowd of young people without disturbing the first-floor kitchen. Down by the lake, where many a clambake and steak supper have been given, there are electric outlets for plugging in a coffee pot or grill.

Winter and summer, the downstairs playroom is a gathering-spot. In the winter, skaters come up from the lake to warm their toes before the great open fireplace, eat popcorn and apples, and drink hot buttered rum. In the summer, there are parties on the adjoining terrace, or down by the lake where old school seats with armrests are perfect for relaxing with a tall, cool drink.

The first-floor living room, dining room and study are used for less casual parties. The dining room has a warm, cheerful air, thanks to chestnut wainscoting, a collection of old glass in a pine cupboard, a 1740 grandfather's clock, an old map of Long Island. The living room and study are separated by double doors, so the study can be closed off in nearly sound-proof isolation, or opened up as a part of the living room. The study is sometimes used for dining by the younger generation, who may later join in a party for their parents and older friends. The study is also headquarters for several family hobbies. For example, stamp-collecting is appropriately worked on at the desk which once belonged to the first postmaster at Brattleboro.

Since the Lowitzes like to have house guests, they have seen to it that there are comfortable accommodations for them. The downstairs playroom area can double as a complete apartment. There are two guest bedrooms upstairs, and the former servants' quarters above the garage have been converted into guest rooms.

Living in an old house, say Mr. and Mrs. Lowitz, suits their taste and has a feeling of permanence. If it is skillfully remodeled, it also makes for easy accessibility. Where, they ask, is the brand-new storage wall that does a better job than mellow wood-paneled walls with built-in cupboards, cabinets and a television set?

Additional photos of the Lowitz house on page 192.

Brookpark Modern Design for Dining
Chartreuse Emerald Burgundy Pearl Gray

Slate Blue Navajo Brown Pebble Gray
Canyon Gold Dawn Pink Sage Green

Replacement is guaranteed on any piece which chips or breaks in normal household use within a year.

Ask to see both patterns in open stock or starter sets at fine stores from coast to coast.

Send for folders showing all pieces in color.

International Molded Plastics, Inc.
Dept. HG-12, Cleveland 9, Ohio
Please send me the folders illustrating BROOKPARK Modern Design for Dining and BROOKPARK Desert Flower design.

Name
Address
City, State
How to take care of a record collection

Today, thanks to long-playing records, it is possible to collect more music in less space than ever before. If you are building your own record collection, you will be interested in the following suggestions for keeping a place to keep your records and taking care of them. Even so light a thing as one 12" long-playing record weighs 3/4 of a pound, and a square foot of records weighs something like 65 pounds. So be sure to store them in a place out of reach of children.

A new clock design sensation with pull-wind feature that eliminates need for removing clock from wall when winding. Lustrous, hammered, gib-metal case; silver finish dial with raised gift-marketed Jeweled Swiss movement. Size 12½ high, 12½ wide, 1½ deep, Awarded Fashion Academy Gold Medal. $79.50 plus tax. West Coast and Canada slightly higher.

AT BETTER STORES EVERYWHERE FREE: full color, illustrated folder on request. Dept. C

SEMCA CLOCK COMPANY, INC. 38 Irving Place, N. Y. 3

"I'm glad I waited" Here's how I solved a problem that bothered me ... and may be bothering you.

Many of my favorite recordings happen to be 78's. They mean as much to me as any of my newer LP's or newer recordings. Here's how I solved the problem of keeping the records clean while still being able to enjoy them. The solution is simple but practical, if I may say so.

You'll notice when you're looking at a record collection that the vertical dividers are recessed or scalloped in the center so that it's easy to take out records but keep them clean. This detail will be obvious to the home carpenter.

If you're particularly fussy, you can replace the envelopes in which the single records come from the storage boxes with heavier cardboard envelopes or magazine ones, but albums provide their own protection and long-playing records are now well packaged.

Dust, heat, and wear are the enemies of records. Records play best when they're clean. How can you keep them clean? First by keeping them in a place where they aren't exposed to dust. Here are two suggestions for keeping your records clean:

1. Use a record player, know your modern record's general condition, speaking, keep a light pick-up. You know that reproduction is no better than the needle and that a worn needle can cause valuable records (just as a cracked record can damage valuable records) to be ruined. So keep records clean. The better the needle, the better the reproduction.

2. Use a record player, know your modern record's general condition, speaking, keep a light pick-up. You know that reproduction is no better than the needle and that a worn needle can cause valuable records (just as a cracked record can damage valuable records) to be ruined. So keep records clean. The better the needle, the better the reproduction.

BUY DEFENSE BONDS

Statement of the Ownership, Management, Circulation, etc., Required by the ACT of 1939.

Editor's Note: This publication is printed on newsprint, produced by the American Pulp and Paper Industry. The paper used is embossed with the symbols "O" and "P" and bears the mark "P" on the edge.
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ZIM-MATIC CAN OPENER

LID CAN'T PLOP INTO FOOD!

After opening a can, the ZIM-MATIC holds lid firmly. Magnet will last the life of the opener. Opens any shape can, cuts cleanly without splinters. Attaches to any wall—hollows flat when not in use. Cadmium $3.50. Chrome $5.50.

ZIM-MATIC TWIN

This remarkable 2-in-1 utensil solves all opening problems. ZIM-MATIC Can Opener and ZIM Jar Opener mounted on same handle. The Jar Opener is a real utility—opens anything that wears a cap—screw, pry-up, friction, vacuum or crown cap; also has bottle opener. Cadmium $3.00. Chrome $5.00.

ITAL'S BEST TO

Climb Stairs Sitting Down

Whether or not you have a health handicap, you can add energy to your days and years to your normal life span by eliminating the strain of stair-climbing. A home elevator will give you the modern convenience of one-story living in any type house . . . and the cost is only that of one of the lower priced cars.

Write for full information and name of nearest dealer.

INCLINATOR COMPANY OF AMERICA

Planners of simplified elevator lifts for the home.

2208 Paxton Blvd.
Harrisburg, Pa.

The finest amplifier, pickup and speaker that money can buy will not give you good reproduction if your turntable has excessive wow, hum or rumble.

Continuing surveys indicate that in 90% of custom installations in the homes of leading "audiophiles", a precision turntable is selected in preference to a record-changer, and in almost every case the turntable is made by REK-O-RUT.

The surveys also disclose that a precision turntable is being added to existing sound systems, where the original installation included a record-changer.

Every REK-O-RUT turntable is made of a heavy, aluminum casting . . . lathe-turned, and precision-machined for smoother, constant-speed, wow-free performance.

Write for descriptive literature.

REK-O-KUT CO.

38-116 Queens Boulevard
Largo Island City 1, New York

Reproduction of material appearing in this publication is not permitted without the written consent of the publisher.

DECEMBER, 1953

THE URBANA WINE COMPANY, INC.

Established 1867

Hammondsport, N.Y.

THE MEDITERRANEAN SHOP

201 E. 56th St.
New York, New York

NEW YORK, CHICAGO, PORTLAND, BOSTON, SALT LAKE CITY

THE IMPROVED CAN OPENER

The ZIM-MATIC grips in any position, effortlessly opens any shaped can. A 25-cent tax is added to all orders. Domestic orders sent postpaid. For wood handles $2.50, metal handles $1.75.

Reduced prices are an added incentive to buy with the ZIM-MATIC. A 25-cent tax is added to all orders. Domestic orders sent postpaid. For wood handles $2.50, metal handles $1.75.

For wood handles $2.50, metal handles $1.75.

Price higher due to neglect and Crime.

With an overhead or vertical, the INCLINATOR COMPANY OF AMERICA will give you the modern convenience of one-story living in any type house . . . and the cost is only that of one of the lower priced cars.

Write for full information and name of nearest dealer.

INCLINATOR COMPANY OF AMERICA

Planners of simplified elevator lifts for the home.

2208 Paxton Blvd.
Harrisburg, Pa.
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use to some extent of those plants already in place and supplement them with other plants, native or exotic, to round out the garden picture.

Plants are used in many ways in the making of all gardens. They cover the ground in open spaces, they are used in foundation plantings about buildings, they are planted in shrubbery and herbaceous borders. Hedges, screens and windbreaks are made with them; they are grown as specimens for beauty and accent, and are placed to provide shade, a prime requisite in warm climates. For all purposes there are suitable native plants, many of them growing here and there in gardens, but because of their adaptability and beauty many of them merit more frequent and generous use.

For lawns and ground covers

The perfect grass for making a lawn in Florida is yet to be found but there is a native grass, widely used and quite satisfactory when given intelligent care and attention. It is Saint Augustine grass, well adapted to the garden picture, sun and shade. It requires moisture, organic matter and fertilizer, all in generous amounts, but given these, with insect control, fine lawns can be made. It does not produce seeds: lawns of Saint Augustine grass are established with cuttings. There are other native plants that are satisfactory as ground covers (if you can get the yard lawn to grassed areas). One of these is Lippia, a creeping or running verbena-like plant, common to the coastal plains of Florida. It has a purplish cast and white flowers in terminal heads or spikes. Apparently it does best in soils where lime is present, and it is a summer-flowering species. In autumn the French mulberry (Callicarpa) enlivens the garden with its clustered dark violet fruits (occasionally pure white). Virginia-willow (Itea) grows on the shores of lakes and rivers but it can be grown successfully on drier lands. It produces an abundance of white or pinkish colored, scented blooms in narrow racemes. Summer-sweet (Clethra) with white or occasionally pink flowers, delightfully scented, is a summer-flowering plant of great value, native not only in Florida but northward into Maine. The native, oak-leaf hydrangea flowers in spring. It does not tolerate water-logged conditions about its roots. The sparkleberry (Vaccinium) is of unusual beauty and value, with flowers red, white or pink.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clever Gift</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Just roll it</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lazy Suzy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>COOKY and CANAPE CUTTER</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuts five attractive shapes. Give one with a Wear-Ever cookie sheet and see the hit you make. Lazy Suzy, $1.50; cookie sheets, $1.00 and $1.50. (Western prices slightly higher)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wear-Ever Aluminum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE ALUMINUM COINING UTENSIL CO., INC.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEPT. 4002, NEW HAVEN, CT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forbidden Fruit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE WORLD’S MOST DISTINGUISHED LIQUEUR</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buy U. S. Defense Bonds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AVON MANUFACTURING CO., WORCESTER 4, MASSACHUSETTS</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HYPOneX Plant Food</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grows Better Plants in Soil, Sand or Water</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Charles Jaccquin Co., Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PHILADELPHIA, PA. EST. 1884</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
seemingly. It is almost evergreen. Lantana camara, a West Indian evergreen shrub that has come into Florida, is very dependable. There are a number of garden forms with yellow, orange, lavender and white flowers, blooming throughout the summer. In northern sections it is sometimes frozen back to the ground, but comes back readily from the roots. Mountain laurel (Kalmia) is a beautiful shrub or small tree, native to western parts of Florida and grows well in the northern counties. It ranks as one of the finest American woody plants. Tarflower (Begonia), an azalea relative, is a choice evergreen shrub, with large, white, pink-tipped flowers in summer, found here and there through peninsular Florida. It requires good drainage. Duranta, from the West Indies, is particularly worthwhile for its loose racemes of blue flowers and gold- en fruits. Garberia, an inhabitant of dunes and well-drained scrub lands, is a striking evergreen composite of great value though rarely cultivated. Its rose-purple flowers form dense flat-topped heads, are followed by seeds produced in a conspicuous brown pappus. Among hollies, the yaupon is frequently grown in gardens for its small glossy leaves, and brilliant red fruits persisting through the winter. It makes a large shrub but is easily kept lower by judicious pruning and is useful as a hedge plant. Another holly relative, is a choice evergreen shrub, with large, glossy green leaves, and brilliant red fruits, persisting through the winter. It makes compact clumps from underground stems, usually reaching a height of 4 to 6 feet. Wax-myrtles (Myrica) of several species are excellent shrubs for hedges and windbreaks. One of them, Myrica pumila, a dwarf, makes a good ground cover.

Deciduous trees

Those trees that shed their leaves late in autumn and are leafless until early spring have distinct value because they provide winter shade and allow sunshine to come into the house in winter. Several deciduous trees are common in Florida gardens. One of the best is the sweetgum (Liquidambar), familiar to moist locations. In autumn, it changes yellow, gold or purple before the leaves drop and the new leaves are a very pleasing green as they emerge in spring. The swamp chestnut oak is a noble tree, often branching to a forty foot width, as broad as it is high. Red maples, usually with three-pointed leaves instead of five, brighten the landscape in spring with their flowers and seeds. The tuliptree (Liriodendron) is native as far south as the central part of the state. Its leaves are deeply notched; the unusual tulip-like flowers arc greenish-white with orange at the base.

Evergreen trees

Broad-leaved evergreen trees are abundant in Florida. Perhaps the most attractive of all is the black-anthous (Pfaffia), a native or southern magnolia (M. grandiflora), with large, glossy green leaves and pure white scented blossoms, some- times 10 inches across. Also good is its relative the sweet bay with smaller flowers, and leaves that are silvery gray beneath. American holly, now available from nurseries in varieties, is one of the finest natives and the Dahoon grows farthest south of any red-fruited evergreen holly. The laurel oak is a very common street and garden tree in the northern parts of the state. It is always a question whether it should be classed as deciduous or evergreen; within a very short time, 10 days or so after it loses its old leaves, it gets a new green mantle. The great live oak (Quercus) is an outstanding tree of which there are fine specimens in many north Florida gardens. Cherry laurel (Prunus), lobolly bay (Cor doxia), redbay (Persea) must also be listed among the best. In fact south Florida, the tetraxyria, boxleaf Eugenia, Grisette-tree and many others are valuable evergreen materials.

Flowering trees

Conspicuous among the smaller trees that bloom in gardens in the spring and add much to natural landscapes in northerly sections are the flowering dogwood (Cornus), redbud (Cercis), plum (Prunus), crabapple (Malus), Florida ilicium, and the frippetree (Chionanthus). Some of these extend well down into the state. There is a white-flowered redbud from Missouri that is quite at home but dogwood specimens from more northerly sections are worthless in the peninsula.

Palms

Most of the dozen or so native palms are to be found somewhere in gardens throughout the state, but only a few are commonly planted. Most important is the cabbage palm (Sabal), the state tree of Florida, found as a native throughout the state except in a few western counties. It sometimes forms palm forests, particularly in the Hali fax country, and is much planted in gardens and as a street tree. The Florida royal palm (Roystonea) is a prized ornamental tree characteristic of the southern sections. The saw palmetto (Serenoa) grows in clumps and often has been left in gardens when the land was cleared. Cuban-palm (Prautoria), adapted only to southern gardens, forms beautiful clumps of slender trunks up to 25 feet high.

Vines and flowering plants

Of vines, several kinds make exceptionally good garden plants. Yellow jasmine (Gelsemium) blooms early, is evergreen with yellow, sweet-scented flowers. Rosebay pea (Althaea) is grown for its bright-colored black and scarlet seeds. Among the deciduous vines, native grapes, Virginia creeper, American wisteria with purple flowers are widely used. There is a wealth of annual and perennial flowering plants for herbaceous borders. Sunflower, blazing star, spiderwort, and hibiscus, ruellia, solidago, salvia and many more are fine plants that adapt well to Florida gardens.
Who’s special on your Christmas List?

EMILY POST says, “Carvel Hall Steak Knives are so useful and correct . . . make individual carving of steaks, chops and fowl an easily acquired skill.” Three lovely handle styles complement your best silver, add distinction to your well-set table. And what wonderful gifts! More than 70 sets to choose from—in handsome cases—all service-guaranteed for life!

DUNCAN HINES says, “Carvel Hall Cutlery adds skill and ease to carving. I use these fine knives in my own home.” Carvel Hall’s exclusive Microned® blades are full hollow-ground chrome-vanadium steel, scientifically honed to a microscopic edge, precisely tempered. See Carvel Hall Cutlery at better department, jewelry, gift and hardware stores who feature quality.

Give a set of Carvel Hall Cutlery—the gift that becomes a treasured heirloom!

SEND FOR FREE GIFT BOOKS!

Send coupon for free copies of “Juicy Steaks Are an Art!” and “Duncan Hines Carving Guide.” * Absolutely free. Send today!
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Really relax on a GRACE LINE CRUISE to the CARIBBEAN and SOUTH AMERICA

The "Santa Rosa" and "Santa Paula," especially designed for tropical cruising, provide every comfort and luxury: large outdoor tiled swimming pools; light, airy dining rooms on top decks; excellent cuisine; gracious public rooms; beauty salons; sun decks; attractive cocktail lounges; dance orchestras; shipboard entertainment and interesting trips ashore. Every room is outside, each with private bath.

Twelve Day Cruises from New York every Friday. Also 16-18 Day Cruises every Friday from New York on cargo-passenger "Santas." See your travel agent or

GRACE LINE
10 Hanover Sq., New York, Agents and offices in all principal cities.